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Low-cost sensors (LCS) for the detection of atmospheric composition are being increas-
ingly used for monitoring air quality. Increasing the number of measurements locations in
an air quality network can be useful for the validation of atmospheric models and provide
improved estimates of personal pollution exposure. Performance of LCS, relative to exist-
ing reference instruments, has been seen to be highly variable, but there are currently no
formalised standards or certified calibration procedures for their use. Within this project,
laboratory studies and field-testing were undertaken to characterise the performance of
several commercially available LCS. The sensors tested prioritised those atmospheric pol-
lutants that are regulated under the UK and EU legislation, e.g. nitrogen dioxide. A
range of sensor technologies, including electrochemical and metal oxide sensors has been
evaluated. Clustering multiple identical sensors was an effective approach that improved
data quality and reduced the required frequency of calibration with co-located reference
instruments, also improving medium frequency noise and sensor reproducibility. New ap-
proaches to resolving sensor chemical cross-interferences were explored, from simple linear
regression to machine learning algorithms. This improved the agreement between sensors
and reference instruments in the laboratory and field. Clusters of sensors were built into a
multi-pollutant instrument which was deployed in various locations to investigate sensor
performance in different environments. Through the application of machine learning over
all the sensor signals, it was possible to produce a signal that was close to the reference
measurements, indicating that LCS can be used in a similar manner to an air quality
monitoring station. One implication of this is that LCS can be used over the short term
(weeks - months) to complement the existing networks by increasing the number of ground
observations, which would facilitate the interpolation of pollutant concentration gradients
between relatively sparse network stations to better estimate pollution maps.
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where the weekends begin and sampling weeks. Times where there were
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Chapter 1
A review of low-cost sensors used in
scientific research
1.1 The importance of air quality monitoring
The quality of the air we breathe has an impact upon human health [195] [40]. Air quality
is determined by the presence and the amounts of various compounds in the atmosphere.
Some of these chemical species, which lead to detrimental effects upon the environment
and human health are pollutants. Emissions of pollutants can arise from a variety of
sources, both natural [96] [65] and anthropogenic [101] [204] [75]. The composition of
the pollution is dependent upon the emission sources, which can vary hugely and lead to
very different environmental impacts. For example the major particulate matter (PM)
emission sources for the US are due to power generation and traffic [101], whereas in
India and China residential energy use dominates PM emissions [204] and in Europe, East
Asia and Russia agricultural emissions make huge contributions to the PM budgets [101].
Exposure of humans to harmful atmospheric pollutants is a major factor for premature
death and may lead to an increased risk of cardio-respiratory diseases [195].
Air pollution has been declared a public health emergency by the World Health Or-
ganisation (WHO) because poor air quality affects all age groups and lifestyles, greatly
increasing the global burden of disease. Outdoor air pollution alone is attributed to 3 mil-
lion deaths annually [195] and indoor household pollution is believed to have contributed
to approximately 4 million premature deaths per year [194]. Since approximately one in
nine deaths are linked to poor air quality it has been identified as the largest environmen-
tal risk regarding human health and is recognised in the sustainable development agenda
as a global health priority [195].
Air quality monitoring is essential for recognising areas with poor air quality and
determining the major emission sources. This can lead to bespoke mitigation strategies to
improve the air quality of a particular region and reduce the amount of people suffering
from diseases that are linked to exposure to pollution such as stroke, heart disease and lung
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cancer and asthma [24]. Across the globe, there are regions that experience acute pollution
events that lead to a large number of people exposed to levels of atmospheric contaminants
that exceed the guidelines for human health [195]. There was a haze episode that spread
over Northern, Eastern and Central China in January 2013 and this pro-longed pollution
event lead to nearly 800 million people exposed to dangerously high concentrations of
PM2.5 [202]. Pollution events can also occur on smaller spatial scales; it is common for
cities, such as Los Angeles [133], London [16] and Delhi [68], to experience pollution
episodes as there are a large variety of pollutants simultaneously emitted from a number
of sources. Globally, nine out of ten people who reside in urban areas are located in
cities that do not comply with the World Health Organisation (WHO) guidelines for air
pollution [195].
Pollution control strategies, often implemented by national governments [202] [40] or
local authorities [50], are one method for improving air quality and by doing so, protect-
ing the public from harmful exposure to pollution. Short-term mitigation programmes
include the reduction of pollution emissions in Beijing, China during November in 2014,
to improve air quality for the Asia-Pacific Economic Co-operation (APEC) [107]. Longer
term mitigation strategies aimed at reducing pollution concentrations on a national scale
are more common for meeting air quality requirements set by the WHO and, for Euro-
pean member states, the EU [52] [53]. In the UK, local authorities are responsible for
monitoring criteria pollutants and producing an Air Quality Plan which is implemented
if the ground observations of pollution in the local region exceed certain thresholds [36].
This Plan will detail measures, such as control of traffic flow, to implement and methods
to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of the scheme [36].
Pollutants are often emitted from a variety of sources, with pollutants from anthro-
pogenic activities greatly contributing to the quality of the air in the troposphere [196].
There are regulations in place to control the amount of anthropogenic emissions and to
monitor the ambient concentrations of various criteria pollutants to identify areas where
people are at risk of exposure to harmful levels of contaminants. One example of a reg-
ulation to control pollution is the Commission Regulation (EC) number 715/2007 which
states that all cars in Europe must be fitted with a catalytic converter to reduce road traf-
fic emissions and this is also a requirement of UK Law [56]. The EU Directives instruct
member states to monitor air pollution. To comply with these Directives the monitoring
networks must met the minimum requirements which direct the state regarding which
species to monitor, where the monitoring stations must be and give target or limit values
for pollutants to categorise the quality of air within the member state [53] [52].
The criteria compounds, for which either the EU or the WHO have set limit values
for, include carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), tropospheric ozone (O3) and
particulate matter (PM), see Table 1.1. Ground observations using instrumentation to
monitor the concentrations of these criteria pollutants are used to investigate whether a
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Table 1.1: Criteria pollutants and the thresholds for their concentrations in ambient air set
by the WHO [193] and the EU [53] [52]. The countries that fall under these regulation are
required to meet these objectives to ensure the regions have air of a sufficient quality. To
assess air quality, ground observations of atmospheric pollutants made with standardised
instrumentation are used.




Particulate matter (PM2.5) 10 µg m
-3 annual mean
25 µg m-3 24 hour mean
25 µg m-3 annual mean
Particulate matter (PM10) 20 µg m
-3 annual mean
50 µg m-3 24 hour mean
40 µg m-3 annual mean
50 µg m-3 24 hour mean
Ozone (O3) 100 µg m
-3 8 hour daily
maximum
120 µg m-3 max. 8 hour
mean
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) 40 µg m
-3 annual mean
200 µg m-3 1 hour mean
40 µg m-3 annual mean
200 µg m-3 1 hour mean
Sulphur dioxide (SO2) 20 µg m
-3 24 hour mean
500 µg m-3 10 minute mean
125 µg m-3 24 hour mean
350 µg m-3 1 hour mean
Carbon monoxide (CO) No values set 10 mg m-3 max. daily 8
hour mean
Benzene No values set 5 µg m-3 annual mean
Polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbons (PAHs)
No values set 1 ng m-3 annual mean (of
benzo(a)pyrene)
region complies with these limit values. Elevated levels of pollutants in the atmosphere also
impact ecosystems. For example, tropospheric ozone damages plants and has been found to
reduce crop yield [124], and emissions of ammonia (NH3) and nitrogen oxides (NOX) in the
atmosphere contribute to nitrogen deposition which can affect the soil acidity and alter the
way species interact [15] [182]. Both short-term pollution events (i.e. acute NO2 roadside
emissions impacting the human cardio-respiratory system [115]) and chronic exposure
(i.e. elevated O3 concentrations affecting crop yields [17]) to elevated concentrations of
contaminants may have detrimental impacts to human health and the ecosystems [2] [141].
Atmospheric pollution monitoring is important for ensuring that major emission sources
are identified, pollutants that are a concern for human health are regulated, any pollution
mitigation programmes are efficient, areas with a high risk of exceedances are identified
and control strategies are implemented and ensuring regions comply with air pollution
regulations [195]. The results from the UKs national networks provide scientifically ro-
bust measurements for the further development of policy. Source apportionment is crucial
for estimating the areas located downwind of the source, which might be exposed to high
levels of atmospheric contaminants. Determining the air quality of a particular region
includes identifying pollutants of concern, locating pollutant emissions sources and de-
termining the quantity of pollutant species in the atmosphere. Epidemiological studies
use the results from air quality monitoring to investigate the pollutants impact on human
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health and the environment [101] [84].
In order to understand the behaviour of air pollution after it is emitted to the air, it is
important to understand the structure of the Earths atmosphere. The Earth’s atmosphere
is structured into layers, based on temperature. From the ground to increasing altitudes,
these are the troposphere (from ground 0 km to approximately 10 km up [27]), stratosphere
(10 - 30 km), mesosphere (30 - 50 km), thermosphere (50 -400 km) and exosphere (500+
km). The distances of the boundaries between the layers are not constant and can fluctuate
[162]. The troposphere is the layer closest to the ground and hence where the vast majority
of global emissions occurs. The planetary boundary layer (PBL) is a sub-division of the
troposphere; it lies closest to the Earths surface and is defined with a distinct boundary
based upon air movement. The thickness of the PBL is highly variable (from 100 m to
several km high) and the characteristics of this layer are defined by air turbulence and
the thermal and dynamic properties of air within the PBL as well as other factors such as
synoptic divergence [134]. The air within the PBL is considered well-mixed in convective
conditions [134] and, in this regime pollutants undergo atmospheric dispersion, although
the concentration of these pollutants is largely influenced by PBL height [134]. The air
above the PBL is called the free troposphere. The PBL has different air movements,
which are mainly influenced by the Earth’s surface, to the rest of the troposphere, and
moisture, heat and pollution are all redistributed throughout the PBL due to turbulence
[77]. The world’s population reside in the troposphere and are affected by the distribution
of pollution in the PBL as this is where the majority of people spend most of their time.
The atmospheric lifetime of a species is dependent upon the rate at which it is deposited
to surfaces and its reactivity with other atmospheric species. Some compounds, such as
carbon dioxide have long atmospheric lifetimes, and hence they have evenly distributed
concentrations across the globe and are well mixed in the atmosphere. Compounds with
moderate atmospheric lifetimes, between a few days to months can be transported in the
air over large spatial scales see Fig. 1.1 and by crossing international boundaries, pollution
mitigation becomes a global issue [163] [161] [182].
Many multi-national organisations are already concerned with addressing the issues
with trans-boundary pollution and there are Protocols and Conventions already in place
to attempt to control both national pollution and emissions from neighbouring countries.
An example protocol is the Gothenburg Protocol, which has been in existence since 1999
and has been amended several times with regards to the Convention on Long-range Trans-
boundary Air Pollution [182]. One such amendment focuses on the reduction of VOC
emissions from the use of solvents and instructs the Parties how to monitor the emissions,
suitable instrumentation for monitoring, and presents various solvent management plans
[200].
Atmospheric components are monitored to ensure that a specified region is meeting
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Figure 1.1: The longer a species exists in the atmosphere, the further it can be transported,
with some pollutants, e.g. CO2, which has an atmospheric lifetime of up to 200 years, being
defined as well-mixed because they are transported over large, hemispherical distances.
Figure adapted from Seinfield and Pandis 1998, [161].
thresholds, for example limit values in the EU Directives, statutory thresholds and upper
limits for atmospheric concentration targets. The EU for example, published a series of
Directives with limit and target values for certain pollutants for Member States to adhere
to [53] [52]. Personal exposure to air contaminants is increasingly becoming a concern
for the public and monitoring networks allow the general population access to reliable
information about their local areas. Informing the public about the impact of their actions
can help to reduce emissions, i.e. making people aware that idling causes poor air quality
outside schools. Action can be taken on a more local scale to improve air quality for that
region. It is not just human health that is detrimentally impacted by poor air quality, as
livestock and vegetation can suffer from over exposure to certain atmospheric pollutants.
Monitoring ambient concentrations of pollutants is useful for estimating the impact to the
ecosystems [118], [40]. There are multiple studies to estimate the impact of ambient O3
upon crop yields and vegetation, for example [17], [124]. Booker et al. found that exposure
of the tomato plant to 75 ppb of ozone led to a decrease in the chlorophyll content in the
plants leaves, in some plants chlorophyll was decreased by a factor of two [17].
The atmosphere is a complex mixture of many different compounds, each with their
own reactivity and impact on human health. A list of the criteria air pollutants follows,
each with a description of their common emission sources and their impact on human
health and the environment.
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Figure 1.2: A brief summary of the sources and impacts of tropospheric O3.
1.2 Ozone (O3)
O3 is ubiquitous in the troposphere and it’s atmospheric lifetime is long enough (ap-
proximately several weeks) for it to be transported across continents [126] [182]. Raised
concentrations of O3 at ground-level has detrimental impacts upon human health and the
surrounding environment [126], [91]. It is estimated that O3 alone causes 5 – 20 % of
all air-quality related deaths due to its reactive nature [126]. Exposure to elevated con-
centrations of gaseous O3 causes decreased lung function [111], aggravation of asthma,
respiratory disease and difficulties with breathing [137]. From a regulatory point of view,
O3 is monitored as an 8 hour average([O3]8hr-mean). The WHO guidelines in 2006 stated
that the maximum [O3]8 hour-mean should not exceed 50 ppb.
The highly oxidising nature of O3 causes detrimental affects to vegetation [124] and
damages crop yields [189]. Tropospheric O3 is also a potent greenhouse gas (GHG) [189],
[126], and the presence of O3 in the troposphere contributes a positive radiative forcing;
the tropospheric concentrations of O3 and it’s GHG potency put it in the top three an-
thropogenic GHG compounds [189]. It is therefore important to monitor O3 to asses the
effects it has upon climate change [126] [189].
Haze events may occur in regions with poor air quality. O3 is a major component of
this photochemical smog [204], although the loss of visibility is due to the presence of
PM. Photochemical smog is generated in the troposphere via a series of reactions that
are initiated in the presence of sunlight [204] [126]. O3 is often a key reactant in these
photochemical reactions as O3 reacts readily with compounds such as NOX and VOCs
[189] [126].
The concentrations of O3 at any particular location are governed by the amount trans-
ported [182] as well as local sources of O3 precursor compounds, weather conditions and
the geographic location. There is also a positive correlation between the background ambi-
ent O3 mixing ratio and altitude [91] for the lower troposphere. Nearer to Earth’s surface
there are more loss mechanisms for ambient O3, such as dry deposition or titration by
reacting rapidly with surface emissions [91], so the ambient concentrations generally in-
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crease with distance from the ground [27]. O3 concentrations within the PBL are also more
variable than the O3 in the free troposphere as O3 concentrations are more influenced by
weather and O3 undergoes transportation at a synoptic scale within the PBL [27]. At the
boundary to the PBL, there is a distinct change in the O3 concentration relationship with
altitude. In the free troposphere the gradient for increasing O3 with altitude can become
up to ten time less steep than for O3 within the PBL [27].
1.2.1 Tropospheric O3 formation
In the troposphere, in combination with the presence of NOX, O3 concentrations may exist
in a photostationary state that can be described by the Leighton Relationship, 1.4 [100].
This photostationary state is comprised of Equations 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, which form a null
cycle because O3 is produced and destroyed at rapid reaction rates, leading to no overall
change in O3 concentration [181]. In Equation 1.1 NO2 is photolysed to NO and an oxygen
atom in an excited state (O(1D). The photodissociation constant for this reaction is given
by JNO2 [181]. The excited O atom has enough energy to react with an oxygen molecule
(O2 to produce O3, Equation 1.2. O3 is then destroyed by reaction with NO to reform NO2
and O2, Equation 1.3. Reaction 3 is the slowest reaction in the Leighton Relationship,
with a rate constant, k3. M is a molecule, commonly N2, that is not involved in the
reaction in any way except to stabilise the reaction through collisions.
NO2 + hv −−→ NO + O(1D) (1.1)
O(1D) + O2 + M −−→ O3 + M (1.2)
O3 + NO
k3−−→ NO2 + O2 (1.3)
The concentration of tropospheric O3 under these conditions is dependent upon the







For O3 production in the troposphere there must be another route by which NO2
is produced, without the destruction of O3. O3 is a secondary pollutant and as such,
is not emitted directly into the atmosphere but is instead made by chemical reactions
of atmospheric O3 precursor compounds, Fig. 1.3 [4]. The reactions of these precursor
compounds in the troposphere contribute 5000 Tg yr-1 of O3 to the global ground-level
budget [126]. Since their relationship with ozone concentration is non-linear [111], see
Fig 1.3, O3 mitigation programs are bespoke for each region. CO, methane (CH4), non-
methane hydrocarbons (NMHC) and NOx are major O3 precursor compounds and these
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react via a series of reactions, some of which require sunlight. There is an increase in
tropospheric O3 concentrations when NO2 formation occurs without the loss of O3. In-
creasing O3 concentrations occur in the presence of NOX and VOCs as, VOC oxidation
forms an organic peroxy alkyl radical (RO2) which can react with NO (in place of O3) to
form NO2, without the loss of O3 [181]. Therefore both NOX and VOCs are required for
net O3 formation.
The hydroxyl radical (OH) is an important oxidising molecule that initiates the removal
of pollutants from the atmosphere. OH is fairly ubiquitous in the atmosphere during the
daytime, yet because it is very reactive it typically has an atmospheric lifetime of less than
1 second and an typical ambient concentration of 1 ppt [161]. The reaction of molecules
such as VOCs with OH forms more oxidised products, that are more water soluble, and
hence it facilitates the removal of pollutants from the atmosphere by wet deposition [188].
In the reaction 1.5 a VOC (RH), for example an alkane molecule, is oxidised by the OH
to produce an alkyl radical (R) and water. The alkyl radical undergoes a rapid reaction
with oxygen to form an organic peroxy radical (RO2), Equation 1.6 [181].
RH + ·OH −−→ R· + H2O (1.5)
R· + O2 + M −−→ RO ·2 + M (1.6)
RO ·2 + NO −−→ NO2 + RO· (1.7)
Reaction of RO2 with NO forms NO2 without the destruction of an O3 molecule,
Equation 1.7, to form an alkoxy radical (RO).
RO· + O2 −−→ RCHO + HO ·2 (1.8)
The RO radical subsequently reacts with an oxygen molecule forming an aldehyde (RCHO)
and the peroxy radical (HO2), Equation 1.8. In Equation 1.9 the peroxy radical reacts
with NO to produce a second NO2 molecule, without the destruction of O3.
HO ·2 + NO −−→ NO2 + ·OH (1.9)
Both the NO2 molecules formed by VOC oxidation photodissociate, forming two ex-
cited O(1D) atoms, which react with oxygen molecules to produce two O3 molecules,
Equations 1.10 and 1.11 [181].
2(NO2 + hv −−→ NO + O(1D)) (1.10)
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2(O2 +O(
1D) −−→ O3) (1.11)
When cities are considering ozone mitigation programmes it is important to understand
the concentrations and behaviour of ozone precursor compounds. The relative proportions
of NOX and VOC concentrations in the region influence the O3 concentration. Often O3
isopleths are drawn for a region to determine the most effective O3 reducing action plans
[48]. These isopleths consist of a plot of VOC concentration versus NOX and will identify
the maximum possible O3 that could potentially arise from an initial ratio of NOX to VOCs
[48] [150] [14]. Where the NOX concentrations are high relative to the VOC concentrations,
due to large amounts of NOX emissions, the O3 production is described as being VOC
limited [14]. For this region, lowering the NOX emissions will have little to no effect
upon the overall O3 concentration. The O3 mitigation programmes required to reduce O3
would identify a strategy to reduce the VOC emissions or change the VOC composition
to be composed of fewer molecules with a high O3 formation potential. Subsequently,
regions with high atmospheric VOC concentrations compared to the NOX concentrations
are classified as NOX limited [14]. O3 mitigation programmes would therefore identify
methods to reduce the NOX concentrations for that local area. For effective and efficient
O3 pollution control, it is therefore important to monitor the precursor compounds as well
as O3 to investigate the effectiveness of O3 reduction strategies [150].
Figure 1.3: Photochemical production of tropospheric ozone via the primary emissions of
VOCs and NOX.
A large proportion of the precursor emissions come from vehicles and industrial pro-
cesses with urban and industrial regions around the world reporting high ozone concen-
trations [111], usually on hot, still sunny days [103] and especially during and after a
heatwave where these conditions may lead to a build-up of O3 [152]. O3 production is
driven by photochemical reactions and therefore a diurnal pattern of O3 concentrations
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exists, with peak O3 concentrations typically occurring just after midday [14] [48]. There
is also a seasonal variation of O3 concentration, which is driven by the strength of the sun,
i.e. less O3 produced by photochemical reactions during Winter months [201]. Therefore,
more people are exposed to elevated O3 in Summertime, when the O3 are higher and peo-
ple spend more time outdoors [201]. Concentrations of O3 vary on a number of temporal
and spatial scales and when monitoring this criteria pollutant, it is important to consider
both the vertical and horizontal gradients of O3 over time. The short-term (hour-to-hour
variability) peaks in O3 concentration and the longer-term background O3 trends (seasonal
and annual variability) must be considered separately since these can often show dispar-
ity. The long-term background O3 levels are increasing due to increased global emissions
of methane and other precursor compounds. Increased background O3, due to elevated
methane concentrations has been observed in Europe and North America [91] [126]. How-
ever, the maximum concentrations of O3 have decreased on a day to day basis. Studies
have shown that the maximum peak concentrations of O3 are generally decreasing over
time in Europe [168] and the United States due to a series of strategies such as the NOX
State Implementation Plan which halved the NOX emissions in the Eastern US [152].
The health impacts associated with tropospheric O3 occur from both chronic [176] and
acute [13] exposure and it is therefore important to continue monitoring in such a way so
that both the short term and long term O3 events are detected.
O3 is lost from the troposphere via reactions, deposition to surfaces and transporta-
tion to other regions in the atmosphere. Tropospheric O3 undergoes photolysis in the
troposphere (wavelength of light required for O3 photolysis, hv = 340 nm [181]) and the
excited O(1D) atom produced by O3 photolysis subsequently reacts with water vapour to
form the hydroxyl (OH) radical (see Equations 1.12 and 1.13). This is the major route for
OH radical formation [149]. A significant proportion of the oxidisation reactions in the
troposphere use OH as an oxidant. It is extremely reactive, plays a key role in the removal
rate of many chemical species and is known at the atmospheric detergent of the tropo-
sphere [149]. Therefore O3 concentrations indirectly contribute to the oxidative nature of
the local environment [4] as well as O3 being a direct atmospheric oxidant itself.
O3 + hv −−→ O2 +O(1D)) (1.12)
O(1D) + H2O −−→ 2.OH (1.13)
O3 is itself an oxidant and hence will oxidise unsaturated VOC compounds such as
alkenes, by addition of Oacross the double bond. In a high NOX environment, O3 may
also react with NO, to produce NO2, or will react with NO2 to produce the nitrate radical
(NO3). Deposition of O3 to surfaces is also a major O3 loss function [139] [126].
Climate change may cause an increasing frequency of weather events such as anti-
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cyclonic conditions in Europe. This is generally predicted to lead to an increase in the
ambient O3 concentrations in urban regions as the balance of O3 deposition and rate
at which O3 is vertically transported will be affected by changing meteorological condi-
tions [91] [44]. On a regional and local scale, surface layer O3 behaviour is governed by a
number of variables and there is much to consider when determining how best to monitor
O3 for different locations. Whilst it would be expected that urban areas present elevated
concentrations of O3 compared to their rural counterparts, this is not always the case.
The titration of O3 by nitrogen monoxide (NO), leads to smaller than expected O3 con-
centrations in regions with a high proportion of traffic emissions and in this instance, the
surrounding rural regions may exhibit higher concentrations of O3 than the urban envi-
ronment [91]. The fraction of urban pollution transported into the rural areas will not
undergo the same amount of titration with NO, leading to increased O3 concentration in
downwind rural areas.
1.2.2 Influence of stratospheric O3
There are also a number of mechanisms for O3 transportation from the stratosphere to
the troposphere leading to increased tropospheric O3 concentration [145]. The boundary
between the troposphere and the stratosphere is called the tropopause. This is a dynamic
boundary, and folds in this boundary occur when stratospheric air intrudes down into the
troposphere [34]. Intrusion events can lead to large quantities of O3 transported from the
stratosphere into the troposphere [145] [39]. The stratospheric concentration of Ois much
higher (1 - 10 ppm) than the tropospheric O3 concentration (10 – 100 ppb) [39]. The
formation of O3 is driven through via ultra-violet (UV) radiation from the sun promoting
the photolysis of oxygen molecules to atoms. These atoms then have sufficient energy to
react to form stratospheric O3. Eddy diffusion of O3 in stratospheric folds results in a net
transport of O3 from the stratosphere to the troposphere [4], however this is a weak mecha-
nism for stratospheric to tropospheric exchange [162]. O3 can be transported both up and
down through large cumulonimbus clouds which breech the tropopause. Height changes
in the tropopause also lead to O3 exchange [39]. These different processes contribute to
the tropospheric O3 budget, and occasionally influences O3 within the boundary layer.
The vast majority of O3 variability in the PBL does however, occur via photochemical
transformations with pollution in the PBL [4].
1.2.3 Reference ozone instrumentation
For regulatory monitoring of ambient tropospheric O3, dual-cell UV absorption photome-
try is used [168], [40]. The instruments alternate between measuring a reference gas in one
cell and the sample of air in the other and has been used as a method for determining the
O3 concentration since 1979 [179]. It is well documented that O3 absorbs UV light at ap-
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proximately 254 nm [179], [168], and since very few other atmospheric compounds absorb
light at this wavelength, the technique experiences no cross sensitivities when monitoring
ambient air. Monochromatic light at 254 nm is shone into a chamber filled with air. The
amount of light absorbed by O3 molecules is directly proportional to the concentration of







C is the concentration of the absorbing species in the sample (ppb)), Ilamp is the intensity
of radiation at the source (W cm-1), Idetector is the intensity of light at the detector after
it has passed through the sample cell (W cm-1), α is the absorption coefficient of the
absorbing species (cm-1) and L is the path length (cm). Modern day instruments have
improved upon the original instrumental designs by improving the critical parameters for
the Beer-Lambert Law, for example determining the absorption cross section of O3 and
maximising the length of the cell [168]. This method is the standard technique and is
detailed in EN 14625:2012 for monitoring outdoor O3 concentrations, up to 250 ppb, for
background, rural and urban locations [127], [40] [53].
1.3 Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is considered a criteria pollutant due to its direct detrimental
effects upon human health and its role in the formation of secondary contaminants. Ex-
posure to elevated concentrations of NO2 cause decrease in lung capacity, inflammation of
the respiratory system, a greater risk of respiratory illnesses and a heightened response to
allergens [97], [40]. Acute exposure to high concentrations of NO2 initiates inflammation
of the lungs and both daily fluctuations in NO2 mixing ratios and elevated levels lasting
for much longer time scales effects mortality [40]. Due to the short-term detrimental im-
pacts of NO2 upon human health, the WHO state that the 1-hour mean of NO2 should
not exceed 200 µg m-3 [193].
The presence of NO2 in the troposphere also causes significant impacts to the envi-
ronment as it influences the N-cycle and is a precursor for nitric acid. The main sink
for ambient NO2 is via it’s reaction with the hydroxyl radical (OH) to form nitric acid
(HNO3) [47]. The nitric acid is removed from the atmosphere via wet deposition, which
increases the acidification of precipitation. In regions with elevated emissions of ammo-
nia, the nitric acid will combine with ammonium to form ammonium nitrate [10] and this
forms a significant fraction of PM2.5, which has it’s own health impacts. Changes to the
nitrogen cycle [15] lead to eutrophication of aquatic domains and NO2 reaction to form
nitric acid causes acidification within terrestrial ecosystems [76], [40]. The effects of NO2
have led to it becoming a hazardous air contaminant for which there is legislation in place
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to ensure that the general public are only exposed to safe levels [90]. The World Health
Organisation state that the NO2 concentrations should not exceed a 40 µg m
-3 for the
annual mean and the 1-hour mean should not exceed 200 µg m-3.
Figure 1.4: A brief summary of the sources and impacts of nitrogen dioxide (NO2).
There are direct sources of NO2, but the greatest proportion of NO2 is formed from the
primary pollutant NO reacting with O3 in the atmosphere [97]. The day time chemistry
of NO and NO2 is very closed linked and therefore these two compounds are collectively
called NOX. Since the majority of NOX emissions result from the generation of electricity
via fossil fuel combustion [76] [97] and vehicle emissions [159] the greatest change in
the levels of ambient NO2 came about during industrialisation and the development of
agriculture [90]. Rapid urbanisation and large vehicular fleets mean that mega-cities often
experience elevated ambient levels of NO2 [76]. There are natural sources of NO2; soil
emissions from microbial activity [4], biomass burning [76], and the high temperature
conditions induced by lightening initiate the reaction of N2 and O2 to form NO which
is rapidly oxidised to NO2. Diesel engines also directly emit NO2 to the troposphere.
Due to it’s relatively short lifetime in the atmosphere, exposure to NOX depends on how
close the source is [159]. The UK is currently trying to reduce peoples exposure to road
side NOX which is emitted from fossil fuel-based vehicles. The UK laid out plans in July
2017 to specifically target NO2 concentrations –‘The UK Plan for Tackling Roadside NO2
concentrations’ [38] in places which frequently exceeded the NO2 safety thresholds. These
regions are designated Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs) for NO2, and within
these areas emissions from vehicles and other road was identified as being the main source
of NO2 in 96 % of these NO2 AQMAs within the UK [38] [40]. European monitoring
networks indicate that ambient NO2 concentrations are not decreasing at the expected
rate (Fig. 1.5), and that many locations regularly exceed the NO2 limit values [36]. Due
to the introduction of increasingly stringent regulations on vehicle emissions [55] across
Europe the NO2 and NOX trends decreased for a decade, beginning in the mid-1990’s, yet
this trend has plateaued across the continent more recently [23], see Fig. 1.5.
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Figure 1.5: The ambient UK NOX concentrations were due to decrease with the introduc-
tion of each successive Euro standard that applied increasingly stringent restrictions upon
the pollutants emitted from vehicles in Europe. However, the ground observations of NOX
were different to how they should appear if the Euro standards were successful.
in urban, suburban and rural areas is potentially due to diesel cars fitted with emission
control technologies that emit NO2 [97] [23]. However, reducing the ambient NO2 mixing
ratio is not as simple as decreasing the ambient NOX concentrations, as reactions with
NOX and O3 are complex and non-linear, increasing the difficulty of regulating NO2 [42].
Due to the relatively short atmospheric lifetime of NO2 it does not experience in-
tercontinental transport rather, NO2 is a regional issue [76]. Consequently the highest
concentrations of NO2 are found close to the emission sources within the PBL [76]. The
lifetime of NOX was estimated to be on the order of a few hours near power plants and
mega-cities with a large vehicular fleet. The atmospheric lifetime of NO2 is OH-dependent,
as reaction with the hydroxyl radical is the main sink for NO2, and this leads to HNO3
formation [154]. The concentration of NO2 in the surface layer is also dependant upon
dilution and the local meteorological conditions, for example, wind velocity, are important
variables [112] with regard to ambient NO2 concentrations. The ability of NO2 to photol-
yse, yielding NO and an excited O(1D) molecule means that it is an important precursor
compound for O3 production. Photochemical reactions involving NOX and VOCs lead
to O3 formation and due to this monitoring and mitigating NO2 pollution is often a key
strategy to reduce ambient O3 levels [90]. There is added complexity with O3 mitigation
protocols, as reducing the NO2 levels will only result in lower O3 when the region is NOX-
limited. Both NO and NO2 can be oxidised by O3, see Equations 1.15 and 1.16. The
reaction of NO2 with O3 forms the nitrate (NO3) radical, which is an important oxidant
during the absence of sunlight [98].
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NO + O3 −−→ NO2 + O2 (1.15)
NO2 + O3 −−→ NO3 + O2 (1.16)
During the day, nitrate radicals are still formed in this manner, but it is quickly
destroyed as it undergoes rapid photolysis, Equation 1.17. However, at night, with no light
source to promote the photolysis, NO3 concentrations increase and the nitrate radical is
the dominant oxidising species for VOCs such as alkenes and aromatic compounds [98].
NO3 + hv −−→ NO2 + O(3P) (1.17)
The nitrate radical can subsequently react in a reversible reaction with NO2, producing
dinitrogen pentoxide (N2O5) [98], Equation 1.18. The N2O5 either reforms NO3 and NO2 or
can react with water molecules to produce nitric acid [4], contributing to the acidification
of the environment.
NO3 + NO2 −−⇀↽− N2O5 + O(3P) (1.18)
The nitrate radical also contributes to the ambient concentrations of particulate matter
(PM2.5 and PM10) as these radicals can react with ammonium to form inorganic aerosols
[40] [154]. PM has it’s own health and environmental impacts [90].
1.3.1 Reference NO2 instruments
Chemiluminescence (CL) is the standard method for monitoring NO and NO2 in the ambi-
ent air (EN 14211:2012) [40], [159] [53]. It is used globally to determine the concentrations
of NO2 and is in use by both the UK’s Automatic Urban and Rural Network (AURN)
monitoring network [40] and is recognised as a Federal Reference method by the Envi-
ronment Protection Agency in the US [47]. The technique works via a two-step process.
Ambient air is sampled into the instrument, whereupon the NO is measured directly by
reacting it with an excess of O3, to produce NO2 in an excited state (NO2
*) [61]. The
excited NO2
* fluoresces as it relaxes to return to the ground state. The NO2 fluoresces
and emits specific wavelengths of light, therefore selectivity is achieved by selecting the
correct light filter. The intensity of this emitted light is measured with a photo-multiplier
tube [61] and is proportional to the amount of NO in the sample [151]. In the second state,
the air is passed over a catalyst to convert all NOX to NO first, then the total NOX con-
centration in determined by the same chemiluminescent reaction. The NO2 concentration
is the result of the subtraction of NO from the total NOX concentration [47]. The calibra-
tion procedure involves introducing known concentrations of NOX, from a gas standard
(typically NO in N2), into the CL instrument and monitoring the photon count [61], [47].
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The instrument is relatively simple and inexpensive, requiring a lamp to generate O3 and
a photomultiplier that needs to be cooled to -4◦C [47]. Although there are known inter-
ferences – due to the instrument not detecting NO2 directly e.g. conversion efficiency, and
other nitrogen-containing compounds besides NO2 being converted to NO in the second
state [47] – the technique is relatively reliable.
In research, and recently for more routine monitoring, a second type of instrumentation
is also used for the measurement of real-time NO2 concentrations in ambient air, which
can offer detection limits of less than 0.06 ppb and drift over a few months of 0.5 ppb [93].
The NO2 Cavity Attenuated Phase Shift (CAPS) detects NO2 using a cavity lined with
two highly reflective mirrors, facing each other. The reflectivity of the mirrors is a known
constant, R. Blue light of a specific wavelength (430 nm), emitted by a light emitting
diode, is introduced to the mirror-lined cavity and is reflected back and forth between the
two mirrors. Each time a photon makes the journey between the two mirrors is defined as
a trip, and the number of trips (n) the photon is likely to make is defined in Equation 1.19.





The light introduced to the cavity is a continuous light source in the form of a sine
or square wave - as light reflects it will be superimposed on light already being reflected
between the mirrors in the cavity. This causes a phase shift of the resulting waveform
that is detected, with high accuracy, by a Lockin detector [92]. When a gaseous sample
is introduced to the cavity the NO2 molecules in the sample selectively absorb photons of
light with a wavelength of 430 nm. The amount of absorbed photons is proportional to
the amount of NO2 in the chamber. The absorption of photons is a loss mechanism that
causes there to be less photons making trips within the cavity and therefore a faster decay
of energy stored in the cavity is detected. The rate of decay of the photons, and hence
measured phase shift is proportional to the amount of NO2 in the reflectivity chamber
[92]. The CAPS monitor provides a direct measurement of NO2, without the need to
convert NO2 to NO prior to analysis. The use of the molybdenum catalyst in the CLD
measurement converts the NO2 in the air sample to NO to allow a measurement of NO2 to
be made. However, the major limitation of the CLD technique is that other compounds,
such as peroxy acyl nitrates (PAN) are also converted to NO2, leading to an inaccurate
NO2 estimate of the atmosphere. The direct NO2 CAPS measurement eliminates the risk
of other N-containing species interfering with the measurement and minimises the need
for frequent maintenance. The CAPS device is highly selective as it uses absorption to
directly measure NO2 and the wavelength of light to be absorbed can be carefully selected.
This type of measurement requires less frequent calibration as the technique relies upon
absorption and the Beer Lambert Law.
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1.4 Carbon monoxide (CO)
The main emission of CO is from incomplete combustion of fuels that contain carbon [57].
CO is a colourless, odourless gas that is a useful pollutant to monitor in air quality networks
because it can be used as a tracer for combustion emissions [57] and can therefore be used
to provide information about other combustion pollutants. Typical concentrations of
atmospheric CO vary greatly throughout the year, depending on the quantity of biomass
burning but can be expected to fall between 60 – 300 ppb in background air. Atmospheric
concentrations of CO are much higher in urban regions; the maximum hourly concentration
of CO in Beijing has been observed as being greater than 5 ppm [85].
Figure 1.6: A brief summary of the sources and reactions of carbon monoxide in the
troposphere.
Exposure to elevated CO levels is harmful to human health. Depending on the per-
son, exposure time and concentration it can cause damage to the cardiovascular system,
central nervous system and haemoglobin in blood. The main human health impacts are
caused because in the presence of CO, haemoglobin preferentially combines with CO to
make a stable molecule called carboxyhaemoglobin (COHb) [29], rather than forming oxy-
haemoglobin (HbO2) which is the product of the reaction of haemoglobin with O2. HbO2
is required to oxygenate vital tissues around the human body. CO therefore removes some
of the haemoglobin available for binding with oxygen, and decreases the quantity of oxygen
carried by the blood resulting in a reduction in the oxygen received by the human bodies
organs and tissues [57] [29]. However, ambient CO concentrations in the UK fall well below
the thresholds set to protect human health, but this is not always the case for mega-cities
in countries such as India and China [85]. The largest ambient CO emissions are from
vehicular transport and industrial process in urban areas so CO is a good tracer for anthro-
pogenic activities [159]. The Euro Standards for regulating vehicular emissions also limit
the CO emissions from passenger vehicles [54] but CO emissions from road transport are
still a large source of tropospheric CO. In urban areas where traffic emissions dominate,
VOC concentrations are often well correlated with ambient CO concentrations, which is
indicative of their similar sources [186]. Calculating the ratio between CO and various
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VOCs is useful for allowing comparisons to be made between cities and to help identify
if pollution control strategies are working [186]. CO pollution events within cities have
been shown to correlate with PM episodes and since forecasting CO is much simpler than
predicting future levels of PM, CO has been used to determine PM estimates [157].
CO plays a large role in determining the oxidative nature of the atmosphere; as it
is the main sink for the hydroxyl (OH) radical, via the reaction in Equation 1.20. The
hydrogen (H) radical produced by this reaction is very reactive and reacts with oxygen in
the atmosphere to form the peroxy radical (HO2), which ultimately leads to O3 production.
CO + .OH −−→ CO2 + H. (1.20)
The yearly variation in CO is mainly driven by the concentration of OH; during the
summer when the atmosphere contains maximal OH levels, the CO concentrations are
typically at their lowest for the year [159]. Local CO emission sources and transport of
CO will also influence the regional CO variability. CO has an indirect positive radiative
forcing effect upon the atmosphere which stems from the main reaction route of CO, with
OH. Due to the fast reaction of OH and CO (Equation 1.20) this often dominates how the
OH radical reacts as CO is present at relatively high concentrations in the troposphere
too. Therefore, a further increase in ambient CO concentrations leads to a decrease in OH
concentrations as more OH reacts with the additional CO. A decrease in OH impacts the
oxidising capacity of the atmosphere as there is less OH available to oxidise various other
carbon-containing compounds, for example methane [33]. Methane has a very significant
climate warming affect, hence an increase in CO indirectly leads to more climate warming
as less OH is available to oxidise methane into a molecule with a smaller greenhouse
gas potential [33]. Since the concentration of CO impacts the concentration of OH, this
has a subsequent impact upon the oxidising capacity of the atmosphere and the rate at
which pollutants are converted to more soluble species. The oxidation of pollutants by
OH it vitally important for the removal of pollutants from the atmosphere because this
oxidation procedure makes pollutants more soluble and therefore more likely to wash out
of the troposphere in wet deposition. Equation 1.20 also produces CO2, which is well
known for having a positive climate affect.
The atmospheric CO levels are related to geographic location – the Northern Hemi-
sphere displays higher ambient CO concentrations and on a more local scale the surround-
ing environment and time of the year can cause the lifetime of CO to be between 10 days
to 1 year [159]. CO can therefore be transported over long distances and is sometimes
used as a tracer for atmospheric transport [159]. It is important to monitor the ambient
concentrations of CO as it is an O3 precursor compound and it influences the concentra-
tions of OH in the troposphere. Ground observations of CO have been used to better
understand the behaviour of O3 precursor compounds and therefore aid policy-makers to
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Figure 1.7: Schematic to show the gas filter half filled with CO, for the reference CO
measurement, and N2, to allow for a measurement of CO in the sample of air.
1.4.1 Reference CO instruments
Atmospheric levels of CO are measured within the UK’s AURN network using Non Dis-
persive Infra-Red (NDIR) spectroscopy [40], detailed in EN 14626:2012 [53]. NDIR uses
the principle of CO molecules absorbing IR radiation to quantify the amount of CO in an
air sample. This device was developed to provide an automatic, continuous measurement
of ambient CO concentrations [132]. A gas filter is used to provide both a reference mea-
surement and a measurement of CO in the sample. The device switches between making
these reference and sample measurements, using the gas filter, shown in Fig. ??. This
filter is typically cylindrical in shape, with one half containing CO gas (reference filter)
and the other half filled with nitrogen (N2) gas (measurement filter). During the reference
measurement, the gas filter is positioned so that the IR radiation passes through the side
containing CO. IR radiation that is able to be absorbed by CO molecules is fully absorbed
by the CO in the filter. Any IR radiation that is not absorbed by the CO in the reference
filter cannot be absorbed by CO molecule and therefore the fingerprint of IR radiation
is saturated at the CO-absorbing wavelengths after passing through the reference filter.
Hence, there is no change in the radiation at the CO-absorption wavelengths, even after
passing through the sample cell which may contain CO molecules.
When making a measurement of the amount of CO in the sample, the gas filter is
positioned so that the IR radiation passes through the N2 filled section of the filter. All
IR radiation passes through the filter and none is absorbed by the N2 molecules. The
IR passes into the absorption tube where the CO molecules may be present in the air
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Figure 1.8: Schematic to show the operation of a VUV fluorimeter, used to detect CO
with a very fast time response and lower detectable limits.
sample, and any CO molecules in the sample will undergo IR absorption. The amount
of light absorbed by the CO in the sample is proportional to the concentration of CO in
the sample [132], [159], [129] and hence the CO concentration can be determined. CO
molecules in the air sample absorb certain wavelengths of IR radiation and therefore, the
difference between the reference measurement and the sample measurement will indicate
the quantity of CO in the sample [132]. CO NDIR can be affected by water vapour in
the air and although the research NDIR instruments have a detection limit of around 50
ppb [129], the limits of detection for the instruments in the AURN in more like 1 ppm;
close to the daily limit. It is one of the most common methods of the measurement of
ambient CO concentrations due to the stability of the measurements over long time scales,
although to achieve high repeatability there needs to be long averaging time (1 hour) [159].
There are other methods for monitoring CO concentrations, and the CO Aerolaser is one
that is commonly used in research applications. The Aerolaser has a fast time response
(less than 0.01 seconds), low limits of detection (3 ppb) and high precision (1.5 ppb at
100 ppb of CO) [63]. A CO2 resonance lamp is used to produce Vacuum Ultra-violet
(VUV) radiation, of approximately 150 nm. The resonance lamp produces VUV radiation
using a D.C. discharge in the presence of a 0.26 % carbon dioxide CO2 in argon (Ar)
atmosphere [178]. The radiation is filtered, to select just one wavelength (150 nm) with
the aid of an optical filter. This monochromatic light enters the fluorescence chamber and
is energetic enough to be absorbed by the CO molecules in the sample and excite the fourth
positive band of CO molecules1.8. The excited CO relax back to their lower energy states
and emit photons of a characteristic wavelength; they fluoresce at 160 – 190 nm (still in the
VUV spectrum). The photons from the fluorescence are detected by two photomultiplier
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tubes and a counter to allow a concentration of CO to be determined [63]. A window
on the PMT prevents wavelengths of less than 160 nm from entering the PMTs, as these
are due to elastic scattering of light, not CO fluorescence [178]. The fast time response
and real-time measurements of VUV-fluorimetry means that it is suitable for continuous,
real-time measurements of CO for ground-based observations but is also suitable for use
on aircraft. The automated calibration procedure only takes a few minutes and requires
a small amount of CO gas standard.
1.5 Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)
The term volatile organic compounds (VOCs) refers to a group of C-containing compounds
that have a high vapour pressure and low boiling point. They therefore exist as gases in the
atmosphere and can be emitted from surfaces as a result of these highly volatile compounds
evaporating or sublimating from a solid or liquid phase [108] [4]. Hydrocarbons with
approximately 2 to 10 carbon molecules are often classified as VOCs, this includes alkanes,
alkenes and these are typically C-containing species with little functionality. Examples
of VOCs are ethane, propane, formaldehyde, toluene and isoprene. Low-volatility organic
compounds (LVOCs) are similar compounds with a larger molecular weight, for example
more carbon atoms or increased functionality, which causes their boiling points to increase
and vapour pressures to be smaller than the VOCs. Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons are
an example of LVOCs. LVOCs can be subdivided into two further categories; intermediate
volatility organic compounds (IVOCs) and semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs).
IVOCs are defined as having a saturation vapour concentration between 103 and 106 µg
m-3 [31]. The saturation vapour concentrations for VOCs are higher than this range.
IVOCs typically have more functionality than an equivalent VOC with the same number
of carbon atoms, which makes the compounds more polar and increases the boiling point.
Or the IVOC will have a larger number of carbon atoms (e.g. greater than 12). However,
they are emitted from similar sources to VOCs, are observed to be entirely in the gas
phase and may potentially contribute more effectively to SOA [108] [31]. SVOCs have a
saturation vapour concentration of between 10-1 and 102 µg m-3 [31], and therefore once
they are emitted into the atmosphere they partition between the gas and solid phase [31].
VOCs are abundant and reactive in the troposphere [46] [140]. In the presence of
sunlight and NOX, VOCs are precursors to ground level O3 [66], or can form secondary
organic aerosol (SOA) [46] via oxidation. Different reactivities of VOC compounds causes
them to each have unique O3 producing potentials, for example, carbonyl compounds have
a higher ozone producing potential than alkanes [46]. The reactivity of VOCs causes them
to exhibit a range of lifetimes in the atmosphere [79], from a few minutes (monoterpenes)
to months (ethane and acetone) [159]. The atmosphere contains a mixture of VOCs, which
can be present in clean areas at relatively low concentrations, as low as parts per trillion
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Figure 1.9: A brief summary of the sources and impacts of volatile organic compounds.
(ppt) concentrations in remote locations [140]. The global background concentrations
varies by hemisphere, the Northern Hemisphere includes greater emissions of VOCs and
therefore VOC concentrations are higher than in the Southern Hemisphere [159]. Individ-
ual compound concentrations vary depending on the lifetime of the species but the highest
concentrations do not typically exceed a ppm [159].
Some VOC compounds, such as 1,3-butadiene, are also directly harmful to human,
animal and plant health [140] [204], and others, such as benzene are known carcinogenic
compounds [153] [42]. Whilst some VOC compounds are relatively non-hazardous the
World Health Organisation has set no “safe” level for these. The European Commission
set standards for two VOCs; benzene should not exceed 5 µg m-3 on a yearly average [53]
and the maximum annual mean of 1,3-butadiene should not exceed 2.25 µg m-3. The
effect that VOCs have upon the environment and human health is dependant upon their
emission sources, the VOC species emitted and the quantity of emissions [89], Table 1.2.
Across the globe, the majority of VOC emissions by mass are from the biosphere,
produced from vegetation [159]. Approximately half of all the global biogenic VOC emis-
sions (1000 Tg yr-1 [12]) are due to isoprene (C5H8) [12]. However, local regions can
be dominated by anthropogenic VOC emissions, which includes emissions from solvents,
combustion [89] and the extraction of Oil and Natural Gas (O&NG) [66] among other
sources. The majority of anthropogenic VOC emissions have been attributed to vehicular
transport and the Oil and Natural Gas (O&NG) industry [66]. In recent years, however,
the contribution of emissions from domestic solvents has become more important [185].
There are a number of reactions involving VOCs that influence the tropospheric oxida-
tive capacity as VOCs react with oxidants such as the hydroxyl (OH) radical and O3 [140]
during the daytime. For a general hydrocarbon reaction with OH, see Equations 1.5 -
1.11. During the nighttime, NO3 concentrations increase and this becomes the main route
by which VOCs are oxidised [79], rather than via the OH radical which is not formed in
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Table 1.2: Examples of different groups of VOCs, example compounds, major emission
sources and their impacts on human health and the environment [89].
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VOCs: alkene oxidation


























Figure 1.10: Oxidation of propene, via OH addition over the double bond. The peroxy
radical (RO2) formed will go on to react with other species such as NO or HO2 in the
atmosphere.
the absence of sunlight. In general, saturated compounds, such as alkanes, aldehydes, and
alcohols will undergo H abstraction upon a reaction with an oxidant [190], see Equation
1.21. Generally, the greater the number of C-H bonds in a molecule, the greater the reac-
tivity of the VOC with the oxidant, since the radical (R. formed is more stable. Equation
1.21 shows how the NO3 radical abstracts a hydrogen atom from the alkane (RH) to form
nitric acid (HNO3) and an alky radical (R).
RH + .NO3 −−→ R. + HNO3 (1.21)
Unsaturated species, such as alkenes, will undergo oxidant addition across the double
bond, see Fig. 1.10. The more unsaturated a compound, the higher the reactivity with
an oxidising species as the resulting radical is more stable [103] [4].
The oxidation of VOCs transforms them to oxygenated VOCs (OVOCs) which are
less volatile [123]. These oxygenated compounds, for example, aldehydes and carboxylic
acids are more water soluble than their reduced counterparts and can be more effectively
removed from the atmosphere via wet deposition. However, since these oxidation products
are less volatile they are typically more susceptible to partitioning to the solid phase and
forming SOA [31]. SOA forms a large fraction of PM and is the main cause for photo-
chemical smog which occurs in urban regions as a product of the tropospheric reactions
occurring between VOCs, NOX to form SOA and O3 [107]. Smog impacts the health of
residents and the presence of SOA causes a haze in the air which reduces visibility [103].
OVOCs will continue to react with other species in the atmosphere, often continuing
to be oxidised, ultimately resulting in carbon dioxide (CO2 and water (H2O) or uptake
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to form SOA. OVOCs, such as peroxyacyl nitrate (PAN) are harmful to humans [140].
Direct emission of OVOCs, from biological sources, evaporating solvents and incomplete
combustion also contribute to the global OVOC concentrations. These oxygenated com-
pounds, which include aldehydes, ketones, esters and alcohols are generally more reactive
than their reduced precursors. The most abundant OVOC is methanol; biogenic emissions
of methanol in 2012 exceeded 100 Tg yr-1, and anthropogenic sources added 65 Tg yr-1 to
the global annual emissions [123].
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) are another class of organic compounds
that are regulated by the EU Directives [52] due to them being carcinogens. Whilst
a few of the lighter PAHs (e.g. naphthalene, acenophthylene) are volatile enough to
be considered VOCs, the majority of them are known as Persistent Organic Pollutants
(POPs) and are IVOCs. PAHs are a sub-group of VOCs that contain 2 or more benzene
rings within a fused structure. They exist in the troposphere as gaseous, liquid and
solid molecules, depending on their vapour pressures, which are relatively low for lower
weight PAHs. All PAHs are suspected as being carcinogenic, and their toxicity increases
with their molecular weight too [148]. The main source of PAHs is attributed to the
pyrolysis and incomplete combustion of coal, oil and gas [148]. The annual average for
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAHs) should not be greater than 1 ng m-3 at any
time, and typically monitoring the ambient concentration of benzo[a]pyrene is used as a
proxy for all PAHs to assess their atmospheric behaviour and deposition rates of PAHs in
the troposphere [52].
1.5.1 Reference VOC instrumentation
As the typical concentration of VOCs in the troposphere can be low (pptv) the instru-
mentation used to detect the compounds must be sensitive. The most common method of
VOC detection is to use Gas Chromatography with Flame Ionisation Detection (GC-FID).
The sample of ambient air is often pre-concentrated to increase the sensitivity of the
technique and allow precise and accurate qualitative and quantitative measurements to
be made. Pre-concentration of a sample of air for VOC analysis is conducted using an
adsorbent trap [159].
The next stage of VOC analysis involves separating the mixture of VOC compounds
out in order to detect individual VOC compounds. The VOC compounds in the sample
are separated out into individual species using GC. The GC consists of a long, thin column
inside an oven. The air sample flows down the column via a carrier gas (mobile phase, often
helium or hydrogen) and VOCs in the sample interact with the coating (stationary phase)
on the inside of the column. A dynamic equilibrium, between VOCs in the mobile phase
and VOCs adsorbed to the stationary phase is established. Different VOCs will exhibit
different equilibrium’s with some compounds being in the mobile phase much more than
others. These will pass through the column quicker than VOCs that spend more time
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adsorbed to the GC column stationary phase, hence separation of the compounds can
occur. The choice of column will depend on the specific compounds to be detected and
the resolution and separation of VOC peaks in the chromatogram. After eluting off the
GC column the individual VOC species must be identified and quantified. For use in
long-term, ambient VOC monitoring networks the most common method of detection
is by Flame Ionisation Detection (FID) [159], [140] [79] as it is a very stable detection
technique. The UK’s Automatic Hydrocarbon Network uses GC-FID to produce hourly
VOC concentration data [37]. As each compound passes through the FID system, it is
ionised and the increased current due to the extra ions is detected [73]. The increase in
current is proportional to the amount of carbon atoms in the sample. The performance
of GC-FIDs in the monitoring networks is monitored with formal inter-comparisons [37]
[140], synthetic gas standards containing VOCs in N2 and Whole Air Standards [159].
The limit of detection (LoD) for GC-FID depends on the GC technique, chosen column
and the individual VOC compound. Dual channel GC-FID has been shown to detect
and quantify up to 64 individual VOCs, all with varying LoDs [79]. Alkene and alkane
compounds display similar LoDs from 1 ppt for n-hexane and 1-butene to 7 and 9 ppt
for ethene and ethane respectively [79]. Hexane and butene have lower LoDs due to them
containing more carbon atoms per molecule, since FID detects the carbon atoms within
the molecule, molecules with more C atoms are easier to detect. The pre-concentration,
drying and separation of compounds all takes time, so typically a GC will yield one
chromatogram every 40 minutes. This sample will be an average of the compounds present
during the sampling time (often ten minutes). Therefore, although the chromatograms
provide detailed information about the composition of a mixture of air, they provide a
snapshot of the VOC concentrations during the sampling time and cannot necessarily
detect the short term VOC concentration peaks that people are exposed to. VOCs may
exist only in very low concentrations in the ambient environment and even with pre-
concentration, their peaks in the chromatograms are sometimes too small to be above the
noise. 2D gas chromatography is one alternative method around this problem [201].
Other detection techniques are available and compatible for use with a GC e.g. time of
flight or quadrupole mass spectrometry (MS). A Selected Ion Flow Tube Mass Spectrom-
eter (SIFT-MS) is an alternative method to sampling VOC compounds in the atmosphere
with a higher time resolution than an automatically operated GC. The SIFT uses an ion
source to generate a mixture of reagent ions which can have either positive or negative
charges [164]. Examples of positive reagent ions: NO+, H3O+, O2+. Examples of neg-
ative reagent ions: O–, O2–, OH–, NO2–. One types of these reagent ions is selected
from the mixture using a quadrupole mass filter which only allows one type of ion with a
particular charge and mass to pass through [164]. The selected reagent ions pass through
a Venturi-type orifice (1 -2 mm diameter) [164] and enter a fast flowing inert carrier gas
(typically helium) which carries the reagent ions to the air sample. Soft chemical ionisation
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occurs, whereupon the reagent ions ionise the compounds and species within the ambient
air sample [164]. The reagent ion collides with the VOC and forms an adducts with the
VOC compounds. These VOC ion-adducts then pass through a second quadrupole where
they are sequentially detected. The VOC-ion adducts produce a signal by impacting onto
a surface which generates a current. The current is multiplied using an electro-multipler to
allow the signal to be large enough for detection [11]. The SIFT-MS technique allows for
real-time measurements of VOC compounds and has sufficient sensitivity to detect trace
compounds in amibent air.
1.6 Particulate Matter
Particulate matter (PM) refers to solid or liquid particles suspended in the air. Both as a
solid or as liquid droplets, PM can be composed of a variety of chemicals from metals to
organic matter and acids [2]. Particulate matter can be emitted directly to the atmosphere
(primary) or is formed from the reactions of other atmospheric species (secondary PM).
Primary emissions, from electricity-generation in power plants, combustion and industrial
activities, transportation and biomass burning contribute to regional PM levels [203].
Depending on location, the total suspended particles (TSP) can be dominated by primary
natural emissions with sources from deserts, sea salt, volcanoes and emissions from plants
and fungi [5]. In the dry season mineral dust emissions, estimated to be between 400 - 2200
Tg year-1, from the Sahara desert make the largest contributions to the PM concentrations
in North and West Africa [88].
Secondary PM is formed via a series of chemical reactions in the atmosphere. SOA, is
comprised of lower volatility compounds such as LVOC, and can be produced after the ox-
idation of VOCs in the atmosphere [18]. There is also secondary inorganic aerosol, which
typically forms from the reaction of gaseous ammonia with sulphur dioxide or nitrates
from NOX. Gaseous ammonia dissolves into aerosols and this increases the rate at which
dissolved SO2 reacts to form sulphate ions (SO4
2-). The ammonium species preferentially
combines with SO4
2- to become ammonium bisulphate (NH4)SO4)
-. If the SO4
2- concen-
tration is high enough ammonium sulphate ((NH4)2SO4) will form. If there are relatively
high nitrate ions, and low sulphate concentrations in the aerosol then ammonium nitrate
((NH4)NO3))aerosol is produced [10].
Although made up of a variety of compounds, the characteristics of PM and its impacts
to the environment and human health are determined by the size and composition of the
particles. PM0.1, PM1, PM2.5 and PM10 are the typical classifications for PM and these
have an Aerodynamic Equivalent Diameter (AED) of 0.1, 1, 2.5 and 10 µg m-3 respectively.
The emissions, impacts, transportation and concentrations of PM1, PM2.5 and PM10 are
often independent of each other [2].
The boundary layer (BL) height will influence the observed PM concentrations; at
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Figure 1.11: A brief summary of the sources and impacts of particulate matter (PM).
night when the BL is typically lower the concentrations of PM are often higher as there
is less PM dispersion. During the daytime, the PM concentrations are often higher as the
BL is higher and there is more dispersion of PM through vertical mixing and turbulent
air [3]. Meteorological conditions hugely influence the levels of PM and wet deposition
is the leading cause of PM loss from the atmosphere. PM can become incorporated into
rain droplets and it rained out of the atmosphere or is entrained into the droplets as
the precipitation falls to the ground (washed out). Either route leads to the removal
of suspended particles and hence lower PM concentrations. Regions which experience a
wet and dry season will have seasonal trends that are mainly driven by the amount of
precipitation occurring [88]. Wind-speed impacts the regional levels of PM in a slightly
more complex manner and the effect of wind-speed is dependent upon the surrounding
environment. At coastal regions an increase in wind-speed leads to an increase in sea salt
PM. However, on still days in continental locations, a slight increase in the wind leads
to PM becoming more diluted and hence lower observed PM concentrations. High wind-
speeds in continental locations may also cause re-suspension of particles and so increase PM
concentrations [5]. Strong winds over desert regions causes the emission of dust PM [88].
Seasonal trends vary depending on location too and in remote areas where biogenic sources
dominate, PM will be increased in Summer when the higher temperature and more intense
sunlight stimulate photosynthesis leading to greater plant activity and emissions. In urban
areas, where anthropogenic activities dominate PM emissions the reverse is often true, as
there is greater combustion for heating and electricity during the Winter months, leading
to increased PM during the Winter [5].
1.6.1 Human health implications of PM
There are multiple health effects associated with exposure to elevated concentrations of
PM, and the WHO has set thresholds for fine (PM2.5) and coarse (PM10) particulate
matter. There are positive correlations between the levels of PM2.5 and PM1 in the atmo-
sphere and increased mortality [195] [101]. The chemical composition of PM varies and
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therefore so does the toxicity of the particles, with carbonaceous material considered more
toxic that inorganic aerosol or PM derived from crustal sources [101]. The majority of the
detrimental health impacts caused by PM is due to the chemical species that are coated
onto or contained within the PM [109]. Heavy metals, PAHs and other harmful species
are bound to, adsorbed onto or absorbed into PM and these are causing the adverse health
impacts [109].
Since there are health affects associated with both acute and chronic exposures to
PM [18] [45], the WHO has set guidelines for the annual mean: PM2.5 <10 µg m
-3,
PM10 <20 µg m
-3, and also limits for short-term exposure, a 24-hour mean: PM2.5 <25
µg m-3, PM10 <50 µg m
-3. The limit values set out in Annex XI in the EU Directive
2008/50/EC [53] also consider both short term and long term exposure to PM. The daily
average of PM10 should not exceed 50 µg m
-3, or 40 µg m-3 over a calendar year. The annual
average of PM2.5 should not exceed 25 µg m
-3. The presence of PM in the atmosphere
greatly reduces the air quality, and is a huge expense to the world health care budget due
to detrimental impacts upon human health [2].
PM2.5 is often used as an indicator to estimate the effect of overall air pollution on
the global burden of disease [18] and is the cause for thousands of deaths globally every
year – the WHO estimated 800,00 in 2010 [2] [195] [101]. There is an increased number of
people suffering from cerebrovascular disease and ischaemic heart disease, both of which
contribute to premature mortality due to exposure of elevated PM concentrations [101].
Increases in PM2.5 concentration will result in an increased number of hospital admissions
related to cardiovascular and respiratory illness [45]. People with existing respiratory
illness are also likely to experience exacerbated symtons from chronic exposure to elevated
PM levels [2]. PM10 and PM2.5 are attributed to increased mortality [128], PM2.5 can
cause lung cancer [180] and all three fractions: PM1, PM2.5 and PM10 increase the risk of
cardio-pulmonary morbidity [170]. The lower WHO guideline values for PM2.5 reflect the
expected concentrations of PM in the atmosphere and also the impact upon the respiratory
system. The different size fractions of PM lead to different health impacts upon exposure
to them, as they infiltrate to different amounts into the human respiratory system [170].
The smaller sized particles penetrate further into the human respiratory tract and PM2.5 is
known to reach the delicate alveoli in the lungs, increasing respiratory morbidity [45] [180].
Once inhaled PM causes inflammation of the airways and oxidative stress [2] which results
in pulmonary infections and diseases.
It is understood that airborne ultra-fine PM is more toxic per particle than the larger
fractions of PM due to faster uptake into the respiratory tract [21] and its ability to cross
the lung-blood barrier. Particles that have an AED of less than 0.1 um are considered
ultrafine and due to their small size these particles are not filtered out by the nose or
deposited in the upper respiratory tracts so reach, and can subsequently damage, delicate
lung tissue [45] [21] [2].
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Existing health conditions are exacerbated for people living in areas with pro-longed
exposure to elevated PM leading to premature death [2]. There are more hospitalisations
during short-term PM events [45] [2]. There are studies showing positive correlations
between lung cancer and the exposure to PM2.5 [180], increased risk of cardio-pulmonary
disease, inflammation of the airways with the effects of PM associated with oxidative
stress [2]. The WHO estimated that 5% of cancers found on the trachea, bronchus and lung
were due to exposure to elevated levels of PM2.5 [180] [195]. Indoor biomass burning for
residential heating or cooking in low to middle income countries [194] leads to extremely
raised concentrations of PM, with measurements displaying concentrations over 200 µg
m-3 [2]. This increases the risk of lung infection and reduced lung function [2]. PM derived
from combustion sources, both indoor and outdoor are more likely to cause adverse health
effects [128].
Recent analysis of PM2.5 has shown that concentrations are increasing in areas which
are developing quickly, related to the rapidly increasing population [18]. For example, over
the past few decades Beijing has experienced increasingly poor air quality and increasing
PM2.5 concentrations linked to the increase of coal combustion due to it’s expanding
population requiring electricity and heating for their homes [202].
Suspended particles in the atmosphere can initiate cloud formation by acting as cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN). In general, for an air parcel with a certain supersaturation,
the more CCN there are, the more water droplets there will be and the smaller the size
of these droplets. Clouds with smaller droplets are more reflective, hence the presence of
more CCN leads to greater radiative back scattering of incoming solar radiation, leading
to an overall cooling effect on Earths climate, deemed the Twomey effect [20]. Clouds
with smaller droplet sizes are less likely to undergo precipitation and so the presence of
PM and hence CCN, will prolong the lifetime of the cloud, causing an additional indirect
climate cooling effect [20].
1.6.2 Reference PM instrumentation
Ambient concentrations of particulate matter are measured as part of the UK’s AURN
network using four techniques which have undergone extensive testing to prove they are
equivalent to the European Reference method for PM monitoring [40] [53]. The EU
Reference method for PM analysis is gravimetric analysis, and the procedure is laid out in
the European Standard EN 12341:2014. The four techniques that are considered equivalent
to the EU Reference method are:
• Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM)
• Oﬄine gravimetric PM analysis using a Partisol high volume sampler to sample
ambient air onto a filter for in-laboratory analysis
• Beta-attenuation Monitor (BAM)
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• Optical Particle Counter (OPC)
These techniques used for reference PM measurements are described in more detail.
Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM)
A Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM) measures PM in real-time and
provides precise PM measurements every ten seconds. The instrument contains a glass
tube which is tapered and a filter that can be exchanged. Both are oscillating at resonant
frequency. Air is drawn in and PM begins to build up on the filter, causing a slight increase
in weight, which in turn changes the resonant frequency of the devices [192]. The change
in frequency is detected and the mass of the PM on the filter is calculated [94]. Having two
filters and separating out the PM2.5 and PMCOARSE particulates (PMCOARSE refers to the
sum of PM10 and PM2.5), then weighing the filters continuously and simultaneously allows
for the determination of the concentration of PM2.5 and PM10 [94]. A Filter Dynamic
Measurement System (FDMS) is sometimes used with the TEOM to capture the more
volatile species on PM, whilst still allowing for the removal of water from the sample.
Beta- Attenuation Monitor (BAMS)
Used as a reference method by the EPA in the USA, BAMS measure PM10 and PM2.5
over a range of 0 – 1000 µg m-3, with a resolution of ±0.1 µg m-3. The BAMS provide
hourly measurements of the two different PM fractions and the results are often averaged
over 24 hours [160]. PM in the sample is separated into coarse and fine particles, and the
two different streams of PM are then directed to and deposited onto two glass fibre filters.
Beta decay of 14C provides a source of β- particles, which are then directed towards the
PM on the filters. The amount of β- absorbed is exponentially related to the thickness
of the PM, and therefore the attenuation of the β- particles is used to calculate the mass
of PM on the filter. The remaining β- particles that pass through the filter are detected
using a silicon surface barrier [116] positioned on the other side of the filter.
Optical Particle Spectrometer (OPCs)
PM can also be detected using light scattering. Particles pass thorough a beam of charac-
terised light, and the amount of light elastically scattered by the particle yields information
about the particle number and morphology. The scattering intensity is dependant on the
size of the particle, and the technique produces reliable results for particles larger than
100 nm in diameter [177]. The OPC uses radiation from a laser, and the light will have
a characteristic wavelength that will be smaller than the diameter of the particles1.22.
This results in Mie Scattering which is advantageous over Rayleigh Scattering as the scat-
tering effect is much more pronounced and hence the technique is more sensitive. This
technique is widely used for characterising particulate matter in the troposphere [177] and
the technology and relatively simple components allows for the miniaturisation of the de-
vice, making it more portable. One example of a minaturized OPC device is the Printed
Optical Particle Spectrometer (POPS). The POPs counts particles using a portion of the
light scattered when a particle passes through a 405 nm laser beam. The scattered light
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is detected by a photomultiplier, which converts the intensity of light to an electrical cur-
rent [62]. 3D printing technology is used to produce some of the structure for the POPS
instrument, hence the word ‘Printed’ in the name. Using a 3D printer means that the
parts can be built in-house at a reduced cost and time for production [62]. The POPS
monitors particles with a diameter of 140 – 3000 nm and has shown evidence of producing
stable results for 7 months [62].
Off line PM analysis
A high volume sampler, such as the Partisol 2025 can be used to actively sample ambient
air onto glass fibre filters. A large sample volume is collected to ensure that there is
a sufficient amount of PM collected on the filter for an accurate determination of the
PM amount and composition. A typical flow rate for air through the Partisol would
be approximately 16.7 LPM. The air is drawn in through an inlet head, to ensure that
particles larger than 10 microns in diameter do not enter the device [37]. Some high volume
samplers are configured to automatically change the filters to minimise the frequency for
which the filters need to be collected. The sampled filters are sent to the laboratory to
undergo analysis by weighing the amount of PM on the filter, a gravimetric technique [37].
1.7 Carbon dioxide (CO2)
Anthropogenic activities involving the combustion of fossil fuels are the greatest contrib-
utor to CO2 emissions to the atmosphere [82] [158]. CO2 is well-documented as a potent
greenhouse gas (GHG) and it is important to monitor the global concentrations and trends
in atmospheric CO2. The average global CO2 concentration increased from 280 ppm to
greater than 400 ppm, since the pre-industrial era [119]. CO2 from fossil fuel combustion
and industrial activities during 1970 to 2010 made up 78 % of the total GHG [82]. An
increase in the global levels of GHG leads to climate warming which has many impacts
upon the Earth’s ecosystem, for example ocean acidification, changing weather systems
and failing crop yields [82]. A large portion of these anthropogenic CO2 emissions arise
from urban areas and there is concern that CO2 anthropogenic emissions will rise further
with anticipated urban populations in the coming years [82] [158]. There are multiple
cities, such as Boston and Paris that use a top-down observational approach to determine
their contribution to CO2 emissions [158]. Multiple (often between 3 – 12) CO2 reference
monitors on towers in metropolitan areas are used to support inverse modelling of the
CO2 flux for that region [158], [119]. An increase in the spatial measurements for the
calculation of the CO2 flux would mean that the inversion estimates are better and more
constrained [119]. Fossil fuel CO2 emissions vary on localised scales as they are emitted
from a plethora of sources from single power-generating facilities to road segments [70].
There is a drive to understand the carbon flux of the atmosphere at a local level to identify
effective policies and strategies out in place to reduce fossil fuel CO2 emissions [70].
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The levels of CO2 fluctuate annually, with an increase in atmospheric CO2 concen-
trations occurring in the Northern Hemisphere in autumn and winter associated with a
decrease in the plant life. As plants die off over winter less CO2 is taken in by them during
photosynthesis, and this is more evident in the Northern hemisphere as the majority of
vegetation is in that hemisphere [144].
CO2 is considered safe at concentrations inhaled in outdoor air [131]. Chronic exposure
to CO2 concentrations that exceed 5 % may cause health affects in extreme cases with
symptoms such as muscle tremors, loss of vision or consciousness, headaches, sweating
becoming more pronounced, and even death in a few circumstances [198]. The levels of
outdoor CO2 do not usually reach levels that are close to this threshold however, it is
important for small sub-groups of people, for example people working in underground
subways [87]. CO2 is also often associated with indoor air quality and hence real-time
continuous CO2 observations can be used for ventilation control [119] in the workplace.
An increase in the ability to make building air-tight has led to a build-up of CO2 in some
workplaces, with detrimental health impacts, including sick-building syndrome [131].
1.8 Performance criteria for instrumentation
The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) and the Environment
Agency (EA) have set performance criteria for instrumentation used in the field. The
instrumentation must be tested to ensure that it meets these criteria in order to be used
for ambient UK air monitoring and to allow spatial comparisons of the concentration of
pollutants to be accurately assessed [49], see Fig. 1.12. These criteria include a range
of laboratory experiments to identify the performance of the instrument in controlled
conditions with typical gas calibration standards and zero air. There are also a series of
field tests to ensure that the instruments continue to perform in real-world conditions.
Figure 1.12 shows the criteria that CO, NOX and O3 instrumentation must meet for
the instruments to be used by as continuous ambient air quality monitoring systems in
the UK’s national air quality networks. There are also standard methods and procedures,
detailed in the MCERTS Continuous Ambient Air Quality Monitoring Systems scheme
[49], that state how the measurements, made by the instrumentation that meet the criteria,
are to be carried out. The MCERTS scheme [49] details how the laboratory and field tests
should be conducted, the different procedures and which gas calibration standards to use.
The EA have produced similar criteria for instruments that measure the concentration of
benzene in the atmosphere, Fig. 1.13. The regulation of instruments ensures that there
is a high degree of reproducibility between instruments monitoring the same pollutants.
Only then can there be confidence in the data that temporal and spatial variation within
that compounds concentration is real and not due to the error within the measurements.
The instrumentation used for air quality monitoring, to detect atmospheric pollutants
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Figure 1.12: Performance criteria for NOX, O3 and CO instruments to monitor ambient
concentrations of these pollutants. There are experiments conducted in the laboratory
(blue), under controlled conditions and in the field (brown) to ensure the performance of
the instrument is reliable when it has been deployed.
Figure 1.13: Performance criteria for instruments to continuously monitor benzene in the
ambient troposphere.
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and identify if locations are within regulatory concentrations must provide reliable results.
The standards set in the EUs Directive 2008/50/EC [49] [53] emphasise the importance of
using equipment that has high precision and accuracy, must be able to run continuously
in the field unattended for a period of at least two weeks and have appropriate response
times to effectively capture short-term pollution events. Instruments used must have min-
imal temporal drift and stable baselines to ensure that the observations remain accurate
over time, with low limits of detection in order to detect the low concentrations of the
contaminants that are likely to occur in the atmosphere. A low limit of detection often
requires a small signal to noise ratio so random noise signals must be minimised. The
instruments must be able to be installed in the field and therefore cope easily with only
small dependencies on environmental conditions such as temperature and humidity. The
troposphere is made up of a mixture of gases so the instrumentation will be selective to
detecting its target compound and not be influenced by other atmospheric gases at the
concentrations commonly found in the ambient air. The instruments must all meet the
required standards of reproducibility and compare well with other instruments when they
are co-located in a large inter-comparison. During an inter-comparison the instrument
might be calibrated with a certified gas standard which contains a known amount of the
target analyte, and is used for testing all the reference instruments. The response of these
instruments must be very similar. For example, the absolute response should be within
5 % of the other instruments response to the same gas standard [37]. The linearity and
span gas response, of the instruments is also compared by subjecting the instruments
to a large range of target analyte concentrations. Instruments that make reproducible
measurements and result in very similar responses to other instruments using the same
scientific methods will then be considered appropriate. Then there will be high confidence
in the observations and spatial variability of pollution can be assessed along with quantify-
ing absolute compound concentrations and report data for long-term trend analysis [106].
Where the national networks are upgraded to new instrument techniques, to improve the
quality of data collected, there needs to be a suitable co-location period to ensure that
the data collected previously in not invalidated. The instruments might be replaced to
ensure that the data has lower limits of detection, which is especially important for pol-
lutants whose atmospheric concentration are declining [37]. The replacement equipment
might be a newer version of the current technology or have a different principle behind the
measurements. The calibration procedures must use traceable, certified reference materi-
als in order to understand the different performance characteristics that might arise with
replacing instrumentation in the national air quality networks [37].
1.8.1 Air Quality Monitoring
Monitoring the atmosphere is no easy task as the composition of the atmosphere is ex-
tremely complex and is constantly changing due to meteorological conditions such as
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temperature, wind, humidity and incident sunlight [118]. In addition to these factors, the
compounds of interest are may be present in very low concentrations [118] and have short
atmospheric lifetimes due to complex reactions. Vertical mixing and horizontal movement
further complicate the path of atmospheric components [28] and so collecting samples
that reflect the movement of compounds can be challenging and require highly sensitive
instrumentation, with the ability to provide good spatial and temporal resolution. Ideally,
the instruments would be automated, have low installation and maintenance costs, require
little or no personnel after deployment, be portable, have a rapid response time towards
their target compound, and provide selective measurements for that compound [118].
It is difficult to measure the air quality of a region because contaminants arise from a
variety of sources; some emission sources are mobile, e.g. vehicular emissions, others are
stationary e.g. point sources such as industrial processes and factories. The quantity of
emissions and pollutant dispersion varies greatly depending on factors such as wind speed
and direction. Other pollution levels are determined by the amount of sunlight, their
dispersion, their reactivity and the deposition onto the surfaces [125]. National monitoring
networks, contain reference instruments to monitor key pollutants and are strategically
installed at various locations around a country to ensure that the ground observations of
pollutants are representative of pollution within the entire country. There must be sites
with different characteristics, from remote rural to inner-city urban to build up a map of
the pollution throughout the country and ensure that air quality meets national and EU
standards [53] [52].
1.8.2 UK Air Quality Monitoring Networks
In the UK, there are several air quality monitoring networks, such as the Automatic Hydro-
carbon Network, Particulate Concentration and Number (PCN) Network, Toxic Organic
Micro Pollutant (TOMPs) Network, which are each installed to monitor the concentrations
and trends of pollutants that are regulated by UK, EU and/or international legislation.
The largest UK air quality monitoring network is maintained by the Department of En-
vironment, Food, and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) and the Environment Agency (EA) and is
called the Automatic Urban and Rural Network (AURN) [40]. There is a total of 170
sites across the UK used to quantify current concentrations of NOX, particulate matter,
ozone, sulphur dioxide and carbon monoxide pollution and evaluate the long term trends.
Not all pollutants are monitored at each site. This long running network - the earliest
measurements were made in 1973 - is continuously assessed and alters depending on the
pollutants that are prioritised due to their impact on human health and whether or not the
air quality within the UK is compliant with the standards set by the European Union and
the World Health Organisation. Each pollutant has a number of sites located in strategic
locations, often using guidelines laid out in the EU Directives [53] [52] to represent the
behaviour of that pollutant across the entire UK. The sites have all been classified into
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Figure 1.14: A map of the UK, with the locations of the seven CO AURN sites shown as
green pins and a breakdown of the different site classifications.
12 types; there are industrial, traffic, background and unknown sub-groups for each of the
three rural, suburban and urban classifiers.
The NOX and CO measurement sites in Fig. 1.16 and Fig. 1.14 are colour coded to
identify the locations classification according to the DEFRA definitions. The site locations
are selected to ensure the air parcel the instruments will be sampling from is as represen-
tative of that local region as possible. For example, for the 7 CO sites, there are 5 that
are classified as urban background, 1 urban industrial and 1 urban traffic location, Fig.
1.14. Due to ambient concentrations of CO falling below the regulatory thresholds, these
sites are sparsely located, with only one in Scotland, one in Northern Ireland and only 5
to represent the ambient concentration of CO in England. Roadside levels of NOX are an
issue for the UK, with many sites exceeding the limit set by the EU. Therefore there are
many more sites (158) within the network and these help identify NOX hotspots that need
to have mitigation programmes, Fig. 1.16.
Ozone is monitored at 76 sites within the AURN, with the majority of sites located to
represent the background concentration of O3; 43 sites are classified as urban background
and 22 located in regions classified as rural background.
29 VOC compounds, chosen because they are ozone precursors, are monitored hourly as
part of the Automatic Hydrocarbon Network consisting of 4 sites. In accordance with the
EU 2008/50/EC Directive, fortnightly benzene observations are additionally collected with
sample tubes containing Carbopack X as an absorbent, at 34 sites, making up the Non-
Automatic Hydrocarbon Network (34 sites) [53]. The information regarding the location,
sampling periods and classification of AURN sites was collected from the Department
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Figure 1.15: The locations of the 158 NO2 AURN sites that are currently reporting data.
The coloured boxes show the classification of the sites.
Ozone (O3): 
















Figure 1.16: The locations of the AURN sites that currently monitor hourly ozone con-
centrations. The coloured boxes show the classification of the sites.
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for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) UK AIR Air Information Resource
website [41].
Atmospheric chemistry models can interpolate between the reference monitors to esti-
mate the concentrations of the pollutants in regions where there are no monitoring stations,
but the further apart the sites are, the greater the uncertainty in these pollution estimates.
Currently the AURN network, although the largest in the UK, is still relatively sparse,
especially for some pollutants, e.g. CO for which the UK regularly complies with the limits
set by the EU and WHO. Therefore, even when using all the sites for analysis, it is difficult
to determine a highly resolved observational pollution map. Short, intense, field campaigns
have been used to gain more insight into atmospheric composition over a few weeks or
even months, but these also tend to be located in one spot and are only maintained for
short periods of time [125]. In order to fully map the pollution that a region experiences,
more measurements are required on a highly resolved spatial scale, which is comparable
to the spatial scales over which pollution occurs. Monitoring stations within air quality
monitoring networks are spread over a large area with typically one station representing
an area of 1 - 10 km2 [121]. However, the concentration gradients for pollutants are often
steep [19], and there can be pollution hotspots that only effect a much smaller area, with
pollutant concentrations being highly variable over 1 - 100 m [167]. A good example of
this is NO2 because of it’s short atmospheric lifetime, elevated NO2 concentrations are
only observed within a few meters downwind of the emission source [167]. Increasing the
number of ground observations would improve the validation of atmospheric models, allow
for better calculation of concentration gradients between monitoring stations and better
identify pollution hotspots [122].
1.8.3 Monitoring with low cost sensors (LCS)
Increasing the density of atmospheric observations would have huge benefits for the sci-
entific community; it would be easier to identify sources of emissions, atmospheric models
could be better validated and improved estimates of personal pollution exposure [106] [165].
Sensor networks, using multiple deployed sensors around a specific location have been used
to gain further insight into pollution patterns over a local region and distinguish between
local emissions and pollutants background concentrations [142]. These sensor observations
can than provide additional data for atmospheric models and emission inventories to bet-
ter characterise the pollution for that region [142]. The monitoring networks that exist in
the UK and other countries are relatively sparse. Within the UK, the largest air quality
monitoring network for gaseous pollutants and PM10 and PM2.5 is the Automatic Urban
and Rural Network (AURN). The area of the UK is 242, 495 km2 [67], therefore it was
calculated that each monitoring site within the AURN was representative of 1000s of km2,
see Table 1.3.
The AQM stations are located further apart than the distances over which most pol-
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Table 1.3: A calculation of the area that each AURN site is represented of, assuming each
monitoring site is equally spaced, with a total UK area of 242, 495 km2. Number of sites
for each pollutant was found using the DEFRA UK AIR website [41]
.
Pollutant Number of UK AURN sites Area represented by 1
AURN site (km2)
CO 7 34, 642
NO2 158 1, 535
O3 76 3, 191
SO2 28 8, 661
PM10 78 3, 109
PM2.5 81 2, 294
lutant exhibit concentration gradients [121] [19], therefore localised pollution events are
likely to be missed [122]. Due to the high cost of the individual reference instruments
(£5000, to £100,000) the expense of maintenance and regular calibration, and other re-
sources required to install an Air Quality Monitoring station [122] it is impractical to
install and maintain more AQMs with research-grade instrumentation. In some countries
the networks are even more limited with very few or no routine monitoring occurring.
Even within countries with the densest monitoring networks, the sites are typically lo-
cated around 1 - 10 km2 apart [121]. The concentration gradients associated with some
atmospheric pollutants can be steep and vary over much smaller distances [19], leading to
pollution behaviour that is not well characterised.
Some of the attributes associated with LCS, for example, inexpensive and continuous
measurements, mean that they have the potential to be used to complement the existing
monitoring network by increasing the spatial resolution of observations [35] [122] and
generate a more detailed map of pollution on shorted spatio-temporal timescales. In some
cases, such as the routine measurements of VOCs, the temporal resolution could also be
improved. LCS are defined here as costing less than a tenth of the price of the equivalent
reference method. LCS are an economically viable method to increase the number of
measurements, and there are increasing numbers of studies where gas sensors have been
deployed for both indoor [201] [22] [99] and outdoor use [122] [86] [138].
However, due to a lack of understanding about sensor characteristics and performance
in real-world applications, such as the stability of the measurements and the reproducibil-
ity and reliability of sensor data [165], sensors are not widely used to produce absolute
values for pollutant concentrations or for air quality monitoring. There are not currently
standard methods available to direct how sensors should be used, deployed and calibrated
making sensor inter-comparisons challenging as different sensor set-ups will lead to dif-
ferent sensor responses. Gas-sensors cannot be calibrated using the same gas standards
(known concentration of target analyte in a dry matrix of zero air or N2) as their equiv-
alent reference instruments and therefore it is difficult to trace the sensors response to a
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certified standard over time. Inner cities in particular experience hugely complex pollution
patterns because there are lots of emission sources and urban architecture can lead to a
build-up of pollution, called the canyon effect [183]. Not all streets experience this and
therefore there are examples where the AQM stations do not detect these high-risk areas
and therefore the exposure estimate of the urban population is not well represented [183].
LCS could be used in this instance to monitor different road segments to identify streets
which experience the canyon effect.
1.9 Sensor Technology
There are a variety of different sensor technologies commercially available for the moni-
toring atmospheric concentrations of gaseous pollutants.
1.9.1 Metal Oxide Sensors (MOS)
Metal oxide sensors (MOS) are commercially available, small (approx. 1 cm diameter)
and are inexpensive (£10 each). They can be used to monitor ambient concentrations
of various gaseous compounds; total VOCs [155], H2S [74], NO2 [74], O3 [172] to name
but a few. The manufacturing method is relatively simple, can be automated [172] and
allows large scale production of lightweight, durable sensors that have a relatively high
sensitivity (a few ppb) towards atmospheric constituents [59]. Typically, the response
rate is on the order of a few minutes and allow for relatively high temporal resolution of
measurements [59].
A metal oxide sensor comprises of a sensing surface, internal heater and electronic
infrastructure for the detection. The sensing surface is a semi-conductor material that,
printed onto a substrate, which is typically aluminium oxide (Al2O3) [9]. The electronic
structure of the sensing surface determines its suitability for use detecting a target mea-
surand. The sensor relies on changing the conductance of the surface upon reaction with
the target measurand [9] and therefore semi-conductor materials are chosen for the sensing
surface. The optimal electronic structure for the detection of gases in the atmosphere is
found in or near the transition metals with a d0 or d10 configuration. Often, the semi-
conductor materials used in metal oxides are tin dioxide (SnO2, d
10, post-transition metal)
or titanium dioxide (TiO2, d
0, pre-transition metal) [187]. SnO2 is used as an active surface
for the detection of VOCs by MOS [197], [7]. The SnO2 acts as an n-type semi-conductor,
with a relatively large band gap between the valence and conductance bands [6], and more
electrons in the conductance band, than there are positive ”holes” in the valence band,
leading to electrons being the predominant charge carriers [59].
SnO2 resting state:
The internal heater increases the temperature of the sensing surface to between 150 – 400
◦C, at these temperatures oxygen molecules in the air will chemisorb to the metal oxide
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surface [9]. The oxygen will dissociate to form an oxyanion layer upon the surface of the
SnO2 material. The oxyanions are formed due to oxygen species having a high affinity for
electrons, and hence the adsorbed oxygen molecules attract the electrons towards them.
This ’pulls’ the electrons partially out of the conductance band to form oxyanions and trap
the electrons near the surface [187]. The trapping of electrons near the surface of SnO2
causes an increase in the energy of the conductance band at the surface of SnO2. This
effect is called band bending and leads to a reduced conductivity of SnO2 surface com-
pared to when the SnO2 has no O
-2 chemisorbed [187]. The reduced number of electrons
in the conductance band, and the increased amount of ionised species causes bending of
the band [187] resulting in the tin dioxide active surface being less conductive than when
there was no oxygen present, i.e. it has a reduced resting conductance [7], see Fig. 1.17.
Figure 1.17: A schematic to show the resting state of a tin dioxide surface, with the ad-
sorbed oxygen molecules and electrons being drawn out of the conductance band, causing
an increase in the energy of the conductance band near the surface. This band bending
leads to a reduced conductance.
SnO2 in the presence of a reducing gas: The oxyanions on the active surface
remain there until a compound interacts with them. If a reducing compound, such as
VOCs or H2S comes into proximity with the active surface, then the reaction between
the oxyanions and the reducing compound leads to less electrons being trapped near the
surface in the conductance band. The band bending is reduced as the electrons are less
drawn to the oxyanions and so more are available to freely move around in the conductance
band, resulting in an increase in the conductivity of the SnO2 surface [7]. Reducing gases
such as VOCs cause an increase in the conductivity of the surface [59], [197], [7] because
there are now less oxyanions on the surface to attract the electrons, and this change in
the conductivity is detectable by electrical circuitry [59], see Fig. 1.18. The greater the
concentration of the reducing gases, the greater the change in the resistance on the MO
surface, and this is observed as a larger MOS signal [59] [7]. Oxidising gases can also
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Figure 1.18: Schematic to show a reducing compound reacting on the MOS active surface.
By engaging the oxygen ions in a reaction, more electrons remain free to move in the
conductance layer, inducing an increase in conductivity.
reverse the band bending as they can compete with oxygen for sites on the MOS surface,
and hence lead to a change in the conductance of the MO active surface [187]. The sensing
technique is considered non-destructive, because although the reducing compounds react
with the oxyanions to produce a new species and diffuse away, the oxyanions are replaced
by more chemisorption of oxygen molecules. The amount of reducing gases constitutes
a tiny fraction of the air sampled and therefore the change in the composition of the air
sample is considered negligible [7].
Metal oxide sensors for the detection of bulk VOCs in the atmosphere were used in
this study. There are no other LCS available to monitor changing VOC concentrations
which cost on the order of £10 and since data capture occurs on the order of seconds
the MOS might potentially be able to return near real-time information. The low-power
consumption [187] associated with MOS and their small size means that they are suitable to
be deployed as an array of sensors [9]. There are some known issues with MOS sensors, the
detection technique is not selective towards any particular VOC and therefore they cannot
speciate between compounds [104]. Due to the non-selective nature of detection, they are
particularly prone to responding to compounds that are not their target measurand, know
as cross interferences [19]. It can be difficult to calibrate MOS in the ambient air because
their signals have a lack of linearity and they are susceptible to interferences from other
compounds and meteorological conditions [172] [104]. They also exhibit a large response
with changing humidity and hence calibration with dry gas standards is not appropriate
as it is not representative of real-world conditions where the MOS response will be very
different.
The MOS sensors show huge potential for total VOC measurements because of their
fast response towards changing VOC concentrations and almost continuous measurements.
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These are both hugely advantageous properties when comparing the MOS sensor measure-
ments to a Gas Chromatograph (GC); currently used for VOC reference measurements.
Used under laboratory conditions, some studies showed that MOS were capable of partially
differentiating and quantifying some VOC compounds, but these were used in conjunc-
tion with calibration models and multi-regression methods [86] [201] [78]. Using MOS to
selectively monitor VOC compounds is not achievable as the technique does not speciate
between compounds, but it may be possible to review the total VOC concentration in a
local area. Whilst this is promising, the complexity of both indoor and outdoor environ-
ments would require the calibration models and regression algorithms to be altered for
ambient use to make the MOS useful for complementing AQMs and able to quantify total
VOC [99] [171] [199]. The under-lying scientific principles behind the MOS sensors are
different to the GC reference method which means that comparing the two techniques
leads to discrepancies. For example, the MOS sensors are non selective and measure bulk
VOC, the GC speciates and quantifies individual compounds. However, MOS can still be
used to complement the reference VOC instruments, if it is assumed that the composition
of VOCs is unlikely to change for a particular region, and the MOS are calibrated by the
reference instrument at a nearby location. Due to the impracticality of deploying a ref-
erence monitor into the field, MOS would be most useful for mapping VOC distributions
in a local region and benefiting from the higher temporal resolution of measurements that
the sensors provide. In order to use MOS to map pollution, the sensors must be highly
reproducible, otherwise it would be impossible to make comparative statements about
the spatial distribution of the VOC concentration, e.g. to know for certain if location A
was measuring more total VOC than location B. LCS have the potential to reduce the
uncertainty in the current reference VOC measurements. Gas Chromatography (GC) is
a reliable and accurate method to sample the VOC compounds for a snapshot of time
and samples are typically measured every 40 minutes. GC is a powerful tool for the sepa-
ration, identification and quantification of individual VOC compounds from the ambient
air. However, GC has several limitations. The quantity of VOC that is measured by
the GC is an averaged amount over the sampling time, making it difficult for the GC
to fully capture pollution patterns, for example maximum quantities of VOC. The whole
process takes around 40 minutes to an hour, limiting the temporal resolution of GC mea-
surements. It would be very useful to have a more continuous real-time measurement of
VOCs and MOS sensors have the ability to take readings of total VOC concentrations
every two seconds. If the sensors and the GC agree, then the sensors can provide VOC
measurements at a higher time resolution and therefore reduce the uncertainty between
each GC measurement and allow for a better understanding of VOC emissions. Total VOC
MOS have the potential to improve observations of VOC concentration fluctuations and
personal exposure estimates to VOC compounds, compared to the reference monitoring
method. The MOS sensors have a higher temporal resolution than the GC methodology
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and therefore, with proper calibration to a co-located GC reference method the MOS
could allow for better estimations of peak VOC mixing ratios. In this way, the GC system
and the MOS sensors would complement each other; the speciation and relative ratios of
VOCs can be determined by the GC method, and the sensors provide more frequent bulk
VOC measurements, assuming that the ratio of VOCs stays constant, which is typically
the case.
The low-cost and low-power requirements of MOS sensors have meant that there have
been lots of investigation for their use as environmental monitors [99], [60], [99], [172].
Typically, researchers have used an array of different MOS sensors and have required
post-processing analysis (such as partial least squares regression [199]) to extract useful
information from the MOS response. Laboratory experiments with MOS have proven
that they exhibit an increased response to increasing VOC concentrations, [95] [59] al-
though humidity [169] and temperature [81] may cause large interference on the MOS
signal. Laboratory experiments with MOS sensors have proven that they are capable of
detecting and distinguishing between three VOC compounds (formaldehyde, benzene and
naphthalene) with the use of pattern recognition software [99]. The MOS sensor displayed
different sensitivities towards the different compounds, exhibiting the lowest sensitivity
towards benzene [99]. Fonollosa et al. [60], used an array of different MOS sensors to
detect VOCs in laboratory experiments and identify MOS sensors drift. The MOS sensors
are susceptible to temporal drift over time [184], although there is a study that shows that
although MOS displayed a sensor conductance drift of 0.04 kS over 21 months, univariate
regression is a good technique for accounting for the drift [155]. MOS used to detect O3
were shown to have a range of response times, from 8 minutes to 52 minutes, depend-
ing on the manufacturer of MOS [172]. A high temperature and humidity dependence of
the MOS was noted, as well as interferences from other gaseous compounds [172]. There
are a few issues to overcome regarding the use of MOS sensors for atmospheric research,
however the initial laboratory experiments have been somewhat promising and the near-
real time data, low-cost and portability advantages make MOS measurements for VOC
concentrations attractive.
1.9.2 Electrochemical (EC) sensors
Electrochemical (EC) sensors are commercially available from a number of companies to
monitor atmospheric trace gases. There are EC which are sensitive to detecting NO, NO2,
O3, CO or SO2 and there are examples in the literature where laboratory studies have been
undertaken to characterise their performance [104]. Outdoor deployments in city centres
are a popular application for EC sensors [110] and they have been used in networks to
monitor outdoor urban pollution [122]. Indoor air studies have also used an array of
different EC sensors because, among other properties, they are smaller, quieter and less
expensive than their reference counterparts [22]. Sensor devices containing multiple EC to
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detect a range of pollutants are also commercially available, e.g the AQMesh device used
by Jiao et al. 2016 [86] [24], AIRSense used by Cross et al., 2017 [32], RAMP used by
Zimmerman et al., 2017 [206]. Calibration of EC sensors is often conducted with co-located
reference instruments in the field to be representative of the environment the sensors are to
be deployed in [206] [32] [71]. The EC performance is typically evaluated by comparing the
measurements from the reference instruments in the field to the EC measurements [114]
and EC have proven to have exhibited high correlations (R2 >0.8) with the reference
observations after simple correction procedures [142], [143] [110] [19] [205]. Typically
gaseous pollutants such as CO, NO2 [122], SO2 [205] and O3 [86] are monitored with EC
sensors.
The electrochemical sensors used in this study operate using a three-electrode system
to maintain stability within their linear response to gaseous atmospheric compounds over
a large range of concentrations. The electrodes are as follows; the working electrode (WE),
the counter electrode (CE) and the reference electrode (RE) [1]. The target gases diffuse
onto the surface of the WE and undergo a redox reaction, aided by the presence of a
high surface area catalyst. This generates a current at the WE. Redox reactions occur in
pairs and the WE reaction is balanced by a corresponding reaction on the CE, causing
the potential of the CE to change [142]. This balances current produced at the WE [120].
Since the WE potential is fixed – by the presence of a potentiostat connected to both WE
and RE – a potential difference between the CE and the WE occurs in the presence of the
target gas [1]. The output of the sensor is therefore the electrical current induced by the
potential difference. To allow for the flow of charge throughout the electrochemical cell,
wetting filters are employed between each electrode [122] [1]. To ensure the sensor output
is proportional to the concentration of the target measurand, the rate limiting step for the
procedure is the diffusion of the gas to the WE [122] [142]. The measurand must diffuse
across the gas space, through the membrane and onto the electrolyte film on the WE
electrode before it undergoes the redox reaction [142]. To calculate the overall current the
each of the currents produced at each of the three sections that the analyte must diffuse
through are summed. This total current, and hence sensor output is given by Equation




n is the number of electrons required for the relevant redox reaction, F is Faraday’s
constant (charge carried per mole of electrons: 9.6485×104) and A is the surface area of
the metal oxide sensing surface. D is the Diffusion coefficient of the gas analyte across
each interface and this constant relates the total current generated to the diffusion rate of
the target gas analyte [142], C is the change in concentration of gas analyte between the
electrolyte and electrode, and a is the distance that the gas analyte must diffuse across to
undergo a redox reaction. Equation 1.22 relates the output current of the sensor to the
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Figure 1.19: Diagram to show the internal layout of a typical amperometric electrochemical
gas sensor.
rate of diffusion of the gas analyte to the location where the redox reaction occurs [142].
To ensure that the sensor is responding to changes in the concentrations of target analytes
with small recovery times the rate of diffusion is the slowest step in the sensing process.
There can be issues with the conversion of the raw signal to a pollutant concentration as
the size of the current generated is small, and the fluctuations in the current can change
by as little as 1 µA. The electronics are required to be of a high enough resolution to
detect these fluctuations and therefore make quantitative measurements [32].
There are some published issues regarding the use of EC sensors to quantify pollu-
tants concentrations. At the typical concentrations of atmospheric gases, the EC have
shown some cross sensitivity towards gases other than their target measurand [104] or
environmental conditions [122]. These cross interferences occur because the EC do not
selectively undergo redox reactions with just one species and hence other chemical gas
species can induce a sensor response by reacting on the EC electrode surface and inducing
a current in the CE. This is of particular concern when the relative ambient concentrations
of the target species is near or smaller than the ambient concentrations of the interfering
species [105]. Where the sensor responds to a cross interfering compound that is expected
to have a high ambient concentration the EC sensor response to the target gas might
potentially be overwhelmed by the response to the interfering species [105]. The EC rely
upon the diffusion of the target gas to the working electrode but there are no filters to
prevent other gases diffusing too, therefore sometimes the EC WE has been poisoned by
other components reacting irreversibly with the sensing surface [130]. Environmental in-
terference also occurs too and the EC have been shown to exhibit a response to changing
humidity and temperature [32] conditions, and increasing the humidity also changes the
sensitivity of the EC to detect the target gas species [105] [165].
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1.9.3 Non-Dispersive Infra-Red (NDIR) sensors
Non-dispersive Infra-Red (NDIR) sensors contain an IR lamp to provide IR radiation at
one end of a sample tube, and an optical pass filter in front of an IR detector at the
opposite end, see Fig. 1.20. The optical pass filter is set to remove all wavelengths of
light, barring the specific wavelength that the target measurand absorbs at. For CO2,
this is 4.28 µm. CO2 molecules in the sample cell absorb this particular wavelength of
light and the amount absorbed is proportional to the concentration of CO2 in the tube.
This is calculated using an IR detector and the amount of radiation detected is subtracted
from the original amount transmitted by the IR lamp. The scientific technique means
that NDIRs can highly selective towards their target measurand if no other molecules
absorb at the same wavelength. Ideally, for the technique to be selective, the wavelength
is chosen so that only the particular compound of interest absorbs at this wavelength.
However, other compounds such as CO, SO2, NOX, N2O, NH3, HCl and methane [43]
can be measured using NDIR sensors that utilise different wavelengths of IR radiation so
these species may be a source of cross interferences for CO2 NDIRs. The choice of filter
will limit the interference of water and other molecules and most NDIR techniques require
correction factors to be applied to further minimise the cross interferences response [43].
These devices are more expensive than the MOS or EC sensors (c.a £ 200) but are still
considered low-cost as they are less than a tenth of the price of a CO2 research-grade
instrument.
Figure 1.20: A schematic of a CO2 NDIR device.
NDIR technology is one of the most common methods of real-time detection of CO2
in the ambient air with low-cost sensors [87]. The Beer Lambert Law re-arranged to yield
the concentration of CO2 using NDIR sensing is shown in Fig. 1.21.
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Figure 1.21: The Beer-Lambert Law, rearranged to calculate concentration of the target
gas (CO2) in the NDIR sample tube.
The Beer-Lambert Law is used to quantify the CO2 in the sample tube and therefore
the sensitivity of the CO2 NDIR sensors can be made more sensitive by employing highly
reflective mirrors to extend the optical path length (L) [87]. The IR lamp intensity and the
type of IR detector also influence the limits of detection of the device and the sensitivity
towards CO2 [43]. CO2 NDIR sensors have been found to have an accuracy of ± 30 ppm
and a response time of between 30 – 120 seconds in an indoor air study [87].
Chemical methods of detecting CO2 in the air are available but NDIR sensors are more
stable over long term deployments and make more accurate CO2 measurements [135].
Commercially available CO2 NDIR sensors cost between USD 100 – 200 (Martin et al.,
2017), and this is more affordable than the equivalent reference instruments, which can
be of the order of USD 50 000 [119]. The low power consumption of an IR lamp emitting
wavelengths of light between 1- 15 um [43] means that operating costs are also reduced
since it requires no personnel to collect samples for in-laboratory analysis like the flask
system for monitoring CO2 [119]. However, the IR detectors used in NDIR sensors can
be influenced by air temperature resulting in misleading results when the environmental
temperature fluctuates [135]. Correcting for cross sensitivity’s such as temperature and
pressure can improve the error in CO2 concentration estimates to 1 % of the observed
values [119].
1.9.4 Low cost Optical Particle Counters (OPCs)
There are low-cost versions of Optical Particle Counters (OPCs) that detect the scattering
of light when particles are introduced to the device. Each device is designed so that the
light is focused, usually using a laser (Alphasense OPC-N2 uses a laser with a maximum
power consumption of 26 mW, wavelength of light 658 nm), onto an individual particle.
This particle scatters light depending on its size and composition, therefore, after calibra-
tion with particle standards, these two parameters can be estimated [170], see Fig. 1.22.
The wavelength of light is chosen to be smaller than the size of the particle to ensure Mie
Scattering occur [177]. Mie Scattering is a much stronger affect than Rayleigh Scattering
which occurs if the wavelength of light is larger than the particle scattering the light. The
scattering can identify particle concentration, particle mass and size distribution, although
is limited to particles larger than 0.1 µm and more often 0.4 µm, as, if the particles are
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Figure 1.22: Schematic to show the operation of a low-cost OPC device.
smaller than this the incident scattered light is undetectable [170] [177] due to Rayleigh
Scattering occurring.
These devices have shown to have a reasonable comparison with equivalent reference
instruments and have been found to be suitable for use in outdoor studies to assess the
spatial concentration gradients of particles in the ambient air [30]. However, to achieve
the precision and accuracy required to quantify airborne particulate matter, calibration
and humidity corrections are required [30]. Monitoring particulate matter (PM) is becom-
ing increasingly important as the understanding about the relationship between the levels
of PM and human health are better understood. There are multiple manufacturers pro-
ducing OPCs for commercial purchase (Alphasense, Airsensor, Dlyos) and their relative
affordability (£250) compared to the reference instrumentation for monitoring PM means
that they are becoming increasingly popular for PM spatial distribution analysis [30]. The
OPCs portability (size : 75 mm x 60 mm x 65 mm, weight : 105 g) is also advantage when
considering them for use as personal air quality monitors [30]. The limit and guideline
values set by the EU and the WHO are in µg m-3. However, due to the sampling technique
used by the OPCs, the units for the PM concentrations are particles cm-3 and it is chal-
lenging to convert the OPC measurements into the units used in regulation. The size of
the hygroscopic particle is dependant upon relative humidity, as is the OPC response. For
use in the field, OPCs must be calibrated for both high and low humidity’s as it has been
shown that they exhibit different behaviour when sampling air with a relative humidity
greater than 85 % [30].
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Figure 1.23: The price that each of the sensors was purchased at for use in this study.
1.10 Sensors in Atmospheric Research
The popularity of using LCS to monitor ambient pollution, from gaseous pollutants with
MOS and EC, climate gases with NDIR and PM with OPCs, is increasing due to their
availability and cost. There are a range of low-cost sensor devices commercially available,
from single sensors to multi-sensor arrays containing one of each pollutants sensor in a
bid to monitor multiple pollutants of interest [205], similar to a reference air quality mon-
itoring (AQM) station. These AQM stations usually house a variety of research grade
instruments to provide highly accurate and precise data about their immediate surround-
ings. The expense to install and maintain these stations is one of the major reasons for an
increase in demand for a low-cost sensor platform. A variety of sensor technologies means
that there are low-cost sensors available for monitoring most criteria pollutants, and in
an ideal world, where low-cost sensors have minimal inter-sensor variability, no temporal
drift and they can produce reliable data, they would be used to complement the current
AQM network [106]. There currently exists a somewhat sparse spread of atmospheric
measurements across the UK, which cannot capture all the different patterns of pollution
and an increase in the spatial density of the network would be helpful when determining
compound behaviour, for validating atmospheric models and identifying pollution hotspot
areas [122]. Sensors can be used to provide short-term temporal variability of one location,
but as of yet, their performance in real-world conditions means that they are not always
suitable for other research questions, such as spatial variability of pollutants and long-term
trend analysis [106]. Sensor performance must be better characterised before they can be
used to provide data that the users can have confidence in. For example, issues such as
the low reproducibility of identical sensors must be addressed before spatial variability in
pollution estimates can be made [105]. The effects of cross interferences must be fully un-
derstood, especially for pollutants that interfere with the sensors signal at typical ambient
concentrations [104] and the rate of temporal drift must be better understood. In general,
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the more expensive the low-cost device, the better the output of the sensor was expected
to be. For example, the MOS sensors are the least expensive LCS sensor used here, and
their inexpensive price was related to the quality of data that they produce. Using a metal
oxide sensing surface is a non-selective technique and can only provide the user with a bulk
overview of the temporal variability of the total VOC signal. The electrochemical sensors,
are slightly more expensive and are more selective towards their target compounds. They
also contain a third auxiliary electrode to attempt to minimise the effects of cross sensi-
tivities. The CO2 NDIR sensors were more expensive again, and the method of detection
- using IR wavelengths specific to the CO2 molecule - is more selective too. Figure 1.23
shows the different sensors used in this study and the target compounds that they detect.
As the general public are becoming increasing aware of the impacts of pollution upon hu-
man health and the environment, low-cost sensors are an attractive prospect for them to
investigate personal exposure towards harmful contaminants. There is a concern that use
of LCS by the general public may lead to inaccurate conclusions about pollution levels due
to unpredictable drift in LCS and low reproducibility of signals leading to users having
a false confidence in the numbers output by the sensors due to a lack of understanding
about the requirement for calibration and post-processing methods. It is important to
understand how the LCS behave in the laboratory and during deployment in the field in
order to advise how best to use LCS and suggest techniques to standardise their use.
1.10.1 Aims of thesis
Users of sensor technology must be aware of the limitations of current sensor performance
to avoid misinterpreting the data. This project aims to characterise sensor performance
by conducting laboratory investigations with MOS (for the detection of total VOCs) and
EC (for the detection of CO, NO2 and OX) sensors to understand the sensors responses
to the target measurand and cross interfering species. The noise of the sensors in zero air
was also investigated for the MOS and EC to characterise the behaviour of the sensors
in the absence of their target compounds. The laboratory experiments also identified
a clustering technique for increasing the reproducibility of the sensor response over the
short to medium (hours to week) timescales. The MOS sensors have the potential to
improve the temporal resolution of VOC measurements as well as increasing the spatial
density. The MOS were evaluated to identify if they have the potential to complement
the GC-FID technique and provide new insights into VOC pollution patterns. The MOS,
EC and environmental sensors were collated together to produce a multi-pollutant sensor
instrument for deployment in the field, to characterise low-cost sensor behaviour when co-
located with reference instruments in real-world conditions. The potential for the sensor
instrument to be used in an analogous manner to a reference monitoring station was
assessed and techniques to improve the quality of sensor data were investigated to resolve
issues with cross interferences and changing environmental conditions. The use of the
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sensor instrument data as a whole, in combination with three different machine learning
algorithms were used for the correction of cross interferences. This study identifies a
suitable method for the calibration of the sensors inside the instrument, by co-location
with a reference instrument in the environment where the sensors are to be deployed. By
characterising the performance of a multi-pollutant sensor instrument the thesis aims to




characterise the response and
sensitivities of the Metal Oxide
Sensors (MOS)
2.0.1 Introduction to low-cost MOS total VOC sensors
Low cost sensors are increasingly attractive to both the public and scientific researchers
because they can provide continuous, low-cost, low-power measurements to indicate the
quality of ambient air. A working low-cost total VOC sensor would be useful for com-
plementing current techniques and increasing our understanding of VOC emissions and
sources. The Total VOC MOS sensors can capture data every few seconds, and this would
greatly improve the temporal resolution of the GC-FID technique which is currently used
in the national monitoring networks for an automatic measurement of VOC in the UK.
Assuming the VOC composition remains relatively constant the total VOC measurement
would be able to identify when the VOC concentrations in the ambient air are high and
locate pollution hot spots or predict VOC pollution patterns near a point source.
2.1 Metal oxide sensors
Metal oxide sensors (MOS) are commercially available and for this study were purchased
from Figaro, one of the largest global MOS manufacturers [9]. These MOS sensors are
therefore widely used and were inexpensive, costing approximately £10 per sensor. The
power consumption for a Figaro MOS sensor is low, 280 mW for internal heater and
running of sensor. The Figaro TGS2602 MOS was advertised as a Total VOC sensor (Fig.
2.1), and so this model was investigated for use as a low-cost VOC sensor in the laboratory
and for deployment in the real-world. There are other MOS VOC sensors, see Table 2.1,
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Figure 2.1: A Figaro TGS2602 Total VOC MOS sensor. The diameter of the sensor is 9.2
mm, with a total height of 10 mm.
and these all have a common tin dioxide active surface, with different surface properties
governing the selectivity of the sensors. Surface properties such as the grain size and hence
surface area of the sensing material, the temperature the sensing surface is held constant
at and doping the semi-conductor sensing material are altered to change which compound
the MOS sensor is more selective towards [187].
Each sensor contains four pins; two are an integrated heater, to maintain the active
surface at the optimum temperature for the adsorption of oxygen to form oxyanions [9], and
to optimise the reaction kinetics for the adsorption and reaction of reducing compounds
such as VOCs (270 ◦C) with the oxyanions on the sensor surface. The other two pins are
the aluminium oxide substrate with the printed tin dioxide sensing surfaces. The four pin
ends are housed inside a small (10 mm diameter) aluminium can and this comprises of the
MOS sensor in Fig. 2.1. Electrical circuitry is required to obtain a signal from the MOS.
The MOS sensor pins extrude out of the metal can (Fig. 2.1 and all four pins are inserted
into holes with a Teflon manifold. These pin holes were coated with gold to allow electrical
contact between the circuit board and the MOS sensor via a gold casing. An example of
these white Teflon MOS manifolds can be seen in Fig. 2.2; there are eight MOS sensors
and Teflon manifolds mounted in a circle upon a green electrical circuit board. The circuit
boards were purchased from Eurocircuits who manufactured them based upon a design
developed by the University of York’s Chemistry Electronics Department, who designed
them especially for use with MOS sensors. The circuit board (Fig. 2.2) met the electrical
requirements for the MOS sensors (5 volts d.c. is required for the sensing pins and 7 V
d.c. for correct heater operation) and where possible, minimised electrical noise.
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Figure 2.2: Photo of a cluster of 8 MOS TGS2602 total VOC sensors, inserted into their
Teflon housings which allowed electrical contact between the sensors and custom built
circuit board. The white Teflon housings had a gold casing coating the holes where the
MOS pins were inserted.
Figure 2.2 shows eight MOS sensors mounted onto the green circuit board which en-
sured that each sensor received the correct (and equal) amounts of supply voltage to it, and
it’s internal heater. Adafruit ADS1115 16-Bit Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) boards
were mounted to the opposite side to the circuit boards to address the sensors and further
minimise electrical noise. For all eight MOS, the sensor output voltage (sensor data) was
collected from this board via an Arduino micro-controller and saved onto a laptop. The
sensors are designed for the diffusion of ambient air over the active surface therefore, for
laboratory experiments they required a method of directing a controlled flow of air, that
was isolated from the laboratory air. A Teflon manifold was designed for this purpose in
order to carry out sensor calibrations and characterise the sensors response to different
conditions. The target compounds for the Figaro TGS2602 sensors are total VOCs, and
so the response of the MOS was investigated for a variety of different VOCs, including
oxygenated compounds, alkanes and aromatics. These sensors work by detecting reducing
compounds via the diffusion of molecules onto the sensor active surface. There is no filter
or barrier to deter other compounds in the atmosphere to the sensing surface and so it is
likely that other reducing and/or reactive compounds can adsorb and react on the surface,
causing a misleading signal. These compounds, which are not the target compounds but
which induce a sensor response are referred to as cross interferences and the MOS response
to these was characterised, as well as the MOS response to environmental conditions. The
sensors require some oxygen to replenish the oxyanions on the active surface and therefore
the VOC gas standards, which are in N2 were mixed with air from a Pure Air Generator
(PAG) during calibrations. The air flow was controlled by mass flow controllers. Where
possible, the experimental set ups were enclosed within a Faraday cage to further minimise
electrical noise in the sensor signals.
An example experimental set-up using two MOS sensors is shown in Fig. 2.3. Mass
flow controllers were used to provide a precise flow of air so that is was possible to calculate
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Table 2.1: There are many different types of MOS sensors commercially available to
monitor VOC compounds. Four Figaro MOS sensors, for monitoring Total VOC, methane,
propane/butane and alcohol compounds were used as part of this research project.
Metal oxide sensor Target species Limits of detection
TGS2602 Total VOC 1 - 30 ppm of ethanol
(EtOH)
TGS2611 Methane 500 - 10,000 ppm of
methane
TGS2610 LP gas, propane and butane 500 - 10,000 ppm
TGS2620 Solvent vapours and alco-
hols
50 - 5,000 ppm
the exact concentrations of the target compound or cross interferences from synthetic gas
standards (shown in Fig. 2.3 as the dilute VOC mixture cylinder). Other gas standard
cylinders containing other compounds of interest at different concentrations could be easily
swapped in and out. During the laboratory experiments, the flow of air was kept constant,
unless otherwise stated, and the humidity was controlled and routinely changed using
a bubbler installed in the air flow after the mass flow controllers. The humidity was
changed to incorporate expected humidity ranges for locations where the sensors were
likely to be deployed, as it was known that MOS sensors exhibit a non-linear response to
humidity [105]. The copper tubing was used to keep the temperature of the air flowing
to the sensors as constant as possible to minimise the risk of temperature affecting the
sensor signal during calibrations.
The sample lines were 1/4” Perfluoroalkoxy (PFA) tubing to reduce losses of com-
pounds to the tubing walls, with stainless steel Swagelok fittings to maintain air tightness
throughout the system. Compressed air was pushed from the PAG, through the set up to
prevent any contamination from leaks in the set up or MOS manifold, although both were
tested to be air tight prior to the experiments. Temperature and humidity probes were
installed to monitor the conditions of the air reaching the sensor surface.
2.1.1 Analysis procedure
During calibrations, a compound or compound mix, e.g. a gas cylinder containing known
quantities of VOCs in N2 was introduced to the set up. The concentration of the compound
or mixture was changed by programming the MFCs to allow different flows of either
compressed air or gas standard into the experimental set up. The concentrations were
stepped up and down and during each step change, the concentrations were held constant
for a minimum of 30 minutes to allow for a full MOS sensor response. All calibrations were
run in the laboratory at room temperature and pressure. During analysis, the differential
of the compound concentration was calculated and data points removed during the time it
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Figure 2.3: A schematic of a laboratory experiment. This experimental set-up was used to
calibrate two MOS sensors with changing concentrations of a VOC mixture gas standard.
For this schematic the VOC gas standard was located at the Gas Cylinder location and the
flow was introduced to the zero air flow to allow for maximum mixing of the VOC standard
with the zero air. The humidity and temperature were controlled and kept constant during
calibrations. The sensors were housed in a metal box to act as a Faraday cage and reduce
electrical noise. MFC = Mass Flow Controller.
took for the concentration to change (where the differential was greater than +0.02 or less
than −0.02). This was because during the concentration change, the MFC required time
to adjust to the new air flow and would typically open fully for a short amount of time.
This was enough for a sharp increase in air flow from the dry gas standard and hence, for
a second the MOS were exposed to a high concentration of the gas standard and drier air,
affecting the MOS signal. The MOS signal is output as a voltage and this was binned for
each concentration step. The mean and standard deviation for each bin was calculated
and the calibration plots show the mean MOS signal (V) on the y-axis versus the binned
compound concentration (x-axis), with the standard deviation plotted as a black line.
2.2 MOS response towards VOCs
2.2.1 Defining VOC gas cylinders used for calibration of sensors
To characterise the MOS responses to VOCs and potential cross interferences, several
different gas standards were used in succession. A list of the cylinder name, number and
composition of the standard is defined below:
• NPL30 NPL30 cylinder contains 30 VOCs in N2, cylinder number: D836639. The
compounds are as follows, with the concentrations in the cylinder shown in brack-
ets, in parts per billion (ppb): ethane (4.03), ethene (3.88), propane (4.07), propene
(3.99), 2-methylpropane (4.18), butane (3.96), ethyne (4.11), trans-but-2-ene (3.95),
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but-1-ene (3.96), cis-but-2-ene (4.00), 2-methylbutane (4.02), n-pentane (4.02), 1,3-
butadiene (3.94), trans-pent-2-ene (3.95), pent-1-ene (3.96), 2-methylpentane (4.04),
n-hexane (3.97), isoprene (4.00), n-heptane (4.00), benzene (3.98), 2,2,4-trimethylpentane
(3.97), n-octane (4.01), toluene (3.98), ethylbenzene (3.98), m+p-xylene (8.00), o-
xylene (3.98), 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (3.99), 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene (4.01) and 1,2,3-
trimethylbenzene (4.02).
• OVOC The OVOC cylinder was made up in the laboratory at the Wolfson At-
mospheric Chemistry Laboratories (WACL). It contains six compounds: acetone,
ethanal, methanol, propane, n-hexane and benzene at 5 ppm each, in N2. Cylinder:
D953613
• VOC8 The VOC8 cylinder was also made up in the laboratory at WACL and contains
n-pentane, n-heptane, n-octane, n-nonane, toluene, ethyl benzene, m-xylene and p-
xylene all at 5 ppm in N2. Cylinder: D838940
2.2.2 Concentrated VOC mix
The VOC8 cylinder was used to determine the responses of two TGS2602 MOS sensors to
ozone precursor VOCs, in a set up similar to Fig. 2.3. The total VOC concentration in
the cylinder was 40 ppm, and this was diluted with PAG air to lower the concentrations
to those more typical of ambient air and to maintain a good supply of oxygen to the MOS
sensor surfaces. The total VOC concentration ranged between 0 - 150 ppb in the cali-
bration. These concentrations would be considered very high for ambient concentrations
of any individual VOC, however almost 200 ppb of bulk VOC concentrations have been
observed in mega-cities [191].
Figure 2.4: Calibration curves to show the performance of a) MOS1 and b) a second
sensor, MOS2 during exposure to changing concentrations of the VOC mixture, at 50 - 60
%, which is typical of the UK humidity.
The calibrations using the VOC8 cylinder were repeated at a range of humidity’s to
identify how this affected the MOS sensitivity towards the VOC mixture (Table 2.2).
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Table 2.2: A comparison between the performance of two MOS sensors after exposure to
different VOC concentrations at different humidity ranges. The MOS sensitivity towards
VOCs was calculated by producing a plot of VOC concentration (x-axis) against the MOS
output voltage (y-axis). Linear regression was used to calculate a gradient (mV ppb-1)
which was defined as the sensitivity. A gas standard (VOC8) was used in conjunction with
mass flow controllers to produce the different VOC concentrations.




10 - 20 2.48 2.63
40 - 50 2.61 3.75
50 - 60 2.47 3.79
Figure 2.4 shows the two sensors calibration curves at 50 - 60 % relative humidity, after
the analysis described above in 2.1.1 Analysis Procedure was applied. Linear regression
was performed and the gradient of the line was taken as the MOS sensitivity. For the two
sensors in Fig. 2.4, the MOS1 and MOS2 have sensitivities of +2.47 and +3.79 mV ppb-1
respectively. The calibration curves for MOS1 and MOS2 at both the 40 - 50 % and 50
- 60% RH ranges were similar; with the MOS’s displaying a linear response and a strong
positive correlation to VOC concentration. The calculated sensitivities of the same two
MOSs from the calibrations conducted at other humidity’s are shown in Table 2.2.
From Fig. 2.4 and Table 2.2, MOS2 was much more sensitive than MOS1 to changing
VOC concentrations as the slopes were always greater than the respective MOS1 slopes.
This reinforces the requirement that all low-cost MOS sensors must be individually cali-
brated before deployment, as using one calibration for all sensors would lead to misleading
results. Both sensors exhibit very linear relationships with VOC concentration, and were
highly correlated with R2 >0.99 for the calibrations that occurred at humidity’s greater
than 40 %. Although the two sensors had different sensitivities towards VOCs, their indi-
vidual sensitivity towards changing VOC concentration was relatively consistent in more
humid air (>40 %). Increasing the humidity, changed the VOC sensitivity differently for
the two MOS sensors. As humidity increased from 10 - 20 % to 40 - 50 % and then 50 -
60% for MOS 2, the VOC sensitivity increased. For MOS1 however, the MOS sensitivity
towards VOCs increased when the RH was increased to 40 - 50 %, but decreased at the
higher (50 - 60 %) relative humidity conditions.
Further VOC8 calibrations were conducted using the same MOS sensors, this time
using dry air (RH range 0 - 10 %). A larger VOC concentration range was used, between
0 to 450 ppb of total VOCs exposed to the MOS sensors, Fig. 2.5. The resulting calibration
curves, seen in Fig. 2.5, were less linear and had lower correlations (R2 for MOS1: 0.86, R2
for MOS2: 0.84). MOS2 displayed a lower VOC sensitivity, compared to the calibrations
conducted with more humid air. The non-linearity was due to a decreasing sensitivity of
the MOS sensors at higher VOC concentrations. At the lower VOC concentrations (0 -
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Figure 2.5: Calibration curves to show the performance of a) MOS1 and b) MOS2 during
exposure to a larger range (0 - 500 ppb) of VOC concentrations.
100 ppb) the curves for both MOS sensors were steep and relatively linear. MOS1 (green)
had a gradient of 10.08 mV ppb-1 and MOS2 (red) a gradient of 12.59 mV ppb-1. However,
at concentrations exceeding 100 ppb the MOS slopes plateaued: MOS1 and MOS2 have
slopes of 1.89 and 1.83 mV ppb-1 respectively. Therefore the sensors became less sensitive
towards the VOCs at higher concentrations of VOC8. It is thought that at the higher
concentrations of VOC (>200 ppb) there were more VOC molecules available to adsorb to
the MOS sensing surface and more molecules occupying sites on the surface at any given
time. When more reducing compounds approach the active surface, their adsorption was
potentially blocked due to the MOS sensing surface becoming saturated and therefore
the MOS sensitivity decreases. Over the concentration ranges expected in ambient air
however, (0 - 120 ppb) both MOS responses were considered linear.
2.2.3 Diluted VOC mix
The VOC8 standard was very concentrated (total VOC concentration = 40 ppm) and the
calibrations were non-linear at the high concentrations of VOCs (150 - 500 ppb). However,
ambient concentrations of VOCs are more typically between 0 - 150 ppb and therefore the
calibrations were repeated using a different, more dilute standard of VOC8. This ’dilute-
VOC8’ contained the same compounds and the same ratio of these compounds to each
other but compressed air was added in order that the total VOC concentration was 1040
ppb. Within the dilute-VOC8, each compound was present at 130 ppb.
The same experimental set-up as before was used, with PAG air introduced to the set
up via the MFC to further dilute the VOC concentration. Linear regression was used to
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determine MOS sensitivity at different humidity’s and the results are summarised in Fig.
2.6.
Figure 2.6: a) The MOS (MOS1: green, MOS2 : red) displayed different sensitivities to-
wards changing total VOC concentration at different humidity ranges. b) As the calibra-
tions were run at higher humidity’s, the Normalised Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE)
of the calibrations decreased. The three calibrations with the concentrated (VOC8, to-
tal [VOC] = 40 ppm) mixture are shown as stars and the more dilute calibrations (total
[VOC] = 1040 ppb) are shown as circles.
In dry air (0 - 10 % RH), with the diluted gas standard, the sensors were very re-
sponsive to the changing VOC concentrations (MOS1 sensitivity: 13.1 mV ppb-1, MOS2
sensitivity 12.4 mV ppb-1) and exhibited higher VOC sensitivities. As the humidity of the
air increased to greater than 10 % RH, these values for the VOC sensitivity decreased by
a factor of four, from c.a. +12 mV ppb-1 to approximately +3 mV ppb-1 for both MOS,
Fig. 2.6a. However, between 10 and 100 % RH the VOC sensitivity remained relatively
consistent. The calibrations with the concentrated mix of VOCs are also included in Fig.
2.6a (as circle data points, rather than stars) to show that the responses when using dilute
or concentrated gas standards were relatively reproducible.
The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) for the calibration curves ([VOC] versus MOS
voltage) was calculated and then divided by the range of VOC concentrations for that par-
ticular calibration to determine the normalised root mean square error (NRMSE). NRMSE
is used because the RMSE scales with the magnitude of the data values. Normalising the
RMSE, by dividing the RMSE obtained for each calibration curve by the range in sensor
observations (maximum MOS value subtracted by minimum MOS value in the data set
used for the calibration), allows the RMSE and uncertainty in the MOS responses to be
compared. The NRMSE provided information about the uncertainty in the observations
and was used to identify if there was more or less uncertainty associated with changing
humidity conditions, Fig. 2.6b. In dry air, although the MOS sensitivities were high,
the sensors displayed the greatest NRMSE, so there was more error associated with these
calibration curves. The greater uncertainty results in complicated calibration procedures
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Figure 2.7: The eight MOS housed inside the custom-built Teflon manifold, with the
sensors in series. Air was pushed through the system from the Pure Air Generator (PAG)
and flowed around the Teflon block in accordance with the red arrows.
and they were likely to exhibit a greater deviation from the linear trend-line, Fig. 2.6b.
In general, as the humidity of the air for the calibration increased, the NRMSE in the
calibration decreased and there was less uncertainty in the sensor calibrations. The lowest
NRMSE was observed for both sensors at 60 - 70 % RH, which is advantageous because
the sensors will be used for deployment to monitor outdoor air and the UK typically ex-
periences between 50 - 90 % relative humidity. A consistently lower NRMSE, with a more
predictable VOC sensitivity is advantageous, even at the cost of the maximum sensitivity.
The two MOS sensors (red and green data points) often displayed very similar values for
VOC sensitivity, however, there were instances where they exhibited large differences in
sensitivity for the same calibration. More TGS2602 MOS sensors were added to the set-
up to identify the spread of the sensitivities and determine which of the observed MOS
sensitivities was more typical of other MOS sensors. Three clusters of eight TGS2602
MOS sensors, purchased from the same manufacturing batch were used in the subsequent
laboratory experiments. Each cluster of eight sensors were housed in a custom-built Teflon
housing on a larger circuit board, Fig. 2.7.
Within the Teflon manifold the set of eight sensors were were arranged in series (see
Fig. 2.7). The air flowed through the inlet and emerged at the first sensor housing, then
travelled around the manifold and exited the manifold through the centre. The sensitivities
of the sensors installed within this manifold towards different gas standards and different
humidity’s was investigated. As compounds adsorb to the sensor surface, they become
oxidised and the compounds react to different molecules, changing their physical and
electronic properties. Due to this, MOS sensing is a destructive process. However, only
minute amounts of the air are detected by one sensor, and so it was hoped that the air
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Figure 2.8: The sensitivities of 24 TGS2602 MOS sensors after exposure to a) VOC8 and
b) OVOC gas standard calibrations at different humidity’s. The box edges represent the
interquartile range, the whiskers show the 5th and 95th percentiles and the line in the
middle is the median. The black dots signify each sensors slope for the calibration. The
light blue dashed line is at 0, to show some sensors displayed a negative correlation.
flow was large enough (at least 1000 sccm) to compensate for the sensors to be in series.
PAG air was mixed with either the VOC8 or OVOC gas standards to dilute the VOC
concentrations to be more representative of ambient concentrations, and calibrations were
again conducted at room temperature but with different humidity ranges.
Figure 2.8a shows the 24 MOS VOC sensitivities to the VOC8 gas standard. The
calibrations were conducted at a range of humidity’s and the results are depicted as a box
and whisker plot for each 10 % humidity range.
The 24 MOS sensors exhibited different VOC sensitivities when the calibrations were
repeated with a different gas standard (OVOC), Fig. 2.8b. The magnitude of the MOS
response was found to be dependant on the composition of the gas mix. This is due to the
different compounds having different properties such as; size of the molecule, the diffusion
rate and the reactivity of the molecule, which impacts the ability of the MOS active
surface to detect a change in the surface conductivity. The MOS sensors were generally
more sensitive towards the VOC8 standard (Fig. 2.8a), with a maximum sensitivity of
41.6 mV ppb-1 recorded by MOS10 compared to a maximum of 17.4 mV ppb-1 for the
OVOC standard (Fig. 2.8b), recorded by MOS18. Both of these maximum sensitivities
were recorded when the sensors were in dry air (0 - 10 % RH). The MOS sensors are
potentially more sensitive towards the VOC than OVOC compounds because they OVOC
may not adsorb to the oxyanion surface as readily as the VOC compounds. In more humid
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air (90 - 100 % RH) the maximum sensitivity was 13.3 compared to 3.4 mV ppb-1 for the
VOC8 and OVOC standards respectively. The sensors that reported the highest VOC
sensitivities in dry air were found to be the the most sensitive at the higher humidity’s as
well (MOS10 for the VOC8 experiment, MOS18 for the OVOC experiment).
At all humidity’s there was a range of MOS sensitivities towards changing VOC con-
centrations, even though the MOS sensors are all the same model and from the same
manufacturer. This variability in the MOS responses, after experiments in the laboratory,
under controlled conditions is a concern for their use as it makes comparing sensors de-
ployed in different locations very challenging. It emphasises the requirement for bespoke
calibrations for individual MOS sensors and further investigations are required to identify
if these VOC sensitivities remain constant over time for each MOS sensor. The range of
sensitivities towards VOC8 decreased as the humidity increased: from 36.7 mV ppb-1 at 0
-10 % RH to 14.96 mV ppb-1 at 90 - 100 % RH. There was more variability in the sensors
slopes for the VOC8 gas standard, than was observed for the slopes calculated from the
OVOC calibrations. This was evident because the ranges for the OVOC sensitivities were
much lower, often below 5 mV ppb-1, and the decrease in the variability of the sensitiv-
ities was still observed as the humidity increased (9.4 mV ppb-1 at 0 - 10 % RH to 2.92
mV ppb-1 at 90 - 100 % RH). The spread of sensitivities within the MOS sensors was
concerning and re-iterates the requirement for frequent, individual calibrations for MOS
sensors. The total VOC ambient mixing ratios are expected to be between 0 - 150 ppb
and this appears to vary on the same magnitude as the spread in the MOS sensitivity
measurements.
In Fig. 2.8a, one of the MOS sensor clusters was reporting lower sensitivities towards
VOC8 than the other two clusters as the 8 sensors in this cluster are 5 - 10 mV ppb1
lower. This cluster was potentially not receiving the same amount of power as the other
two clusters, due to a technical fault, as it would be unlikely for all 8 sensors to begin
failing by exhibiting a low response, simultaneously.
There was a similar trend between Fig 2.6a and b, with both sets of calibrations
displaying higher and more variable sensitivities in dry conditions. The findings here
suggest the MOS sensitivity was dependant on the VOC composition of the air, therefore
during deployment the sensors need to be calibrated with a standard that is representative
of the air that the sensors will be used to monitor. This also broadly shows that the MOS
sensors were more sensitive towards alkanes and aromatics (in VOC8)than they are towards
oxygenated compounds such as acetone and methanol (found in OVOC gas standard).
The trend in the changing sensitivity of the MOS sensors was consistent with the
findings from the experiments with other VOC mixes and MOS sensors. It has also
been noted in the literature [105]. This non-linear relationship with humidity and MOS
sensitivity must be better understood in order to recognise the optimum conditions for
MOS sensing and to correct for humidity when sensors are deployed. It underpins the
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importance of monitoring environmental conditions alongside the sensors when they are
used in deployment. To correct for temperature and humidity effects upon the MOS sensor
response, the temperature and humidity of the air flow reaching the MOS sensors needs
to be monitored. When the environmental conditions enter a range for which the MOS
sensitivities are likely to be very high or very low then further analysis of the data would
be required.
2.3 MOS and the GC-MS
2.3.1 Methods
The MOS technology revolves around a compounds ability to adsorb to the active surface
of the MOS. Therefore different compounds are going to have different adsorption rates to
the surface and thus the MOS sensors may have different limits of detection for individual
compounds. One way to test the MOS response to individual compounds was to use a
GC with a split outlet. A MOS sensor received half of the outlet flow, and the other half
was speciated and quantified by mass spectrometry (MS).
Gas standards containing a variety of Non-Methane Hydrocarbons, which are typi-
cally found in the troposphere were used to inject known quantities of VOCs into the
instrumentation.
VOCs from the gas cylinder first passed through a cold finger, held at -37 ◦C to remove
any water from the gas mixture. The dry gas mix then entered the Markes Unity Series
2 Thermal Desorption Unit, whereupon the VOCs in the mixture were flowed over the
trap which contained a Tenax adsorbent. During adsorption, the trap was held at a
low temperature (- 30 ◦) to ensure that all VOC compounds, even the most volatile, are
captured on the trap. Helium passed over the trap at a flow rate of 100 mL min-1, for
one minute to ensure that permanent gases are removed and will not interfere with the
chromatography or mass spectrometer. Using a trap ensures that a specific amount of
sample is injected simultaneously into the GC system (Agilent Technologies 7890B Gas
Chromatogram, see Fig. 2.9). To desorb the VOCs and inject them into the GC column
(with a flow rate of approximately 2 mL min-1 the trap was rapidly heated to 300 ◦C
and this temperature is held for 3 minutes. The GC column used here was the BPX5
(5 % Phenyl Polysilphenylene-siloxane) column which has a length of 50 m, an internal
diameter of 0.32 mm and a film thickness of 1.5 µm. The BPX5 column is a general
purpose column with a non-polar stationary phase so suitable for the separation of VOC
compounds. The GC oven follows a set temperature regime to ensure the VOCs in the gas
mixture elute off in a suitable time period. The column begins at 40 ◦C then after three
minutes, the GC oven temperature is ramped at a rate of 15 ◦C min-1 until the temperature
reaches 125 ◦C. When it reaches 125 ◦C, the temperature is ramped at a faster rate (20 ◦C
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min-1) until 250 ◦C is achieved. This final temperature is held for a further two minutes.
Upon exiting the columns, the flow was split 50:50 and one half of the sample went to the
Agilent Technologies 7200 Accurate Mass Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer (QTOF-MS)
for identification and the other half flowed to the sensor in the olefactometer port. For
detection with the QTOF-MS the VOCs are ionised and each given the same potential
energy, which is converted to kinetic energy. The positive ions are attracted to a negative
charge and hence travel down the time-of-flight tube. The velocity of the ions is related
to their molecular mass and hence they reach the detector in mass order.
Figure 2.9: A flow diagram to show how a sample from a gas cylinder goes through the
GC-MS system, with detection by either the mass spectrometer or MOS sensor.
The MOS are non-selective towards different reducing compounds and therefore can
detect many carbon containing compounds. This investigation was conducted to char-
acterise the sensitivity of the MOS towards different compounds, and determine which
homogeneous groups induce the strongest response from the MOS sensors. From the pre-
vious work in Chapter 2.23, it was hypothesised that compounds such as alkanes and
aromatics are likely to show a larger response than oxygenated compounds.
One MOS sensor was placed in a custom built Teflon casing, designed to have an air-
tight fit into the GC-MS olefactometer port. Different synthetic standards (NPL30 and
OVOC), containing a variety of common atmospheric VOC pollutants were introduced to
the system. The standard was pre-concentrated onto the adsorbent trap and separated
using gas chromatography, with a helium carrier gas flow of 2 mL min-1. Peaks were iden-
tified using their retention times and MS accompanied with use of the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) library for the identification of compounds. A python
script, using the open-sourced package Peakutils was used to fit a baseline to the traces
and subsequently integrate the GC chromatograms as well as the MOS trace where the
spectra were well resolved.
Sensors require oxygen for proper function however, the gas standards contained the
VOC compounds in N2 and the carrier gas used for GC analysis was helium, leading
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Figure 2.10: Time series to show a GC-MS chromatogram (black) and corresponding MOS
signal (blue), for the detection of peaks using the NPL30 standard. The table to the right
of the plot displays the compounds, the peak numbers that were identified as being that
compound and the mixing ratio of the compound in the cylinder.
to a potential degradation of the sensor surface after repeated use. As each run takes
approximately thirty minutes the number of injections was limited to a maximum of five
injections in a row for each MOS sensor.
2.3.2 TGS2602 Total VOC sensors
The GC separated out the compounds in the NPL30 synthetic gas standard. The chro-
matogram shows that it took 15 minutes between elution of the first compounds (a mixture
of lighter <C5 compounds) and the last compounds which were the three trimethylben-
znenes. Due to the time required for pre-concentration, trapping and separation of the
compounds, an entire run took approximately 30 minutes. The sample volume was 700
mL and the resultant chromatogram displayed 13 resolved peaks, allowing the identifica-
tion of 13 individual compounds with mass spectrometry (black line in Fig. 2.10). A dual
peak of isoprene and n-pentane was also detected by mass spectrometry (peak 7) and was
included in the analysis because it appeared as a large peak in the MOS trace. The lighter
compounds with 2 to 5 carbons, for example ethane, ethene, to butane and pentenes, did
not appear well resolved well in either the mass spectrum or the MOS traces.
An initial glance at Fig. 2.10 shows that the MOS was able to detect individual
compounds as they elute off the column, albeit with poorly resolved peaks compared to
the GC-MS chromatogram. Although compounds often eluted with less than 2 minutes
between each the MOS’ time response was quick enough to show a small peak for each
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Figure 2.11: Peakutils determined a baseline (blue) and the peaks (coloured sections of
the black line) of the compounds were determined by comparing the GC-MS trace with
the MOS signal over the same duration of time.
compound, even if the resolution was not good enough for complete separation. The
noise in the MOS baseline was low enough to observe very similar MOS responses for
each injection of the NPL30 sample. The peaks in the MOS trace were identified by
time aligning the MOS and mass spectra, and the subsequent peaks are labelled in Fig.
2.11. For all five injections of NPL30, both the MOS (see Fig. 2.11) and MS spectra
were integrated using the Peakutils python package. As part of the integration process
a baseline was required, and this was determined by the Peakutils package; an example
baseline can be seen in Fig. 2.11, under the MOS time series.
Figure 2.11 shows each assigned peak as a different colour. The easiest compounds to
identify were the three trimethylbenzenes as they presented with a large three pronged
peak. Compounds 10 to 14 were harder to identify as the peaks were smaller and did
not stand out as much from the baseline. The mass spectrum in Fig. 2.10 was much
more resolved over the same elution time, but this was expected and the investigation was
only designed to get a general idea of which compounds the sensors exhibit the largest
response to, and not to propose a new, fully resolved detection system for speciating VOCs.
The MOS sensor did show larger peak areas for some compounds e.g. trimethylbenzenes,
compared to others e.g. n-Hexane (Fig. 2.12). The GC-MS peak areas were also calculated
using the Peakutils package to check that the integration algorithm was working properly.
Figure 2.12 compares the mean peak area for each compound over the five injections.
Heavier compounds, such as toluene, ethylbenzene and the trimethylbenzenes displayed
larger peak areas in the mass spectrum and in the MOS signal. Branched compounds,
2-methylpentane and 2,2,4-trimethylpentane displayed the smallest peak areas for the
MOS. This is potentially because the branching means that these compounds have a large
amount of steric hindrance and so do not diffuse as easily onto the MOS active surface.
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Figure 2.12: The peaks were integrated using the same methods for both the MOS sensor
and the GC-MS spectra. The mean peak area over five injections of 700 mL of NPL30
gas standard, for each numbered peak was plotted to compare how well the GC-MS and
MOS detect certain compounds. The standard deviation of the five spectra are plotted as
black lines.
The mass spectrum had the smallest peak for hexane. The largest standard deviation
for the 5 integrals were found for compounds such as ethylbenzene and m+p-xylene and
this is potentially due to these compounds presenting as a dual peak in the MOS trace,
making it difficult to identify the beginning/end of a peak. As expected, the MOS signal
displayed a larger standard deviation than the mass spectrum.
m+p-Xylene displayed the largest peak for both the GC-MS and MOS methods; which
was unsurprising as these isotopes elute together, effectively doubling the quantify of
eluted VOC and therefore an increased size of the peak compared to the other individual
compounds was expected. Both the MOS and the GC-MS displayed high peak areas and
lower standard deviation values for the C8 and C9 aromatic compounds, e.g. ethylbenzene,
the xylenes and the trimethylbenzenes.
The same process was repeated with three 10 mL injections of the OVOC standard,
see Fig. 2.13. Due to the GC column and methodology the lighter compounds, methanol,
propane and ethanal did not separate out in the GC column and eluted as one peak in
both the GC-QTOF mass spectrum and the MOS trace. The GC QTOF mass spectrum
and MOS traces had very similar profiles for each of the three injections of the OVOC
standard, with each of the four peaks (in order of elution: propane/ethanal/methanol,
acetone, hexane, benzene) well separated from the others. The propane/ethanal/methanol
peak appeared in the MOS signal as the second largest peak, but since they could not be
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Figure 2.13: A comparison of the traces for the TGS2602 MOS signal (red) and GC-
QTOF-MS (green) using the OVOC gas standard.
distinguished in the MS, it was unknown whether the MOS was responding to all three
equally or if the MOS sensor was just more sensitive to one of these compounds.
There was more time between each of the peaks for the OVOC compounds as they
eluted off the columns, and this meant that the MOS had more time to respond to the
changing VOC concentrations. This allowed for for better resolved peaks in the MOS
spectrum and it was easier to identify and integrate the three injections of OVOC standard
using the time-aligned MS, than it was for the NPL30 standard. Acetone was the only
oxygenated peak to be individually identified and this OVOC compound presented as
the largest peak in the MOS spectrum, Fig. 2.14. For deployment of the MOS sensors
outdoors, it is important to know that they exhibit a large response towards acetone as
it can be present at significant concentrations in the troposphere (0.2 to 3 ppb) [83]. The
second largest peak in the MOS trace was the combined peak for propane/methanol and
ethanal; this was expected to be a larger peak since it consists of three compounds. The
TGS2602 MOS sensors displayed two resolved peaks for hexane and benzene, but these
were much smaller than the acetone and combined peak. The GC mass spectrum however
displayed peak areas that were larger for benzene and hexane than they were for the
lighter compounds, see Fig. 2.14, green data points. The MOS response towards benzene
was greater than the response towards hexane, more evidence that the sensors are more
sensitive towards large, aromatic compounds, rather than their aliphatic counterparts. The
smaller MOS response to hexane is consistent with the findings from the previous GC-MS
result with the NPL30 standard. The standard deviation between the three injections was
relatively consistent for the MOS sensors: ranging from 0.465 for the combined peak to
1.156 for the benzene peak. Benzene was the least well-resolved peak as it was shallower
and wider than the others (Fig. 2.13) and this explains why the standard deviation between
the benzene peak for the three injections was increased compared to the other peaks (Fig.
2.14). The last injections of both the VOC and OVOC gas standards displayed similar
peak areas for each compound compared to the first injection. Therefore it was assumed
that there were no noticeable impacts on MOS sensitivity during the GC-MS run time
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Figure 2.14: The peak areas were averaged over each of the OVOC gas standard injections
for both the MOS trace (red) and the mass spectrum (green). The vertical black lines
depict the standard deviation each of the averaged peak areas.
due to them sensing gases in the absence of oxygen.
2.3.3 Ambient air sampling with co-located SIFT-MS
The MOS sensors had been tested in the laboratory against synthetic standards, and
yet they were destined for outdoor use to monitor ambient air. Therefore, two clusters
of eight MOS were co-located in the laboratory with a Selected Ion Flow Tube - Mass
Spectrometer (SIFT-MS), Fig. 2.15 to sample air from outdoors. The SIFT-MS and
sensor instrument had a joint sample line, with the inlet running through the wall to
outside the building. Air was pulled through to the SIFT-MS and then flowed to the MOS
clusters using a diaphragm pump. The air temperature and humidity was monitored to
ensure that the environmental conditions were kept relatively constant during the sampling
duration. The experiment took place between the 9th February 2017 and the 13th March
2017, and the sensors and SIFT-MS ran continuously during this time. Dr. Marvin
Shaw was responsible for operating the SIFT-MS and supplying the SIFT data. Several
compound concentrations, for the H2O+ and NO+ reagent ions, were supplied in the
SIFT-MS data and these were compared with the MOS.
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Figure 2.15: Experimental set up for the comparison of the SIFT-MS and two clusters
of MOS. The instruments were co-located in the laboratory and used the same sample
line, and the inlet was fed through the wall and sampled outdoor air. A diaphragm pump
pulled air through the lines at a constant flow of 2500 sccm.
The SIFT-MS detects compounds by counting the amount of NO+ or H3O+ adduct
ions that reach the detector. The H3O+ adducts produced very noisy signals and so just
the NO+ adduct ions were used for analysis, as recommended by Dr. Marvin Shaw. There
were eight VOCs detected with the NO+ reagent ion: acetone, isoprene, 3-buten-2-one,
butanone, benzene, toluene, 1,2,4- trimethylbenzene and (1,3)-butadiene. Each individual
compound detected via the SIFT-MS required a correction factor, derived from the drift
tube pressure, to compensate for temporal drift in the SIFT detection method. A total
VOC NO+ was calculated by summing all the eight VOCs compounds together at a given
time. To reduce the noise in the SIFT signal, a 15 minute resample was used, with the
mean value over the 15 minutes calculated and used for analysis. This process was also
used on the MOS data to allow for a time based merge of the two data sets. Three
out of 16 MOS sensors failed and the median signal for the MOS cluster1 and cluster2
was determined and was used for analysis. There were six co-located CO electrochemical
sensors also sampling downstream of the MOS sensors in the same experimental set up.
The MOS sensors detect the bulk VOC concentration and therefore the summation of
the eight VOC compounds detected by the NO+ ion (the total NO+ ion adduct signal)
was looked at initially Fig. 2.16. The time series for the MOS did not show many peaks for
the MOS or the SIFT during the first three weeks of sampling, Fig. 2.16a. The total NO+
ion adduct signal showed some variability, with peaks at c.a. 60 ppb between the 17th and
24th of February 2017. The total NO+ adduct signal detected a lot more variability in the
VOC concentration on 9th March 2017 and yet the MOS sensors did not display much of
a response until the following day, where the MOS output voltage increased from c.a. 1
V to c.a. 1.5 V. Figure 2.16b shows the correlation plot for the total NO+ ion VOCs and
the median of MOS cluster1 and cluster2 in green and red, respectively. The slope for the
median MOS sensitivity towards the total NO+ ions was very low (2 to 5 x10−2 mV ppb-1)
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Figure 2.16: a) Time series of the NO+ compounds (black) with the median of MOS
cluster 1 (green) and MOS cluster 2 (red). b) The correlation plot for the two median
signals versus the SIFT measured concentration of the total NO+ ion count.
and was negative. The R2 values for these plots were also very small and unmeaningful
(R2 <0.02), leading to the conclusion that the total NO+ ion VOCs do not correlate with
the MOS signal.
The eight compounds detected by the SIFT-MS were analysed individually with the
median MOS signal to assess if the MOS sensors had a better correlation with the com-
pounds when investigated on their own. The slope of median MOS and each individual
compound was positive and larger in magnitude than the bulk total NO+ trace, Fig.2.17a.
Using linear regression, the slopes were calculated between the median of MOS clus-
ter1 and each of the 8 SIFT-MS compounds, the total NO+ ions and also the slope
between MOS cluster1 and humidity and temperature. The same linear regression was
re-calculated for MOS cluster2. The plots in Fig. 2.17 showed that out of the compounds
detected by the SIFT-MS, the MOS were most sensitive to butanone and responded the
least to trimethylbenzene (TMB). However, correlation between the MOS response and
the butanone signal was still low, R2 = 0.21 for both clusters of MOS. The slopes are
shown as mV ppb-1, and were similar to what would be expected for VOCs at 30 - 60 %
relative humidity. The strongest sensitivity by far was the median of cluster 2 with labo-
ratory temperature, with 7.2 mV ◦C. The temperature fluctuated between 20 and 21.5 ◦C,
and was somewhat controlled as both the sensors and SIFT were in the laboratory for the
duration of the experiment. Since the two devices were located indoors the fluctuations
in the humidity of the air that reached the SIFT or MOS were reduced. This led to a
small correlation with relative humidity. Figure 2.17b shows the R2 values for each of the
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Figure 2.17: a) Each variable was plotted up with the median signal from each cluster, and
a slope determined from the correlation plot. The slopes are colour-coded, with red being
the highest slope, and blue the lowest. b) From each correlation plot for every variable, the
R2 value was determined and is also colour-coded to show the strength of the correlation
between each variable.
variables correlation plots with the median MOS for each cluster. Although the compar-
ison between the MOS and the SIFT-MS was improved when analysing each compound
individually, the correlations were all relatively weak, with only benzene, acetone, bu-
tanone and 1,3-butadiene displaying R2 that were greater than 0.2. The weak correlations
might be due to the individual compounds that the SIFT can detect being different to the
compounds that are more detectable by MOS sensors. In this experiment, the SIFT was
only able to detect eight VOC compounds and yet from previous experiments the MOS
sensors are known to respond to much more than that.
From the GC-MS experiment, it was known that the MOS sensors are more sensitive to
particular compound groups over others, and the results from that experiment suggested
that the MOS sensors display a larger response towards aromatic compounds. This was
investigated using the SIFT-MS data. A scaling factor of 5 was applied to the aromatic
compounds (benzene, toluene and trimethylbenzene (TMB)) to emulate a higher MOS
sensitivity towards these three compounds, Fig. 2.18a. Five was chosen as an arbitrary
number so that the individual VOC compound concentrations would be increased, relative
to the other compounds in order for an investigation to determine whether the MOS sensors
were more sensitive to the VOC composition changing.
However, the slopes for the scaled up aromatic compounds with the median MOS
sensors were found to be lower than when the aromatic compounds were not scaled up.
The total NO+ ion slopes remained very similar to before the aromatic compound scaling.
It was expected that the slope for total NO+ VOC ions against the median MOS would
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Figure 2.18: The linear regression between the MOS and SIFT-MS was calculated three
more times, with a scaling factor of 5 applied to a) the aromatic compounds, benzene,
toluene and TMB, b) ketone compounds, acetone, 3-buten-2-one and butanone and c)
alkenes, isoprene and 1,3-butadiene.
be increased if the MOS were more sensitive towards VOCs, so this was a bit surprising.
When the ketones, acetone, 3-buten-2-one and butanone were all scaled up by five,
their slopes against the median MOS signals also decreased, but the total NO+ VOC
ions changed, Fig. 2.18b. For the median of cluster 1, the total NO+ vs. MOS slope
became slightly positive, and yet the slope for the total NO+ ions with scaled up ketones
median of cluster 2 became more negative. This was surprising because with no scaling
factors applied, butanone and 3-butan-2-one exhibited the largest magnitude of slope for
the correlation plots.
Scaling the alkenes, isoprene and 1,3-butadiene, traces by five changed the total NO+
VOC ions to have slopes of -0.02 and -0.057 mV ppb-1 for cluster 1 and cluster 2 respectively
to -0.0017 and -0.02 mV ppb-1. This is getting closer to 0, which would indicate that the
total VOC sensors did not detect SIFT-MS ions at all.
The MOS sensors did not present any simultaneous noticeable peaks with the total
VOC SIFT-MS NO+ ion adduct signal. This was very concerning as it was thought that
the MOS would compare better to the SIFT-MS than to a GC-MS or FID instrumentation
due to the scientific principles. The SIFT-MS provides a more real-time measurement of
VOCs and is likely to capture a greater range of VOC compounds as it can detect any VOC
that can be ionised with the reagent ions. Therefore it was thought that summing the SIFT
VOC compounds would be a more similar measurement to the bulk VOC measurement
made by the MOS. This experiment would suggest that the MOS are not currently suitable
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for the detection of ambient concentrations of VOCs, under real-world environmental
conditions as all correlations with the SIFT-MS data were poor (R2 <0.3) indicating that
the MOS signals were not detecting any of the compounds detected by the SIFT-MS.
The SIFT-MS would typically provide a wider range of VOCs measured and, in the mode
that is was operated in it did not detect VOCs that might potentially have a greater
concentration in ambient air, which would be detected by the MOS. There were no high
correlations with any individual compound detected by the SIFT-MS and the MOS signals
either.
2.3.4 The affect of flow rate upon the MOS sensors
All the laboratory experiments so far were run with a constant flow rate of air controlled
by mass flow controllers from either the PAG, compressed air or, for the SIFT experiment,
a diaphragm pump. The flow of air will affect the rate of oxyanion replenishment upon the
sensing surface and the speed of the VOCs passing the sensors, so the sensor sensitivity
might be dependant upon the rate of air flow. Calibrations run using the OVOC gas
standard were conducted using four different flow rates for the PAG air. The humidity
was held at below 5 % RH, across all the calibrations and there were two clusters of eight
TGS2602 MOS sensors.
Figure 2.19: Analysing the affect of the flow rate upon 16 TGS2602 MOS sensors. The
black dots show the MOS sensitivity towards the OVOC calibrations at the different flow
rates and the colours indicate the NRMSE of each calibration.
The Normalised Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE) was calculated by dividing the
RMSE by the OVOC concentration range over which the calibration was run. The colour
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bar covers a narrow range in NRMSE (from 59 % to 65 %) because the OVOC calibrations
with different flow rates all returned calibration plots with a similar amount of error in
the liner regression analysis. The colour bar set to just highlight the small changes in
error observed. The MOS sensitivity towards OVOCs almost doubled as the flow rate was
increased from 500 sccm (13 mV ppb-1) to 3000 sccm (20 mV ppb-1. From Fig. 2.19 it
can be seen that the highest MOS sensitivity was observed with 3000 sccm flowing over
the sensors and this also displayed the lowest error for the OVOC calibrations. 1000 sccm
appeared to be another optimum flow rate as the MOS sensitivity was high, c.a. 16 mV
ppb-1, with a relatively low magnitude of error. For practical reasons, a lower flow rate
will consume less power and therefore 1000 sccm would be optimum for deployment of a
low cost sensor system. It is advisable to keep the flow rate consistent during deployment
of the sensors and use the sensors in a manifold with the air flow controlled by a pump or
mass flow controller to avoid wind speed and direction affecting the sensor signal.
2.3.5 The affect of humidity and temperature upon the MOS
sensors
In dry air, the MOS rely on oxyanions chemisorbed to their active surface for operation,
so require a steady flow of oxygen. Reducing compounds such as VOCs, react with these
anions upon adsorption to the MOS active surface ultimately leading to change in the
conductivity of the MOS surface and the reducing compound being detected. The presence
of water near the surface of the sensors greatly affects the sensors because hydroxide
anions (-OH) from the water adsorb to the surface occupy the site normally taken up with
oxyanions. The adsorption of -OH ion causes a change in MOS signal (see Fig. 2.20)
and the subsequent interaction of VOCs and hydroxide ions is different to the reaction of
VOCs and the oxyanions and therefore the detection of VOCs by MOS is impacted.
Figure 2.20 shows that as the relative humidity of the air reaching the sensing surface
increased, the MOS output voltage decreased in a non linear fashion. At very low humid-
ity’s (0 - 10 % RH) the MOS sensors displayed the highest conductance, outputting a signal
voltage of c.a. 1.7 V. As the air flow to the sensors contained more water vapour, (from 20
to 80 % RH) the conductance of the sensor surface decreased with a flatter gradient. The
decrease in conductance at the MOS sensor surface with increasing humidity is thought to
be due to the HO- ions adsorbing to the surface and replacing some of the oxyanions. The
OH- ions are less able to attract electrons towards the surface of the semi-conductor sens-
ing material. This results is less band bending of the conductance bend and hence a lower
decrease in conductance than if oxyanions were chemisorbed [187]. Linear regression was
performed to get a general idea of the sensitivity of the MOS towards changing humidity
levels. MOS1 and MOS2 were found to have slopes of -8.2 and -8.3 mV %-1 respectively.
This was further investigated with four clusters of MOS sensors, with each cluster
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Figure 2.20: Two TGS2602 MOS sensors were exposed to different humidity’s of air for at
least 6 hours. For each humidity, the mean (orange and pink dots) and standard deviation
(black lines) of the MOS signal for each 10 % RH bin was calculated.
containing a different type of MOS sensor. The set of tested sensors comprised of four
clusters of eight total VOC (TGS2602), methane (TGS2611), propane/butane (TGS2610)
and OVOC (TGS2620) metal oxide sensors. They were all simultaneously exposed to
different amounts of humidity to observe if they all exhibited similar behaviour to the
TGS2602 in Fig. 2.20. For the analysis, the median sensor from each cluster was calculated
and the humidity binned into 10 % RH bins, with the mean and standard deviation
determined for each bin.
The total VOC sensors (TGS2602) displayed similar behaviour to previous experi-
ments; a negative correlation with increasing humidity, albeit with a slightly lower sensi-
tivity of around -2.6 mV %-1, Fig. 2.21a compared to Fig. 2.20. When compared to the
2 MOS sensors responding to increasing humidity in Fig. 2.20 the sensitivity of the MOS
sensors towards RH appeared to be decreased. The lower RH sensitivity was likely due to
only using air with a humidity of >15 % RH as the really dry air (0- 10 % RH) in Fig.
2.20 indicated a much larger conductance which influenced the magnitude of the overall
slope.
The other three types of MOS sensor performed very differently as the median signal
for the sensors all increased with increasing humidity. They all exhibited much larger
sensitivities to humidity, with the slopes all being positive: +7.19, +9.92 and +11 mV %-1
for the propane/butane, methane and OVOC MOS respectively. The correlations were all
very linear and strong with R2 values all >0.98. It is important to have fully characterised
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Figure 2.21: The calibration curve for the median from each sensor cluster as the humidity
of the air flow to the sensors was changed. The dots are the mean MOS signal for each
10 % humidity bin, and the black lines are the standard deviation for each data point.
The calibration curves for a) the total VOC MOS sensors (TGS2602), b) propane/butane
(TGS2610) MOS sensors, c) methane (TGS2611) MOS and d) OVOC (TGS2620) MOS
sensors.
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Figure 2.22: The four clusters of TGS2602, TGS2611, TGS20 and TGS2610 sensors were
housed in an instrument box and therefore the box could be heated. The temperature in
the plots refers to the temperature of the air flowing to the sensors, and the calibration
plots for all four different types of sensor are as follows, a) the total VOC MOS sensors
(TGS2602), b) propane/butane (TGS2610) MOS sensors, c) methane (TGS2611) MOS
and d) OVOC (TGS2620) MOS sensors.
the behaviour of the different types of MOS sensor as this might influence which sensors
are chosen for deployment. All MOS displayed a RH dependency and exhibiting a linear
response to RH is advantageous because this is easier to correct for during post-analysis.
Temperature
The four sensor clusters were housed inside a box that was heated from underneath to
increase the temperature surrounding the sensor manifolds and the air flowing to the
sensors. The temperature of the air to the sensors was monitored and the four calibration
plots for each MOS type are shown in Fig. 2.22. The data was binned into 1 ◦C bins over
the temperature range (24 to 35 ◦C), and the data points represent the mean of the bin,
whilst the black lines are the standard deviation.
The total VOC MOS displayed the most positive sensitivity to the air temperature,
with a slope of +48.3 mV ◦C-1 and a strong correlation (R2 = 0.99), Fig. 2.22a.
The propane/butane (TGS2610) and OVOC (TGS2620) displayed weakly positive sen-
sitivities towards increasing temperature (3.6 and 0.8 mV ◦C-1), although these plots ap-
peared less linear than the plot for total VOC MOS, Figs. 2.22b and d. The calibration
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curves for both increased between 24 and 26.5 ◦C, then both dipped around 28.5 ◦C and
then rose again at higher temperatures.
The profile for the methane MOS sensors (TGS2611), Fig. 2.22c, was similar in shape
between 24 to 30 ◦C but overall led to a negative slope for temperature and MOS signal
(−1.1 mV ◦C-1).
Temperature is also expected to impact the sensitivity of the MOS sensors towards
VOCs. This is expected to be a non-linear response because increasing the external tem-
perature at lower temperatures leads to faster reaction kinetic and therefore an increase in
the sensitivity of the MOS. However at higher temperatures, increasing the temperature
may lead to faster desorption rates, decreasing the sensitivity of the MOS sensor [187].
This reiterates the requirement for calibrating different types of sensors, with the expecta-
tion that models of sensors experience different temperature and humidity dependencies.
It is advised to calibrate the MOS sensors for the temperature range that the MOS are
expected to experience during deployment. The plots in Fig. 2.22 depict the median
MOS sensor of each cluster and the standard deviation of each data point is noticeable.
This emphasises that each individual MOS within the cluster also has a unique tempera-
ture response. There are two ways of minimising the impact that changing environmental
conditions have upon the MOS sensor response. The MOS sensitivity towards each en-
vironmental condition, temperature, humidity etc. could be characterised and individual
correction factors determined for each sensor, but this is a time intensive form of sensor
correction. Another method would be to control the temperature and humidity of the air
flow reaching the MOS sensors. This would cost more, to install equipment to maintain
constant sampling conditions during a deployment but could potentially be more cost and
time effective overall as the correction and analysis of the sensors would be easier. There
are disadvantages to using extra equipment to obtain constant air flow conditions; the
units could be costly, consume lots more power to run or require frequent maintenance,
which do not match the low-power, low-cost advantages gained using LCS unattended in
the field. For example, using a cold finger to remove humidity from the air flow consumes
power as the cold finger needs to be constantly cooled to - 30 ◦ and the water in the cold
finger would need to be removed at regular intervals for locations such as the UK with
moderate to high humidity’s.
2.3.6 Manifold design
When deploying the sensors in the field, more than one sensor was used and diaphragm
pumps were required to ensure a consistent flow of air over the sensor surfaces. Three
custom built manifolds were designed to investigate the best way to encase multiple MOS
sensors in an air-tight manifold, see Fig. 2.23. Manifold 1 was built using a Teflon block to
minimise VOCs reacting on the manifold surface and changing the concentration of VOCs
in the sampled air. The air flowed around the block, in a circular pattern, with the 8 MOS
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sensors arranged in series in manifold one. This was the manifold that has been used in
the prior analysis of MOS in the laboratory, see Fig. 2.7 for a photo of this manifold.
Manifold 2 was designed from a solid piece of acetal and had the inlet in the centre of all
the sensors. Each sensor had an equal path length to it to ensure every sensor saw the air
sample simultaneously. The air flow exited the manifold by flowing out to an exit channel
that went around the circumference of the sensors. Like manifold 2, manifold 3 was also
designed from acetal, to minimise the materials cost for the building of the manifolds,
whilst still minimising reactions to the surface of the blocks. Manifold 3 was based upon
a chamber-type design; the inlet input the air into the centre of a hollowed out block
which all the sensors sat in. This design will potentially allow all the MOS to respond to
the same air simultaneously, but the chamber allows for a large volume surrounding the
sensors. One at a time, the same sensors were put into the same positions within each
manifold. Then an OVOC calibration was run and each sensors slope was determined for
the OVOC concentration and the MOS signal.
Figure 2.23 depicts the different designs of the manifolds and additionally each sensor
position is colour-coded based upon the sensitivity displayed by the sensor that was in that
particular position. Sensors which displayed a higher sensitivity towards VOCs are shown
with a more yellow colouring and sensor positions that displayed a lower VOC sensitivity
are coloured more purple. Manifold 3, where the sensors were surrounded by a chamber
performed the worst, with all sensors displaying the lowest sensitivities towards changing
OVOC concentration. This is potentially due to the large dead volume around the sen-
sors leading to slower response times and lower sensitivities. Manifold 1 had displayed
a reasonable consistency in the MOS VOC sensitivities, but it was noted that there was
a gradual decline in the MOS VOC sensitivities as the air flowed around the manifold.
This indicates that having the sensors in series was not the optimum method for future
VOC detection. Manifold 2, the acetal enclosure with each sensor having an equidistant
inlet, performed the best displaying the most consistent and highest sensitivities. For
deployment of the sensors out in the field, a design based upon manifold 2 will be used.
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Figure 2.23: Manifolds 1, 2 and 3 and the sensor response to two OVOC calibrations
were run through the set up. The slope for each sensor against OVOC concentration was
colour-coded according to the colour bar. The arrows on the sensor diagrams show the
flow of air around the manifolds.
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2.3.7 Using a palladium catalyst to correct from cross interfer-
ences
The laboratory experiments have provided evidence that the MOS sensors are prone to
responding to environmental conditions that are not the target compounds, for example
the MOS signal is dependant on humidity, flow rate and other cross interferences. One
method to remove the affect of interferences from the MOS signal would potentially be to
have two sensor clusters set-up in parallel. One cluster would sample the air as normal,
exposed to VOCs and other ambient components in air, and the other has a palladium
catalyst placed in front of it, to scrub VOCs from the sample line. This second cluster
would respond to the environmental conditions and the cross interferences (compounds
not scrubbed by the palladium catalyst) and effectively acts as a ’control’ cluster. The
control MOS signal can then be subtracted away from the MOS detecting VOCs to remove
the affects of the environmental conditions and minimise the affect of cross interferences.
To investigate the practicalities of using a Pd catalyst the set up in Fig. 2.24 was used
to test the performance of the sensors with: i) no Pd catalyst, ii) a cold catalyst and iii)
the catalyst at optimum temperature. For a fair comparison, due to the differences in the
MOS response during VOC calibrations, the same sensors and manifold were used and the
set-up was changed, rather than placing the sensors in parallel initially.
Figure 2.24: Experimental set up for monitoring the affect of scrubbing VOCs with a
palladium catalyst. During the experiment with no catalyst, the palladium catalyst was
removed and extra tubing added in place to ensure the air travelled the same distance
before reaching the MOS sensors.
The catalyst was heated to its optimum temperature (375 ◦C) to scrub all of the VOCs
from the air flow, and a diluted version of the VOC8 standard was used for the source
of VOCs. The palladium catalyst scrubs out the VOCs by catalysing combustion and
oxidising the VOC compounds to CO2.
Figure 2.25a shows how the sensors behave at 90 % RH, in typical laboratory condi-
tions, with no palladium catalyst in the experimental set up. The sensor output voltage
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Figure 2.25: Three VOC8 calibrations were conducted at 85 % RH with 8 TGS2602
MOS sensors. a) The first experimental set-up was done with no catalyst, b) the second
included the palladium catalyst cold (at r.t.p.) and c) the third plot shows how the sensors
responded when the palladium catalyst was switched on and was heated to 375 ◦C.
was positively and highly correlated with the VOC concentration and the median sensor
displayed a sensitivity of +0.7 mV ppb-1, with an R2 of 0.79 and a NRMSE of 60 % for
the linear regression. The palladium catalyst was then inserted into the set up, as in Fig.
2.24b and the VOC calibration at 90 % RH was repeated. The air was flowing through
the catalyst, but it was operating at room temperature. The median MOS sensitivity
decreased to +0.6 mV ppb-1 (NRMSE of 65 %), but it still displayed a linearly positive
correlation with the VOC concentration (R2 = 0.40). The trend line for the VOC cali-
bration was less linear as the R2 value was not as high as it was for the set up with no
palladium catalyst. In Fig. 2.25c, the palladium catalyst was switched to heat to 375 ◦C,
the optimum temperature for scrubbing VOCs. The median MOS signal then displayed a
negative and lower correlation with VOC concentration with an R2 of -0.39. This was due
to the MOS signals decreasing with increasing CO2 concentration as the VOC compounds
were combusted by the catalyst. The magnitude of the MOS sensitivity to the CO2 pro-
duced by the palladium catalyst was lower than when the MOS was responding to VOCs
(−0.18 mV pp-1, NRMSE : 62 %), and this indicates a CO2 cross interference.
As stated before, there was a possibility that a palladium catalyst could be used as a
control for one MOS cluster, and then be used to correct the others, sampling ambient air,
to be corrected for all other cross interferences. Since the air flow was also heated as it
passed through the palladium catalyst it was hoped that this method might be useful to
minimise temperature and humidity variability of the air flow as an additional advantage.
However, the addition of the Pd-catalyst caused more complexity to the system because
there was a the negative correlation with increasing CO2 concentration (due to increased
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VOC concentrations being combusted). When the sampling cluster of MOS was corrected
by the signal from the cluster exposed to Pd-catalysed air - by subtraction of the signal
- the resulting corrected VOC signal would be overestimated. When designing the sensor
instrument, it was decided to not include the Pd-catalyst as the advantages it afforded
do not surpass the disadvantages: extra complexity of signal correction, expense, large
power consumption and weight. Therefore this technique was not used in further MOS
deployments.
2.4 Characterising MOS cross interferences
The MOS sensors are useful if they can be deployed in ambient air, without the need for
air purification, temperature control or humidity extraction prior to detection as these
are costly and require more power and maintenance. Therefore the MOS response to
changing humidity’s and other common atmospheric compounds must be characterised
to gain insight into how the MOS will perform outdoors. Using the experimental set up
outlined in Fig.2.3 the MOS were exposed to different amounts of atmospheric gases such
as CO, O3, SO2 and NO in the laboratory.
2.4.1 Carbon monoxide (CO)
Carbon monoxide (CO) is present in the atmosphere at relatively high levels (30 - 300 ppb
in background regions [159]) and has the potential to have a significant effect upon the
MOS sensors as a cross interference due CO being present at higher ambient concentrations
than total VOC compounds (likely to be between 1-100 ppb) and it’s ability to undergo
either a reduction or oxidation reaction at an electrode [80]. Different concentrations of
CO, obtained from a gas cylinder where CO was present in N2, were introduced to two
the MOS sensors, in an analogous set up to Fig. 2.3, used previously.
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Figure 2.26: Calibration curves for a) MOS1 and b) MOS2 when exposed to changing
concentrations of CO.
The CO calibrations were run at 0 - 10 % humidity, and the CO sensitivity was cal-
culated at being +0.11 and +0.22 mV ppb-1 for MOS1 and MOS2 respectively. The CO
concentration range was between 0 and 500 ppb to emulate real-world ambient concen-
trations. Both sensors exhibited a positive correlation with CO concentration therefore
CO acted as a reducing compound upon the MOS active surface. MOS2 exhibited a more
linear response to increasing CO concentration, with the data points for Fig. 2.26b located
much closer to the trend line than in Fig. 2.26a. The two CO sensitivities calculated in
the experiment were smaller than the MOS sensitivity towards total VOCs (c.a. 10 mV
ppb-1 at the same humidity range), approximately ten percent of the sensitivities for total
VOC, see Fig. 2.27.
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Figure 2.27: The MOS sensitivity towards CO (MOS1 : pink, MOS2: purple) was small
compared to the MOS sensitivity towards a dilute mixture of VOCs (MOS1: green, and
MOS2 : red) at a humidity range of 0 - 10 % RH, which typically shows the highest MOS
sensitivity. A dashed line, depicting 0 mV ppb-1 is also shown for reference.
CO therefore did act as an interfering gas, and so it is worth monitoring CO within the
sensor instrument when deploying MOS sensors out in the field as ambient CO concen-
trations may span a wider range than VOC concentrations, in order to correct for a CO
cross interference. However it would be expected that the CO interference signal would
be relatively small.
2.4.2 Nitric oxide (NO)
Nitric oxide (NO) is a primary pollutant which is emitted during combustion and a major
emission source is traffic [97], therefore it is important to understand the MOS response
to NO as the sensors were likely to be deployed near a roadside. As in Fig. 2.3, two MOS
sensors were subjected to changing concentrations of NO, with calibrations conducted at
different humidity’s to characterise their response to this potential cross interference.
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Figure 2.28: The MOS sensitivities for two sensors towards NO (MOS1 : blue, MOS2
: navy) and VOCs (MOS1: green, and MOS2 : red), for calibrations run at different
humidity’s. A dashed line, depicting 0 mV ppb-1 is also shown for reference.
There were three NO calibrations run for the two MOS, at 0 - 10 % RH, 70 - 80 %
RH and 80 - 90% RH, with the concentration range of 0 - 100 ppb for NO. The NO
MOS sensitivities were positive when the air was drier (0.29 and 0.42 mV ppb-1), but in
more humid conditions the NO MOS sensitivities were found to be negative (range:-0.54 -
-1.23 mV ppb-1). The TGS2602 MOS sensitivities towards NO were plotted on the same
axis as the TGS2602 MOS sensitivities towards VOCs, see Fig. 2.28, to allow the cross
interference response to be compared to the MOS response to the target analyte.
Potentially the MOS sensors behave differently in the drier conditions because there
were less -OH ions around to coat the MOS active surface with the oxyanions. NO
molecules might take up these sites on the active surface instead leading to different
chemical reactions on the sensing surface. Whilst operating in more humid conditions the
-OH ions greatly outnumber the NO molecules and so the method of sensing with the
MOS is unchanged, leading to a change in sensitivity of the MOS. NO undergoes rapid
oxidation to NO2 in the atmosphere and therefore, for MOS deployment in the field it is
recommended to monitor either NO or NO2 as a cross interference.
2.4.3 Sulphur dioxide (SO2)
SO2 is present in the atmosphere from emissions such as coal combustion and shipping
pollution, and sensors are likely to be exposed to SO2 if located near ports or power
plants. Ten MOS were exposed to a range of SO2 concentrations (0 and 80 ppb) of SO2
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Figure 2.30: Boxplots to show the distribution of the SO2 sensitivities from each of the
ten individual MOS sensors. The boxes display the 25th and 75th quartiles, the whiskers
show the 5th and 95th percentiles of the data and the line through the box is the median
sensitivity (mV ppb-1). The calibrations were run at two different humidity’s to determine
if the performance of the sensors changed in more humid air.
to determine the sensitivity of the MOS towards SO2. The extra 8 MOS sensors were
added to the experimental set up and these were all housed in a custom-built 8 sensor
manifold, see Fig. 2.29. All sensors were housed in the Faraday cage to minimise electrical
interference.
Figure 2.29: Experimental set up for ten MOS sensors being tested to investigate their
response towards cross interferences. The eight MOS that were added to the set up were
housed in a custom-built Teflon manifold to flow air over each sensor in series.
SO2 was added to the set up from a cylinder of SO2 in N2 at two different humidity
ranges (0 - 10 % and 70 - 90 % RH).
The MOS sensitivities from the calibration run at 70 - 90 % RH were clustered around
0, with the maximum and minimum calibration slopes +0.060 to - 0.065 mV ppb-1 respec-
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tively. At these higher humidity’s the sensitivities were considered low enough in typical
ambient conditions for SO2 to be considered not a cross interference for the MOS.
In typical fashion, the MOS sensitivities for the ten sensors were a lot more varied
when the calibrations are run in dry air (-0.60 mV ppb-1 to +0.26 mV ppb-1 at 0 - 10 %
RH) and nine out of the ten sensors displayed a negative sensitivity towards SO2.
For deployment of the sensors to monitor outdoor air the ambient humidity is likely
to be greater than 50 % RH, and unless the sensors are located near an SO2 point source,
the impact of SO2 on the MOS sensors will be negligible over the concentration range of
0 - 80 ppb. However, monitoring SO2 concentrations with another LCS would be useful if
deploying the sensors in a location with unknown emissions or in a location where there
are SO2 emissions that might influence the signal. By monitoring SO2 concentrations in
the same location as the VOC MOS sensors, the MOS signal can be corrected for SO2
interferences.
2.4.4 O3
Since the formation of O3 relies upon photochemical reactions the ambient O3 concentra-
tion often follows a diurnal pattern, which may be observed in the MOS signal if O3 is a
significant cross interference. Since VOC emissions may also follow diurnal patterns, e.g.
isoprene emissions from plants peak twice during the day [139], VOC emissions from road
traffic peak at rush hour [65], it is important to establish that any periodic variability
in the MOS sensors is due to VOC variability. Since the MOS sensors were likely to be
deployed for weeks at a time it was beneficial to know if the MOS sensors respond to the
daily fluctuations in O3 concentration. Due to it’s oxidising ability, the O3 concentration
and the MOS voltage output were predicted to have a negative correlation. Ten MOS
sensors were used to determine the relationships between O3 and MOS voltage, using the
same set up as the SO2 experiment, Fig. 2.29.
The MOS sensitivities towards ozone were positive and more variable in the 0 - 10
% RH air, with the median MOS sensitivity being 1.1 mV ppb-1. For comparison, an
average MOS total VOC sensitivity was c.a. 12 mV ppb1 for the same humidity range.
This would imply a potential MOS O3 cross interference which is approximately 10 % of the
magnitude of the MOS response to VOCs. However, for more humid conditions the MOS
ozone sensitivity decreases and the majority of the sensors show sensitivities that are close
to zero, indicating that in conditions typical of the outdoors the MOS sensors will not, on
average, respond to ozone. Whilst the box and whiskers depicted relatively reproducible
sensitivities for the ten MOS sensors at the higher humidity’s, there was a lot of variability
in the ten MOS sensitivities for the 50 - 60 % RH range. This is concerning because, for
outdoor deployments the humidity would be expected to be within this range and at yet
this RH range half the MOS displayed a positive sensitivity to O3 and half would produce a
negative response. This would make calibration of individual MOS sensors challenging and
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Figure 2.31: Box plots to show the variation in the MOS sensitivities towards changing
ozone concentrations as the humidity of the air the sensors are exposed to increases. The
box edges are the 75th and 25th quartiles, the line in the middle of the box is the median
slope and the whiskers are representative of the 5th and 95th percentile slopes for the
calibrations conducted at five different humidity’s.
each would require an individual calibration model to correct for an O3 cross interference.
MOS response to in The MOS responses are unique towards cross sensitivities and this
result highlights the sensor variability towards interfering compounds and hence the need
for a technique to improve sensor performance.
2.5 Different MOS sensors
A selection of other types of MOS sensors were used to investigate their ability to detect
VOC compounds in the olefactometer port of the GC-MS to investigate if they have
similar detection sensitivities as the TGS2602 MOS. All MOS sensors were manufactured
by Figaro.
2.5.1 TGS2611: Methane sensors
The TGS2611 is designed to detect methane, and this was an investigation to identify if
the sensor was likely to respond to other VOCs as cross interferences. VOC8 was used as
the testing gas standard, with a sample volume of 5 and 10 mL.
There were no discernible peaks observed in the MOS signal during the three 5 mL
sample volume injections, Fig. 2.32. The sample volume was increased to 10 mL for two
injections and yet there were still no peaks in the MOS signal that were identifiable as a
response to the VOCs, since there was no consistent patterns in the TGS2611 MOS trace
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Figure 2.32: The TGS2611 methane MOS signal (blue) during five injections of VOC8
into the GC-MS. The corresponding GC-MS spectra are shown in black.
after each injection of VOC gas standard to suggest the methane MOS responded to the
eluting compounds. To conclude, the TGS2611 displayed no sign of detecting the 8 VOC
compounds during this experiment, Fig. 2.32. Since the methane sensors are designed
to detect methane, it is advantageous that they do not display a response to these VOCs
as they would be a cross interference on the methane signal. The TGS2611 baseline was
rather noisy, displaying random fluctuations that were not associated with VOC peaks
or due to methane, which is disadvantageous. The TGS2611 methane MOS had a noiser
signal than the TGS2602 total VOC MOS sensors.
2.5.2 TGS2620: Alcohol sensors
The TGS2620 MOS sensors are said to be sensitive towards oxygenated VOCs and alcohols
such as ethanol, in particular. The TGS2620 MOS sensor was placed in the olefactometer
port and 10 mL of the VOC8 standard were injected five times into the GC-MS system. It
was interesting to investigate the response of the OVOC MOS when alkane and aromatic
VOCs were sampled, rather than oxygenated compounds. The TGS2620 MOS detected
all 8 compounds present in the cylinder and the identification of the peaks is shown in
Fig. 2.33.
The peaks were well resolved from the baseline and were assigned by aligning the
MOS trace with the mass spectra and identifying the peaks in the mass spectra using the
elution order determined by the NIST library. All peaks were integrated for the five mass
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Figure 2.33: An example of a 10 mL VOC8 injection into the GC-MS with TGS2620 MOS
in the olefactometer port. All 8 compounds were identified using the NIST library and
the mass spectrum. The MOS peaks were assigned accordingly.
spectra and MOS files. The mean peak area and standard deviation for each compound
was computed. The compounds in VOC8 have enough time between eluting to allow for
good identification of peaks in the MOS signal. Indeed, it was clear there are at least four
stand alone peaks in the MOS trace. This is advantageous as it was easier to determine
the MOS peak area accurately.
Figure 2.34: Comparing the peak areas for the GC-MS and the TGS2620 OVOC MOS
sensor when the VOC8 gas standard was injected into the GC five times, with 10 mL
sample volume.
Figure 2.34 plots the mean peak area for each compound with the standard deviation
shown as a black line for the TGS2620 OVOC MOS sensor. Alkane compounds; n-pentane,
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n-heptane, n-octane and n-nonane, displayed the largest peak areas for the TGS2620
sensor. As the number of carbons in the alkane increased, the peak area of the OVOC
sensor decreased, see Fig. 2.14. The aromatic compounds: toluene, ethylbenzene and
the two xylenes, produced smaller peak areas, with the largest aromatic response being
towards toluene. This is different to the TGS2602 total VOC MOS in Fig. 2.12, which
detected larger peak areas for aromatic compounds compared to alkanes. The differences
between the sensing surfaces of the two types of MOS sensors do cause a different response
to the same compounds. Therefore, using the two types in combination might prove useful
Figure 2.35: Using the GC-QTOF MS experiments described in Chapter 2, the relative
responses of the VOC and OVOC sensors have been summarised with a simplified plot
to show how different locations (with different VOC compositions) would affect the VOC
and OVOC sensors differently. By comparing the responses of both sensors, it would be
possible to obtain an estimate of the VOC composition.
as different information can be extracted about the ambient VOC composition, see Fig.
2.35 for a simplified example as to how this could be achieved.
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2.5.3 P-type MOS sensors
P-type MOS sensors use a different technology to detect VOCs in the atmosphere. An
internal heater which heated to 450 ◦C was added to the sensor to increase the desorption of
compounds off the active surface and essentially clean it for the next round of compounds,
as well as using a sensing surface with different physical properties. This technology
might be able to increase the response times of the MOS sensors and reduce the effects of
changing environmental conditions. The OVOC gas standard was used to conduct p-type
VOC MOS calibrations, under laboratory conditions at 3 % RH. A cluster of p-type and
n-type MOS sampled in parallel.
Figure 2.36: The slopes of the a) p-type and b) n-type MOS sensors when an OVOC
calibration was run, at 3 % RH humidity in the laboratory. Both plots share a y-axis for
ease of comparison. Each MOS sensor position within the manifold was given a different
colour to identify individual n-type or p-type sensors.
There were found to be three major differences between the n- and p-type behaviour.
Both the n-type and p-type MOS displayed a linear correlation with increasing VOC
concentration, however, the n-type sensors showed an increase in MOS output voltage as
the VOC concentration increased but the p-type sensors displayed the opposite behaviour,
with a decrease in MOS voltage.
The n-type sensors (Fig. 2.36a) all displayed greater magnitudes of slopes than the p-
type sensors (Fig. 2.36b) implying that the n-type sensors were more sensitive to changing
VOC concentrations. The mean n-type slope was +4.98 mV ppb-1, whereas the mean p-
type slope was calculated to be −0.45 mV ppb-1, a magnitude lower than the n-type sensor.
There might be a few possible reasons for the lower sensitivity of the p-type sensors. The
internal heater inside the sensors was heated to a consistent 450 ◦C, rather than working
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in the temperature cycling mode which regularly fluctuates the heater temperature. The
calibrations were also only run at 3 % RH, and it is known that the MOS sensors display
higher, and more variable sensitivities towards VOCs at low humidity’s. The advantage
of the p-type sensor was supposed to have been a reduction in the cross interference effect
of compounds including water. Potentially, the slope calculated in the calibration at 3 %
RH would remain the same across the entire range of humidity’s, while the n-type sensor
sensitivity decreases to approximately 1 mV ppb-1. However, the average VOC sensitivity
of the total MOS sensors at higher humidity’s were previously found to be 1 mV ppb-1,
and this was still twice as sensitive as the p-type sensors in dry air. The mean value for
the p-type sensor slope was lower than was expected. The sensor slopes for the n-type
MOS sensors displayed more variability than the p-type sensors. The range of the n-type
sensors was 10.41 mV ppb-1, whereas the spread between the maximum and minimum
p-type slopes was only 0.082 mV ppb-1. One of the n-type MOS sensors (purple n-type
in Fig. 2.36) recorded a slope that was much higher than the other 7 sensors (12.4 mV
ppb-1), suggesting this might be an anomalously high sensitivity for the n-type sensors.
It is advantageous to have low inter-sensor variability as evidence that all sensors are
responding to the same environmental changes in a similar manner, and this gives more
reproducible sensor responses.
The manufacturer of the p-type sensors (Alphasense) recommended to turn on tem-
perature pulsing, where the routinely temperature fluctuated between 400 ◦ and 525 ◦ to
’reset’ the sensor surface by encouraging desorption of the compounds that have already
been detected. The optimum temperatures for the temperature pulsing were supplied by
the manufacturers and it was assumed that these were sufficient for the total desorption
of the adsorbed compounds. A high temperature of greater than 400 ◦ is sufficient to
remove adsorbed surface OH- anions that form after exposure of the sensing surface to hu-
mid air [187] so this temperature pulsing may potentially minimise humidity effects upon
MOS sensors. The impacts of accelerated ageing of the sensor surface due to high tem-
peratures was not investigated in this study although frequently heating the MOS sensing
surface to high temperatures is likely to cause faster aging of the MOS sensor surface.
Aging leads to a degradation in the MOS sensor response and the sensitivity of the MOS
towards VOCs would irreversibly decrease. Therfore, using high temperature pulsing may
require more frequent replacement of the sensors in the field. An OVOC calibration was
run with temperature pulsing switched on, see Fig. 2.37, whereupon the temperature was
held at 525◦C for 2 minutes, in between 4 minute intervals of the internal heater being at
400◦C.
The p-type sensitivity of the p-type MOS decreased when the temperature pulsing
was switched on. Without temperature pulsing the average sensitivity of each sensor was
-0.45 mV ppb-1, with temperature pulsing the average sensitivity of the sensors was: -2.3
x 10-5 mV ppb-1. Out of the eight p-type sensors tested, two of them (sensors 2 and 4)
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Figure 2.37: P-type sensors responding to changing VOC concentrations with the temper-
ature pulsing mode operational. The table shows the individual p-type sensors sensitivity
and RMSE for the OVOC calibrations.
displayed displayed a positive correlation with increasing OVOC concentrations, whereas
the other 6 had negative sensitivities. There was a high degree of linearity for all eight
sensors in the calibrations, and all displayed similar values for RMSE (46.70 - 46.83) over
the 0 - 70 ppb VOC concentration range. The data sheet for temperature pulsing claims
that it helps with baseline stability and faster response times too, both of which were not
investigated here. A few files were ran overnight, with just zero air from the PAG and
no other compounds or humidity going through the lines. It was noticeable by eye that
these zero air files consisted of more noise in the p-type MOS sensor signals compared to
the n-type sensors. A quick signal-to-noise (StN) calculation, where the mean was divided
by the standard deviation revealed that, on average the p-type sensors have an StN ratio
(162.20) that is thirteen times higher than the n-type MOS (average StN: 12.17). The p-
type sensors were not used in any further work due to their low sensitivity towards VOCs
and high noise signals.
2.5.4 Photo-ionisation Detectors (PID)
PIDs (manufacturer: Alphasense, model: PID-AH) were investigated as a low cost method
for measuring VOCs. They afford a certain degree of selectivity as only molecules that
absorb photons of a certain wavelength can be ionised and hence detected. The are more
costly; each unit costs about £200, and they are commercially available. However, their
performance at low concentrations of isoprene showed that the devices cannot observe
isoprene at typical ambient concentrations or meteorological conditions.
The five PIDs in Fig. 2.38 all produced noisy signals with the isoprene calibrations
and were unable to distinguish between the differing concentrations of isoprene when the
mixing ratios were changed. The PIDs were calibrated multiple times and the result was
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Figure 2.38: The five subplots show five different PIDs responding to typical amounts of
isoprene (concentrations shown in black) in a laboratory experiment.
always similar to Fig. 2.38. Due to the PID response towards isoprene being indistinguish-
able from the noise of the PID these devices were not used in future sensor development
work or for deployments.
2.6 Summary
The laboratory experiments with the TGS2602 total VOC MOS sensors show a variety of
results.
• Laboratory calibrations using the total VOC MOS sensors indicated that the total
VOC MOS sensors had a linear, positive correlation with increasing VOC concentra-
tions up to 150 ppb. This means that for typical ambient levels of VOCs the MOS
response will be largely linear.
• Sensor sensitivity is governed by the sites available on the active surface and how
well the molecule adsorbs. Therefore, other meteorological conditions can affect the
adsorption process and hence these relationships must be characterised in order to
correctly calibrate the MOS.
• Humidity, temperature and rate of air flow to the surface all affected the MOS
signals. MOS response towards environmental conditions must be characterised for
the full range of expected conditions before deployment. If different MOS are to be
used, these need to be individually characterised as they have shown to have very
different responses.
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Figure 2.39: A comparison of the peak area response for the TGS2602 and TGS2620 MOS
sensors. Only compounds that eluted as single peaks are shown, and the compounds are
colour-coded to identify VOC groups.
• The total VOC sensors all responded in a similar manner (e.g. all sensors display
similar trends) towards VOCs, environmental conditions and cross interferences how-
ever there are differences in each individual sensors sensitivity to these variables.
• During VOC calibrations using gas standards with a mixture of VOC compounds, the
total VOC MOS exhibited a different magnitude of response towards each different
compound. The experiments indicated that the larger and more aromatic compounds
tend to show the largest response.
• The MOS sensors did not display any strong correlations with the compounds de-
tected by the SIFT-MS when ambient air was sampled by the co-located instruments.
The conclusion of the SIFT-MS experiment was that MOS are not currently suitable
to use in the field under real-world conditions.
• In general, the effect of cross interferences was smaller than the expected effect from
changing environmental conditions, especially for outdoor deployment where the
humidity is greater than 10 % RH. The response of the total VOC sensors towards
NO, O3 and SO2 were negligible when the air flow had a humidity of 20 % RH or
more, and their concentrations were at typical ambient levels. CO was the only
compound tested that had a cross interferences effect at in these conditions.
• Since different MOS types, TGS2602 Total VOC and TGS2620 OVOC sensors, dis-
played different responses towards the same VOC compounds they could be co-
located to obtain further information about VOC composition, Fig. 2.39.
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It was found that the TGS2602 total VOC sensors displayed the highest responses
towards aromatic compounds, whereas the TGS2620 MOS sensors had higher peak
areas for alkanes. By comparing their relative responses towards the same air mass,
it would be possible to estimate which type of VOCs were currently dominating the
bulk VOC signal.
• MOS sensor behaviour is complex and there are potentially other non-linear rela-
tionships that must be understood in order to robustly calibrate sensors in-field.
One method to eliminate the possibility of changing sensitivities in the field would
be to control the RH and temperature of the air flow to the sensors. However, these
techniques are costly and require more maintenance so negate the advantages of low-
cost, low-power sensors. The cost of using RH/temp etc. controls for deployment of
sensors as a network or as a sensor device would need to be evaluated against the
cost and time expense of correcting for these environmental conditions post-analysis.
Either way, it is important to use sensors to monitor the environmental conditions
of the sample air flow to the sensors, to identify if there are large changes to the air
flow and to allow corrections to be made.
• A palladium catalyst was used to provide a zero-VOC response from the MOS sen-
sors, as a potential method of correcting for all cross interferences at once. However,
there was a complex response from the MOS sensors towards CO2, a product of the
VOC scrubbing from the air flow. This affect, and the expense of installing and op-
erating a palladium catalyst (maintaining a constant high temperature) in the field
meant that it was unsuitable for use with the deploying MOS sensors, especially if
the sensors were required to be deployed as a network.
• The p-type MOS and PIDs did not perform well in the laboratory experiments and
so it was decided to not continue to use them for future sensor investigations.
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Chapter 3
Using a clustering approach to
optimise atmospheric sensor
performance
This chapter aims to characterise the performance of EC and MOS sensors for the de-
tection and monitoring of gaseous pollutants in ambient air. Laboratory experiments, to
characterise the noise and reproducibility of electrochemical (EC) and MOS sensor signals
were conducted to optimise the solutions to some of the challenges involved when deciding
how best to operate low-cost sensors. The multiple drawbacks associated with low cost
sensor performance and reproducibility is the reason that they are not more widely used.
Low-cost sensors are not suitable to deploy in the field straight ’out-of-the-box’. Like reg-
ular scientific instruments, they must be regularly calibrated to ensure they are producing
consistent results that can be interpreted to produce a measure of the pollution concen-
tration. The previous laboratory experiments showed that for the same type of sensor,
e.g. the TGS2602 total VOC MOS, individual sensors display unique sensitivities to the
target compound, as well as cross interferences to other compounds and signal interference
with changing environmental conditions [104]. The differences in the, supposedly identi-
cal, sensors lead to a group of sensors displaying a high degree of inter-sensor variability
in both the sensor signals and variability in the sensitivities of the devices, Fig. 3.1. It
is considerably more challenging to deploy low-cost sensors outside of the laboratory, and
collect data that can be used for quantifying the absolute concentrations of pollutants.
Calibrating the EC and MOS under laboratory conditions for deployment outdoors, for
example, would not be appropriate as the conditions they experience under calibration
conditions would be vastly different to that of the ambient air [105]. Laboratory calibra-
tions - e.g. using synthetic gas standards with controlled humidity and temperature - can
give scientists a general idea of how the sensors will respond to various factors, but these
are not representative of outdoor conditions and so cannot be used to quantify outdoor
pollutants. Thus, in-field calibrations, where low-cost sensors are co-located with respec-
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tive research grade instruments is mandatory if the sensors are to provide any information
that can be used comparatively between sensors. The in-field calibration must occur in a
similar environment to which the sensors will be deployed in. Calibrating sensors next to
an AQM located in the middle of London, will only be representative for a central London
deployment of sensors and would not be appropriate for deployment of these sensors on a
rural village green where the sensors would be likely to experience a different composition
of pollutants. The required frequency of LCS calibrations is yet to be determined, as the
sensors are likely to experience temporal drift over short (hour) to long (week+) time-
scales [165]. Often, LCS have fast response times and are capable of detecting short term
pollution events. However, the previous laboratory experiments in Chapter 2 showed that
these responses can be slightly different for each sensor, and this, in combination with
unique sensor sensitivities, means that each sensor might require its own unique calibra-
tion model for deployment alone. Since the sensors are known to be sensitive to a range
of other measurable environmental factors (cross interferences, humidity and wind speed)
it is recommended to measure all these variables to allow for post-processing corrections.
3.0.1 Variability in individual sensors response to isoprene
It is known from previous experiments that the MOS sensitivity towards VOCs changes
significantly and non linearly as different environmental conditions change, see Fig. 3.1
adapted from our published work in [165]. An example of this, where the MOS was
calibrated with single VOC compound (isoprene) at different humidity’s is shown. This
is a more simple example of the changing sensitivity of the MOS towards VOCs that was
observed in the laboratory experiments in Chapter 2. Figure 3.1 shows the slopes from the
isoprene calibrations of eight MOS sensors as box and whisker plots. There is a box and
whisker plot at each humidity to observe the typical, non-linear trend of MOS sensitivity
variability towards VOCs with relative humidity.
The highest isoprene sensitivities (approximately 5 mV ppb-1) were found when the
MOS were detecting isoprene in dry air (0 - 10 % RH), however there was a lot of variation
in the MOS isoprene sensitivities for the eight sensors (range of slopes: 1.7 mV ppb-1) in
the cluster (Fig. 3.1). In more humid air (40 - 60 % RH) the MOS isoprene sensitivity
decreases to approximately 1 mV ppb-1 but the range of sensitivities is much smaller (at
40 - 60 % RH the range was 0.7 mV ppb-1), as seen by the narrower box and whisker plots
in Fig. 3.1 showing that the sensors exhibit more similar behaviour with some humidity
present. Interestingly, the isoprene sensitivity increases again to 2 mV ppb-1 at 90 % RH,
and the range of the sensor sensitivities remains small (0.4 mV ppb-1). In relative terms
however, the variability appears better under dry air conditions. For 0 - 10 % RH the
MOS VOC sensitivity was calculated to be 5 mV ppb-1 ± 17 %. At higher humidity’s,
40 - 60 % RH the relative variability in the MOS sensitivity was 1 mV ppb-1 ± 35 % for
8 total VOC MOS sensors. However, this appears to be due to one MOS sensor out of
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Figure 3.1: The TGS2602 total VOC MOS display different sensitivities towards changing
concentrations of isoprene at different humidity’s. In dry air (0 - 10 % RH) the MOS
sensitivity is high, but is very variable which would make it difficult to quantify the
isoprene concentration. Figure taken from Smith et al. 2017. [165]
the cluster exhibiting an unusually low VOC sensitivity compared to the others as the
5th to 95 th box is much narrower than the whiskers. Repetition of the calibrations with
the same MOS sensors several days later, using the same humidity ranges, revealed that
individual sensor sensitivities can vary by a factor of two. It is therefore very difficult to
correct for conditions such as humidity for any individual sensor over week+ timescales.
This was potentially due to chronic exposure to high humidity levels resulting in a layer of
hydroxyl anions covering the MOS sensing surface over time, and blocking the adsorption
of oxygen to form oxyanions. To ensure complete removal of the OH- ions the sensing
surface requires heating to greater than 400 ◦C [187], which the internal MOS heaters
cannot achieve. The sensing surface would be susceptible to these environmental condi-
tions in the field. For MOS sensors to be successfully deployed outdoors their responses
to changing environmental conditions and mixing ratios of measurand and interferences
must be fully characterised. However, because each individual sensor exhibits a unique
magnitude of response to each variables, individual calibration models are required for the
sensors to be deployed singularly. There would need to be frequent re-calibrations for the
sensors to ensure the sensors produced reproducible data that could be used for making
assumptions about the spatial distribution of pollution. This Chapter aims to investigate
the reproducibility of sensor data, the frequency of required calibrations and how best to
improve the robustness of sensor measurements to minimise this.
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3.1 Characterising MOS response in zero air
The laboratory calibrations and Fig. 3.1 have shown that the MOS often display non-
linear relationships with humidity and temperature and these more complex relationships
are therefore harder to characterise and account for during calibration and data analysis.
The MOS and EC sensors were exposed to zero air to extract out signals that were due to
the changing environmental conditions of the MOS sensors and the fraction of the MOS
signal that is due to noise. The MOS noise in zero air was characterised and a variety of
MOS sensors were deployed in an indoor environment to investigate the temporal drift of
MOS sensors.
3.1.1 TGS2602 Total VOC MOS in zero air
To investigate the degree of inter-sensor variability, eight TGS2602 total VOC MOS, eight
TGS2620 OVOC, eight TGS2610 propane/butane MOS and eight TGS2611 methane MOS
sensors sampled zero air from the PAG, at a constant humidity of 0 % RH and temperature
of 25 ◦C in the laboratory over the weekend. One total VOC MOS failed immediately
and hence has been removed from the subsequent analysis. Each of the individual MOS
sensors had their signals normalised to 0 V at the beginning of the experiment, with the
initial offset value applied to the entire data set. The sensors continuously sampled zero
air for two and a half days. In previous laboratory experiments the TGS2602 MOS sensors
have expressed a sensitivity towards the total VOC concentration of approximately 12.5
mV ppb-1 in these temperature and humidity conditions. Hence, this sensitivity has been
used to convert the TGS2602 MOS output voltages to an equivalent mixing ratio of total
VOC (ppb[VOC]) for Fig. 3.2, to better understand the affect these changes in MOS signal
have on the data.
Figure 3.2a shows that during the zero air experiment, each MOS sensor displayed a
substantial amount of variability as each sensor experienced a range approximately equiv-
alent to 13 ppb[VOC]. Towards the end of the zero air experiment (from 2000H on 15
th
April 2018), all the MOS sensors displayed much more variability in their signals, which
appeared to have a periodic frequency of approximately 30 minutes. This would be indica-
tive of some environmental condition, for example the activation of an air conditioning
unit, changing on a similar timescale which influenced the MOS sensors response. Each
MOS sensor produced very similar looking time series indicating that the variability in the
zero air must be due to the sensors responding to common factors and is not just random.
This is likely to be small changes in the environmental conditions, such as temperature
and humidity as the concentration of total VOC in the zero air is known to be zero ppb.
The zero air generated by the PAG is routinely checked to ensure the scrubbers and filters
employed to minimise the concentrations of compounds other than O2 and N2. Since all
the Total VOC MOS sensors were responding to the zero air in a similar manner is is a non-
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Figure 3.2: The seven total VOC MOS sensors sampled zero air over the weekend, with a
constant humidity of 0 % RH and temperature of 25 ◦C. A typical MOS sensitivity of 12.5
mV ppb-1 has been applied to convert the signals from voltages to equivalent ppb[VOC]. a)
The individual sensor signals are shown as coloured traces, and the median of the seven
working sensors in the black trace. b) Each sensor with the median TGS2602 sensor
subtracted to leave the residual noise of the seven normalised sensor signals.
random component of the sensor zero air response. To remove the non-random component
from each of the individual sensor responses, the instantaneous median was calculated for
the cluster of MOS. The median (black line in Fig. 3.2a) was then subtracted from each
of the individual sensor traces (coloured lines in Fig. 3.2a) in turn, to leave the amount of
random noise variability, Fig. 3.2b. After the subtraction of the median, the variability in
each of the sensor timeseries was reduced from 13 ppb[VOC] to ±3 ppb[VOC] over 2.5 days.
The majority of the effect of the environmental interferences upon the MOS sensors was
therefore removed and the remaining variability is due to both random sensor noise and
the small differences in the individual sensor response towards environmental conditions.
During the 2,5 days of the zero air experiment, there was a small amount of downwards
drift in the MOS responses, with the majority of the sensor signals beginning to report
negative values after the initial 12 hours. The signals remained negative for the remainder
of the experiment.
3.1.2 Power spectral density for MOS zero air response
Power spectra were computed for each of the seven TGS2602 total VOC MOS sensors in the
zero air experiment. To calculate this, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was plotted against
the different frequencies in the MOS signal on logarithmic axes. The power spectra display
the different amount of power at each frequency and therefore allow some information
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Figure 3.3: The power spectra for the one of the MOS TGS2602 sensors to investigate
the different frequencies that make up the sensor signal (black) and the normalised sensor
signal (red, with the median trace subtracted from the sensors time series). The power
spectra are plotted with logarithmic x and y axes and resemble red/pink noise for both
signals.
about the noise to be obtained. All seven sensors produced very similar looking power
spectrum plots so just one spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.3. Both the MOS sensor traces
and the normalised sensors (where the median had been subtracted from the trace) were
examined. A power spectrum for one of the MOS sensors (Fig. 3.3, black) is shown on
the same axis as the power spectra for the same sensors normalised signal (Fig. 3.3, red),
where the median MOS sensor had been subtracted from the individual sensor trace.
The power spectral density plots were useful for characterising the noise of the MOS
sensors in zero air. The power spectrum of the MOS sensors in zero air (Fig. 3.3, black
lines) displayed higher power in the lower frequencies. The power in the frequencies
increases as the frequency decreases from 10-1 to 10-4 Hz. Figure 3.3 is a logarithmic
plot, and the decrease in power as the frequency of the signal increases is linear on the
logarithmic axis. This shape of the power spectral density is typical of pink noise [146] and
is indicative that the MOS response in zero air is not random at 10 – 1000 seconds. The
power spectral density plot would appear flat upon the same logarithmic axis if the MOS
signal in zero air was representative of white noise. For white noise there would be equal
power across the range of frequencies in the signal [146]. For frequencies greater than 100
Hz (less than 0.1 seconds), the power spectral density exhibits white noise and therefore
the MOS zero air response is random at these frequencies and on these timescales. A zero
response exhibiting pink noise is more challenging to correct for compared to a zero sensor
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response that exhibited white noise. This is because techniques that are more complex than
time-averaging the data need to be required in order to smooth the data and average out
noise in the sensor response. Typically, smoothing techniques can be applied to minimise
noise, but whilst these work well for data with white noise characteristics, these are not
as effective for pink/red noise and different approaches are required to reduce the noise
component. However, there was high covariance between the 8 MOS sensors in zero air,
indicating that the pink noise characteristic observed in Fig. 3.3 is potentially due to the
sensor response affected by environmental factors that change on these timescales (10 to
1000 seconds), rather than the MOS response being characteristic of pink noise.
The normalised zero air MOS response was plotted as a power spectral density on
the same axis (Fig. 3.3 red lines). The normalised zero air MOS response had some of
the variability due to changing environmental factors removed by subtracting the median
trace from the sensor trace. The power spectrum for the normalised MOS response to
zero air (Fig. 3.3 red lines) is of a similar shape to the MOS sensor power spectrum
(Fig. 3.3 black lines), with the higher frequencies (100 Hz) of noise still exhibiting white
noise characteristics. The power spectral density for the normalised signal is shifted to
the right indicating that the non-random component of noise that is characteristic of pink
noise has shifted from the seconds-minutes timescale to the second-subsecond timescale.
The slope at which the power decreases as the frequency decreases is lessened for the
normalised MOS sensor and is therefore more characteristic of white noise. The residual
noise, after accounting for some of the environmental factors, is therefore more random.
This is evidence that by accounting for the environmental conditions experienced by the
MOS sensor, the sensor noise can be treated and smoothed as if it was white noise.
3.1.3 Autocorrelation plots for zero air MOS response
Autocorrelation plots are used to investigate the amount the time series is correlated
with itself at different time lags and can indicate periodicity in the data over time or
randomness. To calculate an autocorrelation plot, a timeseries is correlated with itself
and given a Pearson’s coefficient. This process is repeated after the timeseries is shifted
by a certain time period (time lag). The Pearson’s coefficient for each of the time lags is
plotted on the y-axis and the time lags for the MOS data are found along the x-axis. The
time lags from 0 to 5000 seconds are shown here, to allow comparisons to be made between
the MOS and the normalised MOS time series. The pink shaded areas represent the 95
% confidence intervals, so data outside of this region is considered highly correlated and
significant, statistically. Where the MOS time series enter the 95 % confidence intervals the
time series becomes uncorrelated with itself and this can indicate randomness in the data
set. For the zero air experiment with the sensors not responding to anything other than
VOCs, the residual noise would be expected to be random and therefore the autocorrelation
plots for the MOS sensors would display insignificant correlation coefficients of 0 for all
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Figure 3.4: Autocorrelation plots for the TGS2602 MOS sensors signals and their nor-
malised signals (with the median MOS sensor trace subtracted). The coloured lines repre-
sent the autocorrelation for seven MOS sensors and the shaded areas display the regions of
95 % confidence intervals. The sensor signals begin with a high amount of autocorrelation
and this decreases linearly before the sensors become uncorrelated and enter the 95 %
confidence interval at around 30 minutes.
time lags. Where the data is non-randon the Pearsons Coefficient will be non-zero and
outside of the 95 % uncertainty zone.
The autocorrelation plots for the MOS sensors (Fig. 3.4a) in zero air provided more
evidence that the MOS sensors are not exhibiting a random noise signal as the MOS signal
was correlated with itself at time lags between 0 – 1500 seconds. The Pearson’s Coefficient
was greater than 0.75, so the data set was statistically significant and highly correlated
for time lags up to 1000 seconds. The fact that the autocorrelation plot is indicative of
a non-random signal is additional evidence that during the zero air experiment the MOS
sensors were responding to external factors, such as slight differences in the environmental
conditions. As the times lags increase the autocorrelation decreases linearly and at time
lags of approximately 2800 seconds (45 minutes) the MOS signals became uncorrelated
as the sensors enter the 95 % confidence intervals. Therefore, the MOS response in zero
air becomes uncorrelated with itself at time lags that are greater than 45 minutes. The
correlation between the time series and a time-lagged copy of itself is no longer statistically
significant and this can indicate random fluctuations in the time series’. The autocorrela-
tion for each MOS sensor continues to decline in the linear manner and reaches 0.25 at a
time lag of 5000 seconds. Two of the MOS sensors (Fig. 3.4a, red and green traces) became
uncorrelated earlier than the others (1800 seconds), although the decrease in correlation
as the time lags increase remained relatively linear. The autocorrelation plots for these
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two sensors indicated they respond slightly differently towards the changing environmental
conditions compared to the other MOS.
Figure 3.4b displays the autocorrelation plot for the normalised MOS sensor during
the zero air experiment. The shape of the autocorrelations was similar between the MOS
signal and the normalised MOS zero air signal however, there were some differences of
note. The normalised MOS sensors did not exhibit completely random as there were some
time lags for which the autocorrelations were statistically significant. This is evidence
that subtracting the median response does not entirely remove the sensor variability due
to external conditions. Five of the normalised MOS sensor autocorrelations in Fig 3.4b
began highly correlated with a Pearson’s value of greater than 0.75 until time lags of
2000 seconds, compared to 1000 seconds for the MOS sensors. This indicates that there
was less variability in the normalised MOS sensor signals for up to a 30 minute time lag.
However, as the time lags increased from 2500 seconds to 5000 seconds there was a steeper
decrease in the Pearson’s Coefficient, and the correlations reached 0 at 5000 time lags.
This indicated that over longer time scales the normalised MOS sensor response was more
random than the MOS sensors without the median subtracted. This result was expected
as subtraction of the median signal removes some of the general sensor trends. Two of the
normalised sensors (yellow and purple) have a much lower autocorrelation and with more
variability in their autocorrelations that are more indicative of a sinusoidal pattern. They
reach the 95 % confidence interval at 2000 seconds but the different pattern suggests that
they would require a different model for prediction.
The normalised MOS signals in zero air became uncorrelated faster than the MOS
signals but all had high levels of autocorrelation over thirty minutes, suggesting that over
minutes to hours, the TGS2602 MOS sensor zero air response to cross interferences and
environmental conditions can be assumed to be moderately stable. Neither the MOS or
normalised MOS signals were random in zero air so both still exhibited signals influenced
by external conditions.
3.2 Different types of MOS sensors in zero air
Three other types of MOS sensor, TGS2610 propane/butane, TGS2620 OVOC and TGS2611
methane MOS, were exposed to PAG air for the same period of time to investigate their
response to zero air, see Fig. 3.5. The eight TGS2610 propane/butane (PrBu) MOS sen-
sors were the least spread out of all the MOS sensors, with all the signals staying very close
together - the range in the PrBu sensors at the end of the experiment was 6.27 mV. The
PrBu, methane and OVOC MOS were not calibrated in the laboratory with gas standards,
but applying the typical Total VOC MOS sensitivity of 12.5 mV ppb-1 this is equivalent
to 0.5 ppb[VOC]. The eight OVOC MOS displayed a much larger spread, especially at
times were the OVOC sensors displayed the highest voltage outputs, e.g. the range of the
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OVOC sensors between the OVOC sensors was 28.8 mV (2.3 ppb[VOC]) between 1400H and
2000H on the 15th of April when the signal was high (c.a. 0.15V). The range between the
maximum and minimum reporting OVOC sensors was a lot lower (5.3 mV, 0.42 ppb[VOC])
when the signal was lower (c.a. -0.01 V between 0200H and 0800 H on the 15th April).
Figure 3.5: The other types of MOS sensor, the propane/butane MOS (teal), the OVOC
MOS (orange) and the methane MOS (pink) all displayed signs of an upwards temporal
drift over the two days during the zero air experiment.
On the 15th April 2018 at 08:00 all the MOS sensors in Fig. 3.5 show a sudden increase
in their signals by 0.05 to 0.15 V which then continues for the remainder of the experiment.
This upward shift of the signals is pronounced in all signals and therefore is likely to be
due to an external condition changing at this point. This would also explain the increased
spreading out of the signals as the sensors after the step change as each sensor has a unique
responses to the different variables. The increased variability observed in the Total VOC
MOS signals after 200H on 15th April (see Fig. 3.2 was also noticeable in the PrBu, OVOC
and methane MOS after 34 hours exposed to zero air, although the increased variability
that occurred prior to this time is of a larger magnitude. The correlation between each
individual sensor with the other individual sensors of the same type was very high. The
range of R2 values were: 0.9946 - 0.9998 for the PrBu MOS, 0.9968 - 0.9998 for the
methane MOS and 0.9938 - 0.9995 for the OVOC sensors. These values are reflected in
the MOS time series for the zero air experiment - all sensors are responding to common
factors and the patterns reported by the sensors are very alike (Fig. 3.5). This suggests
that, like the total VOC MOS sensors, the PrBu, OVOC and CH4 MOS all respond to
common variables leading to the similar time series, and each individual sensor has a
unique sensitivity towards each variable leading to the gradual spreading out of sensors.
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3.2.1 Probability Density Function (pdf) for each MOS type in
zero air
Figure 3.6 shows the pdf for each different type of MOS sensor during the zero air exposure.
The top row in Fig. 3.2 (a - d) depicts the pdfs for the sensors after they were offset to
0 initially then left to respond to the zero air. All seven total VOC MOS (Fig. 3.6a)
have a very similar shaped pdf implying that the variability in the sensor signals are a
result of all the sensors responding to the same variables. The pdf is centred at -0.15 V,
suggesting a slight downward drift over the course of the zero air experiment. The Total
VOC MOS each displayed one major peak, centred around -0.15 V, and a minor shoulder
peak centred closer to zero. This suggests that there was a small offset that influenced
the Total VOC signals, potentially this occurred on the morning of the 15th April 2018,
or towards the end of the experiment 2000H on 15th April 2018 when all MOS sensors
exhibited more variable signals.
The other types of MOS sensors (propane/butane, OVOC and methane) have a differ-
ent shape compared to the total VOC MOS pdfs, with all sensors displaying more distinct
multiple peaks. These second and third peaks arise when the MOS sensors signal suddenly
increases and becomes more positive. The eight methane and eight OVOC (Fig. 3.6c and
d) pdfs exhibit three peaks in the signal at 0.0, 0.05 and 0.1 V and this is due to the
the sensor’s baseline stepping up on 15th April 2018 at 08:00, and then displaying a large
amount of variability after the change. However, all of the peaks observed in the pdfs
for these three types of sensors were centred around a value that is more positive than 0
(e.g. +0.1 V for the methane sensors in plot (c)) suggesting a slight upwards drift for the
other MOS as they responded to external conditions. All the sensors of the same type also
displayed very similar profiles for their respective pdfs and therefore they have common
drivers for variability. The OVOC and VOC sensors displayed the most variability during
the course of the zero air experiment, with ranges of 230 mV and 186 mV, respectively.
Figure 3.5 e,f,g and h) show the pdfs for the normalised Total VOC, PrBu, OVOC and
methane MOS sensors after the median signal of the respective cluster was subtracted from
each of the MOS within that corresponding sensor cluster. As discussed previously with
the Total VOC MOS sensors, this removed the major trends due to sensors responding to
changing external conditions. These normalised sensor signals are a combination of the
each sensors unique sensitivity towards the environmental conditions and random noise.
From these lower plots in Fig. 3.6, it can be seen that the propane/butane MOS exhibited
the narrowest pdf (±7 mV), meaning that the noise characteristic variability for these
normalised sensors was lower than for the other sensor types. The sensors which display the
highest degree of inter-sensor variability in the noise were the VOC MOS, as their random
noise signal spans 73 mV, equivalent to 5.8 ppb[VOC]. Since these sensors displayed the
strongest temperature sensitivity in previous laboratory experiments, and the temperature
of the air fluctuated more than the humidity during the zero air experiment it makes sense
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Figure 3.6: Probability density function (pdf) plots for the zero air experiment, for each
different type of MOS sensor. The top row of plots are the pdfs for each sensor in zero
air: a) seven TGS2602 total VOC MOS, b) eight TGS2610 propane/butane MOS, c)
eight TGS2611 methane MOS and d) eight TGS2620 OVOC MOS. For each type of MOS
sensor, the individual sensors within the cluster all have very similar shaped pdfs, and
hence show similar variability about the average signal. The bottom row (e to h) are the
pdfs for the normalised sensors after the median signal for each respective cluster has been
subtracted, and are in the same order. The pdfs for the sensors in zero air are typically
wider, showing a larger range than the pdfs for the normalised MOS.
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that these sensors have greater differences between their response to temperature. The
random noise pdfs ranges for the other sensor types were as follows; 13.6 mV for the
propane/butane (TGS2610) MOS, 24.15 mv for the methane (TGS2611) MOS and 37.7
mV for the TGS2620 OVOC MOS. All of the normalised sensors pdfs were centred around
0 V, indicating that subtracting the median sensor removes the effect of drift and large
changes to external conditions. The individual profiles of the pdfs for the sensors were
not always similar which demonstrates the differences in the composition of noise even for
sensors of the same type.
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3.3 Indoor ambient air sampling with MOS
A selection of LCS were deployed inside an office environment (Fig. 2.2), with passive
sampling of ambient indoor air to the sensing surface for the investigation of the variabil-
ity of the sensors over longer time scales. The deployment was over five weeks, rather
than three days to determine the degree to which they drift over this time. The office
environment was chosen because the mixing ratios of compounds fluctuated throughout
the day, exposing the sensors to changing concentrations of their target gases. Also the
environmental conditions, whilst not specifically controlled, had reduced ranges compared
to outdoor deployments. Therefore the impact of environmental conditions upon the MOS
sensors would not overwhelm the VOC signal as much. During the experiment the hu-
midity ranged between 30 and 50 % RH, and the temperature fluctuated between 18 and
26.5 ◦C. MOS sensors were mounted in clusters of eight onto circuit boards as described
in Chapter 2 (Fig. 2.2). There was no Teflon manifold placed over the MOS sensors as
they were sampling the indoor air via diffusion of VOCs over the MOS sensing surface.
The sensors were left to sample indoor air on a table located under an empty desk to min-
imise turbulence of the air from people walking around the office. The sensors monitored
continuously for over a month. There were 24 TGS2602 total VOC, 8 TGS2620 OVOC
and 8 TGS2600 CO MOS deployed. All of MOS sensors were offset to 0 V to bring all
of the MOS sensor voltages together at the beginning of the experiment to identify how
much the inter-sensor variability there was during the deployment. Figure 3.7 shows the
time series for 21 of the 24 total VOC MOS, with 0 V marked as a horizontal black dashed
line.
3.3.1 TGS2602 total VOC MOS indoor air experiment
The sensors recorded for 34 days and during that time they measured a lot of variation
in their environment. After the initial offset to 0 V, the majority of the sensors reported
negative readings, indicating a slight downwards drift over time, or that the sensors began
recording data time when the common factors that sensors respond to led to a high
instance of MOS output voltage. Three of the TGS2602 MOS sensors failed immediately
and were removed from the subsequent analysis. The Total VOC MOS sensor signals began
diverging from each other immediately after they were offset to 0 V, and the increase in
inter-sensor variability continued throughout the remainder of the deployment.
During the weekends (see time after the red dashed lines in Fig. 3.7) and over the
Christmas period (23rd December 2016 to 3rd January 2017) there was a lot less activity
in the office environment (denoted by yellow shaded areas) and this was reflected in the
lower values (Total VOC MOS sensors reported values between -0.4 and -0.6 V) reported
by the MOS sensors. The MOS sensor signals were also much less variable during these
periods of low activity within the office environment. The lower and less variable MOS
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Figure 3.7: Time series for 21 MOS sensors sampling the indoor ambient air in an office
environment. The sensors were all offset to 0V at the beginning of the experiment and left
to run over the next five weeks. Every Friday, at midnight is marked on the time series
with a red dashed line, to indicate where the weekends begin and sampling weeks. Times
where there were no people in the office, are marked as shaded yellow blocks, to better
show times where less variability in the MOS signals was expected.
output voltages during times when the office was vacant correlated with what would be
expected of the temporal VOC concentration patterns. Less people in the room would
lead to lower and less variable indoor VOC concentrations. It was however, difficult to
distinguish which variables the MOS were responding to as this was probably due to
a combination of lower mixing ratios of total VOC in the room and less changes in the
temperature and humidity of the environment during times when the office was vacant. At
times when the office was vacant the MOS sensors also generally displayed a downwards
drift in signal indicating that temporal drift over the experiment was generally down
wards. The impact of changing temperature and humidity upon the MOS sensor response
was investigated. The were temperature and humidity sensors co-located with the MOS
sensors, however they only began recording on the 20th December 2016 so the time series
comparing the temperature and humidity with the MOS response begins on this date, Fig.
3.8.
The median TGS2602 MOS sensor co-varied with temperature in Fig. 3.8a. Peaks
in temperature were matched by peaks in the median MOS signal and temperature fluc-
tuations had a large impact upon the MOS sensor signals. There was less evidence of
co-variance between the median MOS signal and the humidity of the air as, during a pe-
riod of time when the humidity was varied (23rd Dec to 2nd Jan) the MOS signal did not
display a correlated signal, rather was low and less variable Fig. 3.8b. However, there
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Figure 3.8: The median MOS signal (black) was compared against the temperature (a,
red) and humidity (b, blue) during the deployment of the desk sensors after the 20th
December.
were times where the RH and MOS signal was correlated and therefore it was assumed
that environmental conditions such as temperature and RH interfered with the MOS sen-
sor signal. The variability in the MOS signal was potentially overwhelmed by changing
environmental conditions and the response with respect to VOCs was smaller than the
response towards these interfering factors.
As expected, the sensor signals spread out over the duration of the experiment and the
range of the 21 total MOS sensors after 7 days of sampling is marked on Fig. 3.7 at the top
of the plot. Throughout the six week experiment, the range between the maximum total
VOC sensor and the minimum reporting sensor increased from 0 V to 0.24 V, which, using
the laboratory determined total VOC MOS sensitivity of 5 mV ppb-1 (for 40 - 50 % and 24
◦C), is equivalent to a spread of 48 ppb[VOC]. One sensor in particular shows a significant
decrease over the experiment: the blue sensor in Fig. 3.7 is consistently reporting a lower
signal than the other 20 sensors. The experiment shows that for 24 MOS sensors in the
indoor air experiment, three failed immediately and one sensor records anomalously low
readings after the first six hours. Yet if these sensors were calibrated in the laboratory and
then deployed in a network of individually located Total VOC MOS to spatially observe
VOC mixing ratios this would be an issue. For the first six hours of deployment, the blue
sensor performs exactly like the other sensors and then suddenly the signal drops to be
approximately 150 mV lower - equivalent to 30 ppb[VOC] in 30 % RH - than the lowest
of the other 20 sensors. If this set of sensors was to be deployed as individual sensors to
spatially monitor the VOCs, then it would be impossible to determine that this sensor
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Figure 3.9: Each of the 21 total VOC MOS sensors was correlated with all the other
total VOC MOS sensors and the R2 value for these 210 correlations is shown in the box
plot. The middle line is the median, the outer edges of the box plot are the interquartile
range and the whiskers are the 5th and 95th percentiles of the R2 values. The diamonds
show outlying points, which were all R2 values from correlating 20 MOS sensors with the
poorest performing sensor (blue line in Fig. 3.7.)
reports unusually low values and it would be assumed instead, that the region where this
particular MOS sensor was located had lower concentrations of VOCs. Using a group of
identical sensors co-located in one region means that it is possible to determine if one
sensor begins to behave peculiarly and experience large amounts of drift compared to the
rest. For identification of outlying sensors at least three sensors are required to identify
which sensor is behaving anomalously, and it can be difficult to distinguish between drift
and a signal as the temporal drift of the MOS may be upwards or downwards.
The total VOC sensors all followed a similar pattern over the five weeks, Fig. 3.7,
with all of the individual sensors responding to similar variables leading to the same
fluctuations in signal (R2 between all 21 ranged from 0.918 to 0.999, see Fig. 3.9, and
Pearson’s coefficient of >0.9 for all). Even the poorest performing sensor (blue line in the
Fig. 3.7) with the lowest reporting values still responded to the MOS common factors,
and this resulted in slightly lower R2 values (observed in Fig. 3.9 as the 20 outlying R2
values ranging between 0.92 and 0.98), but these were all greater than > 0.92, so the inter-
sensor correlation remained high. This sensor experienced an unusually large amount of
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drift but still identifies the major common drivers for MOS variations in it’s environment.
Highly correlating sensors is advantageous for MOS deployment as it makes correcting the
sensors for interferences much simpler and allows for more reproducible results. However,
the sensing signals still spread out over the duration of the experiment, reiterating that
the sensitivity of the MOS sensors to these common factors is not identical, making a
single-sensor calibration model difficult.
The slow separation of sensor signals is due to the sensors all having unique sensitivities
towards humidity, temperature and other environmental conditions. The sensor with the
highest signal over the first few hours, does not necessarily remain the highest sensor
over the next hours and Fig. 3.10 shows this more clearly. After each hour the sensor
signals were ordered according to the magnitude of the sensor voltage, and given a number
between 1 and 21 relating to their order. For example, in hour 1, the lowest reporting
sensor outputs the lowest voltage and therefore is given a rank of 1. This is colour coded
in Fig. 3.10 as a dark purple colour. The next hour is averaged and the sensors are
all given ranks according to the order of the magnitude of their output signals. Higher
ranked sensors are shown with a dark green colouring. Every sensor contains both green
and purple colouring over the five weeks therefore every sensor changes from being one
of the highest reporting sensors to one of the lowest at some point over the course of the
experiment. The sensors swap rank order rapidly and randomly in the first few weeks, e.g.
sensor 4 begins as one of the lowest ranked sensors, then is the highest reporting sensor
and so forth. The swapping of sensor rank shows how the different sensor sensitivities
are unpredictable and causes variability in the rank order plot over 6 hours to a day time
scale. Positions are changed rapidly and randomly depending on the individual sensors
sensitivity towards external conditions.
The time series (Fig. 3.7) and rank order plot (Fig. 3.10) shows that the MOS sensors
display multiple levels of temporal drift and therefore correcting the individual sensor
signals is more complicated than assuming a linear interpolation between two calibration
points. The sensor variability over a few hours causes short term noise in the data and
the temporal drift over a week or so is significant enough that from the 22nd of December
2016 the order of the sensors becomes more stable (the horizontal lines in Fig. 3.10 have
more consistent colouring). This is due to the sensors all drifting far enough apart that
small random changes to the sensor signals are not large enough to change rank order with
more than two sensors. Sensor 11 is an anomaly to the others as, although it is a high
ranked sensor for the first hour, it quickly becomes the lowest and remains so for the rest
of the sampling time (blue sensor from Fig. 3.7).
The rank plot (Fig. 3.10) contains a series of vertical lines where a lot of sensors
changed rank simultaneously. During these times the temperature and humidity of the
room changed significantly, over a short time scale, exaggerating the impact of the individ-
ual sensor responses to these variables. This short and mid-term random noise signal that
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Figure 3.10: Rank order plot to show how the sensors were ordered by sensor output
voltage over the five weeks. The data was binned into 1-hour bins, with the average value
of each bin determined. The MOS ranked from 1 - 21 depending on the magnitude of
the average, and this ranking has been colour coded from purple (low ranking sensors) to
green (a sensor reporting a high value).
is evident in the rank plot (Fig. 3.10) for the MOS sensors means that the purchase of one
sensor and deploying it can lead to misleading results without frequent in-field calibration.
The sensitivity of the sensor towards its target compound must be characterised, as well as
its response towards other environmental factors, such as other atmospheric compounds,
temperature and humidity. The combination of two or more of these factors changing may
also effect the response of the sensor, for example, with a large fluctuation in humidity
the sensitivity of MOS to total VOC may change by a factor of five. The drift of the total
VOC MOS sensors over the full experiment was approximately 1V, equivalent to 200 ppb
of VOC (for a sensitivity of 5 mV ppb-1 at 30 - 40 % RH, 24 ◦C) which is larger than the
VOC mixing ratio expected for an actual VOC measurement. The MOS sensors deployed
without a reference instrument cannot be used to quantify total VOC emissions but if the
impact of temperature and humidity can be corrected for, the overall trends in the MOS
data might be of use for helping to identify patterns of VOC pollution. The superposition
of the drift at the different time scales further complicates the quantitative comparison
between sensors - especially because individual sensor have slightly different amounts of
drift, accounting for the large degree of inter-sensor variability. Between 0 - 6 hours, the
MOS sensors have stable responses to their environment and so quantitative comparisons
between the sensors could be comprehensible, with proper calibration initially. There are
different time scales over which the temporal drift changes and this results in the temporal
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drift being non-linear and variable over time, which complicates the corrections required
to account for temporal drift. Corrections for temporal drift of the MOS will be complex,
may be unique for each sensor and calibration would need to be frequent and on the same
time scale as the shortest drift observed (6 hourly). Exhibiting variable drift in the MOS
response is disadvantageous as calibrations over time will not be reproducible and there
will be little confidence in the data obtained from deployed MOS in between calibrations.
3.3.2 CO and OVOC MOS deployed in indoor air experiment
There were eight OVOC (TGS2620), eight VOC (TGS2602) and eight CO MOS (TGS2600)
sensors recording data in the same indoor air experiment as described in the previous sec-
tion. These MOS sensors are the same size, have the same pins and power requirements
so were mounted onto identical versions of the Eurocircuit boards as the TGS2602 MOS.
The OVOC and CO MOS were also located on a table under an empty desk, away from
the centre of the room to minimise the impact of turbulence of the air due to people
walking past the sensors. After 3 days of sampling one of the OVOC sensors failed so
was removed from the data used in the analysis. The eight CO MOS sensors were highly
correlated with each other during the experiment, as were the eight OVOC MOS sensors.
Each of the OVOC sensors were correlated against the other six OVOC MOS and the
Pearson’s Standard correlation coefficients ranged between 0.993 to 1.000 to three decimal
points. The Pearson’s Standard correlation coefficient for the correlation between each of
the 8 CO MOS sensors was greater than 0.999 for all correlations, excluding the sensors
correlated with themselves.
The three different types of MOS sensor (VOC, OVOC and CO) displayed very similar
time series, Fig. 3.11. The median sensor for each MOS sensor was calculated and the R2
between the three different types of sensor are displayed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: The correlation coefficients calculated between the median OVOC, CO and
VOC sensors whilst they were co-located during the indoor air experiment.
Sensor signals correlated R2 value
Median OVOC and median
CO
0.998
Median OVOC and median
VOC
0.950
Median VOC and median
CO
0.963
The high correlation between the three different types of MOS sensor may indicate:
• All types of MOS sensor responded to each others target measurand, i.e. the OVOC
sensors respond to changing CO concentrations as well as the CO MOS.
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Figure 3.11: Time series for the a) OVOC MOS and b) CO MOS in the indoor air
experiment, with the difference between the maximum and minimum reporting sensor
after each week. The yellow shaded area represents time during the experiment when the
office was vacant.
• Both the OVOC MOS , VOC MOS and CO MOS sensors are impacted by the
changing environmental conditions within the office environment. The TGS2602
Total VOC MOS sensor signals were hugely impacted by the temperature of the
office environment and potentially these MOS exhibit a similar sensitivity towards
temperature.
• The VOC, OVOC and CO concentrations in the office environment are correlated
The temperature co-varied with the variability observed in the OVOC and CO sensors
indicating that this had a similar impact upon the CO and OVOC MOS, as it did for the
VOC MOS. This would indicate that all three different types of MOS sensors are influenced
by the changing temperature of the surroundings, more so than they are impacted by the
changing VOC composition and concentration of the indoor environment.
All sensors were offset to 0V at the beginning of the analysis to identify drift and to
investigate the spreading out of the co-located sensor signals. Both sets of CO and OVOC
sensor clusters displayed some inter-sensor variability during the deployment as there was
some spreading out of their signals, see Fig. 3.11.
The OVOC sensors show ever-spreading MOS signals of the seven sensors, with the
difference between the maximum and minimum OVOC sensor being around 125 mV over
five weeks of continuous measurements. The 8 CO TGS2600 MOS sensors displayed the
least spreading out of signals during the indoor experiment, reporting a maximum range
of 75 mV. This was not observed at the end of the deployment, but during the time when
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Figure 3.12: Rank plots for a) The eight CO MOS sensors and b) the eight alcohol MOS
sensors, with all MOS sensors displaying a large degree of variability and lots of random
changes to the sensors ranked position. The y-axis for (a) ad (b) is a number from 1 to
8 to indicate the magnitude of the sensor response relative to the other sensors in the
cluster. The sensor with the highest reporting signal is assigned number 8 and the sensor
with the lowest reporting value assigned number 1.
the office was vacant over the holidays.
Rank order plots were calculated for the CO and OVOC MOS sensors used in the
indoor air experiment; eight TGS2600 MOS for the detection of CO and hydrogen as well
as eight TGS2620 OVOC MOS sensors, Fig. 3.12.
The OVOC and CO MOS clusters yielded a similar degree of inter-sensor variability
throughout the indoor air sampling (Fig. 3.12) as the Total VOC TGS2602 MOS clusters.
Towards the beginning of the sampling period the sensors are ranked randomly, and there
is less switching of rank positions as the experiment gets into the third week, whereupon
the sensors are too spread out to cross over each other. For all the MOS sensors in Fig.3.10
and Fig. 3.12 there is evidence of drift over the medium time scales - 6 hours to a few
days - as there is a considerable amount of variability and changing rank during these time
periods. In all the MOS rank figures, there was a distinction where drift over longer time
spans - greater than a week - led to the sensor signals no longer swapping positions due
to them being too far apart for the shorter term variability to allow signals to cross over.
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3.3.3 Comparison of CO EC and CO MOS during indoor de-
ployment
There was an electrochemical (EC) sensor detecting CO during the indoor air experiment
with low-cost sensors. Although this is not a reference instrument, it was useful to compare
the CO MOS sensors with a different sensing technology. A correlation plot between the
CO EC and each of the seven CO MOS (after the offset to 0 V at the beginning of the
experiment was applied) was established, Fig. 3.13. The impact of changing environmental
conditions and cross interferences is limited with the CO EC as it contains an auxiliary
electrode to subtract some of the cross sensitivities from the EC signal, so this was plotted
on the x-axis.
Figure 3.13: Comparing the response between the seven CO MOS sensors against the
CO electrochemical sensor during the indoor air low-cost sensor experiment. Each of the
different CO MOS sensors were assigned a different coloured set of data points and linear
regression line.
The CO EC and CO MOS sensors had good agreement during the duration of the
indoor air experiment when the CO EC was detecting less than 400 ppb of CO. For CO
EC observations greater than CO the relationship between the CO MOS and CO EC was
still linear but the gradient had become less steep, Fig. 3.13. Linear regression between
each of the CO MOS and the CO EC was performed to determine the slope and hence
relative sensitivity of the devices. The seven slopes (noted in Fig. 3.13) had a range of
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0.46 mV ppm-1 (18 % of 2.55 mV ppb-1, the mean sensitivity), and there was only a small
amount of inter-MOS-sensor variability. The correlation plots for each CO MOS against
the CO EC in Fig. 3.13 were approximately linear over the observed range of 0 - 400 ppm
for the CO EC sensor, and then the CO MOS signal plateaued to produce a curved MOS
response at higher observed CO EC concentrations (400 - 600 ppb). This was similar
to the calibration curve of VOC MOS sensors exposed to total VOC concentrations over
150 ppb. As before, with the non linear calibration of the Total VOC sensors with VOC
concentrations over 150 ppb, this was potentially due to saturation of the MOS sensing
surface at higher concentrations. The kernel density function between the median CO
Figure 3.14: The kernel density function to compare the median CO MOS response with
the CO EC response during the indoor air experiment.
MOS signal (which is representative of the behaviour of all 7 CO MOS sensors) and the
CO EC response during the indoor air experiment showed the distribution of data within
the correlation plot in Fig. 3.13. There were multiple modes occurring in the calibration
plot, see Fig. 3.14, as the kernel distribution data for both the median CO and CO EC
signals had multiple peaks. The majority of the data points occurred at 200 ppb for the
CO EC, and this was matched by a dense set of MOS data points around -0.5 V. The
CO EC data displayed two large peaks where data was concentrated, at 200 ppb and 250
ppb then in general, as the concentration of CO increased there were less data points.
However, the median CO MOS signal displayed a different shaped kernel distribution plot
indicating that the MOS sensors did perform differently to the CO EC. There was one
major peak (at -0.5 V), very few data points at -0.4 V and then a relatively even amount
of data points between -0.2 and 0.1 V, Fig. 3.14. This reflects the curved section of the
calibration plot (Fig. 3.13 where, at CO EC concentrations of greater than 400 ppb, the
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CO MOS sensor response plateaued off in comparison with the CO ES.
3.3.4 Clustering Total VOC MOS sensors
Short term random noise is relatively simple to account for; the sensor signals can be time
averaged to minimise the random noise over minutes to an hour. The MOS sensors and
their sensitivities (towards their target compounds as well as to other cross interferences)
suffer from semi-random drift over the medium time scales which is more difficult to correct
for. A time intensive and costly approach would be to subject the MOS sensors in the field
to regular in situ calibrations with reference instruments, but this is impractical and in
conflict with the idea of low-cost sensors. Using the indoor air experiment as a guide, these
multivariate extensive field calibrations would have to be conducted daily for the MOS
sensors to be able to be used for the quantification of total VOCs. The indoor experiment
was used because the changes to the environmental conditions would be reduced, compared
to outdoor deployment and therefore the calibration would potentially be required more
frequently for the MOS sensors to be used in this manner outside. Clustering identical
sensors and using the median signal from the ensemble is a method for minimising the
variability and drift for any one MOS sensors, over the medium time scales. Certainly,
for total VOC MOS sensors, it is still low-cost to use ten MOS sensors than to install and
maintain a reference VOC instrument (GC-FID installation costs are typically>£100,000).
There were 21 total VOC MOS sensors used in the indoor air experiment, and the
median of all 21 sensors was calculated over the duration of the experiment. This represents
the general trends of the sensors well, and therefore allows certain conclusions about the
total VOC mixing ratios in the indoor environment to be made. This was plotted against
the average of a subset of unique permutations of the same MOS sensors. The correlation
slope between these was calculated and the range of slopes determined for each unique
set of permutations for each amount of sensors is depicted as box and whisker plots in
Fig. 3.15. For example, for three as a number of unique sensors there are 1330 different
combinations of three sensors using the twenty one sensors, with no sensor used twice in
one grouping, and no groups repeated. For each of the 1330 combinations of three sensors,
the instantaneous median was calculated for the duration of the indoor air experiment.
The slope for the median of the combination of three sensors and the median of 21 MOS
sensors over the same time was determined and is shown in the third box and whisker plot
from the left in Fig. 3.15. The standard deviation in Fig. 3.15 decreases as the number of
sensors in each average increases, similar to 1/N and therefore, despite the fact that the
MOS sensors display a large amount of inter-sensor variability, the medium term drift can
be minimised by using multiple identical sensors in a cluster. The median signal of the
ensemble of identical sensors is then likely to be less effected by the randomised drift than
the individual sensors themselves. This has implications in the field for calibrating the
sensors; the time required between each MOS sensor cluster calibration will be increased
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Figure 3.15: Figure taken from Smith et. al. 2017 manuscript [165]. Box plots to show
how, as the number of sensors within a cluster increases, the median signal in a subset
of sensors (containing one, two, three, ... to 11 ) gets closer to the median sensor signal
for 21 sensors. The red diamonds within the box plots show the mean slope, the grey
solid lines show ±3 standard deviations from the mean. The blue and red dashed lines are
for the ±3 standard deviations on the mean with a 1/N decrease and a 1/√N decrease
respectively.
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compared to calibrating individual sensors. Since the clustering technique selects and uses
the instantaneous median signal of the sensors within it, outlying sensors - which exhibit
erroneously reporting signals - are excluded from the analysis, and therefore the calibration
process doesn’t need to account for these. Using a cluster causes the calibrations to be
more robust.
The VOC sensors used here are the same Figaro TGS2602 total VOC MOS sensors used
in the laboratory calibrations in Chapter 2. When increasing the number of simultaneous
VOC concentration observations in the field, it would be more practical, cost-effective and
require less power to operate multiple MOS sensors, rather than deploying multiple GC
equipment or taking multiple, simultaneous WAS samples. One MOS sensor costs £10
and requires 295 mW power consumption and a cluster of 8 MOS on a custom circuit
board can be made for approximately £100 and uses 2.5 W. It would require a large
sum of money and consume lots of power if multiple GC-FIDs were used to increase the
number of automatic VOC measurements as the entire GC-FID system costs more than
>£100,000, the operational power required is approximately 250 Wh and skilled personnel
is also required for operation and analysis. Deploying multiple WAS sample canisters in
the field within a VOC network, for analysis upon a GC-FID system in the laboratory,
would be more practical than deploying more automatic GC-FID systems however, this
would be more impractical than installing MOS sensors as operators are required to deploy
and collect samples and the technique is limited due to the sample taken being an average
VOC concentration over the sampling duration.
Sensor variability on an hourly time scale can be corrected using the time averaging
method and the medium sensor variability can be removed using the clustering technique.
Sensors that fail during the deployment will not affect the sensor median, and the cost and
ease of sensor sampling would mean that they can be replaced whilst still allowing contin-
uous sampling from the other sensors within the cluster. After a few weeks of continuous
deployment, as with most scientific instruments, the sensors performance will begin to
decline and show a decrease in sensor sensitivity towards the VOCs decreases. Since using
an ensemble of identical sensors cause the daily variations to be minimal the performance
decline is systematic and therefore linear interpolation between the calibrations is more
likely to be sufficient.
3.4 Electrochemical sensor variability
3.4.1 Electrochemical sensors and zero air
The electrochemical (EC) sensors use a different technology for the detection of their
target compounds, and contain an internal auxiliary electrode to minimise the affect of
environmental conditions and cross interferences. The EC sensors are expected to perform
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Figure 3.16: Zero air analysis for the CO EC sensors a) The CO sensors, each with
their unique factory calibration applied, offset to 0 ppm at the beginning of the zero air
experiment. The black line is the instantaneous median for the CO EC cluster and the
coloured lines are the individual sensor traces. b) The trace for each CO EC after the
median sensor signal has been subtracted from it, leaving the random noise signal.
differently to the MOS sensors in zero air and will have different amounts of random noise
signal, which must be investigated. There were eighteen EC sensors sampling zero air;
six CO, six NO2 and six OX (O3+NO2) EC. Every EC sensor comes with it’s own unique
factory conversion factor that is applied to convert the EC voltage output to a parts
per million mixing ratio. After applying the specific conversion factors to the respective
sensors, the sensors were offset to 0 ppm and an instantaneous median for each cluster of
EC sensors was calculated (for an example see the black line in Fig. 3.16) to identify the
drift of the sensors over the 2.5 day sampling period.
During the first day, the CO EC sensors show minimal amounts of inter-sensor vari-
ability and all are closely following the same trends. Zero air is scrubbed and cleaned in
before entering the system and so we expect a limited amount of CO to reach the sensors.
The CO EC do not produce a signal that is flat from 0 ppm however, and since all show
the same pattern all sensors are responding slightly differently towards a common factor,
that is likely to be changing environmental conditions. Towards the end of the zero air
exposure the 6 CO EC sensors all show increased variability in their signals (45 hours
since experiment began), which is due to the temperature of the air flow to the sensors
also becoming more variable at this time, see Fig. 3.17. The variability of the temperature
occurred on the same timescales as the variability observed in the CO EC timeseries. One
day after the sensors began sampling the zero air (at 24 hours) however, they all begin to
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Figure 3.17: The temperature of the air flow to the sensors becomes much more variable
after 45 hours since the experiment began. The time scales in the temperature variability
are matched by the increased variability in all 6 CO EC sensors responding to the same
air.
spread out more and one sensor (CO EC 4, blue in Fig. 3.16) shows significant drift and
becomes consistently lower than the other five EC sensors after this point. Since these
sensors all show signs of responding to the surrounding environmental conditions - they
all follow the same trend and therefore all sensors are responding to a common factor -
the median was subtracted to identify the random noise component of the variability of
six CO EC in zero air. This was 157 ppb for the CO EC sensors, and Fig. 3.16b) shows
that a large proportion of this is due to the sensor that began to display a low offset, com-
pared to the others. Removing this CO EC from the cluster and repeating the analysis,
the residual noise was reduced to 100 ppb. However, in a real-world deployment where
individual CO EC sensors were used in a network to map CO pollution in a localised area
there would be no indication that this sensor has begun to exhibit an outlying signal. For
the first 24 hours of deployment the CO EC signal is very close to the median CO for the
cluster and the signal is not considered outlying at this point, see Fig. 3.18a. However,
after 24 hours this particular CO EC sensor deviates away from the median CO signal, as
becomes an outlier. Due to the outlying CO EC not failing completely as it still continues
to detect the same peaks and variance as the median CO it would not be identified as
failing if deployed alone as part of a CO sensor network. Rather, it would be assumed
that at that particular location the CO concentration was decreased relative to the other
CO EC sensor locations. The median CO and outlying CO EC signals were correlated
and multiple phases of correlation were observed during the 60 hours of exposure to zero
air Fig. 3.18b. The data points were coloured according to the time since the beginning
of the experiment and the 1:1 line is plotted as a grey dashed line in Fig. 3.18b. There
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Figure 3.18: a)Time series to compare the median of the six CO EC sensors (black) and
the CO EC outlying sensor (blue). The two signals exhibit high covariance until mid-way
through the zero air exposure. b) The correlation plot between the outlying CO EC sensor
(blue in plot a) with the median CO EC to identify if the two data sets were still correlated
even after the outlying CO EC began to show drift. The data points are colour coded by
time, dark colours representing the start of the experiment, lighter colours towards the
end.
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Table 3.2: The magnitude of the random noise component of the variability between six of
the CO, NO2 and OX EC after three and a half days of exposure to zero air. The random
noise component for each sensor was calculated by subtracting the median response of
the sensors in zero air from each sensor time series. The magnitude of the random noise
component was determined by identifying the spread of the sensor signals.





was a close to 1:1 relationship between the median CO and outlying CO EC at the start
of the experiment (dark purple), and as the time since the beginning of the experiment
increased (data points become more yellow in Fig. 3.18b) the relationship deviated further
and further from this 1:1 ratio. However, when the data points are colour coded yellow in
Fig. 3.18b, between hours 48 - 60 of the zero air experiment, the relationship between the
median CO and the outlying CO sensors is still linear, which suggested that there was a
gradual change in the outlying EC’s sensitivity to environmental conditions and indicated
that this would continue to occur over time.
The NO2 and OX were subject to the same analysis as the CO EC sensors and the
variability due to random noise after 2.5 days between the EC sensors was calculated and
is summarised in Table 3.2. One of the OX sensors failed immediately and therefore was
removed from the cluster, so the zero air OX analysis is for five EC sensors.
The NO2 and the OX sensors displayed a relatively small amount of variability with the
sensors generally staying in the order that they were originally, Table 3.2. For example, the
sensor displaying the highest signal shortly after the beginning of the zero air experiment
remained the highest reporting sensor throughout the zero air sampling period.
3.4.2 Power spectra for EC sensors in zero air
The EC zero air experiment was analysed by applying a Fast Fourier Transform over the
signal frequencies to determine a power spectrum and characterise the noise in each of
the EC sensor signals. All the same type of EC sensor showed very similar Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFT) so just one example sensor power spectra from the cluster is pictured
in Fig. 3.19. The darker shade of colour is used to depict the power spectrum for the EC
sensor time series and the lighter shade shows the resultant spectra for the normalised EC
sensor - with the median sensor signal subtracted.
With the exception of a small number of small frequencies, the power spectra for the
EC sensors displayed more equal power across the frequency range than the MOS sensors
in zero air exhibited (see Fig. 3.3a-c). These flatter power spectral densities for the EC
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Figure 3.19: Each of the 18 electrochemical sensors was analysed by determining the power
spectrum for that sensor. The power spectra all looked very similar for each sensor in it’s
respective CO, NO2 and OX sensor clusters, and so just one sensor from each clusters Fast
Fourier transform is shown. The dark red, dark green and dark blue colours are the power
spectra for one of each of the a) CO, b) NO2 and c) OX sensors and the lighter colours
are the power spectra for the same sensors after normalisation.
sensors exposed to zero air are more characteristic of white noise, than they are of pink or
red. It is advantageous to have residual noise being characteristic of white noise because
it means that the residual noise was random and the noise was less due to impact from
interfering factors. Environmental conditions, such as humidity and temperature, have less
of an impact upon the EC sensor signals than they did upon the MOS signal. Smoothing
and low-pass filtering techniques are more applicable for the reduction of noise in the EC
sensors due to the residual noise being more representative of white noise. All three types
of EC sensor did exhibit a small amount of higher power in the lower frequencies; for CO
frequencies smaller than 10-1 Hz there was a slight increase in the power, for NO2 and OX
EC there was an increase in power for frequencies smaller than 10-2 Hz. This is equivalent
to the sensor signals displaying a non-random component of their signal in zero air over
timescales for 10 seconds for CO and 100 seconds for NO2 and OX. These non-random
variations over seconds to minutes the EC signals occur on similar timescales for which
external factors vary. Using the normalised EC signals, by subtracting the median signal
from the EC, caused the small increases in power to shift to higher frequencies; 100 Hz
for CO, 10-1 Hz for NO2 and OX. This therefore, removed some of the influence of the
environmental conditions upon the sensors as the non-random component of the residual
noise then occurred over 10 seconds for NO2 and OX and 1 second for CO. The CO
power spectrum (Fig. 3.19a) displayed the largest slope for the relationship between the
frequency decreasing and the power increasing in both the EC and normalised EC power
spectral density. This indicates that the CO EC are more influenced by the environmental
factors compared to the NO2 and OX EC sensors (Fig. 3.19b and c).
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3.4.3 Autocorrelation plots for the EC in zero air
Autocorrelation plots for the 6 CO, 6 NO2 and 5 OX sensors in zero air were determined
to further assess the non-random component of the sensor noise.
The 6 CO sensors in zero air displayed autocorrelation plots that all began at 1,
then as the time lags increased the autocorrelation between the original timeseries and
time-lagged timeseries decreased relatively linearly (Fig. 3.20). At a time lag of 2000
seconds (approximately 30 minutes), all of the CO autocorrelation traces reached the 95 %
confidence region. This means that the 6 CO EC sensors data was significantly correlated
and non-random over timescales of less than 30 minutes. At time lags of greater than
3000 seconds (50 minutes) the correlation between the original timeseries and time lagged
series has an autocorrelation coefficient of zero. At this point the variability of the 6 CO
EC sensors in zero air is uncorrelated and potentially random. Variability in the sensors
zero-air signal with a periodicity of greater than 50 minutes is not due to the sensors
responding to changing environmental conditions or external factors, rather it is random.
Figure 3.20: The autocorrelation plots for the 6 CO sensors in zero air (a) and the 6
normalised CO EC (b), after the median CO signal was subtracted from each sensor
signal.
The six CO EC were normalised and the subsequent autocorrelation plots for the
normalised sensors is displayed in Fig. 3.20b. Subtracting the instantaneous CO cluster
median from each CO EC signal altered the autocorrelation plot but did not reduce the
non-randomness in the CO signal. There was still statistically significant correlation for
time lags up to 2000 seconds as before. The steepness of the slope by which the normalised
EC became uncorrelated as the time lags increased was reduced compared to the CO EC
and the correlation coefficient did not reach 0 at 4000 seconds (or even 5000 seconds) time
lags. Therefore the normalised CO EC sensors displayed residual noise that appeared
equally or even less random than the unnormalised sensors. The CO EC response was
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influenced by factors other than changing CO concentrations and these interfering factors
need to be accounted for before smoothing and averaging techniques are applied. For
this experiment, subtracting the CO EC cluster median was not sufficient to remove the
majority of variability in the CO EC responses that was due to the EC responding to
interfering factors such as fluctuating temperature.
Figure 3.21 (a and b) shows the autocorrelation plots, with shaded 95 % confidence
level, for the OX and NO2 EC, respectively. The OX and NO2 EC exhibited different
performances compared to the CO EC in the zero air experiment.
Figure 3.21: Plots a), b) show the autocorrelation plots for the OX and NO2 EC sensors
during the zero air experiment. Plots c) and d) are the resulting autocorrelation plots when
the median OX and NO2 EC sensor signal were subtracted from the respective signals to
investigate the randomness in the EC noise signals. The shaded areas represent the regions
of 95 % confidence levels.
The NO2 and OX EC signals began with a moderate amount of autocorrelation, c.a.
0.5 Pearson’s coefficient for time lags between 1 and 200 seconds. At a time lag of 200
seconds, three of the four OX responses in zero air entered the 95 % confidence interval.
Although the zero air response for the OX sensors was non-random, the correlation between
increasing time lags became statistically insignificant over a shorter timescale than the CO
EC. The NO2 performance in zero air was similar to the OX EC, with the data considered
statistically uncorrelated over the majority of the time lags.
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Subtracting the median of the OX and NO2 clusters from each of the sensors in the
respective clusters removed the majority of the influence of external factors. The autocor-
relation plots for the normalised OX and NO2 EC in zero air were much more representative
of randomness in the data set. There was low correlation over any of the time lags as the
autocorrelation coefficient was close to zero and entered and remained inside the 95 %
confidence intervals at very small time lags up to greater than 2000 seconds. Autocorrela-
tion plots such as Fig. 3.21 c and d are what is expected for the residual noise in the EC
signal to be considered random, not influenced by external factors and able to be treated
as white noise.
3.4.4 CO EC variability
Six CO EC were deployed in Beijing, China for one month over the winter to investigate
the performance of low cost sensors in a location where a large dynamic range of pollu-
tant concentrations was expected. The CO EC sensors and CO reference instrument (CO
Aerolaser) were co-located at the Institute of Atmospheric Physics (IAP), to the north
of central Beijing (latitude 39.978, longitude 116.387). The sensors were housed inside
a mobile laboratory (shipping container) which minimised the large fluctuations in en-
vironmental conditions. A KNF vacuum pump supplied a constant air flow rate of 1.5
sccm, and the CO EC were co-located and sampling from the same sampling line as a
CO Aerolaser - the reference instrument for CO measurements. Every nine hours, using a
BOC standard gas cylinder containing 1 ppm of CO in air, the Aerolaser AL5002 vacuum
UV instrument was calibrated and zeroed. The CO EC sensors were all purchased from
Alphasense and for the duration of this experiment were housed in a single machined flow
cell, in rows of three. With each sensor purchased, Alphasense provides a unique factory
calibration which was applied to the respective CO EC. The EC sensors were allowed 12
hours to acclimatise and warm up after initially receiving power, then they were all offset
to each other, by 324 ppb - the difference between the CO EC and the Aerolaser in zero
air.
Figure 3.22a shows the period of time where the Aerolaser and the sensors were running
together. Each CO EC correlated really well with the Aerolaser (R2 all greater than 0.95),
depicting the same trends in the CO concentration and reporting the peaks and troughs to
a similar degree. Nevertheless, in Fig. 3.22a it becomes apparent that already the sensors
begin to spread out after a few days, with the response of the blue CO EC beginning
to drop in particular. After this four-day period, the range between the six EC sensors
was approximately 370 ppb. This is of concern if the sensors were to be spread out
individually in a sensor network, as an ambient change of 370 ppb of CO is significant.
For the campaign the spread in the CO EC sensors equated to 7 % of the total range of
CO concentrations observed by the CO EC sensors.
In order to not report misleading results, the EC sensors would require daily calibration
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Figure 3.22: a) The time series of CO EC sensors (coloured lines) co-located with a CO
Aerolaser reference instrument (black line). b) The rank order plot for 6 CO EC sensors
sampling in Beijing, November and December 2016.
to be able to draw some information about the difference in CO in different locations with
individually deployed devices. A clustering approach, as was introduced for the MOS
sensors, where identical EC sensors are co-located and the median of the sensor ensemble
is used as the CO signal for that area, was also investigated for use with the CO EC. The
drift in the sensor response is very similar to that of the MOS sensors, with multiple time
scales over which the sensors are affected by temporal drift. A rank order plot of the six
CO EC sensors used here, is shown in Fig. 3.22b and the short term variability is evident
by the constant changing of sensor ranked positions over the first few days. The amount
that the six sensors change positions decreases after the 24th November, after 18 days of
sampling indicating that the EC are still subject to medium term drift yet the signals
have drifted too far apart to change the EC rank order after this time. For deployment, a
calibration procedure must be developed. The random noise component of the EC noise
on the short scales can be minimised by time averaging to a time scale less than the
expected CO variability e.g. 15 minutes. The systematic decrease in sensor performance
leading to medium term drift could be characterised more robustly using the ensemble
technique. Clustering the EC would again provide the ability to apply a more appropriate
linear interpolation between calibrations and any effects from outlying sensors would also
be removed.
The CO Aerolaser provided a reference CO measurement for comparison with the
individual and an increasing number of CO used in a cluster of CO EC sensors. The
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Figure 3.23: The slopes for the CO Aerolaser plotted against the average of different
amounts of CO EC sensors. The red diamond is the mean slope, the edges of the box
and whisker plots show the interquartile ranges and the whiskers show the 5th and 95th
percentiles. The solid grey line is the ±3 standard deviation of the mean. Plot taken from
Smith et al. 2017 [165].
number of sensors included in a EC sensor cluster increase from one to six, with different
combination of the sensors for each subset. E.g. For ’Two’ in Fig. 3.23 there are 15 unique
combinations of the six sensors when they are put into pairs. The average of these pairs
was correlated with the CO Aerolaser and the slopes plotted as a box and whisker plot.
The range of slopes decreases by 1/N as the sensor number increase from one sensor to
six sensors in a cluster. The slopes approached 0.9, as more sensors were added showing
that the sensors are not quite as sensitive to CO as the reference instrument was. The
standard deviation of the slopes decreases as more sensors are used within a cluster and
allows for better characterisation of the sensor drift, allowing for improved calibration.
The EC reported a median slope of 0.997 during the first two days of the co-located
sampling with the Aerolaser (21st and 22nd of November) and this decreases linearly to
0.917 for a two day period, ten days later. As the number of CO EC in the cluster increased
the range of CO EC sensor sensitivities towards CO computed by averaging the sensors
decreased. Figure 3.23 therefore indicated that for a cluster of EC the optimum number
of EC sensors required is 6 sensors to obtain the maximum benefits from using a cluster
of EC over individually located EC sensors.
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Figure 3.24: A comparison of the cost and power usage of a single EC sensor, a cluster of
six EC and the respective O3 reference instrument.
3.4.5 Clustering EC and MOS
As mentioned previously, clustering identical MOS or EC sensors increases the confidence
in the VOC measurements made by MOS and can make the EC sensor measurements
more robust. Calibrations can be less frequent (weekly, rather than daily) and linear
interpolation between calibrations is sufficient for low-cost sensors. For subsequent low-
cost sensor deployments as part of this project, clusters will be used and the instantaneous
median for further analysis. This means that multiple sensors will be purchased and
installed, but the overall cost of a cluster of these devices is still within the definition of
’low-cost’; less than a tenth of the cost of an equivalent reference instrument. The power
consumption for a cluster of EC (same for OX, NO2 and CO) is 6 W, which is much
smaller than the power requirements for the UV O3 absorption instrument (150 W), see
Fig. 3.24. This power saving is really important for deployments of low-cost sensors for
remote locations or regions where there is a limited supply of electricity. MOS sensors are
less expensive than EC so requiring eight sensors in a cluster, rather than six for the EC
is still beneficial cost wise.
3.5 Summary of Chapter 3
The main findings from Chapter 3 are as follows:
• Individual MOS sensors exhibit different responses to VOCs when calibrations at
the same humidity’s were run a few days later. The sensitivity of the sensors was
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shown to change by a factor of two over a week+ timescale.
• MOS sensors exposed to zero air for 2.5 days showed that they all responded to
common factors in a similar manner, leading to a large variance in any single MOS
sensor output. The variance was very similar between sensors and therefore sub-
tracting the median MOS response from each of the individual zero air MOS traces
lead to the variability due to environmental conditions being largely removed. This
left a random noise signal that was more indicative of white noise and which was
equivalent to ±3 ppb[VOC].
• The indoor air experiment, which was conducted in relatively controlled conditions
explored the differences between minute/hourly variability - which is correctable
using linear interpolation - and changes to individual MOS sensor responses over
week+ timescales. All 21 sensors, exhibited a high degree of correlation over the
extent of the experiment, but the rank plot shows that there was evidence of long
term drift as sensor signals spread out significantly.
• The MOS sensor output from the indoor air experiment was a combination of short
term (6 hrs - 2 days) variability in the MOS sensitivities, mid-term (week+) drift
due to the broadening of the sensor signals over this time and longer term drifts.
The magnitudes and factors contributing to the drifts for the MOS sensors were
non linear and complex leading to linear interpolation between MOS insufficient
for deployment. For a working sensor network with individual MOS distributed to
identify spatial trends quantitatively, calibrations would have to be on a daily basis.
This is not viable as it would be impractical, for cost and time reasons.
• The MOS sensors deployed in the indoor air environment did exhibit timeseries’ with
a variability that would be expected of changing VOC concentration fluctuations.
When there were fewer people in the office, the MOS signals were all low with less
variability.
• There were no VOC reference measurements made during the indoor air experi-
ment, but a co-located temperature measurement indicated that a large proportion
of the variability observed in the MOS sensors signal was either due to the MOS
response towards temperature fluctuations in the office, or temperature and VOC
concentrations co-varying.
• The rank plot (Fig. 3.10) indicated that although the MOS sensors all generally
displayed a high degree of covariance, individual MOS sensors within the group were
all exhibiting small differences in their sensitivity to all eternal factors. This led to
the MOS sensors randomly changing their ranked positions over short timescales,
until the individual sensor signals were too spread out to cross over.
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• As the Fig. 3.15 showed, the variability in the MOS slopes decreased as the average
number of sensors was used in each group identical co-located sensors was used. The
larger the group (up to c.a. 10 MOS sensors) the smaller the range of the slopes of the
median sensor in the group compared to the median sensor over 21 sensors. This plot
indicated that the optimum number of MOS sensors in a cluster was approximately
8 to 10 and the Fig. 3.23 suggested that 6 EC sensors was suitable for a sensor
cluster.
• The EC sensors were exposed to zero air for 2.5 days and the autocorrelation plots
and power spectrum indicated that these sensors also responded to changing environ-
mental conditions. However the impact of these changing environmental conditions
was less than for the MOS sensors. The normalised EC signals were more repre-
sentative of white noise and therefore the residual noise was classified as random,
so subtracting the median from each EC sensor was sufficient to largely remove the
impact of the EC responding to interfering factors.
• The CO EC displayed a higher temperature dependency than the OX or NO2 EC.
• There was one MOS during the indoor air experiment that began to display large
amounts of drift relative to the other MOS sensors. One CO EC sensor out of six in
the zero air experiment also began reporting large amounts of drift relative to the
other co-located CO EC. These sensors did not fail completely and still displayed
similar variance in their signals compared to the other sensors in their clusters. This
was a concern as it would not be suitable to deploy either EC or MOS sensors singly
for use in a sensor network because it would not be apparent that these sensor had
begun to drift if they was deployed on their own.
• Using a clustered approach, co-locating identical sensors and finding the instanta-
neous median of the cluster is a technique used here to improve sensor data quality,
whilst maintaining the advantages of sensor technology. Clusters will increase the
reproducibility of sensor data and make them more applicable for identifying target
measurand distributions.
• Clustering approaches with MOS and EC is advantageous for improving the quality
of low-cost sensor data, and a cluster of sensors still only costs a fraction of the price,
and requires a small amount of power, compared to a research grade instrument.
• Using the clustering approach for MOS measurements will increase the robustness of
the MOS data, however, currently the MOS sensors are not suitable to be deployed to
make absolute VOC concentration measurements. The MOS response, with proper
calibration for environmental conditions may still be suitable to investigate temporal
patterns in total VOC pollution.
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• The clustered approach was used for all future work with EC and MOS sensors to
improve the quality of senor data. The instantaneous median of a sensor cluster
was used to minimising the mid-term drift in the sensors, facilitate the identification
of outlying sensors and remove the effects of sensors experiencing large amounts of
drift, whilst still being representative of the cluster.
• The next part of the sensor development process was to develop a multi-pollutant




Initial field deployments of a
clustered sensor device
A multi-sensor instrument, incorporating clusters of low-cost sensors was designed and
built to monitor several common gaseous pollutants.
4.0.1 Experimental
There were four clusters of eight TGS2602 total VOC sensors, and one cluster each of
six CO EC, six NO2 EC and six OX EC, contained inside one instrument manifold. The
number of 6 sensors per EC cluster and 8 sensors per MOS cluster was derived from the ex-
periments from the previous section, see Fig. 3.23 and Fig. 3.15. The previous laboratory
experiments have shown that the sensors are all sensitive to large changes to the humidity
and temperature of the air, and that they produce a more consistent performance with a
steady flow of air. To that note, two KNF pumps were installed inside the box to pull 2500
sccm over the sensors and two humidity and temperature probes monitored the flow of air
to the sensing surface. Each MOS contains an internal heater so to minimise the affect this
may have on the temperature/humidity or composition of the air the MOS were placed to
receive air after the EC. There were four custom circuit boards with identical circuitry to
the boards used in previous experiments to mount the 32 MOS. A custom-designed Teflon
manifold isolated the air flow to the sensors from the air inside the instrument. The EC
were purchased with their own Individual Sensor Boards (ISB) and a second, custom de-
signed circuit board was connected to this to control the supply voltage and set an address
for each sensor. To maintain an airtight manifold throughout the sensor instrument, the
EC sensors were mounted upon an Alphasense housing connected by Swagelok.
In total, there were 50 gas sensors detecting air contaminants and two temperature and
humidity probes. There were two micro-controllers (Arduino Uno) which collected 3 Hz
data from each set of 25 sensors, (Fig. 4.1), to allow data to be transmitted every two
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seconds, with minimal data loss due to the time required for the micro-controller to dis-
patch each data point. The schematic in Fig. 4.1 was then exactly duplicated for the
second Arduino. Figure 4.1 also shows the addresses given to each sensing device. The
multiplexer allowed multiple 12C channels - labelled in Fig. 4.1 as the white boxes - and
therefore the four different 12C addresses were allowed per channel.
A 19” 4U aluminium box was used to house the sensors and all the electronics, see Fig.
4.2. The two sets of sensors sat on shelves within the sensor instrument. Fans were built
into the sides of the box to maintain a good flow of air around both of the shelves of the
box to prevent the MOS heaters, the pumps and the power supply causing overheating of
the EC and MOS sensors. Noisy electronic devices, such as the power supplies and pumps
were kept apart from the sensors, on the other side of a metal partition which acted as a
Faraday cage.
The entire sensor instrument had a total expense of £5k, yet since this was to be
used to monitor multiple pollutants (O3, NO2, CO and VOCs) it is still considered low-
cost because the combined cost of all these species reference instruments is approximately
£200k. The combined power usage of the sensor instrument was approximately 52 W,
maintaining the power benefits of low-cost sensor technology. The sensor instrument was
built and tested in the laboratory in York, then deployed as part of a large air quality
campaign occurring in Beijing, China.
4.0.2 Deployment of the sensor instrument at a static site in
Beijing
The sensor instrument (Fig. 4.2) was located at the Institute of Atmospheric Physics
(IAP), to the north of central Beijing (latitude 39.978, longitude 116.387). The instru-
ment was co-located with other research-grade instruments as part of a large summer air
pollution campaign, between 29th May and 26th June 2017. Beijing is a mega city; with a
large population, extensive vehicular fleet and lots of industrial factories [69]. Therefore
the gas contaminant levels were expected to have both a large dynamic range and be ele-
vated, giving the low-cost sensors the best possible chance of detecting pollution patterns.
The sensor instrument was installed inside a mobile laboratory (customised shipping con-
tainer), which semi-controlled the meteorological conditions experienced by the sensors.
The air humidity ranged between 3.82 and 17.83 g m-3 (17 to 90 % RH) over the course of
the campaign, and the air temperature varied between 15.6 ◦C and 41.2 ◦C. There were
several reference instruments located at the same site and the measurements from these
were used for evaluating sensor performance. The references for VOCs, NO2 and O3 were
connected to the same 3 m high sampling line as the sensor instrument and therefore the
sensor instrument and reference instruments were all sampling the same air and could be
used evaluate the sensor performance. The sample line had a diaphragm pump to provide
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Figure 4.1: Electronic schematic to show how half of the sensors will be laid out in the sen-
sor instrument. Two MOS sensors were permitted for each ADC channel, and the number
of the sensors, relating to their position on the circuit board is shown in the schematic.
The EC sensors required data collection from both the working and auxiliary electrode
therefore there could only be one sensor per address. The humidity and temperature
probes are recorded via this Arduino too. This set up was then duplicated for the other
25 gas sensors. A mini-computer (LattePanda 4G/64GB, Latte Panda) formatted and
stored the sensor data after receiving it from the Arduinos.
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Figure 4.2: Photographs of the two layers of components within the sensor instrument
deployed in Beijing, China. Components of interest are labelled with blue arrows.
Figure 4.3: The blue pin shows the location of the measurement campaign site where the
sensor instrument was located (IAP site) with respect to the surrounding region of Beijing,
China. The inset map shows the central and northern location of the IAP site amongst
Beijing’s road network.
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a flow through to all instruments connected to it.
The reference instruments were as follows:
• Cavity Attenuated Phase Shift (CAPS) for the measurement of NO2 (Teledyne
T500U, Teledyne California), which was calibrated regularly using a certified 100
ppb NO2 in N2 cylinder. NO2 can be measured with this instrument with a preci-
sion of 0.1 ppbv and 5 % uncertainty. Operated by Professor James Lee and Freya
Squires during the campaign.
• A Thermo Environmental UV absorption photometer (TEI49i) monitored O3 with a
precision of 1 ppb and an uncertainty of 2 %. A reading was taken every 1 minute and
the instrument is calibrated with a National Physics Laboratory O3 gas standard.
Operated by Professor James Lee and Freya Squires during the campaign.
• GC-FID was used as a reference instrument for VOCs. This is a very precise and ac-
curate method and can quantify C2 to C10 carbon containing compounds. Operated
by Dr. James Hopkins and Dr. Rachel Dunmore during the campaign.
• A CO Aerolaser VUV fluorescence analyser model AL5002 measured CO at 5 Hz,
with 3 ppb precision and 2 % uncertainty. This however, was not located in the same
shipping container, but sampled CO 100 m above ground. Operated by Professor
James Lee and Freya Squires during the campaign.
4.1 Warm-up time
The entire deployment of the sensor instrument at the IAP site in Beijing, China lasted
from 1700H on the 30th May 2017 until the 26th June 2017. However, the data analy-
sis begins at 00:00 on the 2nd June 2017 to give the sensors enough time to warm up;
time to reach chemical equilibrium with the atmosphere after receiving power [136]. The
sensor instrument had been packed up for a month before receiving power and the time
required for the sensors to acclimatise can be up to several hours. During the warm-up
period, any volatile compounds that may have adsorbed to the cold sensing surfaces will
evaporate [136] and the sensing surfaces will reach their optimum temperature for opera-
tion. Allowing for a warm-up period ensures that the sensors are responding to changes
in their surroundings and the sensor response is not due to the sensor signal impacted by
acclimatisation, e.g. as the MOS sensing surface heats to its optimum temperature, the
sensor signal will be impacted as the rate of reactions and interactions of the surface are
increased. Alphasense supplied the EC sensors and there are sensor model specific warm
up periods recommended on the Alphasense website. These were 2 hours for the NO2,
OX and CO EC. Therefore it was thought that a warm-up period of two days would be
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Figure 4.4: The a) NO2, b) OX and c) CO EC during the warm-up period between 1700
H on 30th May 2017 until 00:00 on the 2nd June 2017.
sufficient for the sensor instrument. The time series for the NO2, OX and CO EC during
the warm up period are displayed in Fig. 4.4.
All EC sensors exhibited a step change in their signals after an hour of deployment
(Fig. 4.5) that was attributed to the sensors acclimatising to their environment after the
power was supplied to the sensors. The environmental conditions, RH and temperature
remained constant during this time so were not responsible for causing this change. This
step change of -23.3 ppb for NO2, -135 ppb for OX and +5414 ppb for the CO EC was
therefore assumed to be the sensors responding within their warm-up period and not due
to changes in the atmospheric composition. All of the median EC signals experienced a
large step change that began at 17:44 and peaked 2 minutes later (17:46). The signals
then partly recovered so that the NO2 stabilised at -52 ppb, the OX median stabilised at
61 ppb and the CO stabilised at 3371 ppb, 8 minutes after the step change began.
The power was interrupted after the sensors had run for 19 hours (Fig. 4.4). It was
thought that the power supply was not disrupted for long enough to require a second
warm up period, but the EC signals were monitored in case one was needed. There was
no evidence of another step change within two hours of the power being restored. However,
the overall warm-up period was extended to 00:00H on the 22 June as a precaution.
There was less evidence of the MOS signals requiring a warm-up period, as the MOS
sensor signal appeared to perform in the same manner consistently throughout the warm-
up week. The MOS sensing surfaces are required to reach an optimum temperature of 270
◦C, and it was thought that the MOS sensor baseline would increase steadily whilst the
sensing elements were increasing in temperature [136]. However, the median MOS signal
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Figure 4.5: Each of the EC sensors experienced a step change that occurred within two
hours of the power to the sensor instrument being switched on. This was attributed to
the sensors warming up after being packed in a shipping box for a month.
Figure 4.6: The interaction between the median total VOC MOS signal (black) and the
individual MOS sensor signals (purple) was consistent throughout the warm-up period.
The variations in the median MOS signal were more influenced by the temperature of the
air (b, red trace) flow than displaying any discrepancies due to MOS requiring a warm up
period.
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decreased from 0.8 to 0.9 V over nine hours (until 0400H 31st May, before beginning to
increase again. There were regular high-frequency fluctuations (approximately every 30
minutes) in each MOS signal; this feature, and the steadily decline in the MOS signal
over 9 hours were attributed to the changing temperature of the air flow as this varied
on the same timescales. The CO EC sensors also exhibited high frequency fluctuations in
their signals which occurred every 30 minutes, Fig. 4.4c. The changing temperature of
the air flow to the sensors caused this feature and the effect was therefore minimised when
the sensor instrument was insulated from the temperature source (GC oven) so the effect
disappeared after 1300H on the 1st June and was not observed again. The RH ranged
between 43 - 82 % (mean (62 %) during the warm-up week, however there were no sudden
changes and although the RH would have influenced the MOS signal baseline, the effect
was minimal. Overall, the EC exhibited behaviour within an hour of receiving power that
was not attributable to the temperature or RH and was believed to be due to the EC
sensors requiring a warm-up period. This agrees with Alphasense, that the EC sensors
required a two hour warm up period. After the disruption of power mid way through the
warm-up week however, there was no evidence in the EC data that they required a second
warm-up period. The MOS sensors did not exhibit behaviour that was attributed to them
not responding to the changing conditions of their surroundings. The temperature of the
air flow to the MOS had the greatest impact upon the MOS signals.
4.2 MOS sensor performance
One MOS sensor failed upon arrival and was subsequently removed from all analysis. The
first three days (30th May to 2nd June 2017) of analysis were also disregarded as the MOS
sensors require a warm-up period after being packed up and turned off for travelling. The
31 working MOS sensors were all offset to 0 V at the beginning of the time series (2nd June)
and left to run continuously for 24 days (Fig. 5.35). The sensors behaved as expected,
with all 31 sensors show a lot of variation during their deployment.
As observed previously with MOS, all 31 sensors respond to common factors leading
to high amount of inter-sensor correlation (Fig. 4.8) and a general trend that is well
represented by the median sensor signal. Two of the MOS report noticeably higher values
compared to the other 29 MOS sensors, and the use of the median, rather than the mean
MOS, ensures that this effect is removed from the average MOS signal.
The correlation matrix clearly identifies the two anomalously highly reporting MOS
sensors as sensors 8 and 15 in Fig. 4.8. This was a good method for detecting which MOS
sensors are potential outliers and could be used in the future to pre-select the MOS senors
before deployment in the sensor instrument. The Pearson’s coefficient between all other
sensors are greater than 0.8, indicating a high degree of correlation. MOS sensors 2 and
14 in Fig. 4.8 also show a lower Pearson’s coefficient than the other 27 sensors, suggesting
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Figure 4.7: The instantaneous median (red) of all 31 TGS2602 total VOC working MOS
sensors (grey) represents the general trends of all the MOS sensors well.
Figure 4.8: A correlation matrix, using the Pearson’s coefficient to compare the correlations
between every MOS with all the other MOS sensors. The colour bar shows that a high
correlation is denoted by a red colouring and no correlation is dark blue. The majority of
MOS sensors are highly correlated, displaying a Pearson’s coefficient of greater than 0.8.
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Figure 4.9: Timeseries of the median MOS signal (dark red) and the temperature of the
air flowing to the sensors (yellow).
that these might be subject to a large amount of drift and could potentially join sensors 8
and 15 as failing sensors in the near future. Flagging up sensors in this manner is useful
as sensors can be swapped out for working sensors easily. Each time multiple identical
MOS sensors have been used for an experiment some have failed immediately and require
removal from the data or swapping out straightaway or after a few days of deployment.
This emphasises the need for clusters of MOS sensors, as, experience has shown that
typically 10 % of sensors exhibit large amounts of drift (e.g. sensors 2 and 14 in Fig. 4.8)
or fail, either upon deployment or a short time later. Using large numbers of these sensors
improves the reproducibility of the sensor measurements and using the median removes
the effects of sensors experiencing anomalous amounts of drift.
4.2.1 MOS temperature and humidity correction
The temperature and humidity probes monitoring the conditions of the air reaching the
sensors were compared to the median MOS signal to gauge the effect of these two variables
upon the MOS baseline.
There was a lot of variation in the temperature of the air flow reaching the sensors,
Fig. 4.9 and may have impacted the median MOS sensor signal. However, the median
MOS trace does not entirely correlate with the temperature variations and there are some
MOS peaks that occur on a shorter timescale than the fluctuations in temperature.
There is some structure within the median MOS timeseries that does not appear in
the temperature timeseries (Fig. 4.9) indicating that the median MOS signal is a super-
position of a signal due to the total VOC concentration and the sum of the signals due to
environmental conditions such as temperature and humidity. Generally, there was a posi-
tive correlation between the median MOS and temperature timeseries; as the temperature
increased, the median MOS sensor signal increased, see Fig. 4.10a.
The gradient between the two parameters was +0.0136 V ◦C-1, and this was comparable
to the laboratory experiments which had a slope of +0.0483 V ◦C-1 (these were conducted
under different conditions e.g. at 0 % RH so were expected to be slightly different but
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Figure 4.10: The correlation between temperature and the median MOS signal during the
deployment of the sensor instrument in Beijing. b) The kernel density function for the
temperature and median MOS data to display the relative distributions of data.
within the same magnitude) and an R2 of 0.5. However, the median MOS sensor data was
spread over a large range around the trend line, with the uncertainty around the gradient
approximately ±0.16 V at 15 ◦C and this increased to ±0.32 V at higher temperatures
(35 ◦C). The kernel density distribution, Fig. 4.10b shows the distributions of the median
MOS and temperature timeseries. The majority of temperatures observed were between
15 and 25 ◦C, with fewer higher temperatures recorded. The kernel density plot shows that
there are two distinct subsets of data for these temperatures, each with a linear gradient.
The two gradients appeared to be very similar, with an offset between the two trend lines,
Fig. 4.10b, rathe than a chagne in the magnitude of slope. The two subsets of data led
to two distinguishable peaks within the MOS distribution between -0.05 and 0.25 V. This
indicates that the MOS sensitivity towards temperature may have changed over the course
of the sensor deployment in Beijing.
A temperature correction was determined by using the linear equation derived from
the correlation plot in Fig. 4.10a to calculate the expected MOS signal at the temperature
of the air flow.
y(MOS(V )) = 0.0136x(Temperature(◦C))− 0.127 (4.1)
This temperature correction (Fig. 4.11, red trace) was then subtracted from the original
median MOS to leave the temperature corrected median MOS signal, see Fig. 4.11, green
trace.
After the temperature correction was subtracted, the remaining MOS signal had a
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Figure 4.11: The original median MOS sensor (dark red) had the temperature correction
(red) subtracted away from it to leave the temperature corrected MOS signal (green).
The temperature correction was determined by calculated the expected MOS signal, from
fluctuations in temperature, using the linear equation in Fig. 4.9.
flatter baseline, with less evidence of drift and some of the large fluctuations in baseline
reduced, leaving the spikes in the MOS signal more prominent. This was advantageous be-
cause the MOS signal is a superposition of the MOS responses to VOCs, RH, temperature
and other cross interferences, but can be corrected for temperature. The partial removal
of the impact that fluctuating temperature has on the MOS emphasises the peaks in the
MOS signal that are due to other variables, namely changing VOC concentration.
A similar process was used upon the original MOS signal to determine a RH correction.
There were two RH probes monitoring the relative humidity of the air reaching the sensors.
These reported relative humidity values which were then used to identify how the humidity
of the air affected the MOS sensors. The RH probes did however, report RH values that
were greater than 100 %, so it was assumed that they had an offset. The data was
not removed because the RH probes did not show any indication of failing as there was
still structure in the data and the variance within the RH was more important than the
absolute values for assessing the RH impact upon the MOS.
The kernel density distribution in Fig. 4.12b, shows that there was a lot of variation in
the RH of the air to the sensors although the RH was approximately 90 % for the majority
of the deployment. There was no evidence of two RH gradients within the kernel density
distribution for the median MOS and RH, but the overall negative correlation between
these variables was observed in Fig. 4.12b. The correlation plot of RH and MOS (Fig.
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Figure 4.12: There was a negative correlation between the median MOS signal and the
relative humidity as measured by two RH probes (a). b) The kernel density plot for the
relative humidity and median MOS signal.
4.12a) yielded the linear equation: y(MOS) = -0.00469 x(RH) + 0.52, and this produced
an RH correction (MOS signal calculated entirely from the fluctuations of RH). The R2
for the RH and median MOS correlation was moderate and negative (-0.55). To correct
for both temperature and humidity, both the temperature correction and RH corrections
were subtracted from the median MOS signal, leaving the dark red line in Fig. 4.13.
The corrected median MOS displayed a flatter baseline compared to the uncorrected
median MOS signal. There was still a lot of variance within the corrected median MOS
signal and this was potentially due to changed to the VOC concentration in the sampled
air flow. The remaining spikes and variance within the median MOS signal were examined
to see if they were related to the MOS responding to fluctuating VOC concentrations, by
comparing with the VOC reference instruments, such as GC-FID.
4.2.2 MOS versus GC-FID
There were a few challenges when comparing GC-FID observations to the MOS perfor-
mance because of the differences in sampling techniques.
Each data point from the GC represents an average of ten minutes sampling to the
trap. The time resolution is limited to the time required for the compounds in the sample
to elute through the column, in this case 40 minutes, leading to a 10-minute averaged
data point every 43 minutes. Data from the median MOS timeseries was selected where it
temporally overlapped with the GC-FID ten-minute sample time. An average, the mean,
of the instantaneous median MOS signal was calculated for this ten-minute period and
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Figure 4.13: The MOS sensors are easily affected by changing RH and temperature in
their environment and so both a temperature and humidity correction, calculated using
the China MOS signals, has been subtracted from the median MOS signal (purple). The
temperature and humidity corrected MOS signal is shown in dark red.
this was compared to the GC-FID to evaluate the performance of the MOS relative to
the in situ GC-FID. The MOS and GC data sets were merged and where there was no
time overlap between data points these were removed, so that they both contain the same
amount of data points that occur at the same time. The MOS signal is a measure of the
bulk VOC concentration in the air sample and therefore the GC-equivalent of Total VOC
was computed by summing up the concentration of each of the 29 VOC compounds that
the GC-FID detected during that sampling time. The temperature and humidity corrected
median MOS signal was used to compare against the GC. The median MOS was offset to
0 V at the beginning of the analysis and a sensitivity of 5 mV ppb-1 was used to convert
the voltage signal to ppb[voc]. The absolute values of the median MOS are meaningless
and the purpose of the investigation was to identify covariance between the GC-FID data
and the median MOS, so 0 V was chosen as an initial MOS voltage and concentration to
help identify any drift in the MOS signal too.
Referring to the general shape of the total VOC concentration from the GC versus the
corrected median MOS in Fig. 4.14a, there was a reasonable comparison between the two
instruments. The median MOS signal identifies a lot of the same main peaks, resulting in
the same approximate pattern in VOC concentration as the GC time series. Between the
9th and the 15th June, both the GC-FID and the MOS signals show lots of variability in
the total VOC concentration, with the peaks in both signals occurring at the same time.
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Figure 4.14: a) The temperature and humidity corrected median MOS signal (purple)
plotted alongside the sum of all the VOC measured by the GC (black). b) The difference
between the corrected median MOS and the total VOC concentration from the GC. If the
GC time series is greater than the MOS the colour is green, and if the MOS is greater
than the GC, the shading is red.
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The signals become less variable after the 15th June for both the MOS and GC which was
encouraging as this was evidence that the MOS respond to VOCs and it was not just a
co-incidence that the MOS signal varied on the same time scale as the GC-FID. There
were some differences between the two instruments, the most notable occurring when the
MOS median signal decreased rapidly to -50 ppb[VOC] on the 16
th June, with no decrease
in the GC-FID trace. This was similar to what would be expected of the MOS sensors
with a sudden change in their environmental surroundings, which was not accompanied
by a change in the VOC concentrations.
Figure 4.14b is a plot of the two time series, colour coded to show the overlap be-
tween them. Where the total VOC GC signal was greater than the MOS, e.g. between
the 9th - 11th June 2017, the shading is green, and it is red where the MOS signal was
larger. Where this band is narrow, there was a small difference between the two sets of
observations. There was no constant offset between the two instruments, and the differ-
ence between the two techniques was variable. Typically, where the signal peaks, there
is more red shading indicating the MOS signal over-predicts the total VOC concentration
and the troughs are generally green, so the median MOS under-predicted the total VOC
concentration. However, this bi-directional variance was not consistent throughout the
entire deployment some on other occasions the GC-FID reported higher values for peaks
in VOC concentrations than the MOS.
The GC detected 29 VOC compounds and there will be more VOC compounds in
ambient air that are not detected by the GC-FID. However, the MOS sensors may be
sensitive towards these missing VOC species and will show a response towards important
VOCs or IVOCs that are present, some of which may have relatively high concentrations
in the troposphere. The over-predicted VOC peaks in the MOS signal is evidence that the
GC-FID did not detect the full suite of VOC compounds that the MOS were responding
to during the deployment. There were periods where the MOS under-predicted the total
VOC concentration leading to the conclusion that the MOS sensors are potentially more
sensitive to a different VOC composition than the suite of 29 compounds detected by the
GC FID. This would account for the MOS not consistently displaying a higher sensitivity
than the GC-FID towards the total VOC concentration. The two signals co-vary as the
total VOC concentrations fluctuate, but where the VOC composition changes, the MOS
potentially became more sensitive towards the different composition, and led to an over-
prediction of VOC concentration as the sensors began to display higher sensitivity towards
the total VOC.
There was a moderate strength (R2: 0.21), positive (gradient between median MOS
and GC-FID total VOC : +0.59) correlation between the GC-FID total VOC concentration
and the corrected median MOS signal, see Fig. 4.15b. The correlation plot of total VOC
concentration and median MOS, Fig. 4.15b, showed that overall the median MOS was less
sensitive than the GC-FID, e.g. the slope between the two data sets was 0.6. There were
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Figure 4.15: a) Correlation plot between the total VOC from the GC and the corrected
median MOS. b) A comparison between the distributions of the corrected median MOS
data and the total VOC concentration reported by the GC FID.
a few observations of higher concentrations of VOCs detected by the GC-FID (between
80 and 160 ppb), which were detected linearly by the median MOS sensors and these were
instrumental in determining the slope. There was more variability in the median MOS
sensor response for the lower VOC concentrations; when the GC -FID detected 0 - 50 ppb
the corresponding median MOS response varied between -25 to 60 ppb, Fig. 4.15b. There
was just one peak, at 20 ppb for the GC-FID distribution of data, but there was two
for the median MOS signal, at 0 ppb[VOC] and 25 ppb[VOC] suggesting the median MOS
sensitivity towards the total VOCs detected by the GC-FID may have changed during the
deployment. The median MOS cannot be relied upon to quantify the total VOCs, but it
was promising that there was a moderate correlation and that the two data sets exhibited
similar variance during the deployment.
The MOS sensors detect more compounds than the 29 detected by the GC-FID and
Figs. 4.14 and 4.15 indicated that the MOS sensitivity may have altered with changing
VOC composition. Therefore the MOS response towards the different types of VOCs
monitored by the GC-FID was investigated. The composition of VOCs was a mixture with
11 alkanes, 11 alkenes and 7 aromatic compounds. Each compound class was also analysed
against the median MOS signal to identify if the MOS are reacting to one class more than
the others. The 11 alkane, 11 alkene and 7 aromatic concentrations were summed to
yield a total alkane, total alkene and total aromatic signal, respectively. Linear regression
was used to compare the corrected median with the total alkane, total alkene and total
aromatic concentrations during the deployment. The results of which can be found in
Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Results from the linear regression of total alkanes, total alkenes and total
aromatic compounds detected by the GC-FID after correlation with the corrected median
MOS.




Total alkanes 0.64 0.172 0.16
Total alkenes 3.59 0.199 0.21
Total aromatics 9.06 0.269 0.14
Total VOC 0.59 0.206 0.17
The median MOS signal displayed the highest gradient (9.06) with the total aromatic
compounds suggesting that the median MOS was more sensitive towards changing aro-
matic concentrations than it was to changing alkene (gradient: 3.59) or alkane (gradient:
0.64) concentrations. Alkanes has the lowest gradient between the GC-FID and median
MOS comparison, and also the weakest correlation (R2 : 0.17). The median MOS signal
was therefore the least sensitive to changing alkane concentrations. The RMSE of the
median MOS signal and the sum of the compounds in each class was calculated. The
NRMSE was then determined by dividing the RMSE by the range of VOC concentrations
in the class so that a direct comparison can be made between compound groups, see Table
4.1. The error within the correlations can be investigated by comparing the NRMSE. The
compound class with the lowest error (14 % error) was the aromatics, with the MOS and
alkenes (21 % error) displaying the highest error out of the different groups of compounds.
The alkanes constituted a large proportion of compounds of the Total VOC measured by
the GC-FID and therefore the error with the total VOC and the alkanes was very simi-
lar. The sum of all 7 aromatic compounds exhibited the lowest NRMSE when compared
with the median MOS across the entire 20 days, Fig. 4.1. This was in agreement with
the laboratory experiment with the MOS and GC-MS in Chapter 2, where it was shown
that the MOS displayed a larger sensitivity towards the aromatic compounds than the
other compound classes investigated. Potentially this is due to the compounds being more
reactive and reducing, therefore reacting faster on the MOS active surface.
4.2.3 Field calibration of MOS using GC-FID
The median MOS signal was calibrated using the co-located GC instrument. They both
ran for the first seven days (from 12:00 2nd June until 12:00 9th June 2017) and the equa-
tion from linear regression was computed (y(MOS in V) = 0.00229 x(Total VOC in ppb) -
0.166). These linear parameters were then applied to the MOS signal for the remainder of
the campaign to determine the MOS values after calibration. The conditions experienced
by the sensors during the calibration week were representative of the conditions experi-
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Figure 4.16: The median MOS signal (mV, light purple) is shown for the entire campaign.
The first week of deployment was used as a calibration week and a linear equation to
compare the median MOS signal (V) and the total VOC concentration as detected by GC
(grey) was determined. This equation was then rearranged so that the median MOS could
better predict the total VOC concentration (green).
enced by the MOS sensors during the subsequent deployment. The temperature range
was 13.3 to 27.0 ◦ C and the humidity range was 51 to 95 % for the calibration week.
The green line in Fig.4.16 shows that the median MOS signal better represents the
total VOC concentration after in situ calibration with the total VOC concentration from
the GC. The predicted VOC concentration (green line) displays peaks where there are
prominent peaks in the GC total VOC (grey) signal and they are much closer together.
The NRMSE for the predicted VOC concentrations (16.4 %) were almost halved compared
to the median MOS signal (30.5 %), so there was a large reduction in error when the in
situ calibrations were used to determine the VOC concentrations compared to the just
using the MOS. However, there was still a lot of variability in the predicted MOS signal,
leading to only a minimal R2 value increase when the predicted VOC concentration was
correlated with the GC-FID total VOC concentration after the calibration week and the
the original median MOS correlated with the GC-FID during the same period of time
(rounded to 3 d.p the R2 values for the predicted VOC vs. GC FID was 0.42 and for
original MOS vs. GC-FID total VOC was 0.42).
The same process of applying simple linear regression (SLR) over the first week of
deployment to calibrate the MOS sensors was repeated for the different compound classes
of VOCs. The median MOS was calibrated with the sum of all the compounds in each
group and linear parameters determined for the calibration. The initial calibration week
was exactly the same length of time as for the total VOC concentration. These parameters
were used to convert the rest of the MOS signal to ppb and compare against the GC refer-
ence concentration in Fig. 4.17. Calibrating the MOS with the aromatic compounds (Fig.
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Figure 4.17: The correlation between the GC compounds and the MOS calibrated with
sum of the a) alkane, b) alkene, c) aromatic and d) total VOC compounds from the GC.
The aromatic compounds provided the strongest match to the reference measurements.
4.17c) produced the most positive correlation with the median MOS (R2 = 0.541). The
correlation plot of the predicted aromatic concentration with the aromatic concentration
produced by summing aromatic GC-FID compounds also produced the largest gradient
(1.42) and the smallest intercept indicating that the predicted aromatic concentration was
bought closer to the GC-FID observed total aromatic concentration. Using the median
MOS signal with an in-field calibration by GC-FID was therefore an effective method for
improving the MOS data quality regarding aromatic compounds. This was expected as
over the full data set the aromatics displayed the strongest correlation to the median MOS
signal and the reactivity of the aromatics meant that in the GC-MS laboratory experi-
ments in Chapter 2, large aromatic compounds presented with the largest response in MOS
signals. All of the trend lines calculated in Fig. 4.17 were influenced by a few GC-FID
observed high concentrations of VOC compounds. The MOS sensors did not predict these
values to the same extent as the GC-FID, even after they were calibrated in situ.
4.2.4 MOS versus SIFT-MS
Selected ion flow tube mass spectrometry (SIFT-MS) uses ions to detect VOC compounds
with a higher time resolution than the GC-FID. Where the GC-FID detects only a narrow
range of VOC compounds, the SIFT-MS is capable of detecting any ionisable organic
compound that makes it into the source and therefore is a more similar to the MOS
detection technique than using a GC. There is some overlap with the compounds detected
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by GC-FID, but the technique offers the detection of a wider range of VOC compounds,
such as more oxygenated species, that were not detected by the GC-FID system deployed
in Beijing. The SIFT-MS is less accurate than a GC-FID at determining the absolute
concentrations of the organic compounds, however it is able to capture the VOC variability
well and provided near more real-time measurment of VOC concentration. It was therefore
expected that the total VOC from the SIFT-MS and the MOS sensors will compare better
than when the GC-FID was used as a VOC reference. The 1-minute median MOS signal
was converted to an equivalent mixing ratio of total VOC, using a sensitivity of 5 mV
ppb-1, which was typical for the humidity and temperatures of the deployment. A SIFT-
MS instrument was operated in Beijing, by Dr. Marvin Shaw from the University of
York, for the duration of the sensors deployment, therefore the SIFT-MS response was
compared with the MOS response. In total the SIFT-MS detected 28 compounds, with
a variety of reactivity covering five different classes of compounds (aromatic, aldehyde,
ketone, biogenic and alcohol compounds), as well as a miscellaneous group containing
butadiene, acetonitrile, methylisocyanate, methyltertbutylether and chloroform. During
the air quality campaign the SIFT-MS was used to alternatively sample at ground level
and at 100 m, since it was deployed to investigate VOC concentration fluxes. The sensor
instrument was only located at the ground level and hence only ground-level SIFT-MS
data was included in this comparison.
Figure 4.18 shows the fluctuation of the concentration of the different groups of com-
pounds detected by the SIFT-MS. The alcohols (purple region), whilst only containing two
compounds (methanol and ethanol) in their group, made up the largest portion of VOCs
detected by SIFT-MS. However, it was noticeable that the ratio of all the different VOC
classes did not change much throughout the duration of the campaign. This consistency
between the ratios of VOCs is important for the MOS sensors, because it means that,
even though the total VOC MOS sensors are inherently non-selective, some information
can be gleaned about the different compounds if the total VOC composition is relatively
constant. The SIFT-MS concentrations for each of the 28 compounds were summed to
calculate a total SIFT VOC concentration, Fig. 4.18 black line. There was some agree-
ment between the total SIFT VOC concentration (black line Fig. 4.18) and the median
MOS signal (light green line) with the sensors identifying the majority of the peaks in the
SIFT-MS traces. In general the variations of SIFT-MS signal were also observed in the
MOS data. The inability of the sensors to quantify the total VOC concentration using a
laboratory calculated sensitivity was evident as the sensors occasionally predicted nega-
tive concentration values, up to -120 ppb. Yet the higher concentrations observed by the
SIFT-MS were 80 - 100 ppb and the median MOS was not too far off, observing 90 to 120
ppb for these VOC pollution events.
Rather promisingly, the SIFT-MS Total VOC concentration was positively correlated
(R2: 0.47) with the temperature and humidity corrected median MOS signal, Fig. 4.19a.
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Figure 4.18: A stacked plot to show the relative concentrations of the different class of
VOC compounds measured by the SIFT-MS. The number of compounds that make up
each compounds groups are displayed in the parenthesis, next to the class name. The
median MOS signal (ppb[VOC]) is shown as a light green line and this generally follows the
same pattern as the total VOC concentration (black line) from the SIFT.
Figure 4.19: The median MOS voltage signal was compared with the SIFT-MS Total VOC
concentration using a correlation plot (a) and a kernel density function (b).
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Figure 4.20: Four covariance-variance matrices of the normalised SIFT-MS and MOS data
to show how well the total VOCs measured by the SIFT-MS and the median MOS signal
co-vary after different time averages were applied. The yellow outlined boxes represent
the covariance between the two variables, with the red outlined box highlighting the time
averaging that produced the highest covariance. The top left box, is the variance within
the SIFT-MS total VOC signal and the bottom right is shows the variance in the median
MOS sensor.
This R2 value was greater than that calculated for any of the comparisons made between
the median MOS and the GC-FID concentrations. There was however, still a spread
of MOS data points (approximately 0.3 V wide) around the linear regression calculated
trend line. The distribution of SIFT-MS Total VOC data consisted of one main peak at
45 ppb, with shoulder peaks either side of this value, at 30 and 60 ppb, see Fig. 4.19.
The median MOS data displayed a similarly shaped distribution, of a peak at -0.1 V,
with two shoulder peaks at 0.0 and -0.2 V. This was advantageous as it indicated that
the MOS sensitivity towards the compounds detected by the SIFT-MS did not change
during the course of the experiment. The MOS and total VOC (SIFT-MS) displayed
high co-variance during deployment, with the median MOS signal comparing better to
the SIFT-MS at higher time resolutions than it did for the temporally limited GC-FID
data points. Therefore, covariance-variance matrices were calculated for the normalised
data for four different time averages of the data: 1 minute, 10 minutes, 30 minutes and
1 hour to investigate the covariance of the median MOS with the SIFT-MS at different
time resolutions. As the time over which the averaging was applied increased (from 1- to
10- to 30-minutes to 1-hour) the variation in the data decreases as short term variations
are averaged out. This analytical experiment was used to investigate at which of these
time-averages do the sensors and the SIFT-MS experience the greatest level of covariance.
This would help to identify the timescales of VOC concentration fluctuations that the
MOS were able to detect. The greatest covariance between the SIFT-MS Total VOC
concentration and the median MOS occurred when both data sets were smoothed using
a ten-minute average, Fig. 4.20. This indicated that the median MOS detected changing
total VOC concentrations on a ten minute timescale and this therefore identifies the MOS
as being potentially suitable for improving the temporal VOC concentration gradient of
VOC observations made using GC-FID. Consequently, the MOS sensors could be applied
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Figure 4.21: The comparison between the temperature and humidity corrected MOS signal
and the different compound classes from the SIFT-MS measurements using a) R2 and b)
NRMSE parameters.
in to detect steep VOC concentration gradients that are occurring on short timescales of
several minutes, making them useful for complementing GC-FID techniques. As the time
averaging increases from 1 minute data to an hour, the variance within the total VOC
SIFT-MS signal decreases, as the peaks occurring on shorter time scales are smoothed
out. If the MOS responded to changing VOC concentrations with a response time of an
hour or so, then averaging to an hour would mean that the covariance between the MOS
and the SIFT would increase over the longer time scales - this is not the case and as the
covariance is highest for the ten-minute averaged data, the MOS response must be of the
order of a few minutes.
The alcohol and aromatic groups of compounds from the SIFT-MS displayed the high-
est R2 values, see Fig. 4.21a, when compared against the temperature and humidity
corrected MOS signal. The MOS signal has a moderate, positive correlation with the sum
of the aromatics, alcohols and aldehydes (R2 : 0.42 - 0.57). The ketones and biogenics
essentially show no correlation at all with the MOS signal (R2 : 0.09 for ketones and -0.03
for biogenic compounds). This poor correlation with ketones was unexpected considering
that the median MOS was well correlated with the aldehydes and these compounds are
chemically similar. However, this may relate to the aldehydes and ketones being emitted
from different sources which would lead to one being more correlated than the other to
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the median MOS. The NRMSE values were high - especially when compared to the GC
NRMSE values which were 0.14 - 0.21, see Fig. ??- due to a combination of high RMSE
values (RMSE ranged between 36 - 54 ppb) and low compound concentrations. The com-
pound classes displaying the least amount of error when compared to the median MOS
signal was the alcohols (NRMSE : 1.0), the miscellaneous compounds and the aldehydes
(NRMSE: 4.1). The aromatics, initially suspected of displaying a strong positive corre-
lation with MOS exhibited a relatively high value for NRMSE, indicating that there was
a large amount of uncertainty for the comparison between the SIFT-MS aromatic com-
pounds and the median MOS. The biogenic compounds performance was more consistent,
with no correlation and a high error value. The higher error values were thought to be due
to the larger number of data points and higher temporal resolution of both techniques.
For the GC-FID comparison the MOS data was a ten minute average whereas for the
SIFT-MS NRMSE and R2 value calculations the 1-minute data was used.
4.2.5 MOS versus organic acids
There were lots of reference instruments as part of the air quality campaign in Beijing,
China and on site there was a Chemical Ionisation Mass Spectrometer (CIMS) to monitor
organic acids in the air. This was maintained and run by the University of Manchester
and they have provided data for four different organic acids. Although located at the IAP
site, the CIMS instrument sampled from a different shipping container laboratory and was
situated 50 m away from the sensor instrument. The GC-FID covers 29 VOCs, however,
there are many more carbon containing compounds in the atmosphere that are likely to
react with the MOS active surface and elicit a response. Organic acids are one group of
compounds that are not detected by gas chromatography or the SIFT-MS, but the sensors
may potentially respond to them as part of the ’total VOC’ mixing ratio.
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Figure 4.22: The MOS sensors were weakly and negatively correlated with four organic
acids measured by a Chemical Ionisation Mass Spectrometer (CIMS) operated by the
University of Manchester. Each plot represents the median MOS signal compared to a
different organic acid measured by the CIMS: a) C3H4O3-C4H8O2, b) C5H10O, c) C3H6O2
and d) C2H4O3.
It was interesting to see that all the correlations between the organic acids with the
median MOS were negative and moderate, Fig. 4.22. The negative correlation might
be due to the more oxidising nature of organic acid, since increasing the concentration
of reducing compounds typically leads to an increase in the conductivity of the MOS
sensing surface. However, oxidising compounds, such as organic compounds will respond
differently to the oxyanion adsorbed to the MOS sensing surface and will either not initiate
a MOS response or lead to a decreased response if they affect the MOS’ ability to detect
other compounds. There was a large spread of MOS data over the different organic acid
concentrations detected, e.g. for Fig. 4.22 d) when the CIMS detected 1.5 ppb of C2H4O3
the MOS response varied by 867 mV. This spread in MOS response is relatively constant
throughout all the mixing ratios of the different organic acids. The median MOS response
was negatively correlated with organic acids during the deployment of the sensors. This
potentially indicates that organic acids do influence the MOS signal and may lead to the
MOS sensors under-predicting the total VOC concentration because increasing organic
acid concentrations might offset the increase in conductance on the MOS sensor surface
due to other VOC concentrations increasing.
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4.3 EC sensor performance
EC were investigated for the detection of gaseous pollutants and all EC used in this study
were purchased from Alphasense. The raw EC sensor output consists of two voltages;
from the auxiliary electrode (AE) and the working electrode (WE) and both voltages are
required for the conversion to concentration units. Equations 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show how
each EC voltage output was converted to a ppm concentration.
CO(ppm) =








(NO2WE(mV )− a)− (NO2AE(mV )− b)
c(mV ppm−1)
(4.4)
The EC sensors were all calibrated in the manufacturers factory before being purchased
and each EC sensor arrives with individual factory conversion factors that are required
for the conversion of voltages to a concentration (a, b, and c in Equations 4.2, 4.3 and
4.4). In all instances where EC were used the EC had their individual factory conversion
factors applied.
4.3.1 Performance evaluation of individual EC sensors
Each of the six individual EC were correlated with their respective reference measure-
ments for the entire campaign (00:00 2nd June - 26th June 2017 to examine the individual
sensors performance. Each NO2 EC exhibited a slightly different sensitivity towards am-
bient NO2 concentrations, resulting in a range of gradients (2.01 to 2.45) for the linear
regression, Table 4.2. This suggested that the NO2 EC were sensitive to changing ambient
NO2 concentrations, but over-predicted high concentrations and under-predicted low NO2
concentrations leading to gradients that were all greater than 1. All NO2 EC exhibited a
negative offset compared to the reference NO2 observations, leading to negative intercepts
(-3.15 to -207), but each NO2 EC was strongly correlated to the reference measurements
(R2: 0.865 to 0.910). The instantaneous median NO2 EC was strongly correlated with the
NO2 reference observations (R
2 : 0.87), and exhibited a gradient of 2.09, an intercept of
-33.4 and an RMSE of 25.3 ppb.
The 6 OX EC displayed a similar sensitivity towards the ambient OX concentrations as
the reference measurement as the gradient of the linear regression performed were all close
to 1 (0.935 - 1.1). There was a high degree of linearity between the two measurements
with both being strongly and positively correlated (R2: 0.82 to 0.85). Two of the OX had
negative intercepts, whilst the others had four, indicating that there was no consistent
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Table 4.2: Each of the individual NO2, OX and CO EC were correlated with their respective




6 NO2 EC NO2
median
6 OX EC OX
median
6 CO EC CO
median
Gradient 2.01 - 2.45 2.09 0.935 - 1.1 1.0 1.79 - 2.27 1.97
















48.7 78 to 1370 1011
offset between the O2 EC and reference observations. The median OX EC performance
over the entire campaign was also very linear (gradient: 1.0, R2: 0.84) although did display
a positive offset of 41.9 ppb.
The 6 CO sensors exhibited the largest range in performance, compared to the other
clusters of EC deployed. There was a range of 1.79 to 2.27 for the gradients between each
EC and the reference CO observations, with the relationship varying from only moderately
correlated (lowest R2: 0.56) to strongly correlated (highest R2:0.83). This indicated that
the linearity of the response for different CO EC sensors was not constant between 6
co-located CO EC. The median CO EC only exhibited a moderate correlation with the
reference (R2:0.64) with a gradient that of 1.97.
Whilst this analysis showed that some EC were likely to perform better than others
and would closely match the reference, this was only up to two out of the six EC used in
the cluster. The median EC represented the behaviour of all the EC in the cluster and
gave a more robust EC measurement, which, as discussed in Chapter 3 would be more
reproducible and minimise the mid-term drift of the EC response. The EC were deployed
as clusters of six EC and the instantaneous median of each cluster was calculated and used
for the subsequent analysis, where stated.
4.4 Simple linear regression
Using the unique conversion factors and Equations 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, the EC signal was
output as a concentration (ppm), yet also requires some form of calibration depending
on the sensors environment. The factory conversion factors were calculated at the sensor
factory, and the conditions under which these were determined will be different compared
to the conditions of the outdoor deployment environment where the EC were to be located.
An example of the NO2 ensemble performance with just the factory conversion factors
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Figure 4.23: Timeseries of 6 NO2 EC sensors deployed in Beijing (coloured lines), plotted
on the same axis as the median NO2 EC to display that the instantaneous median of the
EC cluster detected the variance in NO2 concentrations detected by each NO2 EC.
applied is shown in Fig. 4.24, grey line. Each NO2 sensor was individually converted to a
concentration, then the median of the sensor ensemble was plotted alongside the reference
NO2 measurements. The instantaneous median NO2 EC sensor represented the variance
in NO2 detected by all 6 NO2 well, Fig. 4.23. However Fig. 4.24 showed that there were
occasions during the deployment when there were large discrepancies between the absolute
NO2 concentration values detected by the median NO2 EC sensor and the reference NO2
CAPS observations (red trace for calibration week, black trace for subsequent deployment
period.
The median sensor over predicted NO2 when the reference NO2 concentration was
high, and under-predicted NO2 during periods of low NO2 concentrations. This led to
gradients of 1.95 and 1.95 for the correlation plots of reference NO2 concentrations versus
the median NO2 sensor observations, in the calibration week (Fig. 4.24b, grey) and during
the comparison of the uncalibrated NO2 median during the subsequent deployment (Fig.
4.24c, grey). At the lower concentrations (less than 50 ppb NO2 in reference observations),
the median NO2 EC sensor exhibited a large spread in values making it difficult to use for
ambient NO2 concentrations, Fig. 4.24b and Fig. 4.24c, grey).
Since the reference instrument was co-located with the sensor cluster, it was possible
to calibrate the sensors in the field using simple linear regression (SLR). The first six days
(2nd to 8th June 2017) were used as a calibration week, and the sensors were correlated
with the reference instrument for this initial week, Fig. 4.24b. Linear parameters were
calculated, (Fig. 4.24b) and these were then used to correct the NO2 sensor median
over the remainder of the sampling period (8th to 25th June 2017). For the remainder
of the deployment the SLR calibration factors were unchanged. The observations from
the NO2 reference instrument showed that the concentration of NO2 exhibited a large
dynamic range during the campaign, from less than 2.5 ppb to measurements in excess
of 200 ppb. The SLR NO2 data captured this concentration range well, detecting the
higher concentrations and following a similar trend to the reference monitor. The upper
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Figure 4.24: a) Time series of the instantaneous median NO2 EC sensor (grey). The
median sensor appeared to over compensate for fluctuations in the NO2 concentration,
when compared to the reference NO2 measurements. b) The correlation plot used to
determine the linear parameters for in situ calibration of the NO2 EC sensors, and c) two
over-laid correlation plots to compare the difference between the un-calibrated and SLR
calibrated NO2 sensors in the testing period.
right inset plot (Fig. 4.24c) shows the difference between the correlation plots for the un-
calibrated (grey) and the calibrated sensor median (green). The spread of the data points
around the trend line was reduced for the SLR-calibrated NO2 EC signal (green) compared
to the variability observed for the same values in the uncalibrated NO2 EC median. For
example, when the reference NO2 mixing ratios were reported between 49.9 and 50.1 ppb
the corresponding range of NO2 concentrations as reported by the un-calibrated sensors
was 4.04 - 121.34 ppb. This spread of NO2 values was reduced for the SLR calibrated NO2
EC as the range of NO2 concentrations reported for the calibrated NO2 median was 21.54
- 83.03 ppb when the reference observations reported 49.9 and 50.1 ppb. The gradient for
the comparison between the reference NO2 observations and SLR-calibrated NO2 median
was closer to 1 (un-calibrated: 1.98, calibrated: 1.02) and the RMSE was almost halved
after in situ calibration (un-calibrated: 22 ppb, calibrated: 11.8 ppb). Field calibrations,
with linear parameters was sufficient enough to improve the NO2 data to ensure it was
more comparable to observations from a research grade instrument. However, when the
NO2 concentration was reported by the reference instrument to be less than 10 ppb, there
were still noticeable discrepancies between the reference and the SLR NO2. This was in
agreement with previous work by [104] where they stated that at low concentrations of
the target measurand, the impact of cross interferences is greater.
SLR was applied to the CO and OX EC sensor clusters to evaluate their sensor perfor-
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Figure 4.25: The correlation between the OX (a) and CO (b) EC sensors with their
respective reference measurements. The grey scatter plot shows the correlation between
these when the sensor median has not been calibrated using simple linear regression,
whereas the a) OX blue and b) CO red scatter plots show the impact of in situ calibration
with co-located reference instruments, upon the EC sensors.
mance against their respective reference instruments. The in situ calibration period was
the same for the OX sensors as it was for the NO2 EC (00:00 2
nd June - 00:00 8th June
2017), but the CO EC began 12 hours later because the CO Aerolaser had an instrumental
offset that was corrected on the morning of the 2nd June. Therefore the calibration period
for the CO EC was slightly shorter (12:00 2nd June to 00:00 8th June). Figure 4.25 shows
the difference between the EC sensor performance after just the factory calibrations were
applied (grey) and the improved performance after SLR analysis, after 00:00 8th of June
2017 until the end of the deployment.
For the assessment of the performance of the OX EC sensors, the reference measure-
ment was calculated by summing the NO2 and O3 reference observations together. The
OX are assumed to respond a proportional and independent response towards these two
compounds. The OX EC had very linear properties and displayed very good agreement
with the sum of the NO2 and O3 reference measurements, even without in-field calibration
(R2 = 0.95). However, after the application of SLR there was still an improvement in
the OX EC sensor performance; reduced variability and an offset closer to 0 (intercept
for un-calibrated: -26.5 ppb, calibrated: 9.81 ppb). The RMSE after in-field calibration
decreased from 25.5 to 10.3 ppb as well, therefore there was reduced uncertainty in the
SLR calibrated OX data compared to the uncalibrated OX median signal. After in situ cal-
ibration the OX slope between the reference and the OX median was closer to approaching
1:1 (slope for un-calibrated OX: 1.52, calibrated OX: 0.935).
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Figure 4.26: The spread of the uncalibrated (red) and calibrated a) OX EC (blue) when
the (O3+NO2) measurements were 39.9 - 40.1 ppb, and b) NO2 (green) EC when the NO2
reference reported 39.9 - 40.1 ppb. The EC sensors both show a large amount of variability
that means that it would be impossible to rely on these measurements to observe if the
concentration is violating any regulations. The application of SLR narrows the spread of
sensor data points, improving the accuracy of the sensor data a bit.
The CO EC sensor appeared to perform poorer than the NO2 and OX EC sensors when
compared against its respective reference measurements (CO Aerolaser). This was due to
the CO Aerolaser sampling from 100 m above the ground and therefore it was hypothesised
that during times of localised CO emissions, the sensors and Aerolaser detect CO in
different packets of air, leading to a difference in their signals. Nevertheless, Fig. 4.25b
did display a degree of linearity, with a positive correlation between the CO mixing ratio
from the reference measurement and the CO as detected by the EC sensors. The spread
in the data was reduced when in-field calibration of the CO EC was applied (uncalibrated
CO RMSE: 910 ppb, calibrated CO RMSE : 286 ppb), but there was still evidence of the
two different CO detection methods observing different air parcels.
To examine the variability in both the SLR calibrated and uncalibrated EC response,
a probability density function (pdf) was plotted for the OX sensors, when the reference
measurements were between 39.9 and 40.1 ppb, see Fig. 4.26a. The uncalibrated OX
EC displayed a spread of 31.25 ppb, with measurements as low as 20.7 ppb and as high
as 52.1 ppb. The pdf was centred around 34.3 ppb when the reference measurements
were reporting 40 ppb. The range in the OX EC measurements was reduced after in-situ
calibration, (19.23 ppb) but the central point of the pdf was higher, at 47.3 ppb. There
was a similar story with the NO2 EC, the calibrated sensors had a narrower range of values
that were centred around a value closer to the reference; uncalibrated range : 90.7 ppb
and midpoint: 54 ppb, calibrated range: 47.2 ppb and midpoint: 48 ppb. There was an
offset between the uncalibrated NO2 and OX distributions shown in Fig. 4.26a and b and
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their SLR calibrated data sets. This was due to the SLR applying an offset (intercepts in
linear regression) to bring the absolute concentrations of NO2 and OX closer to the values
observed by their reference instruments. The spread of data points from both the NO2
and OX EC sensors suggest a large amount of variability in the EC response, compared
to the reference measurements. The value of 40 ppb was chosen because it is a typical
mixing ratio for NO2 and OX in outdoor environments and the EC sensors must provide
reliable data at these concentrations and below if they are to be used to monitor common
criteria pollutants. It is necessary to have a method to improve the EC sensor data if
these measurements are to be used to check that regulations and mitigation programs are
working and to have confidence in identifying if the level of contaminants has exceeded a
certain threshold.
4.5 Background to supervised machine learning (ML)
The four main issues encountered when using LCS is that they are susceptible to cross
interferences [173] [205], their sensitivities to their target measurand and other species can
change over time [165] [125], there is high sensor variability [173] [104] and there is evidence
that they drift [205], [24] and are noisy [165]. The noise can be minimised by careful
selection of electronics and efficient data collection, and it has been shown previously, that
clustering identical sensor and taking a median signal is a good method to minimise mid-
term noise, and eliminates the effects of irreproducibility and individual sensors displaying
large amounts of drift [165]. This also increases the time required between calibration.
Machine learning algorithms and multivariate regression are used to identify relationships
within data sets and were used as analytical techniques to improve the reliability of the EC
sensor data by attempting to use the algorithms to better account for cross interferences
[71] [35] [205]. In-field calibration with appropriate reference instruments at the site of
deployment identifies potential cross sensitivities and can give an idea of how the sensors
are going to behave, however it does not prevent or correct for cross interferences.
Machine Learning (ML) algorithms are used to detect trends within the sensor data
by identifying the relationships between variables in a given training set. For the CO, OX
and NO2 EC, the training period was exactly the same time as the calibration week used
for SLR analysis, e.g. OX and NO2: 00:00 2nd June - 00:00 8th June 2017, CO: 12:00
2nd June - 00:00 8th June 2017. The ML algorithm is supervised and so uses a training
label as a target for the overall ML prediction - in this case, the appropriate reference
observation - and the relationships between all the available sensor data and the training
label are identified in the training data set (Fig. 4.27). For example, the median NO2,
median OX, median CO, temperature, humidity and median VOC signals were used in the
training data set. The NO2 CAPS reference data was the training label, with the notion
that the ML technique identifies all the relationships between the median sensors and the
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Figure 4.27: Schematic to explain how ML techniques can help to correct from cross
interferences, by identifying all the relationships between the sensor box measurements
and the reference data.
NO2 CAPS, and determines a function that can be used to make a concentration estimate
of NO2 using sensor data in the testing set.
A section of the data, called the testing set, is kept completely separate from the
training set. For the OX, NO2 and CO EC sensors the testing set was from 00:00 8th
June 2017 until 26th June 2017, the last 70 % of the sensors deployment in Beijing. This
second set contains all the same sensor variables as the training set, but no access to the
training label as the algorithm calculates a concentration of the target compound using
the model that was built during the training set. The reference measurement is purely
used to evaluate the performance of the ML model by comparing the results. Continuing
with the same example as before, during the testing period, the NO2 CAPS reference
measurements were removed and the algorithm predicts the NO2 concentration estimate
based purely upon the model it calculated from the training set. This predicted NO2 signal
can then be compared with the reference to identify how well the algorithm performed at
determining the NO2 concentration using the sensor data.
4.5.1 Cross validation and Evaluation
All ML algorithms use hyper-parameters to train the model, the tuning of which is con-
ducted via cross validation (CV). CV allows the model to be optimised during the training
period, and minimises the possibility of over-fitting to the data, which would result in mis-
leading predictions [102]. When training the ML algorithm, only relationships that will
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lead to the improvement of the sensor prediction are required; over-fitting occurs when the
ML algorithm fits to all variations and trends within the data, including residual noise,
which would lead to the ML prediction being of a poorer quality. Cross validation is a
powerful approach to avoid over-fitting the ML algorithm within the training set. CV is
a crucial process used to validate the ML algorithm and ensure it is detecting patterns
due to the variables and not making predictions based upon the drift or noise in the EC
data. During CV the ML algorithm is essentially tested upon small subsections of the
training data, before the model is used to make the prediction upon the testing subset
and compare against the reference observations. During CV, the testing data set is set
aside completely, and the training data is split into smaller subsets of data called folds.
All of the ML techniques used here utilised five-fold cross validation - splitting the train-
ing data into five equal sized segments - with a randomisation seed of 42 each time cross
validation was performed. Introducing randomness when selecting a subset or fold for
CV is another technique to minimise over-fitting and the seed ensures the randomisation
process is consistent during CV to allow the hyper-parameters to be tuned. A minimal
number of folds is selected to reduce the computational time required for CV, and each
fold must be representative of the other folds within the training data [205]. Five folds
was chosen here as it is a common number for a data set of this size. The algorithm trains
upon and fits to four of the five folds. The fitting of the model is done using the Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) as a loss function. The loss function changes when the different
ML hyperparameters are changed and during CV multiple iterations of training are run
with different values for hyperparameters. CV records the values of the hyperparameters
required to minimise the loss function. Once the ML has determined a model to fit the
four folds it has just trained with, it makes a prediction of the training label over the
fifth fold, and CV estimates the error between the reference measurements and the sen-
sor prediction. The process is repeated four more times, swapping the fold which had a
prediction made over it to one of the other four folds, so that each individual fold has a
prediction made over it. CV then averages the values of the hyper-parameters that made
the least error from ML with each combination of four folds to produce a ML model that
is ready to by used upon the testing data set. The hyper-parameters have now been tuned
and are therefore these values are kept consistent throughout the model and the model
was only then run on the testing data set.
The optimised ML model is applied to all the available sensor data in the testing set and
the algorithm uses the trends and inter-variable relationships to predict a target compound
concentration estimate, e.g. a NO2 concentration. The prediction was then compared to
the reference data over the testing period. The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) was
the parameter chosen to determine how well the predicted sensor signal compared to the
reference instrument in the testing period.
There were three different ML techniques- two parametric: boosted regression trees
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(BRT) and boosted linear regression (BLR), and one non-parametric: Gaussian Process
(GP)- applied separately to the same 1-minute averaged sensor data to make three different
predictions of each compound. The same split to separate the training and testing data
sets was used for each different type of ML, and all available sensor data from the sensor
instrument was used in each technique. Five-fold cross validation, as described in this
section was used to tune the different hyperparameters that each of the BLR, BRT and GP
algorithms require to optimise the fitting of the different ML algorithms to the training
label and training data, and to avoid over-fitting. The ML detects multiple patterns
and correlations therefore it was hoped that it might prove useful for correcting some of
the cross sensitivities that the sensors are prone to responding to, improving the target
compound estimate overall. Three different ML algorithms were chosen to investigate
which algorithms performed better at making a prediction of concentration using the
sensor instruments data. Each of the ML algorithms was applied to the testing dataset
to calculate a predicted concentrations based upon the relationships learnt by the models
during training. The prediction was then compared against the reference observations (not
given to the algorithm during testing) to evaluate the performance of the ML algorithm.
RMSE was used as a comparative metric for evaluation.
4.5.2 Boosted linear regression (BLR) and Boosted Regression
trees (BRT)
BLR and BRT were both applied to the sensors data set using the same open-sourced
python package called Xgboost. The implementation uses extreme boosting to produce
a strong learner from an ensemble of weak ones to efficiently build the ML model by
optimising a loss function [26]. Essentially, this means that during boosting, an initial
linear function or decision tree is calculated by the model. The subsequent tree or linear
function then fits to the residuals - the data points that were not properly accounted for
by the initial tree or linear function - as this will efficiently reduce the residual error and
ensure the training is fast and streamlined. In this manner, it is computationally efficient
and it provides good results from a variety of different research fields so is used on global
platforms, such as Kaggle [26]. Five-fold CV was used to tune both the BRT and BLR
parameters.
Gradient boosting works by optimising a given loss function:
1. A function was created by the algorithm to fit to the sensor data : A1(x).
2. A second function (R1(x)) is created to fit to the residuals; the data points, not
properly fit by the original function A1(x).
3. The two functions are combined A1(x) and R1(x) to produce the next model: A2(x)
= A1(x) + R1(x).
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4. The next step is to fit a function to A2(x) and it’s residuals, R2(x) in a similar
process: A3(x) = A2(x) + R2(x)
5. These steps are repeated to create a model that is iteratively optimised by minimising
the error - the error parameter was MAE for the sensors data - until the MAE is
constant and cannot be reduced further, or if the number of iterations is reached.
The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) was chosen as a suitable loss function for the optimisa-
tion of both the BRT and BLR techniques.
4.5.3 Boosted linear regression (BLR)
To apply boosted linear regression (BLR) the booster is set to ’gblinear’ and the specific
BLR hyper-parameters were tuned with five-fold cross validation (see Section 4.4.1). The
ML algorithm has an initial linear function (e.g. y in Equation 4.5) to describe the
relationships between each of the sensors (e.g. NO2 EC) within the training data set and
the training label.
y = (a×NO2EC) + (b× COEC) + (c×OxEC) + (d×RH)... (4.5)
Not all data points will be described by the initial function (these data points are the
residuals) and therefore gradient boosting is applied to fit the next iterative function to
these residuals. Available hyper-parameters tuned during cross validation of BLR:
• Alpha : L2 performs Ridge regression regularisation on weights.
• Lambda : L1 performs Lasso regression regularisation on weights - if a variable is
below a certain level of importance the weight it is given is set to 0, ultimately
removing the effect of the variable from the algorithm. This is an optimisation
technique to improve the BLR model where there is a large amount of variables.
• ETA : Learning rate of the algorithm
• Number of boosting rounds: Number of iterations to perform each time CV was
optimised on four folds.
During the training data, the algorithm identifies purely linear relationships between the
variables and the training label. These linear trends are built into the ML model to predict
the sensor instruments response to a target compound. Linear regression parameters allow
for extrapolation of the results, so this technique is especially useful for when the concen-
tration of the target measurand exceeds the maximum concentration of that compound
observed in the training set.
BLR machine learning was applied to each of the three different types of EC sensor,
in turn, with the same split for the training and testing data as explained previously. The
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Figure 4.28: Predicted OX median sensor (blue) using boosted linear regression. The
reference OX measurements were used as the training label (red) in the training period,
but used to compare with the predicted OX in the testing data set (black). The grey line
is the median OX sensor with no calibrations apart from the Alphasense conversion factors
applied. Inset: The correlation plot between the predicted OX sensor and the reference
measurements in the testing set.
training labels were NO2 CAPS measurement for the NO2 EC, CO Aerolaser for the CO
EC and the sum of the NO2 and O3 reference measurements as the training label for the
OX EC.
It was apparent from the in-field SLR calibration model in Fig. 4.25a, that the OX sen-
sors displayed a high degree of linearity in their responses towards O3 and NO2. Therefore
it was no surprise when BLR, see Fig. 4.28 was able to predict a comparable OX concen-
tration with the reference measurements, Fig. 4.28a. The main driver for OX EC response
must have been due to the detection of OX, as both the SLR calibration performed in
the previous section and BLR results were similar. However BLR detected other smaller,
linear relationships that were used to make an OX concentration prediction that exhib-
ited an even better agreement between the OX EC and the reference as the RMSE was
reduced from 10.3 ppb for SLR to 9.09 ppb, Fig. 4.28b. These other relationships might
be a linear function fit to the NO2 EC timeseries to describe the cross interferences of NO2
upon the OX EC sensor. The correlation of the BLR-predicted OX concentration over the
testing data set exhibited an R2 value of 0.95 when compared with the reference OX+NO2
observations. The gradient of the linear regression between the BLR-predicted OX and
the reference measurements was 0.9, and the intercept was 6.0 ppb, (Fig. 4.28b) so the
reference and BLR-predicted OX measurements correlate with a relationship that is close
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to 1:1.
BLR was also used to make concentration estimates for NO2 and CO; identifying the
linear trends between the sensor box variables (training data set 2nd - 8th June 2017) and
both the NO2 CAPS instrument and CO Aerolaser (used as training labels). To use the
BLR algorithm to make the BLR-predicted NO2 concentration the NO2 CAPS was used
as the training label. To produce the CO BLR-prediction the CO Aerolaser was used as a
training label. The same procedures, five-fold cross validation, were used each time during
the training of the algorithm.
The BLR algorithm worked really well when predicting the NO2 concentrations over the
testing set, Fig. 4.29a. There was a sudden increase in the reference observations of NO2
between the 10th and the 14th June 2017 that was also detected by the NO2 EC sensors.
This was due to a known localised source of NO2 and was not representative of the Beijing
NO2 daily mixing ratios. Figure 4.29a) indicates where the NO2 concentrations reported
by the NO2 EC in the testing data set exceeded the maximum NO2 EC observation in
the training set. It is essential to train ML algorithms on data that experiences the same
conditions as the testing set so it was interesting to see how the BLR algorithm would
respond to this spike in NO2 that greatly exceeds the maximum concentration of NO2
observed in the training data. Since BLR detects linear functions between variables it
was possible for the algorithm to extrapolate these trends to capture these NO2 peaks.
The BLR predicted NO2 sensor showed a strong and positive correlation with the NO2
CAPS, with a slope of 0.95, an R2 equal to 0.94 and an RMSE of 6.52 ppb. The time
between the 10th - 14th was removed, to see how well the BLR performed for the data more
representative of the training data set and the RMSE was 6.3 ppb. The improvement
in the BLR prediction was minimal evidence that the extrapolation to the higher NO2
concentrations were good.
Considering there was a large amount of disparity between the CO EC sensors (Fig.4.29b,
grey line) and the CO Aerolaser measurements due to the slightly different locations of
the sampling inlet, the application of BLR analysis showed large improvements in the CO
concentration estimate. BLR ML detected and corrected for the offset between the CO
EC median (grey) and the reference (black) and the CO BLR-prediction was a lot more
similar to the CO reference over the testing data set than the original CO EC response.
The linear parameters describing the relationship between the CO reference measurements
and the predicted CO concentration were; Slope : 1.03, R2 : 0.83 and RMSE : 155 ppb
respectively. This was a strong result and could lead to the improvement of CO EC data
quality, increasing the confidence in observations made by EC sensors.
4.5.4 Boosted regression trees (BRT)
Xgboost was used to apply BRT to the sensor instrument data set during it’s deployment
in Beijing. The python package entitled ’xgtree’ performs gradient boosting upon an
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Figure 4.29: Using BLR to predict the a) NO2 median sensor concentration estimate
(green) and b) CO median concentration estimate. For both types of EC, the training
period included 8490 data points, although the CO started a little later due to an offset
in the CO Aerolaser on the 2nd June 2017. The reference measurements for the training
period are in red, and the NO2 and CO median sensor with no calibration is shown in grey
for the respective plots, over both the training and testing periods. Where the reference
data was used purely to compare the performance of the BLR predictions it is plotted as a
black line. The green shaded area in the NO2 plot (a), marks where the NO2 concentration
exceeds the maximum value in the training period.
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ensemble of decision trees that are applied to the training data. The BRT algorithm
discards poorly performing trees to optimise performance of an overall model. Generally,
boosted regression trees are considered a more powerful technique than the boosted linear
regression, and they have the added benefit that the package can provide information about
the various weights given to certain decisions, which can be compared with laboratory
experiments to justify why certain relationships are identified faster or more strongly than
others. Five-fold CV was used to tune and optimise the hyperparameters available for the
BRT algorithm, in order to fit the algorithm to the sensors data with minimal over-fitting.
Hyper-parameters used in cross validation to tune to the BRT model:
• ETA : The learning step size
• Max depth: The maximum depth that the decision trees are allowed to reach - how
many levels of decisions are allowed.
• Min child weight: The minimum number of data points that are allowed for a node
to be split by a decision.
• Colsample : The trees were constructed and this value is the subsample ratio for the
columns during the construction.
• Subsample : Value can be between 0 and 1 and refers to the subset of training data
each tree is built of. If subsample was set to 0.8, each tree can be built from a
random 80 % of the fold of data.
• Number of boosting rounds : This value corresponds to the quantity of trees built
by the algorithm and is how many iterations are used in gradient boosting.
The iterative process identifies both linear and non-linear trends between all the variables
of the sensor instrument using decision trees. This is useful for detecting smaller, less
apparent relationships between variables and can therefore be very useful when predicting
the non-linear lower measurements of the sensor. The objective was to investigate the
optimisation of the concentration estimates, focusing on the lower, more typical concen-
trations of the common atmospheric pollutants as these concentrations are more typical
of ambient air and are often near a threshold for regulatory purposes.
The BRT predicted NO2 signal (green, Fig. 4.30a) was in much closer agreement
with the NO2 reference (black) than just the original median NO2 EC sensor responses
(grey). The really low dips in the NO2 sensor data, for example, that occurred around
the 16th of June 2016 were corrected using BRT. These were most likely due to a cross
interference that was measured by the sensor instrument and therefore simple to correct
with machine learning techniques. The main peaks of the NO2 fluctuations were matched
by the predicted NO2 signal, however the magnitude of the prediction did not always
capture the highest NO2 peaks. The overall RMSE for the NO2 prediction (green) and
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Figure 4.30: a) The time series of the BRT predicted NO2 sensor signal (green) compared
to the uncalibrated NO2 EC sensors (grey) and the NO2 CAPS reference measurements
(black). The purple circles in both a) and b) show where the BRT prediction failed to
extrapolate the learnt trends to capture the NO2 concentrations, when they exceed 193
ppb (shown as the shaded light green area).
the reference (black) during the testing period was 6.52 ppb. The error in the prediction
was therefore lower than the error calculated using SLR over the same time (SLR RMSE
11.8 ppb).
Figure 4.30 shows a major disadvantage of using BRT - since the BRT algorithm used
decision trees to determine the sensor response, it was incapable of extrapolation. This
was evident during the localised emission of NO2 that occurred between the 10
th and
the 14th June; the BRT prediction failed to capture the NO2 concentration when the
EC sensors reported values in excess of 193 ppb (accentuated by the purple circles in
Fig. 4.30). This value was the maximum concentration observed by the median NO2 EC
sensor in the training portion of the data, and the threshold for this is highlighted as green
shading in Fig. 4.30a. This emphasises the importance of using a training data set that is
representative of the testing set, where the sensors are exposed to the full range of expected
environmental conditions. To use machine learning in the field there is a requirement to
flag data that is collected at times when the conditions are not similar to the conditions
that the algorithm trained in. For example, it is important to flag up the times where the
NO2 concentration observed by the sensors in the testing data is greater than the maximum
NO2 concentration in the training data, or when the environmental conditions experienced
by the sensors in the testing set are outside the ranges of conditions experienced by the
sensors in the training data set. After being flagged the data can be checked and re-
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analysed to investigate how well the machine learning coped with predicting concentration
estimates during these times. Laboratory experiments can be used to ensure that the
sensors behaviour to unusually high concentrations of the target or cross interference
compounds is captured in the training data so very little extrapolation is required in the
testing set. Equally, iterative learning techniques, whereupon the training data set is
expanded to include the time period over which the NO2 concentrations increased (extend
the training period until the 16th June 2017) may be a powerful method of extending the
ranges of conditions within the training period and hence may cause the ML to perform
better. Iterative training was not used in this study but may be useful for sensors in the
field.
To investigate the performance of the BRT prediction at the lower concentrations of
NO2, the RMSE was calculated when the days between the 10
th and 14th June were
removed. The RMSE decreased to 4.73 ppb; evidence that, when no extrapolation is
required, BRT surpasses the BLR when there are more complex relationships between
variables, by identifying smaller, more niche nuances in the NO2 data, and correcting for
non-linear cross sensitivities.
BRT analysis was applied to the available sensor data and trained to predict pollution
estimates for OX and CO. This was successful in improving the pollution estimates for
both compounds as both models returned predictions that were closer to the reference
observations (RMSE OX : 9.18 ppb, and RMSE CO: 163 ppb) than the EC with the
conversion factors applied.
An advantageous feature of BRT is that it is possible to extract information about
how the decisions in the trees are made, and the weight each decision has on the overall
tree. The contribution of each variable to the overall BRT algorithm (gain) is shown for
the BRT analysis upon the three different EC sensors, see Fig. 4.31.
Promisingly, when using BRT to make the three separate predictions of OX, NO2, and
CO concentrations, the overwhelming main contribution to the decisions made during the
training of the BRT model were the median OX, median NO2 and median CO variables,
respectively. This is strong evidence that the EC sensors were responding to and detecting
their target compounds during the Beijing deployment, and that the BRT algorithm is
detecting correlations and trends that are from the real sensor measurements. The gain
feature can also be used to identify potential cross interferences; for example the second
largest contributor to the NO2 prediction was the median CO sensor, followed by humidity,
see Fig. 4.31c. This can be corroborated with laboratory experiments, or be used to design
experiments to test the EC sensors for responses to compounds that were not previously
known to be interferents. Previous studies have shown that CO and humidity affect the
NO2 EC [104] and this information is evidence that the BRT can be useful for correcting
cross interferences. The CO BRT prediction had the highest gain values from the median
CO EC and the NO2 which was also known to affect the CO response in other laboratory
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Figure 4.31: For each BRT analysis conducted upon the a) OX, b) NO2 and c) CO EC
sensors the relative contributions of each variable to the overall BRT algorithm used to
make the the prediction was determined.
studies [104]. Note, these gain results may prove useful for identifying new interferences,
but the laboratory experiments are essential to characterise responses as it might just be
a co-incidence that the two sensors are correlated. Correlation is not always causation.
4.5.5 Gaussian process (GP) ML
Gaussian process (GP) is a non-parametric ML process [147] which was implemented
using a different python implementation, GPy, to the BRT and BLR algorithms. The
supervised learning method trains, cross validates and tests the same set of sensor data as
the parametric techniques. The training/testing split occurred in the same place to allow
a fair comparison of the different ML algorithms. Multiple functions are identified by the
GP algorithm and each one has a Gaussian distribution fitted; these are then generalised
to form a model which is capable of regression and prediction. Specific kernels - covariance
functions - must be chosen based on the data before the creation of the model [64]. Two
kernels were chosen and used simultaneously for the use of a GP algorithm upon the sensor
data, leading to an overall covariance function that was the summation of the Matern32
kernel and a linear kernel. This would be advantageous to allow GP to fit to non-linear
trends in the sensor data and attempt to extrapolate in instances where the conditions
in the testing set differs from the training set. It was known from the SLR that the
relationships governing the sensor performance were often linear therefore the linear kernel
was deemed a suitable choice. An important benefit from using GP is that, like the other
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Figure 4.32: The correlation between the a) GP predicted NO2, b) GP predicted OX and c)
GP predicted CO concentrations and their respective reference instrument measurements.
two ML techniques, it provides a prediction estimate, but additionally it also produces
an uncertainty estimate for the prediction too. This is very useful when identifying times
where the uncertainty is high and flagging up data that might be unusable if this portion
of the data contains a high degree of error.
GPy was used with the sensor data and the respective reference observations to build
three GP models for three predictions of CO, OX and NO2. These three pollution esti-
mates displayed concentrations that were closer to the reference measurements than the
EC alone. The GP predicted concentration estimates for NO2 and OX were highly corre-
lated with their respective reference measurements, displaying R2 values of 0.94 and 0.91
respectively, Fig. 4.32a and b. For NO2 the GP predicted concentration estimate had
a higher correlation than the uncalibrated median NO2 sensor which had an R
2 of 0.88.
However the uncalibrated OX median EC sensor had a higher R2 when correlated against
the Ox reference instrument (0.95). The gradient between these GP predictions and the
reference measurements were also close to 1 (GP-predicted NO2 gradient: 0.98, uncali-
brated NO2 gradient : 1.98, GP-predicted OX gradient: 0.84, uncalibrated OX gradient:
1.52), indicating that the predictions made by GP enabled the EC predicted concentration
estimates to be closer to the reference concentrations than the EC sensor data alone.
The GP predicted CO concentration was only moderately correlated with the CO
reference data (R2 = 0.64), and this was a weaker correlation than the correlation of the
uncalibrated median CO EC sensor versus the CO reference displayed and R2 of 0.71. The
GP algorithm was therefore not very good at capturing the trends between sensors when
the reference instrument was not co-located with the sensors.
The predictions for the GP NO2, OX and CO predictions detected the major trends in
the data and the error was reduced to exhibit a NO2 RMSE of 6.00 ppb, an OX RMSE of
12.65 ppb and CO RMSE 193.5 ppb for each estimate versus the reference. GP can also
be used as part of an it situ calibration procedure with co-located reference instruments
to reduce the impact of cross interferences and hence led to higher quality EC sensors
data. The advantage to using GP was that the uncertainty in the GP concentration
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Figure 4.33: a) The GP predicted NO2 concentration (green) with the 3x standard devia-
tion from the GP estimate (yellow) plotted too. The NO2 reference observations are shown
in black. The GP prediction and NO2 CAPS observations are plotted on a logarithmic
axis to emphasise the differences between the two time series and to highlight where the
greatest uncertainty in the GP prediction occurred. The temperature and humidity time
series, b) are plotted to indicate that the uncertainty for the GP prediction was highest
when the temperature was greater than 30 ◦C, or when the RH was greater than 85 %.
GP was therefore a technique to identify interfering conditions that impact the EC sen-
sors performance as these periods of uncertainty occur when the relationships between the
sensors are different. compared to the relationships in the training data.
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estimates can be extracted from the algorithm. Figure 4.33 shows the NO2 GP prediction
(green) with ±3 standard deviations (yellow) overlaid onto a logarithmic y-axis. The
y-axis was logarithmic to highlight the differences between the NO2 GP prediction and
the NO2 CAPS reference measurement, as well as emphasising the time periods when the
uncertainty in the GP prediction was high. The uncertainty estimate was extracted from
the GPy implementation and allows information about the reliability of the prediction
to be examined. The NO2 GP prediction was more uncertain during times when the
temperature of the air reaching the sensors exceeded 30 ◦C or if the air flow contained
greater than 85 % relative humidity, Fig. 4.33. Therefore, the uncertainty estimate was
useful for identifying the environmental conditions that impact the sensors signal, as the
changing RH and temperature caused the sensors relationships between each other to
differ and led to high uncertainty. Previous experiments indicated that when the external
conditions of the sensors surroundings changed the data was less reliable. The uncertainty
estimate is a useful tool for identifying when the GP-prediction has high uncertainty,
which means that the EC sensors will be behaving differently compared to when their
performance during training. By identifying periods of uncertainty, and correlating this
with other variables, for example temperature, humidity, the environmental conditions
that impacted the prediction the most can be investigated. During training the sensor data
did not observe these maximum temperatures or humidity’s and therefore this uncertainty
estimate suggested that for GP predictions to be more robust, the full range of conditions
that the sensors will be subject to in the testing set should be met in the training data.
4.6 Evaluating the different analytical techniques ap-
plied to EC sensors
The EC sensors have been subject to several different methods to establish which method
was optimum to improve the reliability and accuracy of low-cost sensor data.
4.6.1 NO2
Figure 4.34 compares each of the analytical methods used to improve the quality of the NO2
EC sensor data. Using the RMSE as an evaluation metric, Fig. 4.34 identified that GP
ML produces a NO2 concentration estimate that was closest to the reference observations
as the RMSE comparison with the reference NO2 observations was the smallest.
The inclusion of the Matern32 (non-linear) and linear kernels determined an algorithm
that predicted the NO2 concentration estimate RMSE (6.0 ppb) that was comparable
to the RMSE calculated between the two NO2 reference instruments (4.26 ppb). Using
both kernels simultaneously allowed for a good estimate of the lower levels of NO2, with
the benefit of linear extrapolation to reach the NO2 peaks when the sensors detected NO2
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Figure 4.34: Comparison of the different approaches to optimise the NO2 sensor data
so that it provides a more robust and accurate measurement of the environment. The
GP prediction of NO2 displayed the lowest RMSE when compared to the reference mea-
surements. There were two NO2 CAPS instruments on site to enable a reference versus
reference comparison to be made.
concentrations greater than 193 ppb in the testing set. The result was a NO2 concentration
estimate that was very similar to a reference measurement and that has a RMSE close
in value to the RMSE when two NO2 reference instruments were compared. There was
a second NO2 CAPS measurement at the IAP site (IAP CAPS) which also sampled at
ground level around 50 m away from the York CAPS. The slight difference in location,
however, did mean that the IAP CAPS instrument did not observe the high NO2 levels
between the 10th and 14th of June, because it was upwind of the localised NO2 emission.
Including all the data in the testing period, the RMSE between the two NO2 CAPS
instruments was 7.07 ppb; this was reduced to 4.26 ppb, if the high NO2 concentrations
were omitted.
All three of the ML techniques used to make an NO2 concentration estimate displayed
an improvement in the quality of the data (GP RMSE :6.0 ppb, BRT RMSE: 6.52 ppb
and BLR RMSE :6.52 ppb), compared to the uncalibrated median NO2 EC (RMSE: 22.0
ppb). There were small differences between the RMSE for all three ML concentration
estimates and all the ML predictions performed well with each NO2 concentration estimate
displaying a similar amount of error in their measurements compared to the two reference
instruments.
It was interesting to examine how well the ML algorithms performed for different
concentration ranges in the data set. The maximum concentration (100 %) was used to
split the data into four sections to evaluate (using the RMSE and NRMSE metrics) the
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Table 4.3: The NRMSE and RMSE (in brackets) between the NO2 reference observations
and the NO2 observations made by the uncalibrated median EC and the NO2 concentra-
tion estimate after SLR, BLR, BRT and GP were all applied separately. The different
concentration ranges were investigated as the NRMSE and RMSE were computed for data
that fell between 0 - 25 %, 25 - 50 %, 50 - 75 % and 75 - 100 % of the maximum NO2
reference concentration. The NRMSE was calculated by dividing the RMSE between the










SLR BLR BRT GP
0 - 25 1.04 (20.7) 0.59 (11.7) 0.32 (6.3) 0.28 (5.6) 0.29 (5.8)
25 - 50 0.69 (47.5) 0.19 (13.3) 0.12 (8.2) 0.22 (15.2) 0.11 (7.9)
50 - 75 0.72 (94.9) 0.23 (30.8) 0.26 (34.6) 0.55 (75.5) 0.26 (33.5)
75 - 100 0.85 (153.1) 0.10 (17.4) 0.10 (18.8) 0.67
(120.0)
0.10 (18.2)
performances of the ML at different concentration ranges; NO2 concentrations that were
a) 0 to 25 % , b) 25 to 50 %, c) 50 to 75 % and d) 75 to 100 % of the maximum NO2
concentration, see Table 4.3. It was clear that the BRT algorithm did not perform well at
extrapolating and capturing the higher concentrations of NO2. Table 4.3 shows that the
BRT algorithm was the most suitable ML algorithm for predicting the lower concentrations
of NO2 where the relationships between sensors may not always be linear.
Compared to the uncalibrated median NO2 EC, there were improvements across all
ranges of NO2 concentration when the GP was used to predict NO2 concentrations. SLR,
BLR and GP were optimum for predicting higher concentrations of NO2 and their ability
to extrapolate is evident because at 75 - 100 % of the maximum observed NO2 concen-
tration they all exhibited very low uncertainties within their predictions (NRMSE of 0.1).
However, these calibrations did not show the best improvements for the sensor concen-
tration estimates at the lowest NO2 concentrations, whereupon the BRT algorithm was
optimum for minimising NRMSE. For the low concentrations of NO2, 0 - 25 % of the
maximum NO2 observed, BRT displayed the smallest NRMSE (0.28) compared to all the
other analytical techniques (for 0 - 25 %, SLR NRMSE: 0.59, BLR NRMSE:0.32 and GP
NRMSE:29). This was evidence that there were non-linear trends that became impor-
tant for making an NO2 concentration estimate. As, for the latter half of the testing
period during the BLR prediction, the NO2 concentrations were much lower and there
were slightly more deviations of the BLR-predicted NO2 concentration from the reference
(NRMSE:0.32). The BRT could not extrapolate and hence the NRMSE for BRT at 75 -
100 % was 0.67. However, there were fewer data points at the higher concentrations and
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therefore BRT made a NO2 concentration prediction that was comparable to BRT and
GP. The GP performed well, with low NRMSE values at every concentration range; this
was due to the non-linear Matern32 kernel capturing the smaller, non-linear relationships
between sensors and the linear kernel capable of extrapolation. When the data containing
the localised source of NO2 (between the 10
th June and 12th June) was removed from
the BRT NO2 prediction, the RMSE decreased to 4.73 ppb, dashed black line across the
red bar). This was almost the same as the RMSE calculated for the two reference NO2
instruments over the same time period (black bar with a yellow asterisk to mark the fact
that this RMSE was determined without the data during the localised emission of NO2
too.). This was encouraging when considering the EC for use as air pollution monitors
in the ambient air as the spread of measurements at ambient levels is reduced and there
is more confidence in the sensor measurements. When analysing the full training data
set, the BRT and BLR predictions were similar, with the BLR able to extrapolate and
capture the high NO2 concentrations, whilst the BRT was better at predicting the lower
levels of NO2 on average. Both BLR and BRT are computationally inexpensive methods
that can be applied during post-analysis to optimise sensor data and make it more useful
for complementing Air Quality Monitoring stations in ambient deployment, as the NO2
concentration estimates were more reliable and accurate using this technique.
The pink bars in Fig. 4.34 depict the RMSE for the comparison of the NO2 EC with
the reference observations after the factory calibrations were applied, just over the testing
period to allow a fair comparison with the other techniques. There was a huge amount
of variability in the six RMSEs for these comparisons; the sensor with the most error had
a RMSE of 180.62 ppb, and the smallest RMSE was 26.22 ppb. Using just one sensor,
out of the box, with no in-field calibration would result in little confidence for air quality
measurements, as it would be difficult to identify how much error there is in the sensor
data. However the NO2 sensor data was improved and became much more reliable after
clustering the sensors and using the median signal (RMSE decreases to 26 ppb). This was
further optimised by utilising all the variables within the sensor instrument together with
a ML algorithm (BLR and BRT RMSE were both 6.52 ppb for testing data).
4.6.2 OX
There was a lot of variability between the six individual OX sensor performances after the
8th June leading to a large range of RMSE (26 to 82 ppb) when these were individually
compared with the OX reference measurement. In Fig. 4.28 the median OX over-estimated
the OX concentration when the reference measurements were high and reported values
that were lower than the reference when the OX concentration was less than 50 ppb.
This was reflected in the large RMSE (25.5 ppb) calculated when comparing the median
OX EC to the reference observations, Fig. 4.35a. The individual sensors therefore must
exhibit more extreme behaviours than the average signal leading to the variability in
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Figure 4.35: Comparison of the different approaches to optimise the a) OX and b) CO
EC sensor data so that it provides a more robust and accurate measurement of the two
pollutants in Beijing.
the error parameter. All methods of regression were successful in reducing the error in
the concentration to below 13 ppb. Out of the ML techniques used, the parametric ML
techniques, BRT and BLR behaved very similarly and were optimum for producing an
OX measurement value that contained the smallest amount of error, with the RMSE
being less than 9.2 ppb for both algorithms. BLR exhibited the lowest error therefore
the relationships governing the sensor behaviour were mainly linear over the conditions
experienced by the sensors during the campaign. More evidence for the high degree of
linearity over the OX sensor variable space was that even SLR was able to decrease the
error in the OX significantly (RMSE : 10.3 ppb) and this method even performed better
at reducing the error in the median OX EC signal than GP (RMSE: 12.65 ppb). It was
surprising that GP did not perform better as the algorithm was still using a combination
of the linear kernel and the Matern32 (non-linear) kernel. Potentially, there was a degree
of over-fitting involved with the GP prediction. The algorithm may have identified trends
within the data set that were more representative towards random noise in the data set
which would impact the quality of the GP-prediction.
4.6.3 CO
The three ML algorithms made CO concentration predictions that contained the lowest
amount of uncertainty, with BLR exhibiting a RMSE (155 ppb) that was almost half the
value for SLR (RMSE: 286 ppb), Fig. 4.35b. Since the CO reference instrument was
located and sampled at a different height to the CO sensors this was to be expected as the
CO concentration determined by the sensors sampled different parcels of air occasionally.
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During these times, the ML potentially utilised the relationship that CO has with the
other sensor observations; for example CO and NO2 levels are often highly correlated at
the ground level because they are both emitted from traffic. The gain contribution for
BRT identified NO2 as being the second largest contributor to the CO-prediction, which
supports this notion. Just applying the factory conversion values led to the individual CO
EC sensors manifesting a large spread in the RMSE with the CO Aerolaser, and the bar
chart in Fig. 4.35b supplied evidence that clustering sensors and using a median was a
good way to increase the robustness of the CO sensor observations.
4.6.4 Overall
Applying ML techniques led to improved comparisons of the EC sensor data with the
co-located reference instruments. By using a sensor instrument that monitored multi-
ple pollutants the ML were able to correct for the majority of the impacts due to cross
interferences and produce a concentration estimate that was closer to the reference obser-
vations. This made a cThere were seoncentration estimate that was ven the median EC
sensor alone and will be useful for reducing the uncertainty within sensor measurements.
Offsets due to inaccurate factory calibrations and electrical noise were reduced and there
is more confidence in the absolute concentration values produced by the ML-concentration
estimates. n variables avaimore robust thalable for the ML algorithms to learn from, the
median NO2, OX, CO and O3 (OX EC - NO2 EC) EC, median VOC MOS sensor, RH and
temperature. ML techniques may be further improved if other variables that impact the
sensor performance (for example, potentially other interfering gases, atmospheric pressure)
are monitored within the sensor instrument. Expanding the range of conditions used in
the EC sensors data will also improve the EC ML-concentration estimates.
4.6.5 MOS and machine learning
There were two reference methods available for evaluating the performance of the MOS
sensors but the limited temporal resolution of the GC-FID meant that there was not a
sufficient amount of data points for a machine learning algorithm to be able to train upon
the GC reference data properly. The 1-minute SIFT-MS data was therefore used as the
training label, however due to the SIFT-MS sampling technique (alternating at ground
level to 100 m) there were fewer data points than for the OX and NO2 EC sensor and
reference measurements. BRT was used to investigate the suitability of ML techniques
applied to MOS. The MOS sensors are generally more prone to cross sensitivities than the
EC sensors and therefore it was possible that ML algorithms might be a powerful method
for determining a more accurate VOC concentration estimate. The BRT ML algorithm
previously worked well using the EC sensors and had the added bonus of extracting in-
formation regarding the decisions from within the trees which is important for helping to
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Figure 4.36: a) The training and testing time series using the total SIFT ion count as a
training label during the training phase (red) and using this with BRT and all the sensor
data from the sensor instrument to make a total SIFT prediction (teal) in the testing
phase. The grey line shows the median MOS signal (V), corrected by temperature and
humidity which was used for the prediction. b) The correlation plot for the reference
Total SIFT and the BRT prediction, showing a moderate, positive correlation (R2: 0.4
and slope: +0.5) and c) the gain feature from the decision trees used to train the BRT
algorithm to predict the total SIFT concentration levels using all available sensors in the
sensor instrument. The NO2 and CO EC made the largest contributions towards the total
VOC prediction.
identify the key drivers in the MOS response.
The BRT prediction of the summation of all 29 compounds measured by the SIFT-
MS was conducted slightly differently to the other BRT predictions. The training data
set comprised of 1000 data points and the testing set had 1921. The temperature and
humidity corrected median MOS signal was used in the training data, and is shown in
plot Fig. 4.36a as a light grey line, which appears around 0 as it is measured in Volts.
BRT captured the general trends in the data and produced a moderate correlation of
predicted total VOC with reference measurement (R2 : 0.4). However, this was a weaker
correlation than was observed for the median VOC MOS with no ML technique applied
with the SIFT-MS Total VOC concentration, as this displayed an R2 value of 0.47. There
were clear sections of the time series where the SIFT-MS reference observations did not
match up with the BRT predicted SIFT data: during the 12th- 13th June the BRT total
VOC prediction was nearly 40 ppb higher than the SIFT-MS reference measurements.
The NRMSE associated with the prediction was 0.25, indicating a reasonable uncertainty
within the VOC prediction. The information from the gain function, supplied by the
BRT ML package, was rather surprising, as the median MOS total VOC sensor was only
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the fifth largest (out of the seven different types) low-cost sensor contributor towards the
total VOC prediction. Since the MOS sensors were supposed to detect total VOC, and
correlated reasonably well with the SIFT-MS Total VOC concentration in the previous
section, it was expected that the MOS would make the largest contribution to the Total
VOC concentration estimate. However, the largest contribution, by far, was from the
median NO2 EC sensor (64 %), followed by the median CO EC (11 %) sensor, see Fig
4.36c. There is potentially some logic behind these two EC sensors having the most
contributions to a total VOC prediction; all three have common emission sources and the
tropospheric reactions which govern their behaviour are linked, leading to their ambient
concentrations being related. The BRT algorithm may have detected these relationships
between the three compounds in the training period and then applied these trends to the
sensor data in the testing period.
The total VOC signal is composed of multiple different compounds with varying re-
activity that will elicit different responses on the MOS sensing surface. The SIFT-MS
total compound signal might not be representative of the compounds that the MOS has a
large response to and might be overwhelmed by certain compounds that the MOS sensors
are not sensitive towards, leading to the poorer MOS performance. The preceding MOS
analysis established that the MOS sensors had the best correlations with the aromatic
and aldehyde compound classes, see Fig. 4.21. Consequently, the process of BRT analysis
was repeated, using the same set of sensor data and the same training and testing data
set splits, to provide a prediction of the total aldehyde component of the SIFT data, Fig.
4.38a, and then the total aromatic compounds, Fig. 4.38b. For the total aldehyde BRT
prediction, the sum of all the aldehyde compounds monitored by the SIFT-MS was used
as the training label and for total aromatic prediction the sum of the aromatics measured
by the SIFT-MS was used for the training label.
The variation in the aldehyde concentration was largely detected by the aldehyde BRT-
prediction, Fig. 4.37a, although there were occasions where there were aldehyde peaks
predicted by BRT that were not observed in the reference aldehyde data. For example
there was an aldehyde peak predicted on the 12th of June that was wider and offset to
the peak in the SIFT-MS aldehyde data, Fig. 4.37a. The concentration of the SIFT
measured aromatic compounds varied between 0.1 and 6.2 ppb, and the aromatic BRT
concentration estimate was able to reflect this and detect the majority of spikes in the
aromatic concentration data, Fig 4.37b.
The correlation plots showing how the BRT predicted aldehyde (Fig. 4.38a) and the
BRT predicted aromatic concentration estimate (Fig. 4.38b) compare to the reference
counter-parts look relatively scattered. With the total aromatic signal as the training
label, the BRT predicted aromatic measurement had an improved correlation (R2 = 0.5)
and a lower error value (RMSE: 0.79 ppb) than the BRT-predicted Total VOC SIFT
concentration estimate. The median MOS responded with a greater sensitivity towards
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Figure 4.37: The timeseries for the BRT-predicted a) aldehyde (brown) and b) aromatic
(olive green) concentration estimates. The median MOS signal is shown in grey, and the
reference SIFT-MS total aldehyde (a) and total aromatic (b) concentrations are in red for
the training data set and black for the testing set.
Figure 4.38: Correlation plots comparing the BRT predictions of a) the sum of the aldehyde
compounds and b) the concentration of the sum of all the aromatic compounds, to the
reference measurements of these classes of compound as measured by the SIFT-MS.
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Figure 4.39: BRT analysis performed upon the sensor instrument data, using benzene
from the SIFT-MS measurements as a training label (red). The first 30% of the data was
used for training and the remainder is the testing set and the benzene BRT prediction
(brown). The grey line depicts the original median MOS signal.
aromatic compounds previously and these results proved that still further as the total
aromatic concentration estimate was closest in agreement to the reference observations.
The total aldehyde BRT-prediction shows an improvement from the BRT-predicted Total
VOC concentration estimate, but the correlation was not as strong (R2: 0.33) as it was
with the total aromatic portion of compounds. Interestingly, for all three BRT predictions
using SIFT-MS as the training label, the algorithm used the relationships of the median
NO2 and median CO EC sensors the most when estimating the concentration of VOCs.
The median MOS sensor was the fourth and fifth highest contributor out of the seven
sensors for the BRT aromatic and aldehyde predictions respectively.
Individual compounds could also be predicted with the BRT and benzene was used as
an example to predict the individual VOCs concentration estimate. Benzene was chosen
because it is a relatively simple aromatic compound and previous laboratory experiments
had showed that the MOS could detect benzene.
The two timeseries of the BRT predicted benzene concentration estimate and the ben-
zene concentration recorded by the SIFT-MS look similar, Fig. 4.39a. They are both
relatively noisy signals, although it appeared as if the prediction had correctly identified
when the peaks in benzene mixing ratio occurred. The BRT benzene prediction was cor-
related with the SIFT-MS measured benzene concentration (Fig. 4.39b) to investigate
how close the benzene prediction was to the reference observations. The gradient of the
linear regression was 0.44, which indicated that the benzene prediction does not entirely
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Figure 4.40: A kernel density distribution plot was produced to further examine the
relationship between the SIFT-MS benzene observations and the BRT-predicted benzene
concentration.
capture the peaks and troughs in the magnitude of the benzene concentration timeseries.
The R2 value (0.22) indicated a moderate correlation - suggesting that the MOS sen-
sors contain useful information regarding VOC compounds that require a more in-depth
analysis such as ML techniques to extract. The bivariate kernel density plot, Fig. 4.40,
shows that the distribution of benzene observed by the SIFT-MS was centred around 0.37
ppb. The width of this peak is 0.86 ppb. The BRT predicted benzene concentration also
only contained one major peak in the data distribution and this was centred around 0.36
ppb. This indicated that BRT was able to use the co-located SIFT-MS data to make a
reasonable prediction of the absolute concentration of benzene over the testing data set,
with one week used as the training data set. The BRT predicted benzene distribution
was narrower (0.42 ppb), further evidence that the prediction did not fully capture the
full magnitude of the fluctuations in benzene concentration. The median CO sensor was
the variable that was used the most (36 %) to predict the benzene concentration, whereas
the median MOS sensor the smallest contributor, only used 4 % of the time. Benzene
emissions are associated with traffic and this also correlates with the CO concentration.
The median MOS was again relatively insignificant when it came to producing the BRT
benzene concentration estimate.
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4.6.6 NO - Concentration prediction without a sensor measure-
ment
ML algorithms are potent at detecting patterns within a data set and the work shown
in this study was evidence that, used conjointly with an understanding for the data, ML
techniques can improve the performance of LCS. Each of the sensor predictions made by
the ML algorithms were justified by previous experience with working with the EC sensors
in the laboratory and other studies. For example, the predicted NO2 sensor response was
formed based upon decisions trees that were primarily influenced by the median NO2
sensor reading, then small adjustments were made to the prediction using the median CO
EC and humidity data. These findings matched up with previous laboratory experiments
showing NO2 sensors responding to CO and changing humidity. When using the sensors
to correct cross interferences and changing meteorological conditions, the prediction is
an optimised version of the sensor response. However, ML algorithms can be used to
make predictions of compounds, such as NO, that are correlated to the sensor variables,
but that are not physically measured by a specific NO sensor. Since on site there was
a nitrogen monoxide (NO) reference monitor, sampling from the same line as the sensor
instrument this was used as a training label to make a NO-prediction using BRT. From
previous laboratory studies, it is known that NO is a cross interference for the NO2 and OX
EC sensors [105], and therefore we expected that the NO prediction would use these two
variables for the prediction of NO. Equally, the ambient NO concentration is closely linked
to the concentrations of NO2 and O3 via the Leighton steady state, and this underlying
chemistry might be identified by the algorithm and used to predict NO. Since the ML
algorithms are capable of detecting correlations and patterns within the data, it was likely
that BRT would use either the cross interference or chemistry to predict NO. In this
instance, where there was no NO sensor, the ML is working more as a modelling technique
than correcting an existing sensor measurement for cross interferences. The training set
comprised of all the 1-minute averaged sensor instrument data and the BRT model was
trained using the same CV process as the other EC sensor models and the training/testing
data split was the same.
BRT did a reasonable job at predicting variance in the NO response, as the algorithm
correctly identified when the major NO peaks occurred, see Fig. 4.41. However, the
correlation plot in Fig. 4.41 and the bivariate distribution plot, Fig. 4.42a showed that
the BRT predicted NO concentration did not make an accurate prediction of NO at low NO
concentrations as there was a large spread in the predicted NO compared to the reference
observations. At times when the reference instrument was reporting NO concentrations
between 0 and 2 ppb, the BRT NO prediction reported a range of 0 - 7 ppb, Fig. 4.42b.
The BRT NO prediction distribution had two peaks (Fig. 4.42b), at 1 and 5 ppb,
whereas the NO reference only exhibited one distribution peak at 1 ppb. The NO predic-
tion did seem to display a 5 ppb offset in the lowest NO concentrations reported in the
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Figure 4.41: The result from using the sensor data to predict the NO concentration, with-
out there being a NO sensor measurement. The black line is the NO reference instrument
and the pink is the NO prediction based upon the median NO2, OX, CO, VOC, RH and
temperature sensors.
Figure 4.42: The bivariate kernel density function for a) the full range of NO concentrations
and b) NO concentrations observed by both the reference and the prediction between 0.
and 10 ppb
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timeseries in Fig. 4.41. The RMSE between the predicted NO sensor and the NO refer-
ence instrument was 9.97 ppb which was reasonable since the reference NO observations
ranged from 0 to 164 ppb over the campaign duration, with a mean concentration of 4.7
ppb. BRT failed to capture the full extent of the NO peaks, the maximum reference NO
concentration was 164 ppb, yet the maximum NO concentration reported by the BRT
predicted NO concentration estimate was 44 ppb. This which was expected as the BRT
algorithm is not capable of extrapolation and, between the 10th and 14th June the localised
NO/NO2 emission caused the NO concentration to exceed the maximum NO observed in
the training data. The maximum NO concentration observed by the reference instrument
in the training data set was 49.5 ppb and this effectively meant that the BRT predicted
NO in the testing data set was capped at 44 ppb since there was no extrapolation to
produce the BRT NO prediction.
The results from the BRT-NO prediction were examined to identify if the ML algorithm
made the NO prediction based upon the corss interferences of the EC sensors inside the
instrument or whether the algorithm detected the trends that relate to NO tropospheric
chemistry. The NO2 EC sensors did observe the peaks in NO/NO2 during the emission
of the localised source and therefore if the NO prediction was based upon the scaling
up of NO cross interferences the prediction would display larger peaks than observed in
Fig. 4.41. This suggests that the prediction was based more on the underlying chemistry
between the NO2 and OX concentrations as, when the chemistry between the compound
changed due to a localised source of NO, the model could not predict the NO peaks.
The NO prediction exhibited a NRMSE of 0.23 when compared against the reference NO
observations. For reference, the NRMSE for the BRT NO2 and OX predictions were 0.0755
and 0.0785 respectively, so, although the NO prediction was reasonable at a first glance, it
does contain large amounts of uncertainty. Further investigation was required to deduce
if the algorithm was using the underlying chemistry between NO2 and OX to predict NO
or using the differences in the sensors’ sensitivities towards NO as a cross interference.
The ML BRT analysis was repeated, this time using the reference measurements for O3,
NO2 and CO instead of the median NO2, OX and CO EC sensors. This produced a
reference NO prediction which exhibited similar evaluation criteria compared to when the
EC sensors were used to make the NO prediction; linear regression parameters for when the
reference NO prediction was compared against the reference NO observations: R2 = 0.641,
gradient of slope = 0.371, RMSE = 9.82 ppb, NRMSE = 0.371, Fig. 4.43. The using the
reference instruments to produce a BRT NO prediction produced very similar values for
the evaluation criteria than when the median EC signals were used instead of the reference
instruments to predict the NO concentration with BRT (R2: 0.637, slope: 0.322, RMSE:
9.97 ppb, NRMSE: 0.228). The reference predicted NO concentration estimate did not
observe the higher concentrations of NO that occurred during the NO/NO2 leak, and there
was still quite a large spread of values when the NO concentration was low. Therefore,
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Figure 4.43: Using the NO2, O3, OX (O3 + NO2, CO reference instrument data in place of
the median NO2, OX, O3 (OX - NO2, CO EC data to predict the NO concentration with
BRT.
using the reference observations of NO2, O3, OX and CO in place of the median EC
signal did not significantly improve the BRT NO prediction. This indicated that the BRT
algorithm was using the chemistry relationships between the gaseous species to predict
NO, rather than the cross interferences as the reference observations do not experience
the same magnitude of cross interferences as the EC sensors - if BRT was using the cross
interfering compounds to predict NO the performance of the reference-predicted NO would
be expected to differ from the sensor-predicted NO concentration. The the gain feature
was used to characterise the decisions made by the trees. The variable contributions
for the reference NO prediction (Fig. 4.44, black bars) and the sensors NO prediction
(Fig. 4.44 coloured bars) were very similar. The largest contributing variable to both the
reference predicted NO and sensor-predicted NO concentrations was the O3 signal. This
was therefore used the most within the decision trees to make the defining decisions when
the function was being developed to fit to the data. The NOEC signal was the second
largest contributor towards the sensor-predicted NO concentration, which is evidence that
the photostationary state was being identified within the BRT algorithm, however, this was
only the fifth largest contributor for the reference-predicted NO concentration. This might
be explained due to the NO/NO2 leak which would have caused the relationships between
O3 and NO2 to be skewed. The overall similar gain contributions for the reference predicted
and sensor predicted NO concentration estimates indicated that the relationships that the
BRT algorithm detected were more based upon tropospheric and chemical interactions of
the gaseous species than the cross interferences upon the EC sensors. To make the NO
sensors prediction, the algorithm was detecting the Leighton state relationship between
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Figure 4.44: The gain contributions for the reference NO BRT concentration estimate
made using the NO2, OX (O3+NO2), CO reference instruments, the median VOC MOS,
RH and temperature as training variables (black bars). The gain contribution for the
sensor predicted BRT concentration estimate is shown with the coloured bars. The sensor
predicted BRT NO concentration estimate used the median NO2, OX, O3 (OX - NO2), CO
EC sensor signals as well as the median VOC MOS sensor, RH and temperature sensors
as training variables.
the compounds, rather than using NO as a cross interference on the NO2 and OX EC
sensors to predict NO, because the reference observations are selective and do not have
cross sensitivities.
Modelling compounds such as NO using ML techniques can only provide an estimate of
the compound behaviour and these predictions should be used with care, to suggest a com-
pound concentration but not replace an actual sensor measurement. The NO prediction
was not a corrected sensor measurement and co-incidental correlations with completely
random variables may produce a similar result. With an in-depth knowledge of the data
useful information can be extracted from the trends between the variables, but correlation
and causation may lead to misleading predictions. This was shown with a prediction of the
Global Active Power (GAP) from a completely unrelated data set. BRT was used over the
same number of data points to predict the GAP for a household in France, over the same
days of the month, but in 2010. The GAP and the sensor variable are not related, but the
algorithm detected a completely co-incidental correlation between the variables. This led
to a prediction with a NRMSE of 0.282, comparable to that of the NO BRT prediction
(NRMSE NO: 0.23). This prediction worked reasonably well, because the ML detected a
correlation between the GAP and the O3, CO and temperature from the sensor instru-
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ment but the causation for this was non-existent. The ML techniques are very powerful
at detecting correlations, but these do not necessarily mean that the modelled output is
reliable and should not be treated with the same level of confidence as a predicted mea-
surement [72]. In the NO scenario, we have a good understanding of the chemistry behind
NO formation and can therefore, using this knowledge with the sensor data to estimate
the NO concentration. However, the ML techniques can also detect correlations for vari-
ables that are unrelated to the sensor data because a correlation between the variables is
coincidental. The ML results must be related to common sense and previous experiments
in order to stay relevant to the sensor data.
4.7 Summary
• Warm up time was briefly investigated as part of the Beijing campaign. The warm
up period was from 1700H on 30th May until 00:00 2nd June 2017. The MOS sensors
showed no signs that they were affected by the power switched on and were more
influenced by the changing temperature of the air flow during these three days. The
EC sensor did indicate a step change in their signals, which occurred one hour after
they received power. This was attributed to the power being switched on as no
other environmental changes were observed during this time. Therefore a warm-up
time of 4-5 hours is recommended. The warm-up period for the Beijing deployment
was longer than this recommendation because the power to the sensor instrument
was shut off for 9 hours at 12:00H on the 31st May. The sensor instrument began
recording data after the power was restored on 1st June, with no detrimental impacts
upon the EC or MOS data that could not be attributed to environmental conditions.
Therefore, this was evidence that, after small power cuts, there was no need for a
second warm-up period.
• Three out of the 32 MOS sensors failed immediately upon deployment and previous
experiments with the MOS sensors have proven that a 5 to 10 % failure rate is
common per deployment. If identified earlier these failed sensors could be removed
from the cluster and replaced with working sensors. When purchasing LCS sensors
it is recommended to expect to need to replace 5 - 50 % almost immediately.
• Two MOS sensors that did not fail immediately began to display substantial amounts
of drift after two weeks of deployment monitoring ambient air. Although they were
drifting compared to the other MOS, they still reported the same amount of variance
within their signals so detecting these as failing sensors would be impossible if they
were deployed as individual sensors. The substantial drift indicated that they need
to be replaced as they drift further from the median MOS signal.
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• The median MOS signal was good for monitoring the general trend of the 31 MOS,
without being impacted by those sensors displaying large amounts of drift.
• There was some success in correcting the MOS sensors for rapidly changing tem-
perature and humidity. The baseline appeared less variable after correction and the
trace still contained peaks that were potentially due to VOCs.
• The corrected MOS signal contained lots of variation, that, when compared with
the GC-FID and SIFT-MS showed some correlations. Certainly, some peaks can be
accounted for, proving that the MOS are responding to VOC compounds in the air.
• The SIFT-MS data contained timeseries for 28 compounds, and these were summed
to yield a Total VOC timeseries for the SIFT-MS. The corrected median MOS sig-
nal correlated well with the SIFT-MS Total VOC signal (R2: 0.47, 3.82 mV ppb-1
gradient). The median MOS signal covaried with the Total VOC SIFT MS con-
centration, and the covariance was highest for a 10 minute averaging period. This
indicated that the corrected median MOS signal was capable of detecting short term
VOC pollution peaks.
• The results of the SIFT-MS Total VOC comparison with the corrected median MOS
indicated that MOS could be applied to detect steep VOC concentration gradients
that occur on short timescales (minutes), which would make them useful for com-
plementing with a GC-FID.
• There were MOS peaks unaccounted for, potentially due to the MOS responding to
VOCs not detected by the GC or SIFT.
• The correlation between the four organic acids reported and the corrected median
MOS signal was moderate to weak (R2: -0.22 to -0.48), but also negative (gradients:
-16.2 to -118 mV ppb-1). This suggested that organic acids may potentially interact
differently to other VOC compounds upon the MOS sensing surface, leading to a
decrease in MOS conductance when the organic acid concentrations are increased.
Potentially there are other groups of VOC compounds that interact with the MOS
sensing surface in this manner and this would lead to the Total VOC concentration
not correlating well with methods such as the GC-FID and SIFT-MS which did not
detect these species.
• Both the GC-FID and SIFT-MS VOC reference methods provided measurements for
a range of compound classes and the MOS sensors appear most sensitive towards
the aromatic type compounds.
• Using co-located reference instruments for calibration (SLR) produced EC and (to
some extent) MOS sensor data that was closer to the respective reference obser-
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vations than just the sensors, however it still had some difficulties calibrating the
sensors for lower target compound concentrations.
• Supervised machine learning analysis was able to further refine the calibration models
because they can detect and correct for multiple functions between variables leading
to the removal of some cross sensitivities.
• Unsupervised ML techniques, which do not use a training label to give the algo-
rithm something to aim for in the training period, were not investigated here as the
sensor instrument was co-located with the reference instruments and these gave the
algorithms the best chance at making a concentration estimate.
• Over the variable space and sensors used here, the BRT and BLR parametric ML
techniques generally exhibited the best performances, but GP does have the advan-
tage that it can determine an error estimate for each data point also.
• Figure 4.29a displayed the BLR predicted NO2 signal and this was able to extrapolate
to reach the high NO2 concentrations.
• Gaussian process (GP) with a combined linear and Matern32 kernel was optimal for
the prediction of NO2 during the China campaign because it allowed for extrapo-
lation (linear) and also detected smaller, non-linear trends (Matern32) within the
data set when the NO2 was lower.
• BRT and BLR equally improved the concentration estimate for OX, and since SLR
was successful in decreasing the error in the EC data it suggests that the OX EC are
very dependant upon linear relationships over the variable space.
• CO was more difficult to predict owing to the reference measurements sampling from
100 m above the sensor instrument, but ML techniques were useful for improving
the CO sensor prediction to be closer to the reference value.
• For any ML technique it is imperative that the sensors are exposed to the full range
of conditions during training, that the sensors will experience during deployment.
This was especially important for BRT since there is no way for the tree to perform
extrapolation of the data.
• GP worked reasonably well with the EC sensors but it is more computationally
intensive compared to the gradient boosting techniques used here.
• BRT made a prediction about the concentration of total VOCs, as measured by
the SIFT-MS in Beijing. The total VOC prediction only had a moderate corre-
lation with the reference measurements and contained a large proportion of error
(NRMSE: 0.25). The BRT predicted Total VOC concentration estimate also used
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the EC sensor timeseries, rather than the median MOS signal to make the Total VOC
prediction, suggesting that the MOS response is comprised of multiple, complex, lin-
ear relationships that make it challenging to extract the Total VOC information out
of.
• The error estimate, and correlation value were slightly improved when BRT was
used to predict the total aromatic concentration using SIFT-MS data, but overall
the BRT-predicted aromatic concentration was not of a high enough quality for use
in the field.
• BRT was used to predict the NO concentration at the IAP with a reference NO
observation serving as the training label. This was no longer improving the sensor
data to fit closer to the reference, rather a modelling approach since there was no NO
sensor. The NO prediction was reasonable but did exhibit a high NRMSE: 0.23. The
estimate would potentially be useful as the gain feature indicated that the variables
NO2 and OX make the largest contributions to the prediction, and these are known
to be directly linked to the NO concentration in ambient air.
• Using ML techniques is a low-cost method to increase the confidence in sensor data
providing that the predictions can be justified by laboratory evidence or knowledge
about the behaviour of particular variables. Any correlations can be detected by
the ML algorithms, even if they are purely coincidental. Using ML to optimise
the EC sensor data could be rationalised based on experimental results and cross
interferences, however the MOS sensor predictions were more whimsical and require
using with caution.
• The ML was able to correct for the cross interferences exhibited by the EC sensors
using the signals form the other co-located EC, within the sensor instrument.
ML analysis approaches, used in combination with the clustering of low-cost sensors
were able to optimise the EC sensor data to provide results that were comparable to the
reference observations, whilst still maintaining the affordable and low-power budget of
the sensor instrument. After co-locating the sensor instrument with reference instruments
for a week, the ML algorithms were able to correct for cross interferences and produce
a CO, OX and NO2 concentration estimate that was accurate, precise and contained low
uncertainty when they were compared against the co-located reference observations over
the subsequent fortnight.
The application of ML increased the confidence in the EC sensor data, and moves the
use of EC sensors closer to an application. The sensor instrument could be used to com-
plement the reference monitoring stations over short time periods (fortnight). The LCS
instruments could be co-located with the reference instruments for a week, and then there
would be high confidence in the ML-corrected sensor data, if it was moved to a different
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location, a short distance away, which still experienced similar environmental conditions.
If the concentrations of the gaseous species or environmental conditions changed to be
outside of the range experienced by the LSC instrument during the training week this
could be flagged as the data will be less uncertain. The LCS may need to be re-calibrated
every fortnight by moving it to be co-located with the reference instruments (or by moving
a set of reference instruments around to different LSC instruments for calibration every
two weeks for a few days) and this re-calibration data could be added to the training data
set to extend the range of conditions observed by the reference and LSC instrument in the
training data. The application of ML produce increases the applicability of the LCS to be
used to increase the spatial density of the air quality network as it improved the quality
of EC sensor data.
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Chapter 5
Robust quality comparison of a
clustered sensor device against
reference instruments
5.1 Introduction
The sensor instrument produced results of a high quality, that were close to the reference
measurements and displayed a good performance when it was co-located with reference
instruments as part of the large Air Quality Campaign in Beijing, China. That initial
deployment helped to identify areas to improve the sensor instrument and useful analysis
techniques to extract information from the sensor signals. An updated sensor instrument
was designed and developed for use in Boulder, Colorado, to investigate the performance
of low-cost sensors when deployed in different environmental conditions and also to collect
sensor measurements on the move. The general concept of clustering identical sensors
within the instrument remained the same but there were a few alterations to improve the
operation of the instrument. For example, data collection and storage was still achieved
via Arduino and the same micro-computer but the code to do this was changed to au-
tomatically run as soon as the instrument received power. This is more beneficial for
deploying the sensor instrument as it minimises data loss if the power is lost and does
not require a person to be with the instrument to restart the instrument. A few different
sensors were introduced to expand the number of pollutants the sensor instrument was
able to monitor and potentially enhance the ability to predict the concentration estimate
of the compounds using ML.
Three carbon dioxide (CO2) NDIR sensors (manufacturer : ClairAir, model: Prime2)
were housed alongside the EC and MOS sensors inside the sensor instrument. A clus-
ter of four low-cost Optical Particle Counters (OPCs, manufacturer: Alphasense, model:
OPC-N2) were also used to monitor Particulate Matter (PM) but these were mounted
inside a different enclosure due to their sampling requirements. This OPC manifold was
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electronically connected to the sensor instrument to allow the OPC data to be stored on
the same micro-computer as the other sensors data.
The sensors were deployed at the NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory in Boul-
der, Colorado, USA because the laboratories operate reference instruments for all com-
pounds. The sensor instrument was also able to be installed inside the NOAA mobile
laboratory, alongside several research-grade instruments and could therefore be used to
investigate the performance of the sensor instrument on a mobile platform.
5.2 Static measurements using the sensor instrument
Between the 22nd and 26th February 2018 the low-cost, low-power sensor instrument was
deployed inside the NOAA Tropospheric Chemistry laboratories, Boulder, Colorado, USA.
The laboratory was temperature controlled and a PTFE sample line ran from a selection
of instruments to outside for monitoring ambient air. There were a variety of research-
grade instruments, maintained by NOAA’s Tropospheric Chemistry division co-located
with the sensors inside. Reference measurements for NO2, O3, CO and CO2 were recorded
during the static deployment of the sensor instrument. Within the sensor instrument there
was CO, OX and NO2 measured by a cluster of six EC sensors each, CO2 via three NDIR
sensors and VOCs using a multitude of different MOS. A variety of 8 x TGS2611 methane,
8 x TGS2610 propane/butane, 8 x TGS2602 total VOC and 8 x TGS2620 OVOC MOS
were arranged into four clusters inside the sensor instrument. There were internal KNF
pumps to control the flow of air to the sensors and RH and humidity probes to monitor
the environmental conditions.
During the deployment, the outside temperature was low (-11 to 10 ◦C) and the hu-
midity of the outdoor air varied from 19 % to 93 % on days where it snowed. These large
humidity ranges were likely to impact the EC and MOS sensors signals performance and
sensitivities towards target compounds and cross interferences. The sensor instrument was
located indoors, however and therefore the temperature and humidity ranges of the air
reaching the sensors were reduced to 28.1 - 30.3 ◦C and 0 to 2.36 g m-3 (at the really low
humidity’s the RH probe measured -5 to 8 % RH).
5.2.1 Reference instruments during the NOAA deployment
Dr. Tom Ryerson managed the Tropospheric Chemistry group at the NOAA Earth System
Research Laboratories. The instruments used as reference observations and who was
responsible for the maintenance and operation are shown in Table 5.1.
NOAA data was collected and processed by Ken Aiken who posted it on the NOAA
data repository for access.
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Table 5.1: The people at NOAA who were responsible for each of the different reference
instruments used to to evaluate the performance of the sensors.
Target compound Reference
instrument
Description Who was responsi-
ble for operation
Nitrogen dioxide NOx-CaRD Nitrogen oxides by































5.2.2 Static EC sensors
The EC sensors have previously been found to have more reproducible and reliable signals
than the MOS sensors, but they still benefit from the clustering technique. One NO2 EC
failed upon arrival. Each of the five working NO2 EC sensors co-varied with each other,
and they all reproduced the same variability over time. However, Fig. 5.1 shows that,
it is not possible to use EC straight ’out-of the box’ as even after the individual factory
conversion factors were applied there was still a difference of 103.92 - 121.87 ppb between
highest and lowest ranked NO2 EC sensors. This spread in the sensor signals was relatively
consistent throughout the static deployment but this range in signals was larger than a
typical ambient concentration of NO2 and therefore means there can be little confidence
within the EC sensor data when the EC are used in a ’plug-and-play’ scenario. Deployed
as individual sensors in a network without a cluster of co-located, identical EC, it would
be difficult to tell which sensors report a high or low systematic error compared to the
others. Figure 5.1 depicts one NO2 EC sensor with an anomalously high signal and one
that remained really low (always producing a negative concentration of NO2) during the
deployment. By clustering the EC and using the instantaneous median of the EC cluster
the variance of the EC signal is still representative of all the NO2 sensors, but the impact
upon the signal due to sensors with substantial drift is removed. The spreading out of the
EC signals was evident with the two other types of EC; the range for the CO EC varied
between 84.02 and 150.92 ppb and the OX EC ranged between 60.13 - 146.25 ppb for the
highest and lowest sensors. A comparison between the EC sensors deployed in Beijing
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Figure 5.1: The median (green) and the individual (grey) NO2 EC sensor signals. There
are only five NO2 EC as one failed, therefore there are only five grey lines.
(Chapter 4) and Boulder was made to evaluate if the range between the individual EC
signals was equal over the same period (6 days). When the EC sensors were deployed in
Beijing, the spread in values reported by each EC sensor cluster was: NO2 range: 186 -
210 ppb, OX range: 112 - 130 ppb and CO: 557 - 925 ppb, over the initial 6 day period.
Therefore, the EC sensors deployed in Boulder exhibited a smaller range of values from the
individual EC within the clusters. This is potentially due to the conditions experienced by
the EC sensors. In China the EC experienced air with a higher humidity (RH as measured
by RH probe in Beijing: 39 % - 100 %, RH range = 61 %, temp. : 15 - 41 ◦C) and larger
changes in both the dynamic range of the compounds and the humidity than the conditions
in Boulder (RH as measured by RH probe in Boulder: -5% - 8 %, RH range = 13 %).
These factors will be effective at causing the spreading out of the sensor signals due to the
unique sensitivities of each EC towards the temperature, humidity and cross interferences.
The larger the range over which these factors vary the more spreading out of the EC
sensor signals observed as they each respond to these conditions with small differences in
their sensitivities towards these conditions. Although the range in the sensor signals was
significant, the covariance between them was high and therefore the median signal (green,
Fig. 5.1) reproduces the trend that is representative of all five individual sensors. The
instantaneous median was calculated for each of the different types of EC sensor clusters




Figure 5.2: a) A comparison of the median NO2 EC sensor (green) against the reference
NO2 chemiluminescence measurements (black). b) The correlation plot between the two
instruments showing how well they correlated.
For the first two days of the static deployment of the sensors, the NO2 concentration
was rather variable. The NO2 reference instrument observed between 1.5 and 63.3 ppb
and the median NO2 sensor reported a range of between 0 and 43 ppb. There was good
agreement between the reference observations and the median NO2 EC sensor (Fig. 5.2a)
during this time. The absolute values from the median NO2 EC sensor signal generally
matched the reference measurements, without any sensor calibration procedures applied.
Yet, on the 24th February 2018, the reference NO2 concentration decreased to between 0
and 10 ppb. The median NO2 EC signal follows suit, but overestimates the drop in NO2
concentration, reporting values of around -10 ppb, see Fig. 5.2a. The NO2 concentration
then remained low for the remainder of the static deployment, and the median NO2 signal
maintained that negative offset error of -10 ppb. This sudden deviation of the median NO2
EC from the reference NO2 observations supports the theory that the NO2 EC limit of
detection is near 5 ppb. The sensors only began to deviate from the reference observations
at lower concentrations whereupon, the median NO2 sensor displayed a negative error of
-10 ppb and the median sensor reported negative values for a concentration. After the 24th
February, the variability in the NO2 mixing ratio was still detected by the median NO2 EC
and was comparable to the reference measurements. However, the absolute concentration
values became less accurate and did not recover from the 10 ppb offset for the rest of
the static deployment - even when the NO2 concentration began to rise on the 26
th of
February. The sudden decrease in NO2 concentration may indicate a different air parcel,
with different environmental conditions that the sensor instrument began sampling. The
EC signal may not recover until the environmental conditions of the previous air parcel
are restored.
OX and CO EC
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Figure 5.3: Timeseries to compare the variance displayed in the a) OX reference and
median EC sensor signals and in the b) CO reference and median EC signal.
The reference observations of OX and CO concentrations had similar trends with lots of
variability in the reference observations between the 22nd and 24th February 2018, see Fig.
5.3a which shows the reference observations of OX varying between 16 and 68 ppb (range
= 52 ppb) and Fig. 5.3b which shows the CO concentration ranging from between 140 to
515 ppb (range = 375 ppb) over these two days.
Then a decrease and stabilising of the ambient mixing ratio after the 24th February,
which lasts for approximately two days, see Fig 5.3a and b. The corresponding median
EC sensors agreed better with the reference measurements before the 24th February, when
there was more variability in the mixing ratios of the target compounds. The reference CO
instrument recorded a range of 153.3 ppb (116.6 to 269.89 ppb) for the CO concentration
between the 24th and 26th February. The CO sensors followed the decrease in CO con-
centrations observed between the 24th to 26th and reported a concentration range of 150.7
ppb (214.3 to 63.6 ppb). Figure 5.3a indicated that the median CO EC sensor closely
matched the variability and concentrations observed by the CO reference monitor, with
only a few deviations from the reference observations.
The reference OX concentration range during the same time period was 28.32 ppb (29.64
to 57.96 ppb). The range in OX concentrations reported by the median OX EC matched
the decrease in OX variability and concentration between the 24
th and 26th February, range
was 23.3 ppb (29.2 to 52.5 ppb). The timeseries in Fig. 5.3b shows that the median OX
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Figure 5.4: The correlation and kernel density distribution plots for the OX (a and b
respectively) and CO (c and d respectively) median EC signals compared against their
relevant reference observations for the duration of the static deployment of the sensor
instrument.
sensor did not produce a signal that was as close to the OX reference observations as the
median CO EC sensor was to the CO reference measurement.
Linear regression was performed with each of the median EC sensors and their respec-
tive reference measurements over the entire duration of their static deployment (22nd - 27th
Feb), to investigate the sensitivities of the different sensors when deployed in Boulder.
The median NO2 EC exhibited a strong, positive correlation with the NO2 reference
instrument (Fig. 5.2b) with an R2 of 0.88 and a gradient of 1.35. However the median EC
sensor did not show a high degree of linearity compared to the NO2 reference observations,
with a large spread of NO2 concentrations reported for the median EC sensor at low NO2
concentrations. This deviation from linearity was due to the time period between the 24th
and 26th February, where the NO2 concentrations were low and not variable.
The median OX EC sensor also displayed a non-linear relationship with the OX ref-
erence observations, Fig. 5.4a. The R2 value was only moderate (0.5) and the gradient
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of the slope was relatively low (0.5) and the data was not close to a 1:1 line. The kernel
density plot of the median OX sensor against the OX reference data, Fig. 5.4b, showed that
there was evidence of some linear behaviour from the median OX EC, as there was a linear
gradient visible within the kernel density plot (between 35 ppb - 50 ppb of reference data,
25 ppb to40 ppb median OX EC). However, there was a lot of data point concentrated
around 40 ppb for the median OX EC and 35 ppb for the reference OX concentrations.
This is largely composed of the OX data reported between the 24
th and 26th February,
when the OX concentration became less variable.
The CO correlation (Fig. 5.4c) and kernel density distribution (Fig. 5.4d) for the
median CO EC and the CO reference measurements both indicated that the median CO
EC exhibited a very linear (R2: 0.95) response to changing CO concentrations (gradient
= 0.981). The median CO EC data and CO reference data produced a kernel density
distribution that reflected this linearity, with the most concentrated set of data points
at 160 ppb for both data sets. After the steep CO concentration decrease that occurred
on the 24th February the median CO initially under-predicts the CO concentration by 60
ppb, in an analogous manner to the NO2 median EC. However, the median CO signal
then recovers and increases to be comparable to the reference CO after 8 hours, and from
then on correlates well with the reference observations for the remainder of the static
deployment.
The individual EC sensor performance was examined using linear regression to identify
how well all sensors within a cluster perform against the reference measurement.
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Figure 5.5: The green, blue and red box plots show the slopes of the individual NO2,
OX and CO EC sensors respectively, when plotted against their corresponding reference
instruments. The grey coloured box plots indicate how well correlated the six sensors
were to the reference observations as they show the spread of the R2 values for the linear
regression. For all box plots the middle line is the median, the edges of the box represent
the interquartile range of the data and the whiskers are for the 5th and 95th percentiles.
Any points that lie outside the box are marked as diamonds and indicate anomalous data.
The six CO sensors displayed the most similar performance to their CO reference mea-
surement, exhibiting a narrow range of slopes (1.03 to 1.15) and all with high correlations
(R2 > 0.94). There was one CO EC that exhibited a higher sensitivity towards changing
CO concentrations. This was the sensor with the gradient of 1.15 and this gradient is an
outlier compared to the gradients produced with linear regression of the other 5 CO EC.
However this did not cause the correlation of this sensor with the reference to be lower.
The NO2 sensors were all well correlated with the NO2 reference instrument (R
2 for
all NO2 EC were >0.85) but the gradients were all higher than 1, as the NO2 EC all
under-predicted the NO2 concentration between the 24
th and 26th February, when the
NO2 ambient concentrations were low and not variable. There was one NO2 sensor which
exhibited an outlying gradient of 1.56; much higher than the other NO2 EC whose gradients
were between 1.34 and 1.43.
The OX EC appeared to be the poorest performing sensors during the static deploy-
ment. One failed upon arrival and the remaining five OX EC were only moderately cor-
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related to the sum of the NO2 and O3 reference observations (R
2 between 0.4 and 0.63).
Linear regression with each EC against the OX reference measurements led to low slope
values for all OX EC, indicating they were almost half as sensitive to OX concentration
gradients than the reference instruments.
The dip in the ambient concentrations of all the measured pollutants suggests a change
to the air parcel the sensors were monitoring, and the NO2 and OX EC sensors performed
poorly during the two days over which this change occurred. To investigate this further,
the RH of the air flow was plotted up too, as this might explain the median sensors
deviations from the reference observations and increase in noise. Figure 5.6 compares the
OX reference observations with the median OX EC and the relative humidity of the air
reaching the sensors. As expected, the median OX signal matched the profile of the OX
reference instruments, albeit with a linear offset of around 12 ppb for the first three days.
Since the median OX EC exhibited this negative offset, this indicated that at least 3 of
the working OX EC were reporting low values with respect to the reference observations.
The dry air (RH = maximum of 8 % as reported by RH probe during this time) may have
caused the low offset of the OX EC sensors as, in very dry conditions, the electrolyte in the
EC sensor can begin to dry out which increases the viscosity of the electrolyte [1], causing
a decrease in the sensors ability to detect it’s target measurand which would potentially
lead to a negative offset. On the 24th February, at approximately 0400H, the RH decreased
from 6 % to -4 % over a short time period of about an hour. Simultaneously, there was
an increase in the noise on the median OX EC and the sensor began to drift upwards
steadily and slowly. The median OX EC also stopped reproducing the variance which was
displayed in the reference OX measurements and there was more discrepancies between the
two signals, see Fig. 5.6. The OX performance becomes poor compared to the reference
OX observations and this could have been due to a number of reasons. The RH of the
air reaching the sensors was already low, as the ambient air was dry in Colorado and the
sensor instrument was located inside but sampling outdoor air. This would decrease the
RH further. The EC sensors do require some RH to operate properly and an absence
of water vapour in the air might cause the sensors to have noisy signals. Or, the five
individual OX EC each experienced larger amounts of inter-sensor variability, driven by
the dry or different conditions. This would result in the median OX EC also becoming
extremely noisy and potentially this led to the large amounts of noise observed towards
the end of the deployment, on the 26th; again perhaps a side effect of a prolonged exposure
to dry air.
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Figure 5.6: The degradation of the OX EC sensor performance as the relative humidity of
the air reaching the EC sensors becomes very low. The probe measured negative values
for RH, and this indicated that the air was very dry, around 0 % which is the limit of
detection for the RH probe.
The sharp drop in the humidity of the air reaching the sensors is potentially the reason
that the NO2 and CO EC also displayed more deviations from the reference observations
around the time of the 24th February. The low humidity affects the sensing surface and
hence how the sensors respond towards their target compounds. Under these dry condi-
tions the sensitivity of the sensors is potentially higher than under wetter environments,
but also more variable leading to a greater spread of sensors.
5.2.3 CO2 NDIR devices
In addition to the EC and MOS sensors, there were three CO2 NDIRs (ClairAir, Prime2)
for the detection of CO2 built into the sensor instrument. The reference CO2 observations
were time averaged to determine a mean data point every nine minutes because the sample
line was also used for the NOx-CaRD instrument. The NOx-CaRD provided NO2 and O3
reference measurements, but overflowed the sample line with zero air every nine minutes
for a short period of time. The CO2 PICARRO was able to detect this and made the CO2
reference measurements appear much more noisy than they were. For a fair comparison
to the CO2 reference observations, the NDIR data was also re-sampled to nine minutes.
The time series in Fig.5.7a compare the median of three NDIR sensors (purple) with
the CO2 reference observations (black). There was a large positive offset (40 ppm) between
the median NDIR and the reference CO2 values. The median sensor and the reference
CO2 instrument have a high degree of covariance and the main profile of the reference
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Figure 5.7: The time series, a) of the median of the three CO2 NDIR (purple) and the
CO2 reference observations (black). The general profile of the reference measurements
was detected by the NDIR devices, but the low-cost sensors did not mange to identify
the correct absolute CO2 concentrations. The correlation plot b) of the median NDIR
and the reference instrument showed a high degree of linearity in the results, but a lower
sensitivity for the NDIRs compared to the reference CO observations.
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measurements over the five days of static deployment was detected. The correlation plot
between the median CO2 NDIR and the reference (Fig. 5.7b) showed that there was a high
degree of linearity between the two detection techniques and the correlation was good (R2:
0.91). The sensitivity of the median NDIR was relatively low as the slope between the
two devices was 0.285. When the CO2 reference observations reported the lowest values
of CO2, 400 - 420 ppm during the static deployment, the median NDIR exhibited the
largest spread of data; reporting 475 - 490 ppm. In the correlation plot, Fig. 5.7b, this
was evident as the slope between the median NDIR and the reference CO2 was very steep
between these values, creating the non-linear curve in the correlation plot. Due to the
nature of the NDIR detection technique, the devices were supposed to be less susceptible
to cross sensitivities, and the reason for this deviation from linearity might be due to the
sensors either exhibiting a downwards drift over the three days or reaching their limits of
detection.
After normalisation of each device the covariance-variance matrix showed that all three
NDIRs co-varied together and this also matched the profile of the CO2 reference observa-
tions.
Figure 5.8: A covariance-variance matrix for the three NDIR sensors and the CO2 reference
measurement.
Where each device in Fig. 5.8 meets itself, the variance of the time series is given and
all three NDIRs have very similar variance (1.1 x 10-4 to 1.2 x 10-4) within their signals
therefore all have similar sensitivities and responses towards CO2. The variance in the
reference CO2 was quite a lot higher than the NDIRs (11.6 x 10
-4) due to the reference
instrument exhibiting a greater sensitivity towards CO2 gradients. It was advantageous
that the three NDIR devices all displayed a similar amount of variance within their sig-
nals as this indicated that the inter-sensor reproducibility was high and the three CO2
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NDIR devices were comparable. However, compared to the CO2 reference observations,
the median CO2 NDIR signal exhibited a low sensitivity towards changing ambient CO2
concentrations. The device was designed to be low cost and therefore the expense per
NDIR will limit the performance achievable with this technique. The scientific principle
for NDIR sensors relies on the Beer-Lambert Law, therefore the sensitivity of the NDIRs
could be increased by increasing the path length inside the NDIR; this may be difficult to
achieve if the CO2 NDIR sensors are to remain the same size and cost.
5.2.4 MOS sensors
There was a cluster of eight MOS sensors for each of the four different types (TGS2611
methane, TGS2602 total VOC, TGS2620 OVOC and TGS2630 propane/butane) of MOS
sensors in the sensor instrument. The data sheet for the methane MOS (TGS2611) states
that they can sense methane between 500 - 10,000 ppm, but it was expected that they will
be able to detect at lower, more ambient concentrations, as the other types of MOS sensors
have appeared to do in previous experiments. There were 8 methane MOS deployed as
one cluster; one failed immediately upon arrival, leaving seven working methane MOS.
To examine the amount of inter-sensor variability, the seven sensors had a constant offset
applied to the entire time series that ensured that their signals all began at 1 V. The
methane MOS spread out gradually over time, reaching a difference of 0.240 V between
the highest and lowest reporting sensors over the five days of sampling the ambient air in
Colorado, Fig. 5.9.
The spreading out of the methane MOS sensors meant that, as with other low-cost
sensors, it is important to improve the reproducibility of the sensor measurements. There-
fore the randomised drift was minimised by calculating an instantaneous median of the
seven sensors and this was used for further analysis. Previously, the MOS signals have
been impacted by changing RH and temperature of the air flow reaching the sensors, and
so correlation plots to examine the relationship between the median methane MOS sensor
with the RH and temperature were produced, Fig. 5.10a and b. As the relative humidity
increased from by 12 %, the median MOS signal decreased, at a rate of -10.6 mV %-1.
There was a strong correlation between the median MOS sensor and the RH of the air
flow, R2 : 0.83. This indicated that the median methane MOS sensor exhibited a large
dependency on the relative humidity of the air. This was unsurprising given that previ-
ously, when the MOS sensors sampled in low humidity’s they exhibited high and variable
sensitivities towards their target compound, cross sensitivities and other external condi-
tions. The linear parameters (y = -0.0106x + 1.04) deduced from Fig. 5.10a were used to
generate an RH correction to account for the impact of RH upon the median MOS signal.
Temperature is another environmental condition that has impacted the MOS signals
in previous experiments and so the relationship between the median MOS and the tem-
perature of the air flow was also examined, Fig. 5.10b. There was a positive relationship
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Figure 5.9: The seven methane MOS sensors were constantly offset to all begin at 1 V
at the beginning of the deployment to investigate the degree to which they spread apart
from each other. The pink lines indicated the individual methane MOS signals, and the
black lines represent the highest and lowest reporting sensor.
between increasing temperature and an increasing median MOS signal (gradient: 32.1 mV
◦C), with a moderate to weak correlation, R2 : 0.322.
Figure 5.10: The median methane MOS was correlated with a) the relative humidity and
b) the temperature of the air flow to allow linear correction factors to be determined in
order to correct for changing environmental conditions.
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The linear parameters describing the relationship between the humidity (Fig. 5.10a)
and the temperature (Fig. 5.10b) were then used to predict a MOS signal based purely
upon the humidity and temperature and then this was subtracted from the median methane
MOS to leave the temperature and humidity corrected methane MOS signal, see Fig. 5.11.
Correcting the median methane MOS signal for RH and temperature decreased the mag-
Figure 5.11: The median methane MOS signal before (grey) and after (pink) RH and
temperature corrections were applied to the data. The black line is the methane reference
measurement.
nitude of the longer term variability of the signal (4 - 6 hours). However, the RH and
temperature correction did not impact the short term variability and as such it was hoped
that these shorter term peaks were related to changing methane concentrations as the
variability that remained in the median methane MOS signal was now more likely due to
be from changes in the methane mixing ratio, than environmental changes. The methane
reference instrument, a Picarro wavelength scanned cavity ring down spectrometer was
averaged to 1 minute data for a fair comparison with the methane MOS, Fig. 5.12.
Even after temperature and humidity corrections the agreement between the refer-
ence CH4 observations and the median methane MOS was still very poor (gradient =
-6.02x10-6), with a low correlation (R2: -0.0235) and high error (NRMSE: 4.83). The ref-
erence CH4 measurements detected more variability in the ambient methane concentration
than the methane MOS sensors during the first three days of deployment - before the 24th
February. Then the methane concentration decreased and plateaued at approximately
1.95 ppm. The median methane MOS signal displays a different profile, detecting less of
the high resolution variability but three major peaks within the entire time series. Two
of the peaks co-vary with the variability in the methane concentration from the reference
observations and one which occurred after the 24th Feb, when the reference observations
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Figure 5.12: a) The ambient methane concentration as measured by the reference instru-
ment (black) and the temperature and humidity corrected median methane MOS (pink),
plotted on the secondary y-axis. b) Correlation plot between the two methane measure-
ments.
have decreased. The median methane signal did decrease from -0.7 to -0.75 V and stabilise,
but after a time lag of a day compared to the reference instrument. It is not clear from the
plots in Fig. 5.12 whether the temperature and humidity corrected median methane MOS
sensor was detecting methane. The value of these evaluation parameters (R2, NRMSE,
gradient) to compare the corrected MOS signal with the methane reference indicated that
the methane MOS were not responding to changing methane concentrations.
The three other types of MOS sensor also recorded data for the five days over which
the sensor instrument was deployed in the laboratory, sampling ambient air from outside.
The distribution of the sensors, the median, the interquartile range and the 5th and 95th
percentiles are plotted in Fig. 5.13 for the a) total VOC, b) propane/butane and c) OVOC
MOS. The y-axis is the same for all three to allow for a better comparison between the three
different types of sensor. All three types of MOS displayed similar variability throughout
the static deployment when they sampled ambient air - with peaks occurring at the same
time, albeit to varying amounts. After the 24th Feb, there was an increase in the noise for
the sensors, most likely due to the change in environmental conditions as this was the time
whereupon the humidity of the air flowing to the sensors decreased for the next three days.
The MOS signals became less variable after this date too, reflecting the behaviour of all
the other sensors and reference instruments. This change in variability was evidence that
the MOS sensors were responding to the pollution levels as they show the same qualitative
trends as the reference instruments. All sensors and reference observations, barring the
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methane MOS, observed a decrease in their target measurand concentrations after the
24th February, indicating a new parcel of air. This parcel probably contained a different
atmospheric composition and lower amounts of compounds which led to the instrument
wide decrease in signal. Both the total VOC and PrBu MOS clusters (dark red and teal
respectively in Fig. 5.13) behaved similarly, with one sensor displaying a higher response
than the other seven, leading to the 95th percentile (upper grey line in both Fig. 5.13a
and b) lying around 0.1 V away from the upper quartile. The remainder of the PrBu MOS
sensors were very close in value to each other, and the interquartile range (teal shaded
area) was only just distinguishable from the median line (black). The eight OVOC sensors
were more evenly spread about the median line.
Figure 5.13: The interquartile ranges for the a) total VOC MOS, b) propane/butane and
c) OVOC MOS sensors are shown as shaded regions. The grey lines in each plot represent
the 5th and 95th percentiles and the black lines are the median of the cluster of MOS
sensors.
All types of MOS were impacted by the changing humidity of the air flow and therefore
the median VOC, PrBu and OVOC MOS sensor signals were corrected, in an analogous
manner to the median methane MOS. Figure 5.14 shows the linear parameters describing
the three median MOS relationships with the relative humidity of the air reaching the
sensors active surface. The MOS sensors all displayed extremely strong correlations with
RH, R2 >0.91, and had a good agreement with the RH profile for the duration of the static
deployment. The linear regression identified relatively high magnitudes for the slopes of
the OVOC, VOC and PrBu MOS sensors against RH (30, 21 and 27 mV %-1 respectively)
and it was thought that, since there were not many water molecules in the air, the impact
per molecule was much greater leading to the MOS response closely following the measured
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humidity of the air. The linear regression produced equations that could then be used to
determine the MOS response if it was only responding to RH. This was then subtracted
from the median MOS signal and the remainder is the RH corrected median MOS depicted
by the coloured lines in Fig. 5.14.
Figure 5.14: a) Each of the median OVOC, PrBu and VOC MOS sensors were correlated
separately against the relative humidity of the air flow reaching the sensors. The linear
parameters describing their relationships were determined and the slope, R2 and NRMSE
for this regression are in the table. All had strong, positive correlations with the humidity
of the air, R2 > 0.91. b) The RH corrected data for the OVOC (orange), VOC (dark red)
and PrBu (teal) MOS sensors. A MOS prediction based purely on the RH was determined
using the slope and intercept from the linear correlation plots and then this was subtracted
away from the median MOS signal to leave the RH corrected signal. After RH correction,
the MOS signals all covaried, with each displaying a similar time series.
The humidity corrected data showed a period of high variability for all types of sensor
between the 21st and the 24th of Feb, then the signals all became much flatter before they
steadily increased for the remainder of the deployment. The three different median MOS
sensors detected similar variables in their environment as even after the RH correction
their signals were similar.
The temperature was also monitored during the sensors deployment, and the linear
regression parameters generated for each type of MOS sensor with temperature.
The correlation of the median of each MOS cluster with temperature was weak, see
Table 5.2 and the R2 between the median MOS and temperature ranged from -0.099
to -0.175. There was also a large amount of error calculated between the relationship
with temperature and the median MOS, with the minimal uncertainty (NRMSE) being
467 % for the PrBu and OVOC sensors. The large NRMSE values indicated that there
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Table 5.2: Linear regression parameters to describe the linear relationship between the
temperature of the air flow and the median MOS signal for the VOC, PrBu and OVOC
MOS clusters.
VOC PrBu OVOC
Slope (mV ◦C-1) -24.4 -20.7 -15.4
R2 -0.142 -0.175 -0.0993
NRMSE 4.69 (469 %) 4.67 (467 %) 4.67 (467 %)
was only a very weak correlation with temperature and therefore correcting the median
MOS with the linear regression parameters was likely to introduce more error within the
median MOS signal, rather than improving it by correcting the baseline for temperature.
It was thought that the MOS sensor signals were all strongly influenced by the changing
humidity conditions and the changes in RH had a larger impact upon the median MOS
sensor signal, which overwhelmed the change in MOS signal that was due to changes in
the temperature of the air. The range of temperature was also quite narrow (24.4 to 30.3
◦C) and subsequently did not effect the total VOC, OVOC or PrBu MOS sensors to any
great extent. Therefore, no temperature corrections were made upon the VOC, OVOC
and PrBu MOS sensors regarding the temperature of the air for this deployment.
5.3 Machine learning using the static sensors
The machine learning techniques described in Chapter 4 were also used to form part of
the analysis of the Boulder sensor instrument.
The linear regression analysis performed upon the EC located in Boulder showed that
the sensors had a good agreement with their co-located reference instruments, over the
first three days of deployment. Yet there was much more error in the sensor data when
the concentrations of the compounds were low, for example when the pollutants ambient
concentrations decreased on the 24th February. Machine learning (ML) can potentially
optimise the sensor data further, making a concentration estimate that is closer to the
reference, especially during those times when the humidity and pollutant concentrations
changed rapidly.
The same XGBoost python package was used to run Boosted Regression Trees (BRT)
and Boosted Linear Regression (BLR) upon the data collected from the static measure-
ments taken when the sensor instrument was located inside the NOAA laboratories.
There were two approaches used for analysis of the EC sensors:
i The first method uses the algorithms that were previously trained on the first 30 %
of the China data set, and apply these to the 5 days of static Boulder sensor data to
make concentration estimates of NO2, OX and CO. This was interesting to identify
how the China ML models performed upon the sensor data where the concentrations
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of the target pollutants and the environmental conditions are vastly different.
ii Re-train the ML algorithms to determine new BRT and BLR algorithms. Use the first
portion of the Boulder sensor data (20 %) to train the algorithm and apply these new
algorithms to the last 80 % to make concentration estimates.
5.3.1 Machine learning with the China BRT and BLR algo-
rithms
Previously, for the analysis of the China sensors data set, BRT and BLR ML models were
used to improve the concentration estimates of the target compounds for the EC sensors.
Cross validation (5-fold) was used upon the first 30 % of the China data set to tune the
hyper-parameters to make a good fit of the algorithm to the data, and the trained model
was exposed to ’unseen’ data (testing set) to evaluate the performance of the algorithm.
It was possible to apply the previously used models, trained on the first 30 % of the China
sensor data set and apply these to the five days of data collected in Boulder. The Boulder
sensors data set was therefore used as a different testing set for the China-trained ML
algorithms. It was interesting to examine how well the China models performed when
given a slightly different data set.
Although it was a different data set, the Boulder sensor data set contained the same
variables that were collected in the China data set. There were new sensors installed in
the sensor instrument but the measurement of NO2, OX and CO were still conducted using
electrochemical sensors, and total VOCs were monitored using the same brand of metal
oxide sensors. Boulder testing set variables were median CO, median NO2, median OX,
median VOC, RH and temperature. BRT and BLR were used to predict the concentration
estimate of NO2, OX and CO. The co-located reference instruments were used purely as a
comparison for model performance evaluation.
Using the ML algorithms that were trained on the China sensor data will test the
robustness of using ML as a calibration procedure and investigate the suitability of training
ML in different conditions to the test set. Linear regression was used to evaluate the
performance of three different methods: the uncalibrated median EC, the China-trained
BRT algorithm and the China-trained BLR algorithms, compared against the respective
reference observations, Fig. 5.16.
The BRT-predicted NO2 prediction was used as an example to show how the compar-
isons between the different algorithms were made. The example, shown in Fig. 5.15 shows
the median NO2 EC sensor with just the factory conversion factors applied to the sensors
(referred to as the uncalibrated sensors, grey), the reference NO2 observations from Boul-
der (black) and the NO2 concentration estimate (green) predicted using the China BRT
model upon the Boulder data set.
The uncalibrated NO2 sensors (grey, Fig. 5.15a) had a better agreement with the
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Figure 5.15: The hyper-parameters were unchanged from the China BRT analysis to iden-
tify how well the NO2 BRT algorithm performed when the Boulder static measurements
were used as a testing set. The China-trained BRT model predicted the NO2 concentra-
tion (green). The NO2 reference observations are plotted in black, and the median NO2
sensor with no calibration model applied is shown in grey.
reference NO2 observations than the NO2 predicted using the China-BRT model. The
NO2 prediction was constantly offset by approximately +20 ppb compared to both the
reference measurement (black) and the uncalibrated NO2 median EC. The variability in
the NO2 concentration was detected in the NO2 China-BRT prediction, but there was
no improvement in the covariance of the data compared to just using the median NO2
EC sensor. Therefore, due to the poorer performance of the China trained NO2 BRT
concentration estimate the calibration model was not robust when the sensor instrument
was deployed in a location that has different conditions than the location in which the
algorithm was trained in. The BRT ML technique is incapable of extrapolation. Therefore
when the chemical and environmental conditions were altered to be beyond the ranges
experienced by the algorithm in the training set, the BRT algorithm could not estimate
the impact of these changes upon the EC sensors, leading to the +20 ppb offset.
However, the China-BRT algorithm did predict the NO2 concentration with an essen-
tially equal correlation (R2: 0.89) with the reference observations than the uncalibrated
median NO2 (R
2: 0.88). The BRT algorithm performed better at not overestimating the
NO2 concentration after the decreased in concentration on the 24
th and the NO2 concen-
tration estimate did not decrease to negative values, or by as much as the EC sensors alone
did. Therefore the China-BRT prediction of NO2 was able to capture the same variance
within the data set than the median NO2 sensor, and hence did not lead to a decrease
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Figure 5.16: Summarising the performance of the uncalibrated median EC, the China-
trained BRT and China-trained BLR algorithms when they were used to predict the
concentration estimate of NO2 (green), OX (blue) and CO (red).
in R2 when compared with the reference, even though the absolute values produced by
the China-BRT prediction were further from the reference observations. The uncalibrated
NO2 median EC displayed a RMSE of 9.24 ppb with the reference NO2 observations,
whereas the RMSE for the China-trained BRT NO2 prediction was 23.9 ppb. There was
a lot more error within the China-trained NO2 BRT signal than the uncalibrated median
NO2 EC.
The results from using first the China-trained CO BRT algorithm and then the China-
trained CO BLR algorithm with the CO Boulder data are summarised in Fig. 5.16. The
equivalent analysis of the OX Boulder data, with the China-trained OX BRT algorithm and
the China-trained OX BLR algorithm is also displayed in Fig. 5.16. The BLR algorithm
was investigated because this algorithm does have the ability to extrapolate and therefore
if the response of the EC towards the temperature and humidity were linear, these models
have a better chance at producing a concentration estimate that is closer to the reference
than the uncalibrated EC sensors alone.
The intercept of the linear regression was used to investigate the offset between these
different analysis techniques and the reference observations. In all cases, the intercept
(offset) of the EC from the reference observations was smallest when the uncalibrated
median EC was used, indicating that, out of the three methods used, the uncalibrated EC
median was optimum for determining absolute concentration values. Equally, the linear
regression slopes were closest to 1 for the comparison of the reference observations with
the uncalibrated EC median signals, indicating that the uncalibrated median EC signals
exhibited a sensitivity that was more similar to the reference instrument, compared to the
China-BRT or China-BLR predicted concentration estimates.
For the NO2 and CO EC analysis, the RMSE values were the smallest for the uncal-
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ibrated sensors. When the China-trained ML techniques were applied the error in the
predictions increased and were at least three times higher than the error between the
uncalibrated sensors and the reference measurements.
For CO and OX, applying the respective China-BRT algorithms degraded the sensor
performance; the offset increased, the R2 decreased, and the error within the concentration
estimates increased. This was the same for the NO2 except the R
2 increased slightly due
to an improvement of the correlation for the China-trained NO2 BRT prediction, during
times when the concentration of NO2 was low.
The China-BLR models did not improve the sensor data quality either. The R2 values
between the reference and the China-BLR predictions was always lower than when the
uncalibrated EC median was used.
For the NO2 and CO EC analysis, using China-trained BLR algorithms caused the
error estimates (RMSE and NRMSE) to increase; the NRMSE was more than 6 times
greater than when it was calculated for the uncalibrated median EC sensors. However,
the RMSE was reduced when the China-BLR algorithm was applied to the OX, from 8.1
ppb (for the uncalibrated median OX EC against reference) to 6.59 ppb. This reduction
in the error estimate was due to a better agreement with the reference observations that
occurs at at the beginning of the deployment. Yet after the 24th Feb, during the low
humidity period, the OX prediction was not as good as the uncalibrated OX median EC.
The China trained BRT ML algorthims were not suitable for improving the quality of
the EC sensor data when the sensors were deployed in Boulder, Colorado. This indicated
that the relationships and trends that the BRT algorithm learnt during the Beijing training
period are different to those that exist between the sensor variables in Boulder. This could
be due to a number of reasons. The RH and temperature during the Boulder deployment
are very different to that experienced by the EC in China, when the ML algorithm was
trained. The temperature and RH are instrumental for determining the sensitivity of
the EC towards their target compounds and EC sensor performance. The ML algorithms
would not be trained with data to supply them with the information that, at very low RHs,
the OX EC for example, exhibits a linear, low offset. Therefore any of the concentration
estimates that use the median OX EC to make decisions and predictions will be affected
and will not be accurate. It would not help to correct the data by applying an offset
prior to the application of the ML algorithms because the poorer performance of the
ML concentration estimates were due to a combination of the different environmental
conditions, and a change in the sensitivity and performance of the EC, not just because
the concentration of the compounds were lower than they were in Beijing. It was expected
that, because the environmental conditions and concentrations of pollutants were different
between the two deployments, it might be challenging for the ML algorithms to make
accurate and precise concentration estimates. However, due to the BLR model able to
extrapolate to allow predictions over conditions that were not observed within the training
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data set, it was thought that this might perform a lot better than the BRT algorithm.
BLR did not consistently perform better than BRT therefore it is not possible to use either
ML techniques when applying them to data sets with different environmental conditions.
To conclude, it was not appropriate to produce one single ML calibration model, trained
on a narrow set of variables and conditions (e.g. China data set), that was appropriate
for all environments (e.g. applying to the Boulder data set). ML models must be trained
with a data set that encompasses the same environmental conditions as experienced by
the sensors during the testing set. It was necessary to re-train the ML algorithms with the
training set including humidity’s as low as 0 % RH and temperatures to 30 ◦C with lower
concentrations of the target compounds. These environmental conditions would then be
more representative of the site of deployment in Boulder.
The sensors were exposed to completely different ranges of outdoor variables when they
were deployed in China therefore, because the training data set has only observed the EC
sensors behaviour within a temperature range of 15.2 - 42.2 ◦C, a humidity range of 3.82
- 17.83 g m-3 and higher pollutant concentrations there were difficulties when predicting
concentration estimates in Boulder. Previous experiments have shown that the sensors can
also exhibit non-linear relationships with these variables so, even when the algorithms were
capable of extrapolation, e.g. the BLR ML models, these trends were not representative
of the EC behaviour in these conditions either.
5.3.2 Retraining the ML algorithms using BRT
New ML based calibration models, which used only data from the Boulder deployment
were produced, so that the hyper-parameters were tuned to allow good fitting of the
algorithms with data collected at in Boulder. This might improve the performance of the
ML analysis and predict concentration estimates of the different pollutants which are closer
to the reference observations. The sensor instrument was set-up to monitor ambient air
over a week, with a four-hour stabilisation period prior to the start of the training data.
Consequently the training and testing data sets were smaller than for the China data.
Co-located reference instruments for CO, NO2, OX, CO2 and methane were used as the
training labels when a concentration estimate for that specific compound was determined
via BRL or BRT. The limited data sets may impact the ML algorithms ability to detect
trends between the variables. It was interesting to observe the performance of the BRT
ML technique when a 4-day training set was used and identify if it was possible to improve
the quality of the sensor data even with a short time scale and a smaller data set.
As with the previous analyses using ML, the sensor variables used were the median
CO, NO2, OX, O3 (median OX - median NO2) EC , median total VOC MOS, RH and
temperature of the air flow to the sensors. The median CO2 NDIR signal was also included
in all the ML algorithms training and testing data sets when the algorithms were re-trained
upon the data collected in Boulder. The three other types of MOS sensor - the OVOC,
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PrBu and methane MOS were not included because it was difficult to identify if they
were responding to their target compounds, or if their signals were overwhelmed by cross
sensitivities.
Splitting the data into training and test sets
There were 6565 simultaneous reference and median CO2 NDIR data points. The training
and testing data sets were split into 80 : 20 leaving 5252 data points used in the training
period (0900 22nd February 2018 until 20:30 25th February 2018) and 1313 in the testing
period (20:30 25th February 2018 until 17:00 26th February 2018).
The NO2 and OX concentration estimates were made using 5954 data points in the
training set and testing with 1000 data points.
The CO sensors recorded data for the same time period but there was less data available
because the data was averaged to every 9 minutes, in order to make a comparison with
the reference instrument. The reference instrument was averaged to every 9 minutes to
smooth out the response due to the reference instrument responding to the overflow of zero
air into the sampling air which occurred every 9 minutes and lasted 10 seconds. Although
the EC sensors did not respond on a fast enough time scale to observe this overflowing
of air, to make a fair comparison between the CO reference measurement and the CO
EC both data sets were averaged to 9 minutes. However, this averaging greatly limited
the amount of data points, leading to the CO BRT prediction having 727 data points for
training and 182 data points for testing to ensure there was still an 80 : 20 split. Since
ML techniques perform better at capturing the relationships between variables when they
have access to larger data sets, often more data is advantageous for making predictions
over the testing set. It was therefore expected that the ML CO prediction would not be
as good as the NO2 or OX.
Five-fold cross validation with a randomisation seed of 42 was again used each time the
ML algorithms were trained upon the data, to minimise over-fitting. Linear regression was
used to compare the BRT-predicted concentration estimates with the relevant reference
instrument over the testing period, see Fig. 5.17, coloured data points and coloured
trendlines. To identify if applying BRT ML improved the quality of senor data, the
uncalibrated median EC or NDIR was also compared to the reference instrument over the
same time period as the testing data (20:30 25th February 2018 until 17:00 26th February
2018), see Fig. 5.17 grey data points. The trendlines calculated between the uncalibrated
EC and NDIR with the reference are also plotted as grey lines.
The correlation plots between the concentration estimates made by each of the trained
BRT algorithms are shown in Fig. 5.17. The NO2 concentration estimate produced a
smaller error estimate than the uncalibrated median NO2 EC (NRMSE BRT NO2 predic-
tion: 0.0842, NRMSE uncalibrated NO2 median: 0.294), see Fig. 5.17a. This indicated
that the BRT prediction better predicted the variance within the NO2 signal, compared
to the uncalibrated median EC. Yet, the gradient of the slope between the reference and
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Figure 5.17: The correlation plots between the uncalibrated median sensors (grey) and
BRT concentration estimates after the algorithm was trained using only data it had ob-
served in Boulder. a) NO2 prediction (green), b) OX prediction (blue), c) CO prediction
(red) and d) the CO2 prediction (purple). The trendlines and parameters calculated via
linear regression are also shown for the uncalibrated sensors (grey lines and boxes) and
the BRT-predicted concentration estimates (coloured lines and boxes).
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the BRT-predicted NO2 concentration was further away from 1 (gradient 0.173) compared
to the uncalibrated median NO2 EC (gradient (1.0) indicating that the absolute BRT
predicted NO2 concentrations were further from the reference NO2 observations. The sen-
sitivity of the BRT prediction was reduced compared to the uncalibrated median NO2
EC. The decrease in the correlation with the reference observations (R2 value BRT NO2
prediction: 0.69, uncalibrated NO2 median: 0.83) was additional evidence that the BRT
algorithm did not fully capture the relationships between the sensor variables and the
ambient NO2 concentrations. BRT did not improve the quality of the NO2 sensor data.
This was potentially because the CO EC was the second largest contributor towards the
NO2 BRT prediction in Chapter 4, Fig. 4.31. With limited CO EC data points, the BRT
algorithm would be more limited when making decisions in the decision trees.
The BRT prediction of the OX concentration improved in all the performance criteria
shown in Fig. 5.17b. The correlation between the reference observations and the OX
concentration increased (R2 BRT OX prediction : 0.70, uncalibrated OX median: 0.54),
the trendline was closer to 1 (BRT predicted OX:0.61, uncalibrated:0.33) indicating that
the BRT predicted concentration estimate was more sensitive towards changing OX con-
centrations. The error within the OX timeseries was also reduced for the BRT-predicted
OX concentration estimate (NRMSE:0.19) compared to the original median OX EC sensor
(NRMSE:0.23). Applying BRT did improve the quality of the OX sensor observations,
although the overall performance of the median OX EC and the subsequent BRT OX
prediction was poorer compared to the China data analysis.
Due to the limited data points for the CO sensors, the BRT prediction was not expected
to improve the CO concentration estimate based upon the median CO signal and this was
the case. The correlation was weaker for the BRT-predicted CO (R2:0.64) than it was
for the uncalibrated CO EC median (R2: 0.67). There was also slightly more error in
the BRT-predicted CO estimate (NRMSE:0.29), than there were for the uncalibrated CO
median EC (NRMSE:0.12). A longer time series, with higher temporal resolution training
data points would allow the BRT algorithm to better detect the relationships between
the sensor variables and the CO concentrations and hence allow for an improved BRT-
predicted CO concentration estimate.
The BRT-predicted CO2 concentration estimate, Fig. 5.17d, was also compared with
the uncalibrated CO2 NDIR median. This was the first time the CO2 NDIR sensors had
been deployed as part of the sensor instrument and there were improvements to the quality
of NDIR data after applying BRT to the data set. The NRMSE decreased from 1.42 with
the uncalibrated median CO2 to 0.203 for the BRT CO2 concentration estimate, reducing
the uncertainty within the data. The offset of approximately 40 ppm was reduced when
using the BRT CO2 prediction. However, the R
2 value decreased slightly for the BRT
predicted CO2 concentration estimate. The gradient of the line between the BRT-CO2
concentration (0.043) was lower than for the uncalibrated NDIR median (0.113), which
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Figure 5.18: The relative contributions of each variable to the CO2 BRT concentration
estimate. CO and CO2 contributed the most, to very similar degrees.
indicated that the uncalibrated NDIR median was more sensitive at detecting the same
changes in ambient CO2 as the CO2 reference instrument.
The gain feature showed that each sensor contributed the most to the concentration
estimate of its target compound. E.g. the OX sensors made the largest contribution
towards the algorithm trained to predict the OX concentration. The contribution of each
LCS towards the BRT CO2 prediction are displayed in Fig. 5.18, as this was the first time
that the BRT algorithm had been used to make a CO2 prediction.
Surprisingly, the median CO EC made the largest contribution to the CO2 concen-
tration estimate, Figure 5.18. The median CO2 NDIR sensor made the second largest
contribution, and together these two variables influenced two thirds of decisions during
the training of the BRT algorithm. Ambient CO and CO2 concentrations are correlated
in the troposphere when the emissions are influenced by combustion [57]. Therefore the
BRT algorithm may have detected this correlation between the two sensor signals to make
the BRT predicted CO2 concentration estimate hence this was potentially why the median
CO EC makes such a large contribution to the BRT prediction for CO2.
The BRT algorithms applied to the sensor variables improved the quality of the sensor
data with limited success. The improvements that BRT made were slight and were not
to the same extent of improvement observed with the application of ML techniques to the
China data. This was potentially because the smaller data sets meant that the training
and testing data had different distributions. ML is less effective when the distributions
of the training and testing data are different because the relationships learnt during the
training stage are not representative of the behaviour of the sensors in the testing stage.
The distribution functions in Fig. 5.19 shows how the training data was distributed
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Figure 5.19: The distribution of the training (purple) and testing (green) data for the
Boulder data, for a) CO, b), NO2, c) CO2 and d) OX. The more similar the distributions
of training and testing data sets, the better the ML prediction. This is because the
relationships learnt by the algorithm in the training data will be true of the relationships
in the testing data set.
compared to the testing data for a) CO, b) NO2, c) CO2 and d) OX. For the Boulder
data, the testing data and the training data had only small domains where the distributions
overlapped - and these were the regions where the relationships learnt by the ML during
training held true for the testing period. Because the overlap is small, the ML techniques
cannot make accurate predictions about the concentration estimates. Where there were
large differences between the distributions of training and testing data for one variable,
this impacts the quality of the prediction made for any prediction that uses this variable to
make a prediction. Therefore, since there were no variables that displayed highly similar
distributions between the training and testing data sets, all of the ML predictions would
be affected as they all used every variable to some extent.
The training and testing NO2 distributions were the most similar; they both had the
same shape of one large peak at lower concentrations, followed by a smaller peak at 15
- 20 ppb higher concentrations. The similarity of these two distributions led to the BRT
predicted NO2 concentration estimate displaying the most improvement compared to the
uncalibrated NO2 EC median, Fig. 5.20.
The NO2 EC sensor data contributed in 88 % of the key decisions when identifying the
relationship between the sensors and the training label and this sensor had the most similar
distribution between the training and testing data set. Therefore the BRT predicted NO2
prediction was the best out of the concentration estimates produced for the other types
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Figure 5.20: The timeseries to investigate the training and testing data for the NO2 median
EC and to compare the NO2 median EC with the BRT predicted NO2 concentration
estimate.
of sensor.
The sensors experienced much drier air than they have done previously for monitoring
ambient air, which may have affected the sensitivities and the amount of random noise
in the sensor signals. Over such a short period of time the algorithms found it hard to
determine relationships for this degradation of the sensor signals. The OX EC showed this
clearly. In the last two days of sampling air in Boulder, the median OX signal displayed
an exponential increase in noise which overwhelmed the relationships between the OX
sensor, the reference OX reference observations and the other variables measured by the
sensor instrument. This was unexpected and since the training data set did not contain
EC sensor data where this was observed, the algorithm found it difficult to respond to.
This degradation of the OX EC signal impacts all the BRT predictions that used the
OX sensor to make a prediction. The OX EC did not co-vary with the reference OX
observations to the same extent that it did during the China deployment previously. The
poorer performance of the median OX EC hugely impacted the BRT OX concentration
estimate which previously used the median OX EC to influence the majority of decisions
within the tree ensemble that produced the BRT OX concentration estimate. Instead,
the temperature timeseries was the main contributor to the BRT OX prediction (29 %),
whereas the median OX EC only made the third largest contribution (19 %). impacted
the most because this was the prediction which used the median OX EC for calculating
the concentration estimate. A lack of humidity is known to cause a range of unpredictable
responses from the EC sensors [206] [104].
To fully optimise the ML models, the training and testing data require their distribution
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Figure 5.21: The median OX EC sensor (grey) exhibited a large amount of noise towards
the end of the static deployment in Boulder (26th Feb. This influenced the BRT OX predic-
tion (blue) and other predictions that the median OX EC was involved with. Reference OX
observations are shown in red and black for the training and testing periods, respectively.
of data to have maximum overlap for the trends learnt by the algorithm to calculate the
concentration gradients. More data, with the sensors exposed to a wider range of pollutant
concentrations - especially at lower ambient mixing ratios- and environmental conditions
was necessary to improve the performance of the BRT ML technique.
There was a noticeable change in the traces for the reference instruments and the EC
sensors in the latter half of the data sets. As discussed previously, this was thought to be
due to a change in the air parcel the instruments were measuring e.g. from a changing wind
direction blowing in air containing pollutants from different sources. The temperature and
humidity sensors helped to detect that the air parcel experienced by the sensors on the 24th
February exhibited different environmental conditions as the air sampled on the previous
day. However, there was nothing as definite as an anemometer measurement to monitor
the wind direction and speed, which would be more informative for detecting different air
parcels and identifying their back trajectory. Including this information in the sensors
data would potentially improve the ML predictions as the algorithm would have data
to indicate a different air parcel via the wind direction, temperature, humidity and the
concentration of contaminants. Once the algorithm has been trained on such data it would
be used to better predict the concentration estimates since the ambient concentration of
pollution might always be higher or lower when the wind is blowing from a certain direction
especially if the sensors were based downwind of an emission source.
It was hoped that the BRT algorithms trained on the static deployment could be used
as a calibration model for the mobile measurements made by the sensors in the following
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week. However, there was not consistent evidence that the BRT models were optimal for
this, as they did not fully capture the behaviour of the target compounds. BLR and GP
did not consistently perform as well as the BRT algorithm for the China data, which was
much more suitable for the application of ML techniques as there were more data points
and more similar training and testing data sets. Therefore, the other ML techniques were
not investigated using the Boulder data set since the BRT was did not perform well when
given these variables.
The results from the China and Boulder ML analysis suggested that there are certain
caveats required to use ML to it’s full potential. For example, the testing and training data
must be within the same season, and the distribution of training data and testing data
should overlap and be similar. To make a robust prediction over a week to a month, at
least a fortnight of training data is required, and the training set should be collected at the
same location as the testing set with co-located reference measurements for the training
set. During the static sensor instrument deployment, it was suspected that the air parcel
that the sensors was measuring had changed. To improve the ML predicted concentration
estimates it would be beneficial to additionally monitor wind speed and direction and to
extend the training period to add more data during the second air parcel. This would
increase the chance that the ML algorithm would learn the different relationships between
the sensors and ambient pollutant concentrations during times when the air is similar to
that of the second air parcel. Since there were occasions when the ML predicted concen-
trations were worse than the median EC sensor and there was no consistent improvement
of the sensor data using ML techniques on sensor data reported in Boulder, ML techniques
were not applied to the mobile sensor measurements. When evaluating the performance
of the sensor instrument on a mobile platform, the instantaneous median was used to
compare between the LCS and the co-located reference measurements.
5.4 Optical particle counters (OPCs)
There are commercially available low-cost devices called Optical Particle Counters (OPCs)
that detect PM1, PM2.5 and PM10. Four of these devices were purchased from Alphasense
(OPC-N2)and deployed outside in NOAA’s car park to evaluate their performance. Due
to the nature of sampling PM, it was a requirement for the OPC box to be located outside,
in the environment for which the PM was to be monitored.
The inlet for each OPC was 12 cm of stainless steel 1/4” tubing and flow was driven
by an internal fan within each OPC. The inlets were all cut to the same size and were
metal to minimise the loss of PM to the walls. Using identical inlets also ensures that the
properties of the air flow reaching the sensors (e.g. Reynolds number, turbulence in the
inlet) are the same for each OPC device. There were rain shields on the end of the inlets to
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Figure 5.22: Photos of the OPC instrument, containing 4 OPC devices. a) The OPC
instrument was located on the roof of a shipping container in the NOAA car park, with
the inlets proud of the edge of the container. The inlets had rain shields on the end
to minimise water entering the OPC device and to minimise the impact of turbulent air
altering the flow of air to the sensor. The black wires which go out the bottom of the
photo connect to the front of the main sensor instrument for data storage. The sensor
instrument was located inside the shipping container to protect it from the elements. b)
A view of the OPC box, which had a transparent lid with labelled parts. Through the
lid, the Raspberry Pi’s used for data collection and storage, and the OPCs themselves are
visible.
were 3D printed using a ’conductive’ plastic (1.75mm Conductive PLA by Proto-Pasta)
to minimise the loss of PM to the rain shields walls. The four OPCs each required a
Raspberry Pi for the collation of data from each device. These were located inside the
OPC box and were coded to run when the instrument received power. Data was sent, via
an Ethernet cable, to the larger low-cost sensor instrument housed inside the container
and the OPC data was stored on the Latte Panda with the other sensors data. The OPC
instrument and the POPS were situated upon the roof of a shipping container in the car
park, with power supplied from the mains inside the shipping container.
OPC devices use a laser to count the number of particles passing through the inlet. The
size of the particles was measured and the OPC returns the count of how many particles
were observed for 15 size bins. The OPC software then computes this into three signals;
one for the ultra-fine particles: PM1, one for the medium size particles: PM2.5 and then a
trace for the large particulate matter: PM10. Figure 5.23 shows the time series for each of
the four OPCs at the different size ranges, a) PM1, b) PM2.5 and c) PM10. Out of the four
OPC devices only one worked consistently throughout the deployment, but this was an
error related to the temperature of the devices, not due to failed sensors. The OPC box
was located on the top of the shipping container in the direct sunlight with a transparent
lid. With the electronics housed in the same insulated box the temperature inside the
instrument exceeded 50 ◦C. This limit caused three of the OPCs to fail at different times
for a short time, until the lid was opened and the box placed in the shade, whereupon
they recovered and resumed working. Future use of the OPCs should consider the impacts
of the manifold used to house the devices and allow for better ventilation.
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Figure 5.23: Each OPC device recorded the a) PM1, b) PM2.5 and c) PM10 levels in the
ambient air outside in the NOAA car park. The OPCs PM1 signal displayed the most
variability during the deployment, but the PM10 concentrations were much higher than
PM1 or PM2.5.
Figure 5.23 a, b and c) shows the timeseries for PM1, PM2.5 and PM10, respectively.
Each PM size displays a unique variance during the deployment of the OPC instrument.
The variance show that the profiles for the different PM size were different. In general,
there was a small amount of all sizes of PM for the first day, then the PM1 and PM2.5
profiles for all OPCs displayed an increase in the amount of peaks between the 6th and
the 8th March 2018. After the 8th the variability in the OPC PM signals decreased again.
There was less evidence that the PM10 variance increased between the 6
th and the 8th of
March, although the same event on the 8th March could be distinguished from the PM10
baseline. There was less day-to-day variability in the PM10 signal compared to PM1 and
PM2.5. The OPCs recorded that PM2.5 was generally slightly higher than the PM1 signals
which was expected.
Typically, the OPCs reported higher concentrations of PM10 than PM2.5 and PM1.
The maximum concentration of PM10 recorded by an OPC was 122.8 µg m
-3 (by OPC3),
whereas the maximum for PM1 or PM2.5 was 3.28 and 4.28 µg m
-3 (both by OPC4), re-
spectively. These were often very short lived spikes and not all four of the OPCs responded
with an increase in signal. The instantaneous median of the four OPC devices for PM1,
PM2.5 and PM10 was calculated and the maximum values observed by the median trace
were much smaller: PM1 maximum = 2.99 µg m
-3, median PM2.5 maximum = 3.98 µg
m-3 and PM10 maximum = 47.86 µg m
-3.
Figure 5.24 shows three covariance-variance matrices colour-coded by the value of
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Figure 5.24: The three covariance-variance matrices for the four OPC devices for a) the
PM1 data, b) the PM2.5 data and c) the PM10 data. These were colour-coded by the value
of covariance and variance, with lighter colours depicting higher values. The same colour
scale was used between all three matrices so they can be compared easily.
covariance and variance for a) the PM1 data, b) the PM2.5 data and c) the PM10 data.
Each of the sensors time series was normalised to between 0 and 1 before the covariance-
variance matrix was calculated, and the scale of the colour-coding is consistent throughout
the three matrices to allow for a comparison between the different PM size ranges. Where
the OPCs meet themselves in the matrices, the value for the variance of the data in the
time series was produced. For example, OPC2 reported the highest variance in all data
sets and was colour-coded with a light yellow square.
It was apparent that the four OPCs had the greatest amount of covariance between
them when measuring PM1 (Fig. 5.24a) as the matrix shows the highest values and lightest
colouring. The covariance values between the four OPCs with each other ranged between
0.014 and 0.016 when they detected PM1. Therefore, there was a small amount of inter-
sensor variability in the PM1 measurements and they displayed the highest reproducibility
for the four OPC devices. The values for covariance decreased a small amount (c.a. 0.001)
when comparing PM1 time series to PM2.5, but were of similar values. The covariance
values between the normalised OPC data were a magnitude lower for the PM10 time
series, Fig. 5.24c, and hence the covariance-variance matrix was black. Therefore the
inter-OPC variability was higher when the OPCs monitored PM10, and so the OPC PM10
measurements were less reproducible. There was also less variability in the PM10 data,
hence the variance squares (where sensors meet themselves in the covariance-variance
matrix) were also colour-coded black. The OPCs were all correlated with each other and
the R2 values for the PM10 time series ranged between 0.21 - 0.61, suggesting they were
only moderately correlated to each other. In contrast, the R2 between all correlations of
OPCs for the PM1 and PM2.5 sensors were all greater than 0.88. The range of R
2 for PM1
was 0.88 to 0.95 and the PM2.5 R
2 values showed a greater correlation with a range of 0.90
to 0.95.
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Overall, the PM1 and PM2.5 OPC observations displayed a higher inter-sensor repro-
ducibility compared to the PM10 measurements. There would therefore be more confidence
in the PM1 and PM2.5 observations if the OPCs were to be used in a network as the data
was more robust. Using four separate inlets (even though they were identical) may have
also impacted the reproducibility of the OPC sensor observations [30], but this was the
most practical option for the deployment of OPCs as each device required it’s own air flow
to allow the internal pump to draw in ambient air. There was no reference measurement
for comparison of the OPC sensors, but it is known that they may exhibit a strong de-
pendence on RH, at high humidities (>85 % RH) [30]. However, this was not thought to
have affected the OPC measurements made here as the humidity did not get as high as
that during the deployment.
5.5 Mobile measurements of low-cost sensors
There are several benefits to using low-cost sensors for mobile measurements. They are
generally more portable and require less power to operate than conventional reference
instrumentation and therefore the sensor instrument was suitable for use in a mobile
van. For the measurements to be useful for quantifying the pollution during the drive
the sensors must exhibit fast response times and the EC and MOS can respond within
minutes to changing concentrations of pollutants. Potentially, mobile low-cost sensor
measurements would aid identification of hot spots in traffic emissions, allow temporary
monitoring of more difficult to reach locations and be useful for more accurate personal
exposure estimates to be made. Mobile sensor measurements could provide an easier
method for mapping pollution across cities and investigating the cleanest routes for people
to commute.
The sensor instrument was deployed inside NOAAs mobile laboratory, a van with the
seats stripped out and replaced by instrument racks. There was power at all times in
the van supplied either, from the engine when the van moved or from the mains when
it was parked back up in the NOAA car park. This ensured that the instruments did
not suffer from inaccurate results due to the power being switched on or off suddenly,
and then requiring a warm-up period after receiving power again. The sensor instrument
was strapped down to an instrument rack base, which had some suspension in the form
of spring joints to minimise the impact of bumps in the road. The inlet was connected
through a line that went out through the roof of the van, to sample air far away from the
vans own exhaust. There will be a temperature and RH difference of the sampled air and
the air inside the van, but the sensor instrument had sensors to monitor the environmental
conditions of the air reaching the sensors. The sensor instruments internal KF pumps were
still switched on to draw air through the sample line and onto the sensors at a steady rate.
The OPC manifold was not connected to the van during this experiment.
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Figure 5.25: Photos of NOAA’s mobile laboratory. a) A side profile, upon which the
sample inlets can clearly be seen on the roof of the laboratory, well away from the vans
exhaust. b) A photo from the back, with the door open to reveal the GC-MS WAS system
loaded into the rack at the back of the van and c) photo of the sensor instrument strapped
down to the racks that contain some suspension.
The mobile laboratory drove around Boulder County, Colorado, with the reference
instruments and sensors making measurements en route. There were several drives around
Boulder County, planned specifically to go through three different areas; the mountains,
inner city, and out to the oil and gas fields where hydraulic fracturing (fracking) occurs.
Each of these regions has different pollutant emission sources, and it was hoped that the
sensors might therefore be exposed to a large dynamic range of atmospheric contaminants.
Figure 5.26: The NOAA mobile laboratory moved around Boulder County and the dif-
ferent regions are marked out on the map in the different coloured boxes, with photos
showing the region. The blue square depicts the location of the NOAA Laboratories,
where each van drive began and ended, and where the sensor instruments were located
during the static deployment. Green boxes depict the mountainous region, purple is the
urban region of Boulder City and red shows an image of one of the fracking facilities.
The sensor instrument remained on board the mobile laboratory for a period of three
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days, and the drives took from thirty minutes to two hours. In between each drive, the
van returned to the car park of the NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory (latitude:
39.9925 , longitude: -105.2611). During these times the sensors and reference instruments
continued to record data.
The map of where the mobile laboratory was driven is shown in Fig. 5.26. To the North
East of Boulder city, there are multiple well sites for the extraction of gas via hydraulic
fracturing (fracking). The city can be identified from the map as the region in the purple
box - it is composed of many residential streets, busy shopping centres and lots of traffic.
To the West, are the foothills of the Rocky Mountains (Fig. 5.26, green box) and this
serves as a natural edge to the city so the roads and houses become much more sparse.
5.5.1 Analysis of LCS installed on a mobile platform: mountain
road
The initial test drive went West from the NOAA facility (Fig.5.26 blue box) up the road
to Flagstaff mountain and back (Fig. 5.26 green box). The drive lasted 30 minutes and
the GPS recorded the position of the van every second. The sensor data, the reference
observations and the GPS locations were all time averaged to 1 minute and each data
set time-aligned for comparison. The reference instruments installed in the van measured
CO, CO2 and CH4 and these were used to evaluate the performance of the relevant LCS.
There are 30 data points in Fig. 5.27 for the comparison of CO, CO2 and CH4 reference
measurements and sensor data.
The median CO2 NDIR sensor, Fig. 5.27a, displayed a much less sensitive signal
compared to the reference and it appeared as a flat trace when plotted on the same axes
to the CO2 reference observations. The lower sensitivity of the NDIR compared to the CO2
reference was also observed during the static co-location of the LCS and CO2 reference.
The median CO2 NDIR timeseries was plotted on the second y-axis in Fig. 5.27 so the
variation in the median NDIR signal was more visible. The median NDIR sensor had a
steadily increasing signal, which began at 430 ppm and reported CO2 concentrations of
500 ppm after 30 minutes. The increasing signal of the NDIR also fluctuated by 50 ppm,
approximately every 5 minutes. The timeseries of the median NDIR signal was different
compared to the variance and shape of the reference CO2 measurements. The reference
CO2 measurement displayed a more stable signal, with fewer fluctuations and no evidence
of a steadily climbing baseline. The reference CO2 measurements remained relatively low
(approximately 430 ppm) until a large peak in CO2 concentrations, from 428 ppm to 520
ppm, occurred at 17:04 towards the end of the thirty minutes. The spike lasted for three to
four minutes but there was no evidence of the CO2 NDIR signal detecting a peak in CO2
on the same scale. A second peak in the reference observations may have also occurred
at 16:58 as the CO2 concentration appeared to be decreasing from 470 ppm, however the
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Figure 5.27: The first drive took the mobile laboratory up Flagstaff mountain, where
it was expected the emissions of a) CO2, b) CO and c) CH4 to be relatively low. The
reference observations are shown as black lines, and the instantaneous median of CO2, CO
and CH4 are pink, red and orange, respectively.
reference instrument reported no data between 16:53 and 16:58 so it was not conclusive.
The high offset in the CO2 NDIR concentrations observed in the static measurements was
still present, with the median NDIR signal beginning at 475 ppm, whereas the reference
CO observations were 430 ppm.
Figure 5.27b shows that variance in the median CO EC sensor timeseries was compa-
rable to the variance in the reference CO observations. Both instruments detected two
major peaks at 16:52 and 17:04 in CO concentration over the same time scales. For the
larger peak at 16:52, the median CO EC increased from 216 ppm to 423 ppm, with a
peak width of 3 minutes. The CO reference observations increased from 294 ppm to 429
ppm with a peak width of 2 minutes. Both the reference and median CO EC returned to
similar baseline values after the peak in CO concentration. During other time, where the
CO concentrations were relatively unchanging and the trace was flat the CO EC sensors
also displayed the same profile. The median CO EC did however display higher baseline
values (approximately 200 - 210 ppm) during periods with no peaks in CO compared to
the reference observation which displayed values of 190 - 200 ppm when there were no CO
peaks.
The median CH4 MOS sensor consistently increased from 0.55 V to greater than 0.65
V over the thirty minute drive, Fig. 5.27c. The reference CH4 observations also increased
from 1970 to nearly 2000 ppb of CH4. However, although both the median CH4 MOS
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Figure 5.28: The magnitude of the normalised CO concentration at each point of the drive
around Boulder for, a) the reference CO instrument and b) the median CO EC sensor.
The data points are colour coded so that normalised data points with a value that is close
to 0 are purple, and normalised data points close in value to 1 are yellow.
and the reference CH4 observations both increased, there were differences in the variance
of the two timeseries. There was more variation in the reference measurements, which
fluctuated by 20 ppb every 5 minutes, whereas the median CH4 MOS signal displayed a
smooth, relatively linear increase in signal.
The reference and median CO EC sensors were each normalised so that their time
series lay between 0 and 1. To normalise the data the timeseries was divided by the range
in signals for that timeseries. The median CO2 NDIR was normalised to compare against
the normalised reference CO2 observations also. The 30 measurements from the short
drive up the mountain road were projected onto a map of Boulder, for the median CO
EC (Fig. 5.28a) and reference CO (Fig. 5.28b) as well as for the median CO2 NDIR (Fig.
5.29a) and CO2 reference observations (Fig. 5.29b). The data points on the maps were
colour-coded to indicate the value of the normalised data points.
Promisingly, the median CO and CO reference both observed the highest CO con-
centration (colour-coded with a yellow data point) in the same place and the rest of the
trace also appeared very similar. One notable difference was highlighted in the red circle
- here the CO EC median recorded a normalised signal of 0.1, whereas the CO reference
recorded 0.6. This discrepancy between the two can also be observed in Fig. 5.27b, and
was the second peak in the reference CO measurements. The median CO EC displayed
evidence of a peak, but it did not quite record the same magnitude of CO as the reference
measurement.
There were less similarities between the CO2 reference observations and the median
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Figure 5.29: The magnitude of the normalised CO2 concentration at each point of the
thirty minute Mountains drive for, a) the reference CO2 instrument and b) the median
CO2 NDIR sensor. The colour of the data point indicates it’s value; normalised data
points with a value close to 0 are red, normalised data points with a value close to 1 are
blue.
CO2 NDIR sensor when both normalised timeseries were projected onto a map. Figure
5.29a, shows the CO2 NDIR median projected onto the Boulder map and there were more
different coloured dots in it than Fig. 5.29b. This indicated that the normalised CO2
NDIR displayed much more variance in the signal than the reference CO2 observations
and therefore there was little covariance between the two. The maximum reference CO2
data point was observed on Baseline Road and was the only blue data point in Fig. 5.29b,
indicating that the normalised value was 1 and there were no other major peaks in the
CO reference timeseries. The median CO2 NDIR signal did display a CO concentration
peak at the same location, which was good, but there were three other normalised peaks
that indicated a similar values close to one, colour-coded blue and purple. The maximum
NDIR concentration was observed in a different location, on Broadway (see Fig. 5.29a,
dark blue spot on the yellow line).
5.5.2 Mobile measurements around the inner city and hydraulic
fracturing region
A similar analysis procedure was followed for analysing the drives out to the regions where
there was a large amount of O&NG activity and into central Boulder to capture urban
emissions. The drive to the O&NG region occurred on the evening (19:45) of the 1st March
2018, then the van returned to the NOAA carpark overnight. Whilst the van was parked,
the reference instruments and sensor instrument received power from a mains supply and
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were still recording data which is included in the timeseries (Fig. 5.30 a, b, and c for CO,
CO2 and CH4). The next morning, on the 2
nd March at 0800, the van was driven around
the city of Boulder for three hours, before being parked at the NOAA Laboratories car
park again.
A plot of the time series between the CO, CO2 and CH4 sensors with their respective
reference observations (Fig. 5.30) evaluated the time response of the sensors in the both
the moving and stationary vehicle. The timeseries are shaded red and purple when the
van was mobile, to indicate when the van was entered the O&NG region and the inner
city, respectively. Linear regression between the sensor observations and the reference
measurements was also performed to indicate the linearity between these two types of
measurement. The corresponding correlation plots are also displayed in Fig. 5.30, to the
right of the respective timeseries. The median CO EC signal (red, Fig. 5.30a) and the
CO reference measurement (black) showed good agreement with each other (R2: 0.85)
and they recorded similar absolute CO mixing ratios for the duration of the timeseries
(intercept for the linear regression of median CO vs. reference CO was 13 ppb). Each
reported similar absolute concentrations of CO with a high degree of covariance and the
gradient of the slope between the reference CO observations and the median CO EC
was close to 1 (gradient: 0.8) indicating that they displayed similar sensitivities towards
changing CO concentrations.
The CO2 NDIR sensors compared relatively well to their reference observations (Fig.
5.30c) albeit with a lower sensitivity (slope : 0.19). The strong, positive correlation
between these two type of measurement (R2 : 0.85) indicated that the CO2 NDIR devices
were capable of detecting short-lived peaks in the CO2 concentration. There was more
variance in both the reference and the NDIR signals during the drives, than there was
when the van was stationary. The offset of 80 ppb between the median CO2 NDIR and
the reference CO2 observations was evident in the timeseries of Fig. 5.30b and in the
correlation plot. The correlation plot also indicated that the NDIR response differed
depending on the concentration of CO2 observed by the reference instrument. At reference
CO2 concentrations between 400 to 480 ppm, the median NDIR response was linear (y
= 0.24x + 384, R2: 0.90), although it only displayed a range of 20 ppm (480 to 500
ppm), compared to 100 ppm that the reference instrument covered. At reference CO
concentrations greater than 480 ppm, there was very little correlation (R2:0.27) between
the two signals and the median NDIR response was not linear (y = 0.059x + 474).
The median CH4 MOS sensor displayed a strong, negative correlation with the CH4
reference measurements, with an R2 of 0.8. The reference CH4 concentration began to
increase from 1925 ppb at 0500H and peaked at 2400 ppb at 0822H. The CH4 concentration
then decreased to 1920 ppb over 50 minutes and stabilised with a concentration of 1920
ppb at 12:11. This peak in the methane concentration was matched by a dip in the median
CH4 signal, at 0700H the median CH4 MOS was 0.75 V, and this had decreased to 0.47
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Figure 5.30: Two more drives were completed whilst the sensor instrument and reference
instruments for CO, CO2 and CH4 were installed inside the van. On the first drive, which
occurred at 1930 on the 1st March 2018 and lasted two hours, the van went to a region
with a high density of fracking well pads (shaded red). During the second drive the van
was driven through the city of Boulder. This drive began on 2nd March (0710H) and lasted
for four hours. In between drives the van was stationary and returned to the NOAA car
park whereupon the reference and sensor instruments received power via the mains. The
reference observations (black) and sensor data (coloured traces) for a) CO (red) , c) CO2
(purple) and e) CH4 (pink) are plotted as a timeseries to evaluate the sensor performance.
Linear regression, between the reference observation and the sensor measurements was
also conducted (see corresponding correlation plots) to provide parameters to describe the
linear relationship between the two data sets.
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V at 0830H. The median CH4 MOS signal had then increased to 0.89 V at 1100H, but it
did not stabilise like the reference concentration, rather the median MOS signal continued
to increase. The shorter term (hourly) variance in the reference CH4 observations was
not detected by the median CH4 MOS, which displayed fewer fluctuations in the signal.
Previous experiments with the MOS sensors have found that they are susceptible to being
affected by changing air flow, electrical noise and environmental conditions and it could
be that the methane signal was overwhelmed by the MOS response to a cross sensitivity
which was more prominent in the mobile laboratory. The lack of covariance detected
between the the median CH4 and CH4 reference observations led to the conclusion that
the median MOS was not detecting changing CH4 concentrations. Rather the dip in the
median CH4 MOS was more likely due to the effect of the van moving and the subsequent
changes to the air flow causing the dip in MOS signal.
The median CO and CO2 sensor signals were each normalised between 0 and 1 by
dividing the signal by the range observed by the sensors. The reference CO and CO2
observations were also normalised and these normalised data points were projected onto
a map of the local area, with colour-coded data to indicated where the peaks occurred. If
the normalised data points had a value that was close to 0 (0 - 25) they were colour-coded
red, if the value was close to 1 (0.75 - 1.0), they were coloured green to blue. The CO
measurements recorded during the drive out to the O&NG region and inner city were
projected onto a map of that specific area, to better compare the sensor performance in
the different regions. The high degree of covariance between the median CO EC and
the CO reference measurements led to their normalised signals yielding very similar map
projections. Figures 5.31a and b) depict the normalised reference observations and the
normalised sensor measurements made in the O&NG region. Both sets of measurements
agreed well, with lower concentrations of CO (normalised CO reference and CO sensor data
points displayed a range of 0.01 - 0.1 values, hence were colour coded a dark red) detected
on the middle road going North. The reference observations indicated a peak in CO in the
top right corner of the plot (a purple dot, within the large blue circle to the top right of
the plot), which was matched by a peak in the sensor measurements at the same location
(light green dot, circled with a blue outline). The instruments also measured consistently
higher CO concentrations when the van was further West, as both the reference and the
median CO EC reported normalised sensor values of 0.25 to 0.5 (orange to yellow data
points) in the blue rectangular outline. This blue rectangular outline shows the data points
that occurred when the van was driving along a busier road and it would be expected that
there were higher CO concentrations as the density of traffic increased. In general, there
was a good agreement between the CO reference and CO EC sensor observations for the
drive to the O&NG region.
This was also the case for the inner city region, Fig. 5.31c) and d) with both instru-
ments recording similar normalised concentrations of CO. The drive in the inner city, Figs.
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5.31c and d displayed short-term peaks (on the order of a minute) in CO concentrations
that were much larger than the rest of the data set, leading to a plot that contained less
variability and hence more of the data points all displayed normalised values close to 0.
Therefore the natural log of the CO concentrations for the inner-city drive was used after
normalisation of the data set to better compare the reference and sensor observations.
There are two purple dots to the bottom of Fig. 5.31c highlighted with the blue hori-
zontal rectangular outline (ii), which were the two locations that displayed the highest
CO concentration. These were also identified by the median CO EC sensor (Fig. 5.31d,
blue box ii) as there were two purple data points, with normalised values close to 1 in the
same two locations. The CO sensors displayed an appropriate time response, as the data
points adjacent to the two peaks are red, indicating low CO concentrations. Therefore
the recovery time of the sensors was sufficient to observe low CO values one minute after
reporting higher CO concentrations. Therefore the sensing surface did not display much of
a time lag for responding to the elevated CO concentrations, nor does it become saturated
and so report higher values for longer than a minute. There was more variability in the
CO reference observations when the van drove North-South on the road to the East (Fig.
5.31c, vertical blue rectangular outline, i), as there were red dots (0.1 of maximum signal)
interspersed with green dots (0.7 of maximum reference signal). The median CO sensor
again identified this variability and the coloured data points in the corresponding area
reflect that in a very similar manner (Fig. 5.31d, i blue box). There was less variability
when the van was further East in the plot, as both the reference CO measurements and
the median CO sensor reported very consistent values (consistently coloured dots) when
the van was in these regions. The CO reference observations were lower (0.01 - 0.1) com-
pared to the maximum observed CO reference data point, and therefore they appear red,
whereas the median CO sensor has orange data points showing that these were approxi-
mately 0.25 of the maximum reported sensor CO concentration. This was in agreement
with the time series plot (Fig. 5.30a) of the reference and median CO; the maximum CO
reference observation was 3 ppm, whereas the CO sensors only recorded 2 ppm for the
maximum CO concentration.
The CO2 NDIR sensors and the CO2 reference observations both displayed lots of
variability in the CO concentrations during the drive out to the O&NG region, Fig. 5.32a
and b, respectively. The covariance between the two instruments was reasonably high,
with both identifying high and low CO2 concentrations at the same locations. There was
a lot of CO2 variability when the van drove North-South (Fig. 5.32 a and b, inside the blue
vertical rectangular outline), and the CO2 NDIR sensors detected this too. The maximum
concentrations of CO2 were observed here (Fig. 5.32a, purple dots), and the CO2 NDIR
also reported the maximum CO2 concentration here, although this was on the location
adjacent to the reference measurements, so was reported one minute later. The peaks
in CO2 concentration were identified at similar locations for both types of measurement,
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Figure 5.31: The normalised CO reference and sensors data, at the different locations. a)
and b) show the reference and sensor measurements at the fracking site. C) and d) are the
projections of the measurements when the van was driving through the city centre. For
the city drives, the data is on a logarithmic scale to show the changes in variation more.
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Figure 5.32: The normalised CO2 reference and median NDIR sensor data, at the different
locations. a) and b) show the reference and sensor measurements at the O&NG area. C)
and d) are the logarithmic projections of the measurements when the van was driving
through the city centre.
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which means that the CO2 NDIR sensors exhibited a similar response time to changing CO2
concentration levels as the CO2 reference instrument. The circular outline to the East of
the plots in Fig 5.32a and b, shows that both instruments reported the lowest observations
detected on the drive to the O&NG region, with similar variability. The normalised CO2
sensor measurements had a better agreement with the reference instruments in the O&NG
regions than they did on the drive up the mountains. This was potentially due to the CO2
concentration being higher for longer at the urban and O&NG sites than on the mountain
drive so the sensors did not require such a fast response time.
The natural log of the normalised CO2 reference and sensor measurements was used
for the drive around the city centre, Fig. 5.32c and d. This was to highlight the changes
in the concentration of CO2, since greater ranges in CO2 concentration were observed
for the inner-city drives. The reference and the sensor measurements co-varied when
there was a large amount of variability in the CO2 concentration towards the East of the
plot (i and ii blue rectangular outlines). Both identified the peaks in CO2 concentration
simultaneously, at the same locations, and reported the maximum observed CO2 in very
similar areas. As with the CO concentration, the CO2 levels were lower towards the
West, and both instruments reported lower relative concentrations of CO2. There were
some discrepancies between the two data sets, however, marked on Fig. 5.32c and d with
black circular outlines. In both cases, the CO2 NDIR sensors reported high variability in
their measurements (normalised data 0.1 - 0.75), whereas the CO2 reference observations
did not show any appreciable amount of variability at these locations (normalised data
approximately 0.1).
The experiments conducted using the mobile laboratory indicate that the EC and
NDIR sensors have the potential to perform well on a mobile platform. This has impli-
cations for personal exposure monitoring, using sensors to identifying spatial gradients of
pollutants and using in a mobile laboratory. Since the CO and CO2 mobile sensor measure-
ments were capable of identifying regions with higher or lower CO and CO2 concentrations,
they could be applied for source apportionment. However, additional measurements, for
wind speed and direction would be required to relate the source to an increase in pol-
lution. The median CO EC was able to detect higher CO concentrations for a busier
road intersection proving that it had the time response and resolution to detect changing
CO concentrations related to traffic emissions. If the performance of the median CO EC
sensors was consistent across the different types of EC sensor then the NOX and OX EC
can also be used for source apportionment. The methane MOS sensors did not perform
as well as the other types of sensor and this might be due to them not being as suited to
the monitoring conditions associated with making mobile measurements. To work, they
require a fast response time and to be less sensitive towards changing environmental con-
ditions such as the air flow. The mobile sensor measurements might be further improved
with additional shock absorption for the sensor instrument. The sensor instrument was
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designed to be portable and it’s relatively light weight may impact the effectiveness of
the shock absorbers it was mounted on, and vibration upon the LCS instrument during
measurement may cause detrimental impacts to the sensor data quality [19].
5.6 Deployment of a sensor instrument in a remote
location
Another prototype of the sensor instrument was deployed at the Bukit Atur Global At-
mospheric Watch (GAW) site in Danum Valley, Borneo, Malaysia. The site is located
4.9814◦N and 117.8436◦E, in the middle of a pristine, equatorial rainforest, Fig. 5.33.
The emissions of biogenic compounds dominate the local air quality at Danum Valley,
and since biogenic emission exhibit a distinctive diurnal pattern [117], it was hoped that the
low-cost sensors would also reproduce this pattern. There were two types of MOS sensor
included in the sensor instrument; TGS2602 total VOC and TGS2620 OVOC MOS. Both
detect the bulk concentration of VOCs and it was thought that the rainforest would provide
a relatively unique environment, where there were fewer anthropogenic emissions and hence
cross sensitivities to impact the MOS responses. There were difficulties associated with the
experiment, such as the environmental conditions. The heat and high humidity’s present
all year round in a tropical rainforest have meant that it is hard to maintain even research
grade instruments for long periods of time. The average daily maximum temperature was
30.7 ◦C and the average daily minimum temperature was recorded as 22.6 ◦C between 1986
to 2001 [25]. The annual average temperature at the Bukit Atur research centre at Danum
Valley was recorded as 26.8 ◦C during 1985 - 2006 [175]. The annual mean precipitation
for the same time period was 2825 mm [175], with January and October recorded as the
months with the most rainfall [25].
Figure 5.33: Photos to show a) the rainforest surrounding the GAW site where the sensor
box was deployed and b) the building that the instruments were housed in.
The sensor instrument was designed and built with a similar scope to that of the sensor
instrument deployed in China; there were 50 sensors monitoring gaseous atmospheric
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Figure 5.34: The sensor instrument, running at Danum Valley, Borneo. The instrument
was located inside a building, with the sampling inlet for all instruments located outside,
and a pump to draw in ambient air. The screen displayed the live incoming data going to
the Latte Panda for storage and collection.
compounds, six each of the NO2, OX and CO EC and the remainder were MOS. Sixteen
MOS were TGS2602 to sense total VOC and sixteen were TGS2620 for the detection of
more oxygenated species of VOC. An electrical issue caused some of the EC sensors to fail;
there were three OX, three NO2 and three CO EC sensors that produced sensible readings
for the duration of the study.
The sensor instrument was located inside a building so was sheltered from rain and
wind, and a large diaphragm pump drew air from the outside into the instruments. Two
internal KNF pumps drew air from the main sample line to the sensors to maintain a
steady flow of air.
The sensor instrument ran for 68 days in the rainforest, although there were a couple
of large power cuts where data was not recorded. An intermittent power supply was
anticipated and so the sensor box was connected to a UPS. The micro-computer was also
programmed to restart itself and the code for the automatic collection and storage of
data after power was restored, to minimise the requirement for a person to be with the
instrument at all times. This strategy worked well, as the sensor instrument was able to
continue to monitor the atmosphere at the GAW site long after the scientists had left -
a useful method for deploying an instrument in a remote location. The deployment was
likely to be challenging due to an unstable power source and high humidity’s common with
the rainforest. All of the low-cost sensors used in the study are known to be affected by
changing humidity and the levels expected at Danum Valley remained consistently high;
humidity remained greater than 75 % RH throughout the deployment.
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5.7 Total VOC TGS2602 MOS in the rainforest
In previous laboratory experiments (described in Chapter 2, Fig. 2.7), the MOS sensors
showed a more reproducible sensitivity towards VOCs in more humid air that would be
useful for sampling carbon-compounds in the rainforest. There was no working reference
VOC instrument located at the site and therefore the MOS output voltage was converted
to a ppb[VOC] using a sensitivity of 10 mV pp
-1, as this was the sensitivity of the MOS
recorded in the laboratory at 90 - 100 % RH. Analysis was performed to investigate how
the MOS signals performed in a different environment, relative to the other MOS sensors.
Upon installation of the sensor instrument it was observed that 4 of the total VOC
(TGS2602) MOS sensors had failed and they were removed from the subsequent anal-
ysis. The median total VOC MOS detected a regular pattern of variability during the
deployment (see Fig. 5.35a), with the total VOC concentration ranging between 11.65
and 88.43 ppb[VOC]. The standard deviation between all twelve working MOS, shown on
the same plot as a yellow shaded area, remained relatively consistent (approximately 15
ppb) throughout sampling. After the sensors were powered back up on the 8th August
2017 there was a period of time where the standard deviation was slightly greater, ap-
proximately 30 ppb, but this was reduced back to 15 ppb after a week. The sensitivity of
10 mV ppb-1 used was generated using a different set of MOS sensors and in-laboratory
calibrations. This value may not be entirely suitable and this was reflected in the absolute
concentrations reported by the median MOS sensors. Using this sensitivity, the mean
VOC concentration was 33 pp, the maximum 88 ppb and the minimum 11 ppb for the
deployment. These values were higher than a realistic VOC concentration. Isoprene is
the VOC compound that will have the largest ambient concentration [117] and this was
expected to peak to up to 15 ppb in the early afternoon (1300H) [117] but has also been
noted to have an average annual peak of 3 to 4 ppb [96]. The sensitivity was used to con-
vert the MOS voltage output into a concentration but the analysis was more concerned
with identifying the variance of the median MOS signal and not necessarily concerned
with absolute VOC concentrations. The total VOC data was periodic, with peaks in the
median MOS signal occurring approximately every 11 to 12 hours, Fig. 5.35a. The mag-
nitude of the peaks was relatively constant, a peak on the 22nd July, 2nnd August and 22nd
September had heights of 30, 34 and 27 ppb above the baseline, respectively. There was
some evidence of temporal drift in the median MOS signal. When the regular peaks in the
median MOS signal were ignored the minimum vales for the median MOS signal indicate
the median MOS baseline. During the course of the deployment the minimum values for
the median MOS signal (Fig. 5.35a, black line), increased from 20 ppb at the beginning of
the deployment, to 30 ppb during the middle portion of the deployment, from 07:45 AM
on the 8th August 2017 until 05:20 AM 20th September. The baseline was then restored
to its original value of 20 ppb for the remainder of the experiment. The step change of
10 ppb in the baseline occurred immediately after the sensor instrument switched back on
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Figure 5.35: The median MOS (a) displayed lots of daily variation during deployment
at Danum Valley, and the standard deviation of the 12 working MOS sensors appeared
relatively consistent during the 68 days of sampling. The range of the 12 MOS sensors (b)
shows that the lowest reporting sensor records much less variation in total VOC than the
maximum sensor.
during the power cut. The power cut was therefore the likely cause of the baseline step
change.
To investigate the spread of the twelve individual total VOC MOS sensors over the 68
days, the MOS output voltages were all set to 0 V, with the calculated offset applied for
the duration of the campaign. Only the maximum (purple) and minimum (blue) reporting
sensors are shown in Fig.5.35b for simplification, although these might not always be the
same individual sensor. The largest range observed was 0.72 V (71.7 ppb[VOC]) at 07:45
AM on the 8th August 2017. This was shortly after the sensors were powered up after
the second power cut and therefore might be due to the sensors heaters warming up to
optimum temperature and re-stabilising after being switched off. The minimum reporting
sensor displays much less variability than the maximum reporting sensor.
5.7.1 TGS2620 OVOC MOS
The other 16 MOS sensors contained inside the sensor instrument were more selective
towards oxygenated VOC compounds, OVOC TGS2620 MOS sensors. They are more
sensitive towards compounds such as alcohols and were compared to investigate how these
sensors performed under the same environmental conditions as the TGS2602 total VOC
MOS. The OVOC sensors were all offset to 0V at the beginning of the time series to
investigate the spread of the sensors over time.
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Figure 5.36: The range between the instantaneous highest and lowest reporting OVOC
sensors is shown as the pink shaded area, with the largest range between the TGS2620
sensors as 285 mV, on the 8th Aug. The median and mean are also shown here, as green
and purple traces respectively.
The median of the 16 TGS2620 sensors did not deviate much from the mean of all
the sensors indicating that the sensors exhibited normally distributed data, with no large
amounts of data as outliers. The largest difference between the maximum and minimum
reporting sensor was 285 mV, which was almost a third of the range observed using the
TGS2602 total VC sensors (maximum range: 717 mV). This range occurred at the same
time for both sets of sensors, in the early morning of the 8th August 2017. This was in the
first third of the data set (see Fig. 5.36), rather than the sensors gradually spreading out
over time as seen previously which would result in the largest range found at the end of
the data set. If the sensors were just responding the same variables with slightly different
sensitivities, it would be expected that they drift apart over time, resulting in the largest
range to be near the end of the deployment. Potentially, there was a power surge at this
point, as there was a large spike that occurs in both the TGS2620 and TGS2602 MOS
data sets, and this caused a large degree of separation between the subsets of 16 MOS.
However, this range did decrease again afterwards, returning to what it was before the
spike. From the 9th September, in the final portion of the OVOC data, the range is in fact
at it’s smallest values.
The rainforest conditions were hot (temperature of air flow: 22.1 to 33.8 ◦C) and humid
(absolute humidity of air flow: 486.28 to 1230.53 g m-3), and it was not known how the
MOS sensors would respond in these conditions for a prolonged period of time. The two
different types of MOS sensor had very different characteristics and displayed different
sensitivities towards the temperature and humidity of the air reaching the sensing surface.
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Figure 5.37: The total VOC TGS2602 MOS sensors had a strong negative correlation
with humidity and a strong positive correlation with temperature. The OVOC were less
sensitive per mV to either condition.
The total VOC TGS2602 MOS exhibited a moderate, positive correlation (R2: 0.63)
with temperature, with a sensitivity of +25 mV ◦C-1, Fig. 5.37. The total VOC MOS
sensors exhibited a higher sensitivity to temperature than the OVOC MOS sensors which
displayed a gradient of 2.8 mV ◦C-1 when the median OVOC sensor was correlated with
temperature. The median OVOC versus temperature correlation was also much weaker
(R2: 0.35) than the equivalent correlation with the median VOC MOS. When the median
VOC sensor was correlated with the RH of the air flow, there was a negative gradient
with of -4.6 mV %-1, this negative relationship between RH and total VOC MOS response
was consistent with the finding from previous experiments (Chapter 2). The correlation
was weaker between the RH and median OVOC MOS (R2 value for this linear regression
was -0.36) compared to the correlation between median total VOC MOS and tempera-
ture. The OVOC MOS sensors, however, produced a slightly positive correlation with
humidity (+0.44 mV %-1), although the correlation was weak (R2 :0.18). A similar nega-
tive magnitude of the response with RH has been observed when the OVOC sensors were
calibrated with increasing RH in the laboratory. Overall the OVOC sensors appeared to
have been less sensitive towards the environmental conditions experienced by the sensors.
Significance bands were determined for the values of the sensitivity of the median OVOC
MOS towards changing temperature and humidity of the air reaching the sensors. The
median OVOC and temperature data were binned into 1 ◦C bins over the temperature
range recorded by the temperature sensors (22 - 34 ◦C). The mean and standard deviation
(σ) of each bin was calculated. Linear regression was performed upon the median OVOC
vs. temperature, median OVOC + 1 σ vs. temperature and median OVOC - 1 σ vs. tem-
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perature, and the results are summarised in Fig 5.38a. The same analysis was repeated
for the median OVOC MOS over the RH range (65 %), with the RH and median OVOC
binned into 5 % RH bins, Fig. 5.38b. The sensitivity values for the median OVOC with
temperature and RH were altered from the values calculated previously as the data used
to calculate the values in Fig. 5.37 was not binned.
Figure 5.38: Determining the uncertainty in the sensitivity of the median OVOC MOS
towards a) temperature and b) RH.
The median OVOC sensitivity towards temperature was therefore 2.5 ±0.80.9 mV ◦C-1,
hence the uncertainty in the temperate sensitivity is approximately 34 %. The median
OVOC sensitivity towards RH was calculated to be 1.24 ± 0.06 mV %-1 (uncertainty = 5
%). The median VOC sensitivity towards temperature and RH was also calculated with
the same analytical process, using temperature bins of 1 ◦C and RH bins of 5 %, see Fig.
5.39.
Figure 5.39a indicated that there was indeed a non-linear relationship between increas-
ing temperature and the median MOS signal. In general, as the temperature increased
to 30 ◦C the median MOS signal increased, in a somewhat linear fashion. The sensitivity
of the median MOS towards temperature was determined as 23.9 ± 5.7 mV ◦C-1. The
uncertainty in the temperature dependence of the median VOC MOS signal was therefore
24 %. Increasing RH caused a decrease of the median VOC MOS signal (Fig. 5.39b)
and when linear regression was performed, the gradient of the slope was 2.0 ±0.20.3 mV %-1,
which indicated an uncertainty of 12.5 % for the gradient. As before the linear regression
using the binned data for the VOC MOS are slightly different, but still comparable to the
linear regression parameters determined using the un-binned data sets.
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Figure 5.39: The a) temperature and median VOC MOS were binned into 1 ◦C bins and the
mean (red) and standard deviation (1 σ were determined for each bin (grey shaded region).
The b) humidity and median VOC MOS were binned into 5 % RH bins and the mean
(blue) and standard deviation (1 σ were determined for each bin (grey shaded region). The
trendlines between a) temperature and b) RH with the median VOC MOS, the median
VOC + 1 σ and the median VOC - 1 σ were calculated to investigate the significance
bands of the relationship between the median MOS and environmental conditions.
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Figure 5.40: Diurnal profiles for a) the median OVOC (TGS2620) MOS sensor and b) the
VOC (TGS2602) MOS sensors after temperature and humidity corrections.
Using the linear parameters calculated and summarised in Fig. 5.37 from the correla-
tion of the median MOS with temperature and then humidity using the un-binned data,
a simulated MOS signal could be computed for the time series. This was then subtracted
away from the median MOS to make a temperature and humidity corrected MOS signal
for both the VOC and OVOC MOS sensors, in an analogous manner to the temperature
and humidity correction used in the China sensors analysis. The diurnal profiles of tem-
perature and humidity corrected median VOC and OVOC MOS sensors are different, Fig.
5.40.
The OVOC sensors, Fig. 5.40a have a relatively flat diurnal pattern. There was a slight
increase of the OVOC sensor signal from 11AM to midday, from -675 to -655 mV, and
then the signal was maintained until the late evening where it began to slowly decrease.
The standard deviation in the measurements at all hours of the day remained relatively
constant too, with the exception of the large spike at 0745H; due to the averaging of the
large spike in the data occurring on the 8th August because of the power surge.
The VOC MOS sensors, on the other hand, displayed a much more obvious daily
fluctuation in signal, with a steep increase in the signal from -305 mV at 0600H to -205
mV at 1000H, see Fig. 5.40b. Then the signal decreased with the same steepness leading
to a symmetrical peak. The signal did rise again, by 50 mV from 1915H until 2200H,
whereupon it was constant overnight, until 0600H.
Although there wasn’t an instrument capable of detecting VOCs on site during the
deployment of the sensor instrument, there had been a GC-FID at the same site in 2008,
as part of the Ozone and Particle Photochemical Production above a South-East Asian
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Figure 5.41: Diurnal profiles for a) the total VOC, b) the sum of the aromatic com-
pounds, c) the sum of the alkenes an d) the sum of the alkanes from a reference GC-FID
measurement made in 2015.
tropical rainforest (OP3) campaign [139] [96] [117]. GC-FID data was collected over six
months as part of the OP3 campaign, yet the sensor instrument was only deployed between
July, August and September. The OP3 data for August and September (2008) was used to
compare against the sensor data to ensure that they were both monitoring during the same
time of year. To investigate the daily variation in VOC compounds, diurnal profiles were
plotted for August to September for both campaigns. The GC-FID data was supplied by
Dr. James Hopkins from the University of York. The GC data composed of a timeseries
of 1-hour averages for thriteen of VOCs: ethane, ethene, propane, propene, iso-butane,
n-butane, acetylene, 1-butene, iso-pentane, isoprene, n-heptane, benzene and toluene. The
compounds were grouped according to their chemical structure and it was found that the
different types of compound; total VOCs, aromatics, alkenes and alkanes, all exhibit a
similar profile, Fig. 5.41.
There was a dual peak in all four of the diurnals from the GC data, with one maximum
occurring at 0900H and the other at 2100H and a sharp drop off in the mixing ratios of
the VOCs at 1330H. One of the main VOCs present in tropical rainforests is isoprene,
which exhibits this distinctive pattern, see Fig. 5.42. The concentration of isoprene
increases in the morning as more is emitted by plants as the suns strength increases, then
it decreases around midday as it reacts with increasing hydroxyl (OH) radical production.
As OH concentrations decrease in the afternoons the isoprene concentrations increase
again, resulting in the second VOC peak in Fig. 5.41a [117]. The VOC MOS sensors
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Figure 5.42: Diurnal profile for isoprene concentrations with ± 1 σ, between August and
September, measured as part of the OP3 campaign.
certainly observed a peak at around 1000H which decreased to the lowest values at 1330H,
which might be indicative of the first isoprene peak 1200H. There was slight evidence of
a second VOC peak in the median VOC MOS diurnal profile, just after 1230H. However,
unlike the isoprene or other VOC compounds measured using the GC-FID this second
peak was subtle and small, a lot smaller than the initial peak in the total VOC MOS
sensors profile.
The OVOC sensors did not observe the second peak in VOCs at all. This was indica-
tive that the OVOC sensors were less sensitive towards isoprene and other biogenic VOCs
emitted by the rainforest than the total VOC TGS2602 MOS sensors. The OVOC sensors
detected a pattern that was more similar to the oxidation products of isoprene. These
compounds are typically produced in the morning as isoprene increases, then remain rela-
tively constant for the rest of the day before the concentrations decline slowly throughout
the night [117].
5.8 EC in the Rainforest
There were some instruments at the GAW site, but unfortunately none were monitoring
NO2, OX or CO. The sensor performance could not be calibrated in situ but there was
some evaluation of the EC sensors after the factory conversion factors were applied.
The sensor instrument contained 4 working CO, 3 NO2 and 3 OX EC sensors. These
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Figure 5.43: The working a) NO2, b) OX and c) CO EC sensors monitoring their respective
pollutants over the duration of the deployment of the sensor instrument at Danum Valley.
The instantaneous median of the cluster is shown in black, and there were two large gaps
in the data due to power cuts at the GAW site.
pollutant concentrations were expected to be low in the tropical rainforest as there were
few anthropogenic emissions at the Bukit Atar GAW site and the site itself is immediately
surrounded by secondary rainforest [117]. There were some anthropogenic emissions from
motor vehicles, construction and cooking for example, emitted at the Danum Valley Field
Centre, but this was located 10 km away from the GAW site [175] where all the instruments
were sampling. The most common wind direction for the Bukit Atar GAW site has been
recorded as coming from the southwest. The main source of VOC compounds in the
southwest is from the rainforest itself so the composition of compounds within these winds
consists of terrestrial, biogenic emissions [117].
The time series in Fig. 5.43 shows the performance of the EC sensors after their
individual factory conversion factors were applied. The two large gaps in the data were
due to power cuts occurring during the deployment that lasted for a prolonged period of
time, meaning that the UPS also shut down. The EC sensors displayed no obvious ill affects
from the power cuts which was good, as it was thought that some of the data immediately
after the power came back on might need to be removed if the sensors required a warm up
time after receiving no electricity. The largest power cut during this deployment lasted 62
hours potentially, the power was returned before the sensors would require a warm up time.
This was advantageous when deploying these EC in the field at remote locations that might
experience power cuts like the Danum Valley site. There were a few spikes in the NO2
and CO EC signals (Fig. 5.43a and c) that were suspected to be due to electrical noise,
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as they are too short for sensor response to external conditions or compounds. The NO2
EC displayed very low values during the campaign, suggesting that there was little NO2
to detect. The median NO2 signal fluctuated between -54.28 and 24.05 ppb - consistent
with the equivalent of 0 ppb - see the evaluation of NO2 sensors in the China data. The
diurnal profile was consistent with a diurnal profile from R.C. Pike et al. 2010, [139], as
they also reported a profile which reaches a minimal mid-afternoon, and higher levels at
midnight. The OP3 study included ground measurements of O3 and NO2 between April
and July 2010. The OP3 research mentioned that NO2 levels were typically less than 0.4
ppbv, and this was potentially why the NO2 EC struggled to report positive values, as
this is near their limits of detection. There was no reference instruments available for in
situ calibration therefore it is likely the sensors would require calibrating to minimise an
offset.
The OX EC fluctuated a lot more than the NO2 EC, and the absolute concentrations
of ozone (the OX signal with the NO2 subtracted - was between 10 and 40 ppb. This was
slightly higher than measured by the O3 reference monitor during the OP3 campaign in
2010 ([O3] between 0 - 30 ppb, but only > than 20 ppb for a prolonged period on three
days), but the positive offset will be in part due to the subtraction of negative values
of NO2. The diurnal profile of O3, see Fig. 5.44, shows that ozone was typically lowest
between 0800H and 0900H then the mixing ratio of ozone increased until 1600H, whereupon
it remained high until the evening. The O3 then decreased overnight to reach it’s minima
in the morning. This pattern is consistent with the ozone concentration variability seen
previously with rainforest experiments (OP3) [139].
Figure 5.44: Diurnal profiles for a) O3 and b) NO2 EC show that, during the deployment
of the sensors there was very little NO2, yet more O3 observed by the EC - between 10
and 40 ppb- that have a more distinctive daily pattern.
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5.9 Summary of Chapter 5
The LCS instrument was deployed in two other locations (Colorado, US and Borneo,
Malaysia) to evaluate the EC and MOS sensor performance in different environments.
The sensor instrument was co-located with reference instruments in the laboratory, and
then on a mobile platform in Colorado. OPC devices were also deployed to monitor PM.
In Borneo, the LCS instrument was deployed in a humid environment and largely operated
unattended. A summary of the findings from both research campaigns is given below.
5.9.1 NOAA Summary
There were four different models of MOS sensor deployed in Boulder, Colorado.
• The four different types of MOS sensor all performed as well as expected during the
static deployment of them; with a high covariance between each individual sensor
in the cluster. The instantaneous median MOS signal represented the qualitative
signals from the individual signals in the cluster well.
• The CH4 MOS exhibited strong linear correlations with humidity and temperature.
After these corrections were applied the remaining peaks did not have a strong agree-
ment with the reference observations. Although some CH4 MOS peaks co-varied with
peaks in the CH4 reference observations, this appeared co-incidental as the minimum
and maximum CH4 concentrations observed by the reference instrument were not
detected by the CH4 MOS. The methane MOS was the only model of MOS sensor
that had a co-located reference instrument. This was co-located for both the static
deployment and for the LCS installation in the van for mobile measurements. The
CH4 MOS signal was compared against the CH4 reference observations for the mobile
measurements. There was a negative correlation between the two timeseries when
both were co-located in the van and the median CH4 MOS displayed a less variable
signal that did not co-vary with the CH4 reference observations.
• The three other types of MOS sensors deployed; the propane/butane, total VOC and
OVOC MOS, were all influenced by changing humidity of the air flow. After RH-
corrections were applied each median MOS signal displayed very similar profiles.
Their target pollutants are likely to co-vary and therefore this was promising for
VOC measurements.
Evaluation of the EC, NDIR and OPC devices during their 6-day static deployment
and mobile measurements.
• The median NO2 and CO EC sensors showed a good agreement with their respective
reference observations for the first three days of static deployment. The median OX
sensors did not agree as well to the reference observations. This might be due to the
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humidity of the air flow being reported as extremely low as the sensor instrument
was located indoors but the sample line was drawing in outdoor air with low hu-
midity. Although individual EC sensors displayed different absolute concentrations,
the sensors all displayed similar variance in their timeseries, hence inter-sensor re-
producibility was high.
• However, all of their performances were degraded during a change in the air that
caused the concentration of their target measurands to all decrease steeply. During
this period, the ambient concentrations of the pollutants decreased, the humidity
decreased and the temperature also changed. Any one of these impacts may have
led to the degradation of the EC sensors response. The median EC sensor began
to exhibit a consistent low offset, although did continue to reproduce the same pro-
file as the reference observations (low variability response, reporting low pollution
concentrations). Only the CO EC appeared to recover from this within the subse-
quent 8 hours. The results from this deployment indicated that steep pollution and
environmental gradients may lead to poorly performing EC sensors.
• ML algorithms that had previously been trained upon the sensor data obtained in
Beijing were applied to the sensor data acquired in Boulder, Colorado. Concentration
estimates for the EC sensor measurands were determined. Using the China-trained
BRT and BLR models did not improve the quality of EC sensor data, as the training
conditions (from Beijing) were too different (compared to the conditions experienced
by the sensors in Colorado) for the ML algorithms to make an accurate concentration
estimate.
• BRT was applied again to the Boulder data, this time training on approximately 80%
of the ambient, static data collected in Boulder. This improved the quality of the
sensors data in some respects but did not match the improvement observed with the
China data. This was due to the training and testing sensors data displaying different
distributions of data, related to the event which caused the low concentrations and
different environmental conditions mid way through the static sampling deployment.
• The sensor instrument was installed inside a van, with co-located instruments for
CO, CO2 and CH4. The CO EC and CO2 NDIR devices worked well on a mobile
platform, with good agreement with the co-located reference observations. This
identified that the EC and NDIR sensors have a sufficiently fast time response for
using on a mobile platform; as the qualitative profiles of the sensor timeseries and
reference instruments were similar.
• The EC and NDIR LCS were able to detect low concentrations in the same locations
as their respective reference measurements and therefore, with additional data such
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as windspeed and direction, it might be possible to used LCS for source apportion-
ment.
• Low-cost OPCs were deployed to examine the performance of a cluster (4) co-located
OPCs for monitoring PM. The OPC devices all correlated and co-varied together,
indicating that it was possible to obtain reproducible PM measurements from a
low-cost PM sensor. It was noted that the OPCs stopped reporting data when the
temperature of the OPC manifold exceeded 50 ◦C. for proper operation of these
devices a ventilated manifold is recommended.
5.9.2 Sensors in rainforest summary
• The sensor instrument successfully operated in the tropical rainforest. The high
humidity and relatively high temperatures that occur year-round in the rainforest can
make this a challenging environmental for instrumentation. The LCS was relatively
unattended and collected data for nearly two months. This implies that the LCS
instrument could be deployed in remote areas where it is not possible for other
instrumentation to operate.
• The temperature and RH corrected median VOC MOS signal exhibited a strong
diurnal profile, with one major peak around midday. Reference VOC observations
from a campaign in 2008 revealed that isoprene (dominant emission), and other VOC
compound groups, exhibit a dual peaked diurnal profile with the peaks occurring
around midday. Therefore there was some similarity between the diurnal profile
of the VOC MOS and reference VOC measurements. The median OVOC MOS
produced a flat looking diurnal pattern and therefore appeared to be less sensitive
to the daily biogenic VOC emissions compared to the median VOC signal.
• The EC sensors also collected data for the entire two months, proof that they were
able to continuously record data in this high humidity environment. There were a
few spikes that were likely to be due to electrical noise than actual changes in the
compound concentrations. The inter-sensor variability for the MOS and EC sen-
sors was relatively constant throughout the deployment, indicating that calibrations
might have to be conducted on a monthly basis for the EC sensors as there was little
sign of temporal drift during the rainforest deployment.
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Chapter 6
Recommendations regarding the use
of sensors for scientific research
The performance of MOS, EC, NDIR and OPC low-cost sensors (LCS) was characterised
in both the laboratory and in the field to evaluate their suitability for use in scientific
research. Low cost was defined as being commercially available for less than a tenth of
the price of a research-grade instrument. There are a variety of low-cost devices available
for the detection of common atmospheric pollutants and the sensors evaluated in this
study (EC, MOS, NDIR) were chosen to detect several contaminants that are important
for human health and which are monitored for studying air quality. The aim of the
project was to characterise sensor behaviour, evaluate their performance and assess their
suitability for use in scientific research.
Initially, the laboratory experiments involved using single sensors. Many commercially
available multi-sensor arrays are used in research to characterise sensor response and these
devices typically contain one sensor per compound [142] [173] [19] [32] [86]. The laboratory
work, indoor air study and field work underlined in Chapters 2 and 3 proved that the MOS
and EC LCS exhibited low reproducibility that made them unsuitable for use as singly
deployed sensors. Over time, a co-located group of identical MOS or EC LCS exhibited a
spreading out of their signals as each responded with a unique sensitivity towards physical
and chemical conditions. This phenomenon was especially pronounced with the MOS
sensors, which were greatly influenced by their surrounding conditions, and the spread of
the maximum and minimum reporting sensors was often greater than the signal expected
due to the MOS responding to their target compound. The medium-term inter-sensor
variability was generally driven by these sensors reacting to these external drivers, as
all co-varied together [104] [184]. Due to the non-reproducibility of LCS, single sensors
can only be used to qualitatively identify the temporal variability of a specific location
and single sensors cannot be used to make comparisons between two different geographic
locations. The research shown here has found that even sensors purchased from the same
production batch display unique sensitivities towards chemical and physical variables.
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During the laboratory experiments in Chapter 2, and the field deployments in Chapters
3,4,5 the MOS and EC displayed relatively poor reproducibility when deployed as they
are, with only the factory conversion factors applied. Once a network of sensors has been
installed each individual sensor will experience a unique environment and exhibit a unique
response depending on that environment. The sensors signals began spreading out after
only a few hours, therefore they could not be used to assess the spatial variation of ambient
contaminants since, without extremely frequent calibration, there would be no way of
knowing which sensor was reporting high values due to the environmental changes and
which was detecting larger concentrations of the target compound. The unpredictability
with which the MOS sensors began to experience large amounts of drift would also lead
to unreliable results.
6.1 Comparison of different types of sensors used
There are different sensor technologies for different pollutants. Typically MOS sensors
are commonly used for VOC measurements, EC sensors for gaseous pollutants such as
NO2, OX, CO, SO2 etc. [114] and NDIR detects compounds that strongly absorb IR [173].
Low-cost measurements for PM are conducted using OPCs [30]. Sensor arrays, with one
sensor per pollutant are commonly used in research to investigate the performance of LCS
and their applicability in a network [32] [205] [19] [173] [143].
6.1.1 NO2 EC
There are multiple studies that have used LCS to monitor ambient concentrations of NO2
with EC sensors and have reported varying degrees of success. NO2 EC are often deployed
in the field and their performance evaluated by comparing the EC sensor response with
other reference instruments such as chemiluminescence detection (CLD) [143] [110] [142]
[122] or the NO2 CAPS [166]. Medium-term (weeks to month) long deployments for
EC sensors are common [143] [110] and studies have reported a correlation coefficients
that indicate the NO2 EC correlate positively to the measurements made by reference
instruments: R2 values are typically >0.8 [143] [110] [122]. Popoola et al. reported
a comparison of NO2 EC with a reference CLD instrument at an AQM, which led to
an R2 of 0.95, with the correlation plot producing a linear gradient of 0.938 [142]. A
study which deployed two NO2 EC for a month and compared both with a co-located
CLD resulted in a high correlation between the two measurements, R2: 0.88, 0.85 [143].
However, there are some contrasting studies that indicate that the correlation of NO2
EC with a co-located reference measurement is poor, unless the NO2 is corrected for an
O3 interference. With no O3 correction applied, Lin et al. reported a low correlation
co-efficient (R2 value = 0.02) which indicated no correlation between the NO2 reference
and EC measurement [110]. This was found to be due to the NO2 EC response towards
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changing NO2 concentrations being overwhelmed by the ECs response to O3. After linearly
correcting for O3 interference the R
2 value increased to 0.88 and the gradient became close
to unity (gradient = 1.07) over the two-month deployment in the field with comparison to
the co-located CLD [110]. The NO2 EC response has been reported as being highly variable
towards changing ambient NO2 concentrations; 7 sensor devices, each containing an NO2
EC were deployed in the field and co-located with an NO2 reference. The correlations
ranged from poorly correlated (Pearson’s coefficient: 0.14) to highly correlated (Pearson’s
correlation coefficient: 0.76) [86].
In this project the NO2 EC were deployed with co-located references for just over three
weeks in Beijing, China. The comparison of the six individual NO2 EC with no correction
procedures applied, against the NO2 CAPS measurement (Table 6.1) displayed similar
correlations (R2 from 0.87 to 0.91) to those found in the literature. Although there was
some degree of variability between the different NO2 sensitivities all the correlations of the
individual NO2 EC with the reference instrument were strong and positive, comparable
to [143] and [122]. This was evidence that the 6 NO2 signals were all similar and yet there
is a range of EC sensor responses displayed. Use of the instantaneous median of this NO2
EC cluster would eliminate the effect of one or two of the EC displaying large amounts of
drift.
The performance of NO2 sensors is dependent upon the deployment location, with one
study showing a range of R2 values (0.75 – 0.98) for the inter-sensor comparison of 2 NO2
EC located at three different sites [19]. This was reflected in the correlation between the
NO2 EC and a co-located reference as there was a range of correlation coefficients (r=0.11
to 0.8) for the same sensors and deployment locations [19]. When the LCS instrument
was deployed in Boulder, Colorado (Chapter 4) the median NO2 sensitivity towards NO2
was different (gradient = 1.35) to the gradient observed by the median NO2 EC (gradient
= 2.09) observed in Beijing, China. It was also outside of the range of gradients observed
by the six individual NO2 EC (gradients 2.01 to 2.45). This indicated that the location of
where the NO2 were deployed would influence the EC performance due the the NO2 EC
experiencing different conditions, such as environmental factors and the relative concen-
tration of pollutants [104] at different locations. However, the correlation of the median
NO2 EC and the reference observations in Boulder remained high and positive (R
2: 0.88)
and the uncertainty was still low (RMSE = 9.24 ppb and NRMSE = 0.16) which was
comparable to the NO2 performance in Beijing (R
2 : 0.8).
When the temperature of the environment surrounding the EC sensors is highly vari-
able (0 – 30 ◦C), NO2 may display a weak correlation with temperature (R2:0.18 [143]
[122]), but there is less evidence that the NO2 response is temperature dependant at
smaller temperature ranges (1 – 2 ◦C) [143]. There is no definite model for how NO2 EC
sensors respond to changing humidity, with one study reporting a decrease in the NO2
EC signal as RH sharply increased [19], whereas other evidence suggests there is no cor-
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Table 6.1: The linear regression parameters obtained when 6 NO2 EC and the instan-
taneous median NO2 EC were correlated with the reference NO2 instrument during the
Beijing deployment (24 days). The linear parameters obtained for the same deployment
when different methods (SLR, BLR, BRT and GP) were applied to improve the quality of
sensor data. The predicted NO2 concentration was then evaluated against the reference








SLR BLR BRT GP
Gradient 2.01 - 2.45 2.09 1.02 0.95 0.95 0.98
Intercept -3.15 to -207 -33.4 +7.3 +4.97 +4.97 +2.95
R2 0.87 to 0.91 0.87 0.86 0.94 0.94 0.94
RMSE
(ppb)
23.9 to 181.8 25.3 11.8 6.5 6.5 6.0
relation (R2: 0.02) between NO2 EC observations and RH (over 30 – 100 % range) for a
two-month in-field deployment and no evidence of long-term drift [110]. During the 24
day deployment of NO2 EC sensors in Beijing, China (Chapter 4) the median NO2 EC was
found to have a weak, positive correlation (R2: 0.37) with the humidity of the air reaching
the sensors, over the humidity range 35 - 100 % RH. There was a stronger correlation with
the temperature of the air (R2: -0.52) and as the temperature increased from 16 to 41 ◦C
the median NO2 EC signal decreased.
NO2 have exhibited variable electronic noise whilst deployed in the field from 5 – 20
ppb [122] [143]. The residual noise of the six NO2 EC was found to be 3.82 ppb, when
the sensors were exposed to zero air in the laboratory for a week during the EC sensor
noise characterisation in Chapter 3. The NO2 sensors have been shown to be highly
reproducible, with two co-located in the field displaying a gradient of >0.9 [142]. This was
observed with the NO2 EC sensors deployed in Beijing as the R
2 values for the comparison
between all 6 EC were greater than 0.8.
Laboratory calibration, exposing NO2 EC to 100 ppb of NO2 displayed that the abso-
lute values reported by the EC were higher than expected (126.4 ppb) [19]. In contrast,
the results from this project indicated that the NO2 EC would under-predict the absolute
values of NO2 when compared to the NO2 CAPS in the field. The intercept range for the
comparison of the 6 NO2 EC with NO2 CAPS was found to be from -3.15 to -207 ppb,
and the median NO2 exhibited an intercept of -33.4 ppb, see Table 6.1.
There are some examples in the literature where multi-variate regression techniques,
and ML algorithms have been applied to sensor data to correct for cross interferences and
make an NO2 concentration estimate that is closer to the reference observations [205].
Multivariate regression has led to moderate correlations of NO2 concentrations (Pearson’s
r value: 0.59 ± 0.17, MAE: 4.6 ±0.7 ppb for 16 NO2 EC) with the reference, whereas
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Figure 6.1: Comparing the EC performance over the experiments and field work conducted
in the project. The normalised root mean squared error (NRMSE) was used in order to
compare between the EC sensor response as the value of NRMSE is not affected by the
concentration range over which the evaluation metric was computed (as RMSE is).
Random Forest ML algorithms were able to improve the NO2 concentration estimate
(Pearson’s r value: 0.99 ± 0.01, MAE: 0.5 ± 0.1 ppb for 16 NO2 EC) with the same
sensor data set [205]. An NO2 EC with no correction procedures applied, co-located with
a reference measurement for 4.5 months displayed a poor correlation (R2 = 0.12) with
NO2 reference observations and indicated a strong temperature dependence [32]. The
NO2 EC performance was improved with use of a high-dimensional model, to correct for
interferences from changing environmental conditions. The modelled NO2 concentration
was correlated with the reference and displayed a gradient of 0.81, a reduced intercept
of 3.26 ppb, an increased R2 value of 0.69 and an RMSE of 4.56 ppb [32]. This RMSE
value was comparable to the RMSE achieved when GP, BRT and BLR were applied to the
Beijing sensor data set to predict NO2 concentrations (RMSE: 6.0, 6.5, 6.5, respectively,
Table 6.1). A variety of analytical methods were investigated as part of this research
project to improve the quality of NO2 EC sensor data, Table 6.1. Applying SLR, BLR,
BRT and GP all improved the NO2 concentration estimate over the testing data set (16
days) relative to the NO2 reference as the gradients were all bought closer to one, the offset
magnitudes were decreased (and also became positive) the correlation coefficients increased
and the measurement of uncertainty (RMSE) decreased, Table 6.1. It was found that, for
the Beijing deployment, the GP ML technique was the optimum method for predicting an
NO2 concentration estimate that was closest to the NO2 CAPS observations. Using GP
technique the NO2 concentration estimate displayed a highly linear (R
2: 0.94, gradient :
0.98) comparison with the NO2 reference, with the smallest offset (+2.95 ppb) and least
amount of uncertainty (RMSE: 6.0 ppb). However, the performance of the BLR and BRT
algorithms was comparable and these are more practical for use in the field as they require
less computer power to train and apply the ML algorithms to the data set.
Overall, the NO2 EC sensors performed well compared to the reference measurements
and, through use of calibration procedures, were able to accurately determine the am-
bient concentration of NO2 over a two-week deployment. This would be useful for the
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atmospheric monitoring of NO2 and, with fortnightly calibration, (which is the frequency
of calibrations performed upon all the AURN sites in the UK [37]) the LCS instruments
would be appropriate to increase the number of NO2 measurements in the UK. Out of the
different types of EC used in this research, the NO2 EC consistently produced good per-
formances and often performed the best (see Fig. 6.1). With only the factory conversion
factors applied they exhibited the lowest random noise signal in zero air, and the median
signal contained the least amount of error compared to the NO2 reference instrument in
Beijing, China, and again performed reasonably in Boulder, Colorado. After the ML al-
gorithms were applied to each median signal from the EC clusters, the NO2 concentration
estimations were closest to the reference measurements.
6.1.2 CO EC
Multi-pollutant sensor devices often include CO EC for monitoring CO concentrations
[86] [32] [205]. In-field, month long deployment of CO sensors has proved that the EC
responses can be reproducible, displaying only 3 % difference between the mean absolute
concentration averages produced by 2 co-located CO [143]. A co-location of a CO EC
with a CO reference instrument displayed a strong and positive correlation (R2 = 0.78),
although a low sensitivity (gradient = 0.25) [32]. Two CO EC were deployed in the field,
as part of an AQMesh sensor unit, and compared to a co-located CO reference moni-
tor. Both sensors displayed a reasonably high correlation with the reference observations
(Pearson’s r-value: 0.79 and 0.82) [86], and this performance was much better than the
three equivalent CO MOS sensors also co-located (r values: -0.40 to -0.14) [86].
The in-field performance of the CO EC, compared to a nearby (CO Aerolaser located
100 m vertically upwards from CO EC) reference monitor was similar to these literature
studies for the CO EC sensors deployed in Beijing (Chapter 4). The 6 CO EC displayed
correlation coefficients that were moderate to high (R2: 0.55 to 0.83), Table 6.2 and an in-
crease in CO concentration led to an increase in the CO EC sensor response. However, the
performance of the CO EC is expected to be better than it was for the 24-day deployment
in Beijing, China as the CO reference monitor was not sampling from the same line as the
LCS instrument and OX and NO2 reference instruments. When the sensor instrument was
stationed at NOAA Colorado, and the CO reference was sampling from the same inlet line
during the static measurements a better performance was associated with the median CO
EC. The correlation of the CO EC cluster with CO reference instrument, in Colorado for
the 6-day static deployment of the CO EC sensors, led to a gradient that was close to 1
(gradient = 0.983), with a high, positive correlation coefficient (R2: 0.94) and low RMSE
(32.4 ppb) and NRMSE (0.06).
In research it has been reported that small environmental temperature changes (1 – 2
◦C) cause negligible impacts upon the CO EC sensor signal, but where the temperature
range is larger (0 – 30 ◦C) the CO response has been shown to weakly correlate (R2:
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Table 6.2: The linear regression parameters obtained when 6 CO EC and the instantaneous
median CO EC were correlated with the reference NO2 instrument during the Beijing
deployment (24 days). The linear parameters obtained for the same deployment when
different methods (SLR, BLR, BRT and GP) were applied to improve the quality of
sensor data. The predicted CO concentration was then evaluated against the reference








SLR BLR BRT GP
Gradient 1.79 to 2.27 1.97 1.13 1.03 0.73 0.68
Intercept
(ppb)
123 to 647 +424 -225 -79.3 +66.4 +110
R2 0.554 to 0.833 0.64 0.71 0.83 0.74 0.64
RMSE
(ppb)
78 to 1370 1011 286 155 163 194
0.06 – 0.15) with temperature [143]. The temperature and humidity of the air reaching
the CO EC was monitored during the 24-day deployment in Beijing, China (Chapter 4).
The median CO EC displayed only a weak correlation with temperature (R2: 0.2) and
humidity (R2: 0.3) when the RH ranged from 39 - 100 % and the temperature ranged
from 16 to 41 ◦C.
Broday et al. found that CO EC, integrated into a multi-sensor platform, under-
predicted CO concentrations (1292 ppb) when the EC was exposed to a known quantity
of CO (1300 ppb) in the laboratory [19]. The performance of CO EC in the laboratory is
different to the performance of the same sensor deployed in the field, for example a CO
EC displayed a 0.07 ppb offset in a laboratory calibration, and this was increased to 166
ppb when the same calibration was repeated in the field [19]. Evidence from this research
project however, suggested that the CO EC exhibited a positive offset. When the CO
EC sensors were deployed for 24 days in the field and co-located with the reference CO
instrument the intercepts from each of the 6 CO EC ranged from 78 to 1370 ppb, see Table
6.2. During the static 6-day deployment of 6 CO EC in Boulder, Colorado the offset was
still positive (+4.66 ppb for median CO EC) but greatly reduced (Chapter 5).
In the literature, CO EC sensors have shown evidence of drift over a two week period
when ambient CO concentrations were low [173]. There was no evidence of temporal drift
in the CO EC sensor response when they were deployed in the field over at the three
different locations (Beijing, Boulder, Borneo). However, the longest of these deployments
was 24 days and therefore this deployment time may not be sufficient to identify long-term
temporal drift in the CO EC signal. The residual noise of the CO EC in zero air, over a
6-day period was 157 ppb.
There are examples in the literature where statistical regression has been used to ac-
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count for environmental interferences upon CO EC sensors [32] [205]. A high-dimensional
model was trained to correct for the environmental influences upon the CO signal, and
resulted in an improved performance for the CO EC concentration estimate. Gradient be-
came closer to 1 (raw: 0.25, modelled CO: 0.94), with a higher correlation (R2 raw: 0.78,
modelled: 0.88) with the reference observations [32]. The RMSE was used to estimate
uncertainty and was reported as 39.2 ppb for the modelled CO estimate [32]. Multivariate
linear regression (Pearson’s r-values: 0.94 ± 0.06, MAE: 39 ± 13 ppb) and Random Forest
ML (Pearson’s r-values: 0.99 ± 0.0, MAE: 7.9 ± 1.5 ppb) have also been applied to a 16-
week data set containing 19 multi-pollutant sensor nodes to correct for cross interfering
compounds that impact the CO EC sensors [205]. The Random Forest ML technique
was optimum for correcting cross interferences and provided a better CO concentration
estimate than multivariate regression [205].
In Chapter 4, BRT, BLR and GP ML techniques were applied to the 24-day LCS
data set to produce a CO concentration estimate, with varying degrees of success. BLR
was optimum for improving the CO concentration estimate: the gradient of the linear
regression between the reference CO and BLR-CO prediction was 1.03, the intercept was
reduced from +424 ppb to -79.3 ppb and the correlation became highly positive (R2
increased to 0.82), Table 6.2. These ML results were comparable to those in Cross et
al., when multivariate regression was used to optimise the CO EC response [32]. The
results from this research have shown that the CO EC can provide a robust measurement
of ambient CO concentrations after SLR calibration, or the application of ML-techniques,
with a co-located reference instrument. These EC would be recommended for use in the
field, with a cluster of 6 deployed and integrated into an LCS instrument as the CO EC
measurement was useful for allowing corrections to other EC to be made. CO is also an
important pollutant to monitor and the EC is an inexpensive method of increasing the
number of accurate CO concentration measurements made in a local area.
6.1.3 OX EC
OX EC have also been used in research. A laboratory calibration exposing an OX EC
to known concentrations of O3 the OX EC compared well (R
2 >0.99) with an equivalent
laboratory calibration with the reference instruments [19]. However, the OX EC sensor was
shown to over-predict O3 (123.4 ppb) in a laboratory experiment where the EC was exposed
to 100 ppb span gas [19]. The OX EC deployed in the field as part of this research project
also displayed a positive offset compared to the reference OX measurements. The OX EC
used in the LCS instrument in Beijing (Chapter 4) displayed a positive offset (intercept
for median OX was +41.9 ppb) compared to co-located OX reference observations, Table
6.3. The static deployment of the LCS instrument in Boulder, Colorado also displayed a
positive intercept (+15.4 ppb) when correlated with the reference OX observations.
A field deployment of an OX EC with a co-located OX reference measurement showed
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that there was a poor and negative correlation (R2 = 0.12, gradient = -0.48) between the
two measurements [32]. A negative intercept of -131 ppb indicated that the OX sensor
displayed a large, negative offset in comparison with the reference [32], in contrast to the
OX EC deployed in Beijing and Boulder. Seven Ox ECs, integrated within multi-pollutant
sensor nodes (AQMesh, Cairclip, Aeroqual) were deployed in the field and co-located
with a reference monitor. After correlation of the 7 timeseries with a reference monitor
it was evident that the OX EC exhibit a highly variable response (Pearson’s coefficient
ranged from 0.39 – 0.97) to changing OX concentrations [86]. Another study supported
the low reproducibility of OX EC sensors; three experiments with co-located pairs of OX
EC displayed a range of R2: 0.38 – 0.62 [19]. In the same experiment, a comparison with
a co-located UV photometer revealed a weak to negligible correlation, R2 values of 0.05
– 0.58 [19]. The OX EC deployed in the LCS as part of this research project were highly
correlated and displayed comparable measurements to a co-located reference measurement
(gradient = 1.0, R2 = 0.84) during the 24-day deployment in Beijing (Chapter 4). There
was very little inter-sensor variability between the 6 individual OX EC in China, over a
24-day deployment. The range of gradients of each OX EC was 0.935 to 1.1, and the range
of R2 values was between 0.82 and 0.85. However, in Chapter 5, when the LCS instrument
was deployed in Boulder for 6-days the comparison with the median OX EC and the
reference OX observations displayed a lower OX sensitivity (gradient = 0.56) than for the
24-day deployment in Beijing. The correlation between the reference and median OX EC
for the Boulder deployment was moderate (R2: 0.5) which indicates that the performance
of the OX EC is impacted by the EC surroundings.
The OX EC has been shown to be impacted by variable humidity of the air flow to
the sensors, with one study observing an increase in the OX signal with steep increases in
RH [19]. Temperature was thought to produce a small interference upon OX EC signals
when they were located in the field [32]. During the LCS deployment in Beijing, the RH
varied between 39 - 100 % and the temperature between 16 - 41 ◦C. The median OX
EC showed a moderate, positive correlation with temperature during the deployment (R2:
0.5), and a weak, negative correlation with RH (R2: -0.3).
There are a few examples in the literature where statistical regression models and ML
have been applied to LCS data to make an OX concentration estimate [205] [32]. Multivari-
ate regression was applied to 19 multi-pollutant sensor nodes over a 16 week period, and
the OX concentration estimate was compared with an OX reference measurement. The
Pearson’s r-values displayed a strong positive correlation (0.81 ± 0.06), with low MAE
values (5.1 ± 0.6 ppb) [205]. The OX concentration estimate was improved when the same
data set was subject to Random Forests ML algorithm to correct for cross interferences
(Pearson’s r-values:0.99 ± 0.0, MAE: 0.7 ± 0.1 ppb) [205]. A high-dimensional model,
trained using environmental variables such as RH and temperature was able to improve
the OX concentration estimate: gradient increased to 0.47, intercept became closer to zero
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Table 6.3: The linear regression parameters obtained when 6 OX EC and the instanta-
neous median OX EC were correlated with the reference OX instrument during the Beijing
deployment (24 days). The linear parameters obtained for the same deployment when
different methods (SLR, BLR, BRT and GP) were applied to improve the quality of sen-
sor data. The predicted OX concentration was then evaluated against the reference OX








SLR BLR BRT GP
Gradient 0.935 to 1.1 1.0 0.935 0.904 0.888 0.841
Intercept -33 to +89.9 +41.9 +9.8 +5.98 +8.23 +9.36
R2 0.82 to 0.85 0.84 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.91
RMSE
(ppb)
26.0 to 89.6 48.7 10.3 9.09 9.18 12.65
(13.1 ppb) and the correlation co-efficient increased from a weak to a moderate correlation
(R2 : 0.39) [32]. The RMSE for the modelled OX data compared to the reference was 9.71
ppb [32]. This is a similar value, for that observed in Chapter 4, when BRT and BLR ML
algorithms were applied to produce an OX concentration estimate (BLR RMSE: 9.1 ppb,
BRT RMSE: 9.2 ppb), Table 6.3. The OX EC performance during the 24-day deployment
in Beijing was found to be very linear and hence the BLR ML technique was optimum for
predicting an OX concentration estimate that was close to reference observations. The OX
EC presented the most linear relationships with the O3+NO2 reference observations out
of the different types of EC deployed. A high degree of linearity is useful for determining
simple and effective calibration models. However, the median OX signal deviated signifi-
cantly from the reference measurements when sampling static measurements in Colorado.
It was thought that the dry air caused a large amount of random noise to appear in the
OX signals and behave in an unpredictable manner.
The OX response was reproducible and the median OX EC reported values that were
close to the reference OX measurements for the Beijing campaign. Therefore, with suit-
able calibration procedures applied (e.g. SLR, BLR, BRT) this research has shown that
these EC would be suitable for use in the field for short-term applications. However, the
performance of the OX was degraded during the Boulder campaign and this was thought
to be due to the air that the EC were exposed to being dry [1]. Further experiments, to
characterise the performance of OX EC after pro-longed exposure to air with a RH of less
than 10 % are required as this may impact where the OX EC can be deployed or where
additional equipment to increase the humidity of the sampled air might be required. The
OX EC performance was less reliable than the NO2 and CO EC sensors.
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6.1.4 CO2 NDIR
CO2 NDIR sensors are used to monitor ambient levels of CO2 and are also calibrated
by co-location with a reference CO2 instrument in the region where the NDIRs are due
to be deployed [119] [205] [131]. A comparison of a CO2 NDIR with reference measure-
ments (Piccaro) exhibited linear parameters of R2 : 0.92 and a gradient of 0.955 [142].
Two co-located CO2 NDIRs correlated well, with gradients of 0.9 – 1.0, indicating high
repeatability in their measurements [142]. A one-day comparison between 2 CO2 NDIR
sensors demonstrated reproducibility with a high, positive correlation (R2: 0.93), and
gradient close to 1 (gradient=1.1) [87]. However, one of the NDIR sensors reported an
offset of approximately -20 ppm, which was the value of the intercept between the two
NDIRs [87]. 6 CO2 NDIR sensors over a 13-day indoor deployment also reported a high
degree of inter-sensor reproducibility, exhibiting Pearson’s correlation coefficients between
0.7 and 0.99 [131]. Six CO2 NDIRs deployed in an indoor environment with ventilation
to the outdoor air, were co-located with a reference (cavity-ring down) instrument for 4
weeks [119]. They exhibited a long term drift of 1.2 ppm over the duration of deployment
and were highly correlated with the reference observations, RMSE ranged between 5 to
21 ppm, with no NDIR corrections applied [119]. The result of one of the 6 NDIR ver-
sus the reference observations yielded the linear regression parameters of gradient = 0.94,
intercept = 31.5 and R2 = 0.97 [119].
During this researchproject, there were 3 CO2 NDIR sensors deployed for 6-days in
Boulder, Colorado with a co-located CO2 reference instrument. The three NDIRs co-
varied and were compared against each other using linear regression. The gradients ranged
between 0.823 to 0.852 and there were small intercepts (0.069 – 0.081 ppm) which indicated
that all displayed similar offsets. All three NDIR devices were all highly and positively
correlated (R2 range: 0.84 – 0.88) with each other, similar to the results reported by
[142] [131]. The median CO2 signal was correlated (R
2 = 0.95) with the reference CO2
observations in Chapter 5. However, the median CO2 NDIR displayed a large offset
(intercept = 365 ppm) compared to the reference CO2 observations and a difference in
sensitivity (gradient = 0.29) towards changing CO2 concentrations.
CO2 NDIR measurements have been improved by the application of multivariate re-
gression [119] and ML techniques [205] in the literature. Multivariate regression, taking
into account temperature and atmospheric pressure improved the comparison of the NDIR
sensors with the reference observations, and the RMSE decreased from 5 to 21 ppm to
1.7 to 4.3 ppm [119]. A CO2 concentration estimate was produced by applying Random
Forest ML to a data set composed of 19 multi-pollutant sensor nodes. This was found
to strongly correlate (Pearson’s r-value: 0.99 ± 0.0)to the co-located CO2 reference ob-
servations and was useful for removing the impact of cross interferences (MAE: 1.7 ±
0.3 ppm) upon CO2 NDIR data [205]. In Chapter 5, ML was applied to the LCS data
set to predict a CO2 concentration during the 6-days when the LCS was making static
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measurements. BRT did not predict an improved CO2 concentration estimate in this case
(gradient for uncalibrated = 0.29, for BRT-predicted CO2 = 0.043, R
2 for uncalibrated =
0.95, for BRT-predicted CO2 = 0.11). Rather surprisingly, due to the correlation between
the NDIRs and reference CO2 measurements, the CO2 NDIR timeseries only contributed
to a third of the key decisions made by the BRT algorithm. This was thought to be due
to a small data set (6-days) and the different distribution of data between training and
testing data sets.
The median CO2 NDIR response was highly correlated with the reference CO2 ob-
servations and each NDIR co-varied with the other co-located NDIRs. Therefore the
NDIRs indicated high inter-sensor reproducibility and would be recommended for use in
the field to monitor CO2 concentrations with frequent (fortnightly calibration). However,
the NDIRs were only tested over a short period as part of this research so further investi-
gation regarding the stability of their responses and performance in different environments
is required.
6.1.5 MOS sensors
MOS are widely investigated for the purposes of air quality monitoring and there are many
varieties commercially available for monitoring NH3, NO2, O3, CO2, CO [59], [8], [172] [136]
as well as total VOCs [199]. MOS sensors for the detection of VOCs have been investigated
in the laboratory [99] [199]. An array of 14 TGS2602 MOS sensors was tested in the
laboratory with one failing immediately from the start of the experiment [199]. Sensor
replacement is expected over time [184], and it was not uncommon for MOS sensors to
immediately fail during this research project. Throughout all the deployments of MOS
sensors in this research project, an average failure rate of 10 % of the MOS sensors was
noted for the Total VOC MOS. For the TGS2602 MOS sensors, in China 1 out of 32 failed,
in Borneo 4 out of 16 failed, during the indoor air experiment 3 out of 24 failed and in
Boulder 0 out of 8 failed. When installing and designing a LCS array it is recommended
to purchase an additional 10 % of MOS sensors to replace this failure rate.
During laboratory calibrations with toluene, the sensitivity towards toluene, for 13
TGS2602, in constant conditions (30 – 35% RH, 40 ◦C) was calculated as 6.00 ± 0.27 (1
σ) mV ppb-1 [199]. This magnitude for MOS VOC sensitivity is comparable to the sensi-
tivities identified by calibrating TGS2602 Total VOC MOS in the laboratory in Chapter
2. When a mixture of VOCs was exposed to the TGS2602 MOS sensors they exhibited
sensitivities of 2.48 – 13.1 mV ppb-1 over a range of humidity’s and at laboratory tem-
perature (approximately 21 ◦C). This spread in the different sensitivity of MOS towards
VOCs was more of a concern than the magnitude of the sensitivity observed since this
indicated that no single calibration model would be appropriate for multiple MOS that
were to be deployed singly.
Out of the array of TGS2602 Total VOC MOS used by Wolfrum et al. 2006 [199],
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it was noted that any two MOS sensors exhibited different responses towards the same
concentration of VOC calibration gas [199] [99] [60]. This was also observed in this research
as in Chapter 2, when 2 or more MOS were exposed to the same VOC gas standard, under
the same environmental conditions, individual MOS sensors reported different responses.
For example, the mean sensitivity of MOS sensors was 2.55 m V ppb-1 when multiple
sensors were exposed to the same VOC gas standard at 30 – 40 % RH. There was 6
% variation in the MOS sensors sensitivities for this calibration, which is comparable to
the variability in MOS sensitivity calculated by Wolfrum et al. 5 % for the TGS2602
sensitivity [199]. MOS sensors of the same model, co-located in a cluster tend to display
high correlation between the sensors, with all responding similarly to their environment
[136]. The work using MOS sensors in this research project provides support to this
result from Peterson et al. 2017 [136] as for example, 19 MOS sensors deployed in the
indoor office environment displayed Pearson’s correlation coefficients that were greater
than 0.7 for the entire 4-week deployment. However, it was noted that these inter-MOS
correlation values changed over time as the MOS sensors exhibited unpredictable and
randomly occurring changes to their sensitivity towards VOCs, cross interferences and
environmental conditions.
It has been reported in the literature that TGS2602 MOS exhibit different responses to-
wards different VOC compounds and VOC compositions. Wolfrum et al. tested TGS2602
Total VOC MOS with toluene, acetone and isopropanol and found that the MOS were
most sensitive towards toluene and least sensitive to isopropanol [199]. This was in agree-
ment with the experiment Chapter 2, where gas standards were separated into individual
compounds by GC-MS and the TGS2602 MOS exhibited different responses (peak areas)
for each compound. Although in this research project these exact compounds were not ex-
posed to TGS2602 MOS, it was found that the TGS2602 MOS produced larger responses
for aromatic compounds (such as toluene) and were less sensitive towards alkanes. The
TGS2620 OVOC MOS sensor indicated that it was more sensitive towards different com-
pounds compared to the TGS2602. Therefore, by using a combination of MOS sensor
types, and exposing these MOS sensors towards known compositions of VOC mixtures
it might be possible to build up a database for different patterns of responses [169] [99].
Pattern recognition analysis upon MOS based data sets then may potentially be useful for
source apportionment [169].
Other research studies have shown that the position of the MOS sensor within an
airtight manifold did not impact the MOS sensors response to VOCs, but the response
time of the MOS was dependent upon the flow rate of the air to the sensor [95]. A
flow rate of 1700 mL min-1 produced a TGS2620 OVOC MOS sensor response of 12
seconds [95]. During the investigation of how best to position sensors within a Teflon
manifold in Chapter 2, it was concluded that the shape of the manifold could influence
the MOS response. The chamber manifold led to the poorest results and there was evidence
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that MOS in series exhibited increasing smaller responses to VOCs. The flow rate was
also found to impact the MOS sensor response, with 1000 LPM or 3000 LPM producing
the highest VOC sensitivities with lowest uncertainty.
MOS sensors, TGS2602, TGS2620, TGS2610 and TGS2600 are susceptible to long-
term drift over 36 months [184] [60]. This drift is comprised of ‘real-drift’ where the MOS
sensing surface ages or is poisoned over time and ‘measurement drift’ where changes to
the MOS environment lead to the MOS response changing over time [184]. The TGS2602
total VOC sensors used for this research project, in the indoor office experiment displayed
a spreading out of MOS signals due to measurement drift. After 4 weeks, the difference be-
tween the maximum and minimum reporting sensor was 0.30 V, equivalent to 30 ppb[VOC]
if a laboratory-derived conversion factor of 10 mV ppb1 was used. This experiment also
showed that the sensor drift was unpredictable and random as the order of highest report-
ing sensor and lowest reporting sensors changed rapidly and randomly over the four weeks.
Support vector machine learning has been used in literature to account for measurement
drift under laboratory conditions, over three years [184]. Here in Chapter 4, BRT ML tech-
niques were applied to the LCS data set during the 24-day campaign in Beijing to predict
the Total VOC concentration, using a co-located SIFT-MS measurement as a training
label. In Chapter 4, when the LCS sensors instrument was co-located with and showed a
reasonable comparison against a SIFT-MS ML techniques were applied in an attempt to
improve the quality of MOS total VOC measurements. Initially, the median VOC MOS
was temperature and RH corrected and this resulted in a moderate correlation (R2: 0.47,
gradient: 3.82 mV ppb-1) with the summation of 29 compounds monitored by SIFT-MS.
The BRT algorithm was applied to the LCS instrument data set from this deployment to
predict a Total VOC concentration estimate by correcting the Total VOC MOS for cross
interferences. The Total VOC concentration estimate was compared against the SIFT-MS
Total VOC signal. The gradient was 0.46, the intercept was 31.8 ppb, the RMSE = 18.4
ppb and the R2 was 0.40. Therefore, BRT was not successful at removing the influence of
cross inferences upon the MOS signal as the BRT-predicted total VOC concentration was
less correlated with the SIFT-MS Total VOC concentration, with a gradient that was far
from unity. The median VOC MOS was the fifth out of seven largest contributors towards
the Total VOC prediction, so was not even instrumental in producing the prediction. The
temperature and humidity corrected median VOC MOS signal was also compared against
a co-located GC-FID system. All 29 VOCs monitored by the GC-FID were summed to-
gether for each data point and the correlation between the median MOS and total VOCs
monitored by GC-FID was weak (R2 = 0.21) and positive (gradient = +0.59). In another
co-location with a SIFT-MS measuring ambient air there was no correlation (R2 <0.03)
between the median MOS signal and the compounds detected by the SIFT-MS (Chapter
2).
The median MOS signal performed poorly when compared against two reference VOC
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Table 6.4: The Total VOC median, OVOC median, CH4 median and PrBu median MOS
signals were correlated with the humidity of the air reaching the sensors and the tem-













Gradient (mV %-1) -2.63 +11.0 +9.92 +7.19
R2 0.81 0.99 0.99 0.99












Gradient (mV ◦C-1) +48.3 +0.75 -1.1 +3.6
R2 0.996 0.11 0.28 0.78
RMSE 28.4 28.7 28.6 28.7
instruments. This was thought to be due to the large influence that temperature [187],
humidity [169] [156] and drift [184] have on the MOS sensor signal [8]. A research study
using MOS sensors found that, using an exponential decay regression model the TGS2620,
TGS2611 and TGS2610 displayed correlations (R2) of 0.98 – 0.99 with humidity [169]. The
TGS2602 had an R2 of 0.78 with the same exponential decay model [169]. By accounting
for temperature and humidity, using a model based upon the n-type semiconductor bands
Huerta et al. [81] were able to de-correlate the temperature and humidity response of
MOS. The R2 for their modelled MOS signal with RH and temperature was between 0.90
– 1.0 for the four TGS MOS types shown above [81]. However, over a three month period
the sensitivity of the MOS towards temperature and humidity changed and the modelled
MOS became less accurate (R2 <0.7) [81]. The non-linear response of the MOS sensors
towards increasing humidity was also recognised in Chapter 2. The sensitivity of the MOS
sensors was found to be more impacted by ambient changes of temperature and humidity
than it was for cross interferences that were caused by other gaseous compounds. In
Chapter 2, the correlation between four different types of MOS sensors with temperature
and humidity were tested. Each median MOS signal was strongly correlated to both
environmental conditions, Table 6.4.
The influence of changing environmental conditions is so large upon the MOS sensor
signal that it was challenging to determine the change in the MOS response that was
purely due to the change in the VOC composition and concentration in the atmosphere.
The evidence gathered by this research project leads to the conclusion that there are lim-
ited applications for MOS sensors. The MOS exhibit low inter-sensor reproducibility so
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they should not be deployed as single sensor devices, as the drift in the MOS response can
be unpredictable and of varying magnitudes. When using singly deployed MOS sensors it
would be difficult to detect which sensors are exhibiting large amounts of temporal drift
as the drifting MOS have been shown to continue co-vary with the other MOS sensors.
Individual MOS sensors have unique sensitivities towards the target VOC compounds,
interfering gases and environmental conditions yet because these sensitivities are not re-
producible over time, no single calibration model is appropriate for extracting a useful
MOS signal.
6.1.6 Clustering
This project showed that the reproducibility of the MOS and EC LCS response could
be improved using a clustering approach. Co-locating identical sensors and using the
instantaneous median is recommended for sensor deployment in the field. Typically, groups
of LCS display high covariance, but the extent to which the signals go up and down
changes, leading to a randomised spreading out of signals. The median sensor signal was
able to be representative of all the individual sensors, and removed the effect of any sensors
displaying an anomalously high amount of drift. The random short term (hours to day) and
medium term (day to weeks) drift due to unpredictable responses towards other variables
was minimised when using the median of a cluster. Therefore, the frequency required
between calibrations can be reduced when using the average of a cluster of sensors and
linear interpolation between calibrations becomes more appropriate. By comparing the
individual responses within a cluster, this approach also identifies failing sensors quickly
by identifying which sensors began reporting values with large amounts of drift. The
sensors used in this study were all inexpensive enough that purchasing multiple devices
still maintained the cost benefit. Additionally, each LCS consumes a minute quantity of
power and therefore the overall power consumption for a group of LSC devices is still much
smaller than it would be for research grade equipment monitoring the same measurands.
A small power consumption is hugely advantageous for the deployment of instruments in
the field as operational costs are reduced.
6.1.7 Low-cost sensor instrument
For deployment out in the field, the clustering approach was incorporated into a multi-
pollutant sensor array. Clusters of different types of sensors, each detecting a different
target compound, were built into one instrument. The sensor instrument was designed to
make multiple pollutant measurements using different models of LCS; MOS sensors de-
tected total VOC, EC sensors monitored NO2, OX and CO. The overall sensor instrument
was compact, required low set-up and operational costs and a small power consumption
relative to a collection of reference instruments monitoring the same pollutants. This
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Figure 6.2: Photo showing a version of the sensor instrument which contains different
sensors to detect multiple pollutants.
made it more portable and appropriate for use in a high-density network. The use of a
multiple pollutant instrument facilitated the correction of cross interferences upon each
EC or MOS signal. The ML techniques were applied to the whole LCS data set and used
multiple sensors to determine relationships between the sensors and the target compound
(training label). The ML then predicted a concentration estimate for any particular com-
pound using all the sensors in the LCS instrument. This meant that cross interferences
could be accounted for in the concentration estimate produced by the ML algorithm and
the result was often closer to the reference observations than the sensor signal reported
by the sensor responsible for detecting the target compound alone.
A sensor instrument, like the one shown in Fig. 6.2, can be used in an analogous manner
to an air quality monitoring station. The LCS instrument would require calibration with
the reference instruments, then these could be deployed in a localised area.
6.1.8 Calibration
When using MOS, EC and NDIR sensors, none of the sensors were able to report accurate
absolute concentrations compared to the equivalent reference observations, when they
were used with no calibration procedures applied. Low-cost sensors, like most scientific
instruments, require calibration to ensure there is confidence in the results and calibration
of the sensor device was required to determine the absolute concentrations of a pollutant.
Unlike reference instruments used for gaseous atmospheric measurements, the sensors
cannot be calibrated using synthetic gas standards or in a laboratory. Calibration models
produced in the laboratory are not representative of the sensor behaviour if the sensors
are then removed from the laboratory and placed at a deployment location where the
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chemical and environmental conditions are dissimilar [104] [122]. To minimise the set-up
and operational costs, there was no pre-detection techniques, such as driers or temperature
control, employed to improve LCS sensors detection capacity. Therefore the sensors are
exposed to the dynamic ranges of chemical and environmental conditions in which they
are placed. The laboratory experiments in Chapter 2 showed that LCS are susceptible to
being influenced by changing environmental factors, often with non linear responses, and
the presence of compounds that are not the target compound. Calibration procedures must
account for these variables and in situ calibrations using co-located reference instruments
do that. None of the sensors used in this study reported accurate absolute concentrations
without calibration, and only in-field calibration provided a calibration environment that
was representative of the conditions the sensors experienced during deployment. The
sensors within the LCS instrument were calibrated by co-locating the instrument with
reference instruments for a period of time. The relationship between the sensor and the
reference observations was determined and then pollutants concentrations were calculated
by applying this relationship to subsequent sensor data. Week-long co-location of the
NO2, CO and OX EC sensors with NO2, CO and OX reference instruments was suitable
for determining the accurately predicting the NO2 and OX concentrations for the following
two week period using SLR (see Tables 6.1 6.2 and 6.3). There would therefore be high
confidence in the EC data if a calibration procedure such as SLR was used, then the LCS
was moved to a new location as part of a network and left to monitor for a fortnight.
For more accurate concentrations, various ML techniques could be used instead of SLR
to calibrate the sensors. To make more accurate prediction and provide the information
required for ML to correct for temporal drift the data from each calibration could be added
to the training data and the ML algorithm re-trained periodically. Relationships between
the sensor variables and environmental conditions that occur over longer timescales are
more likely to be detected and used to further optimise the ML-predictions. For the MOS
sensors however, when the single sensor is moved away from the reference instrument there
is little confidence in the sensor data after only a short time (hours to days) because of the
unique sensitivity’s to external conditions and drift [184] [60]. Since the comparison of a co-
located reference VOC measurement such as GC-FID or SIFT-MS did not indicate a high
correlation between the measurements there would be lower confidence in the calibration
of VOCs by co-location in the field, although this is the most appropriate method.
Regular calibration is required, to identify if the sensors experience large amounts of
drift and to correct for this. The frequency of calibration depends on the sensors temporal
drift and may change depending on the environment. It is expected that re-calibration
would need to be conducted on at least a bi-weekly basis for the EC but all the deployments
of sensors with co-located reference instruments were over a short time scale and therefore
this might change over longer time scales. MOS sensors would require more frequent
calibration since their responses to the environment and gaseous compounds was variable
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over shorter timescales (hours - days).
6.1.9 Machine Learning
During the analysis of the EC sensors, ML techniques were employed to successfully im-
prove the quality of the sensor measurements and make concentration estimates that were
more comparable to the reference observations. During the ML training period the algo-
rithms used all available data from the sensor instrument to make concentration estimates
for a particular compound. The results were often closer to the reference observations be-
cause ML algorithms are exceptional at identifying correlations and trends between vari-
ables and could therefore correct for cross sensitivities. The application of multi-variate
regression [199] [99] or ML techniques [205] [58] [72] to correct for cross interferences in
LCS signals have been applied to LCS in research. However, Random Forests [205] [58] [72]
or Artificial Neural Networks [174] [51] have been used, and boosted techniques such as
BRT or BLR and GP ML algorithms are less widely applied. These were chosen for
the purposes of this research because they can provide additional information as well as
producing a concentration estimate corrected for cross interferences. GP calculated an
uncertainty estimate for every data point and BRT was capable of producing a measure
of how important each variable was to the overall prediction. When applied to the 24-day
LCS data set from Beijing, the BRT, BLR and GP ML analysis made concentration es-
timates that were generally of a higher quality than the values reported from the sensors
alone. For use with the sensor data, BRT was optimal because it often performed just as
well, or better, than the other algorithms, but also had the capacity to provide information
about the algorithms decisions which was important for justifying the ML performance.
Although an advantage of using GP was that it could also report the uncertainty in the
concentration predictions, it required a substantial amount of processing power for train-
ing and testing which is less appropriate for use with an LCS instrument which may need
to re-train the ML algorithm after calibration in the field.
The ability of all ML techniques to make accurate predictions depends upon the quality
of the training data that the algorithms are given to fit to and train upon. The training
period must encompass the full range of conditions that the sensors are likely to be exposed
to during deployment. This was made evident in Chapter 5, when the training and testing
data for the Boulder sensors displayed a different distribution of data, and the overlap
of similarly distributed data was small. The ML did not perform optimally and more
training data, of at least a week was required for the ML algorithms to improve the quality
of sensor data. The mixing ratio of the pollutants, and the concentration gradients of
the species were a lot smaller than in the training set, leading to the ML algorithms
making inaccurate predictions. For successful application of ML algorithms the LCS
instrument must be exposed to a range of pollution concentrations, with the ranges greater
than expected during the testing period. Also temperature and humidity are known
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interferents upon the EC and MOS sensors therefore the LCS response to a full range
of RH and temperature must be recorded during the training period. During training it
may be suitable to co-locate the LCS instrument in the field with reference instruments,
then expand the training set conditions with use of gas standards or with laboratory
calibrations. It is recommended to use ML such as BRT and BLR to improve the accuracy
and precision of sensor based concentration estimates, when sufficient training data sets
have been collected. ML analysis was good for improving the quality of EC sensor data
and has potential for producing sensor results that are close to reference observations, but
only for as long as the relationships learnt during the training period hold true. Although
using ML could increase the time required between calibration of the sensors, it would
still be necessary to ensure that the predictions are making accurate predictions. For
longer term monitoring, since the calibration procedure must include the full range of
pollutant concentrations and environmental conditions, the training period may need to
be extended. It would also be useful to introduce a flagging system to indicate data at
times when a variable has exceeded the range it spanned during the training period. A
more thorough inspection of the ML predictions can then be made. Although not tested in
this project, iterative ML systems, whereupon the training data is added to by additional
co-location with reference monitors and the ML model is then refined upon the extra data
would potentially be a powerful tool for LCS pollutant predictions. This would allow
for frequent co-location with the reference instruments and up-to-date ML models that
account for temporal drift over week to month timescales.
However, caution should be taken when using ML as the measurements take a step
away from being sensor observations and become more like modelled data. If the purpose
of using LCS to provide an independent measurement of pollution, then using ML for
analysis might not be as beneficial. When the NO concentration was predicted using the
sensor measurements in China there was no NO sensor measurement and therefore the
prediction was based entirely upon the other sensor results and their relationships with
each other and the NO reference training label. This modelled NO concentration was
generated using the correlations detected by the ML in the training data and should be
stated as being a modelled observation of NO.
6.2 Applications of LCS
There are a variety of applications that the LCS data could be used for to improve the
assessment of air quality. Each of these is assessed and the findings from this report are
summarised to indicate if the LCS used here would be appropriate for a selection of LCS
applications.
1 . LCS instruments could be used to supplement existing air quality networks. Cur-
rently in the UK, strategically located Air Quality Monitoring (AQMs) stations contain
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research grade instruments to evaluate air quality. However, the expense to install and
maintain these AQMs means that there are a relatively sparse number of measurements
made throughout the UK. LCS have the potential to be deployed in a network to increase
the number of air quality measurements made in a localised area, to better represent
ambient pollution gradients between AQM sites.
This research project has found that clusters of EC sensors integrated into a multi-
pollutant LCS instrument would be suitable to make a high-density network of EC to
better characterise gaseous compound concentrations over week+ timescale. After in field
calibration, by co-location of the LCS with reference instruments for a week, the EC
sensors exhibited a constant sensitivity towards their target compound when compared
against the reference measurements for a subsequent two weeks. This was true when sim-
ple linear regression or ML techniques were applied to calibrate the median EC sensors.
No temporal drift of the EC was observed for the deployments in the field up to three
weeks. ML techniques were preferred for optimising the EC sensor data, by correcting for
cross interferences and ultimately producing a more accurate concentraiton estimate of EC
target measurands. However, the conditions within the training data, in the calibration
week, must be similar to the conditions experienced by the EC during the testing data set.
Applying ML algorithms retrospectively for the first training period was recommended so
a check, to identify if conditions were suitable for ML is recommended. NO2 and OX EC
sensors had a linear response and maintained a good agreement for two weeks with their
respective reference observations in Beijing, China. The research in Chapter 4 therefore
indicates that after a week calibration period, the ECs would produce high-quality pol-
lution measurements that would be comparable to reference observations for a fortnight.
Multiple LCS instruments, located around an AQM would provide additional measure-
ments to better characterise pollution gradients between AQMs and increase the number
of NO2, OX and CO measurements in a local region. These pollutants are important to
monitor as the spatial gradients of these can be steep and local authorities often report
NO2 exceedances due to a high volume of traffic [37]. The MOS sensors were found to be
less suitable for this application as changes to their sensitivity towards their target com-
pounds, environmental conditions and interfering gases are unpredictable and may occur
on short timescales (day to week), and these would also impact the instantaneous me-
dian of the MOS. Therefore there would be little confidence in the MOS sensor data with
no co-located reference. MOS signals are heavily influenced by environmental conditions
and large, daily fluctuations in temperature and humidity are expected for deployment
outdoors, which were shown to overwhelm the MOS response to ambient VOCs.
2. Personal exposure monitoring; due to their low cost, low power and small size, LCS
such as MOS and EC are portable. Therefore they, and a small power supply and data
storage system can be carried around, to indicate when and where an individual is exposed
to high levels of pollution.
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This research has shown that the EC and MOS are capable of producing indicative
observations of pollutants. Both these sensors report data at relatively high temporal res-
olution (seconds) which would be suitable for moving around with the sensors and identi-
fying where a spike in the median signal was produced. For example, an individual could
determine where on a walking commute they experienced the highest levels of pollution
and look for routes where this pollution hotspot was missed. Whilst, in this application
they should not be used to provide absolute concentrations both the MOS and EC have
displayed covariance with an equivalent reference monitoring device. However, the data
reported from the EC sensors was found to be more reproducible and less impacted by
changing environmental conditions than that of MOS data. It is therefore recommended
to preferentially use EC for this application. However, for quantitative measurements,
even with ML to correct for cross interferences, the absolute concentrations would not
be of high quality as moving into different locations, with different environmental condi-
tions would lead to the training and testing data sets exhibiting different distributions.
In this scenario the concentration estimate predicted by the ML techniques is likely to
be inaccurate. By comparing multiple LCS, for example to monitor NO2, OX and CO,
additional information regarding the source of these emissions might be extracted from
these timeseries.
In Chapter 5, CO EC and CO2 NDIR sensors were found to be suitable for mobile
measurements made by installing the LCS inside a vehicle. Both the median EC and
median NDIR signals produced one-minute data that co-varied with co-located reference
instruments. The temporal resolution, response time and recovery of the EC and NDIR
devices meant that they successfully identified locations where CO and CO2 concentra-
tion variations occurred. CH4 MOS sensors were tested in the same experiment and the
median MOS did not correlation or co-vary with the CH4 reference observations. This
was potentially because the MOS sensor were too susceptible to influence from additional
external factors such as vibration of the vehicle, air flow rate and because their response
times to changing CH4 concentrations was not fast enough. MOS sensors were therefore
found to be unsuitable for vehicle bound mobile measurements.
3. LCS could be used for source apportionment and characterisation. The low-cost
and small size of a LCS instrument means that multiple instruments could be deployed
for a short time period to increase the coverage of pollution measurements. Examples of
this would be to identify emission sources that were previously unknown or to estimate
flux emissions.
The fast response and portability of MOS and EC LCS make them ideal for deploying
in a high-density network. By combining the LCS sensor instrument data with additional
measurements such as wind speed and direction this may identify localised emission sources
that were suspected or previously unknown. After in situ co-location with the reference
instruments for calibration the LCS could be discretely left unattended to provide data
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coverage in a localised area for a fortnight. When the wind was blowing from the emission
source to each deployed sensor a peak in the signal would occur. By comparing the
results from the spatially spread EC or MOS with wind direction and speed data, the
emission source could be identified. The MOS and EC would indicate peaks in their
timeseries that could be attributed to a source upwind of the sensors location after the
effects of temperature and humidity were ruled out. By monitoring these environmental
conditions in the LCS instrument and by comparing the signals of different LCS in the
sensor instrument, it is simple to examine if the temperature or humidity had impacted
the signal. For example, if the point source emitted CO, the increased response in the CO
EC would be compared against the median NO2 and OX EC to identify if they were all
responding to an environmental condition or if it was a genuine CO peak. The absolute
concentrations of the pollutants would not necessarily have to be accurate as this might
help to position additional research equipment to quantify the emissions from that source.
Since different models of MOS sensors displayed different sensitivities towards VOCs, e.g.
the TGS2602 total VOC MOS displayed a higher sensitivity towards aromatic compounds
whereas, the TGS2620 OVOC MOS displayed a lower sensitivity towards aromatics, but
higher sensitivity towards alkanes, it may be possible to identify sources of VOCs using
pattern recognition software. The MOS array would need to be exposed to a comprehensive
collection of different VOC compositions in the laboratory or during a training period, and
the relative responses of each MOS sensor recorded as a ’fingerprint’ for that VOC mixture.
Pattern recognition software would then be able to estimate the VOC composition based
on the fingerprint of MOS sensor responses that were produced in the field [169].
LCS EC and NDIR would be applicable for estimate the spatial scales impacted by
a point source. By deploying multiple LCS instruments at different distances to a point
source the magnitude of the peaks in the LCS signal would indicate the distance over which
the pollution gradient occurred. The MOS are considered unsuitable for this application as
their sensitivity towards VOCs and environmental conditions changed over time, therefore
it would be mis-leading to compare the size of MOS signal peaks at different locations.
Indicative estimates of emission fluxes could be determined by deploying multiple sen-
sor instruments at different vertical levels. The EC and NDIR sensors proved that they
were capable of fast time resolution data that co-varied with a reference instrument when
they were deployed in the van. Therefore, the EC and NDIR sensors could potentially
provide information about vertical pollution gradients for multiple pollutants. Each LCS
instrument could be calibrate at the ground level with an AQM, then after a suitable
calibration week or training data set each could be deployed at different heights for a
short term (weeks) experiment. There would be confidence in the data reported by the
EC or NDIR sensors for the subsequent few weeks, and the LCS instrument could be fur-
ther calibrated at each height to ensure that the training conditions were similar to those
experienced in the testing period. The low-power, small size, light-weight properties of
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a LCS instrument make this a more practical solution than deploying multiple reference
instruments on a tall tower.
4. Smart decisions. There are already studies to show how CO2 NDIR sensors can be
used for smart ventilation. By co-locating LCS in and outside of a building the devices can
be used to identify if, additional ventilation is required (air quality in <air quality out) or
if the outdoor pollution is degrading the indoor air quality and windows should be closed
(air quality in >air quality out) [99] [113]. Whilst the EC have been shown to have high
inter-sensor reproducibility these sensors may not be suitable for comparing indoor and
outdoor air quality. The environmental conditions between the two environments would
lead to the air the sample is exposed to being different. Therefore they will be responding
to multiple different external conditions and may lead to an inaccurate decisions being
made. They could potentially be used for this purpose if separate ML techniques were
applied to both locations and it was proven that both sets of EC exhibited the consistent
responses over the timescales of the deployment. Both would have to prove they were
comparable to a reference a pro-longed period of time (year) as these smart ventilation
systems would be used long term. NO2 EC could provide traffic emissions information
to a local authority of council about to be able to make smart decisions about handling
traffic flow issues. A LCS instrument could be deployed at a roadside to indicate when the
highest pollution episodes were occurring at a junction and to correlate these with traffic
light signals. The EC respond on a high enough time resolution to detect peaks in NO2
due to rush-hour and would be a cost-effective method of identifying the effectiveness
of a new mitigation protocol if one was put in place to reduce traffic emissions. The
LCS instrument could easily be co-located with a reference monitor by deploying it at a
near-by AQM and laboratory experiments could be conducted, to ensure the full range
of NO2, O3 and CO concentrations were exposed to the LCS instrument during training.
The findings from experiments with ML in this research project suggest that, with use
of ML and frequent (every two weeks) re-co-location with the reference instruments the
concentration estimates of traffic pollution for NO2, O3 and CO would be accurate.
VOC LCS displayed a higher temporal resolution than the instrumentation currently
used for legislative purposes (GC-FID). On the condition that the VOC MOS sensors
could be temperature and humidity corrected, they would be suitable for smart sampling.
A cluster of MOS co-located with an automatic WAS sampler could automatically initiate
a WAS sample being taken if there was a peak in the median MOS signal (that was not
detected in the RH/temp. profile). The real-time total VOC MOS measurements could be
used to identify peaks in the bulk atmospheric VOC mixing ratio. This information could
be relayed to a micro-computer and be used to automatically initiate a Whole Air Sample,
which would be analysed using GC-MS or GC-FID at a later date, see Fig. 6.3. GC-MS or
GC-FID analysis would then provide further information about the VOC composition and
would quantify the different VOCs that caused the pollution spike. However, the issues of
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Figure 6.3: Flow chart to show the process by which the real-time spikes in total VOC
levels detected by the MOS sensors could be useful for automatically sampling the air for
GC-MS analysis. This would decrease the chances of missing peaks in the VOC mixing
ratio and help atmospheric research.
the temperature and humidity dependence of the MOS sensor would need to be accounted
for. These two environmental conditions could be monitored and a new WAS sample
taken only if the peak in MOS signal did not exactly match a peak in the temperature
and humidity data. This would not require indicative measurements and be irrespective
of drift so long as the sensitivity of the MOS sensors did not drift significantly over the
deployment. Chapter 3 found that by using a cluster of MOS the mid-term drift of any
individual MOS sensor is reduced making MOS sensors more suitable for this application.
Another use for identifying temporal variability is to determine at what point in the day
pollution peaks. This might be useful for identifying diurnal patterns, such as determining
when rush hour traffic emissions occur or local sources of pollution that might otherwise
be missed. This would be possible by using multiple pollutant LCS instruments and also
monitoring the environmental conditions.
5. Citizen science and education The inexpensive nature of LCS make then a viable
option for citizen science projects, use by local authorities, schools and the general public.
The high time resolution of the measurements is advantageous for as the preliminary
results are produced almost immediately after a pollution event. Therefore LCS can be
useful for generating awareness of air quality issues. EC cost approximately £50 and MOS
are typically around £10. Both of these types of LCS also report data in near real-time and
would be useful for educating people about air quality issues. CO, OX and NO2 are also
criteria pollutants that would be useful for indicating to people where pollution hotspots
due to traffic or combustion occur. The LCS instrument produced as part of this thesis
was relatively robust and could be supplied to a school for the students to use to gather
information about local air quality and learn about pollution. Citizen science projects, to
informally identify pollution events and sources could also use MOS and EC sensors. The
work conducted in this project would mean that EC sensors would be recommended over
MOS as it was found that the EC performance in the field was generally more reliable,
closer to a reference and less susceptible to changing environmental conditions than the
MOS sensors. OPCs and NDIR sensors are more expensive, on the order of £200, and
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therefore might not be as suitable for low-cost use with schools and local authorities. Both
these techniques do provide real-time measurements of their target measurands, which is
important for education and citizen science.
6.2.1 Future work
Figure 6.4: Photos to show some of the changes being made to the next iteration of the
sensor instrument. These alterations are occurring to enable the sensor instrument to be
easy to use and be able to be assessed remotely.
The work in this research project has shown that the EC sensors can be used to make
accurate and precise measurements of ambient levels of pollutants with proper calibration.
ML techniques provided a good technique for solving the EC issues around reproducibil-
ity and robustness, and therefore there are many applications where EC sensors will be
suitable. Further experiments are required to characterise sensor behaviour over longer
(month - year) periods of time. The prototype sensor instrument designs used for this
research have been used to build a independent sensor instrument, which can be used in
’plug-and-play’ format and which are due to be deployed in the near future. The future
LCS instrument will continue to use the clustering approach and will monitor multiple
pollutants to obtain the optimum sensor data collection. The same type of sensors, MOS,
EC and NDIR will be used for the measurement of gaseous atmospheric compounds.
Updates to the sensor instrument include:
Table 6.5: Improvements to the LCS instrument, to optimise the performance of the









The prototype LCS used a LattePanda which
was analogous to a laptop for data capture
and storage. Whilst useful because the Lat-
tePanda allowed changes to the code to be
made, this was not necessary for future ap-
plications now that the code had been re-
fined. Raspberry Pi are less expensive and
can be pre-loaded with code so that a new
one can be sent out to replace a faulty micro-






and mouse to still
be added but add a
touch screen
This would stream-line the instrument so
that it is easy to use and operate by oper-





one manifold that is
machined out of one
piece of Teflon and
sandwiched between
two sheet of metal
The air flowing through the instrument will
only be exposed to the PTFE, to minimise
the loss of compounds to the metal joints.
The metal will make the manifold airtight
and the sensors will remain at the temper-
ature of this thermal sink. The sensors can
also be mounted very close together, reduc-




The new circuit board
incorporates the elec-
tronics for more com-
ponents and reduces
the number of wires in
the instrument
The design will reduce electrical noise and
facilitate the replacement of failing sensors
and parts, making the LCS instrument easier
to use in the field.
Use of a compos-
ite board
All sensors mounted
to a composite board
This acts as a Faraday cage, reducing the
electrical noise in the sensors. Also thermally
isolates the sensors from heat producing com-




Add SD clock and
SD card to micro-
controller (Arduinos)
The SD clock automatically puts a time
stamp on the data and the SD card will be
used to store a back-up of the data to ensure
the data is not lost if the Raspberry Pi fails.
Additional
chemical sensors
6 NO EC sensors
added
This increases the number of pollutants mon-
itored by the LCS instrument so it is better









Additional environmental parameters that
are monitored will help to identify other con-
ditions that may impact the sensors signals.
They might also be useful for identifying if
the calibration period is significantly differ-
ent to the conditions experienced by the LCS







This is useful for trouble-shooting and
quickly identifying if a component, such as a
pump, begins to fail as the drawn current by
that component will decrease. A replacement
part can then be fitted and quick detection
of failing parts maximises data capture. Po-
tentially, the identification of failing sensors
can be conducted in this manner too.
Multiple successors to the sensor instrument prototypes are in the process of being
built. Two of them will be deployed, co-located with reference instruments to investigate
sensor performance over long periods of time. It is not currently known how the sensors
behave after prolonged deployments on the time scale of years. The new LCS instruments
are due to be deployed to investigate the performance of LCS over longer timescales. The
instruments were designed based on the results reported from the LCS instrument proto-
type used to evaluate LCS in this research project. They have been optimised to improve
data capture and increase ease of use to make them more suitable for deployment in the
field. One will be deployed in York (England) city centre alongside a NERC super-site
for ambient measurements of outdoor air quality. The site is located on top of a building
and is a long-term urban monitoring station, so all the relevant reference instruments are
present for sensor performance evaluation. Another sensor instrument is to be deployed
in South Africa, again at a monitoring site containing reference instruments. The sensors
will also be stationed there for over a year and it will be interesting to investigate how the
sensors behave in a different climate over longer time scales.
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Looking even further into the future there are plans to design an internal calibration
unit within the sensor instrument. For a sensor instrument to work as a stand alone
unit, there needs to be confidence in the data after it has moved away from reference
instruments. A calibration unit, to introduce a gas standard of mixed gases to the sensors,
whilst maintaining ambient levels of humidity is required, but would allow a traceable
history of sensor responses that can be used to calibrate or identify when the sensors
require co-location. This would also be useful for determining the drift of the sensor
response to the same calibration gas over time, and would indicate if sensors were failing.
6.2.2 Overall summary
The results from this work have proven that clustered EC LCS can be used to make concen-
tration estimates that are comparable to reference observations. With the application of
ML techniques upon a multi-pollutant LCS instrument data set it was possible to calculate
accurate NO2, OX and CO concentration estimates. Further work and improvements to
the MOS sensors are required to produce robust and reproducible total VOC concentration
estimates. The LCS instrument would be useful for improving the spatial density of pollu-
tion measurements over a short timescale which has many benefits, from better validation
of atmospheric models to improved personal exposure estimate. Both indoor and outdoor
pollution can be assessed by the LCS measurement, and this work has shown that the EC
and NDIR were successful in identifying pollution hotspots whilst installed upon a mobile
platform. Using the LCS instrument to monitor multiple criteria pollutants makes it a
powerful technique that can be used for source apportionment and characterisation. LCS
measurements can be used to establish a network to answer research questions regarding
the spatial impact of pollution in a more practical manner than deploying multiple refer-
ence instruments. The reliability and robustness of sensor measurements was shown to be
sufficient over a short-term period, and can therefore be used to assess the air quality in
a localised region or identify the effectiveness of pollution mitigation programmes. With
appropriate calibration techniques and LCS can positively contribute to the number of





AED Aerodynamic Equivalent Diameter
AQM Air Quality Monitoring
AURN Automatic Rural and Urban Network
BAMs Beta-Attenuation Monitor
BLR Boosted linear regression
BRT Boosted regression trees
CAPS Cavity Attenuated Phase Shift
CE Counter Electrode
CH4 Methane









FFT Fast Fourier Transform
FID Flame Ionisation Detection
GC Gas Chromatography
GC-MS Gas Chromatography with Mass Spectrometry
GHG Greenhouse gas
GP Gaussian Process
IAP Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Beijing
IR Infra-Red
ISB Individual sensor board
LCS Low cost sensor
LED Light emitting diode
LoD Limit of Detection
MAE Mean Absolute Error
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MCERTS Monitoring emissions to air, land and water
ML Machine Learning









NOX Nitrogen oxides (NO + NO2)
NPL National Physics Laboratory
NRMSE Normalised Root Mean Squared Error
O3 Ozone
O&NG Oil and Natural Gas
OVOC Oxygenated volatile organic compound
PAG Pure Air Generator
PAH Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
PAN Peroxyacyl nitrates
pdf Probability density function
PFA Perfluoroalkoxy
PID Photoionistion detector
POPS Printed Optical Particle Spectrometer
ppb Parts per billion
ppm Parts per million
ppt Parts per trillion
PM Particulate matter
PrBu Propane/butane MOS sensors
RE Reference Electrode
RH Relative Humidity
RMSE Root Mean Squared Error
rtp Room temperature and pressure
sccm Standard cubic centimetres per minute
SIFT-MS Selected Ion Flow Tube with Mass Spectrometry




SOA Secondary Organic Aerosol
TEOM Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance
TMB Trimethylbenzene
TSP Total Suspended Particles
US United States
UV Ultra-violet radiation
VOC Volatile Organic Compound
VUV Vacuum Ultra-violet
WAS Whole Air Sample
WE Working Electrode
WHO World Health Organisation
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